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Construction of Databases for Small Area Estimation

Emily Berg1

The demand for small area estimates can conflict with the objective of producing a multi-
purpose data set. We use donor imputation to construct a database that supports small area
estimation. Appropriately weighted sums of observed and imputed values produce model-
based small area estimates. We develop imputation procedures for both unit-level and area-
level models. For area-level models, we restrict to linear models. We assume a single vector of
covariates is used for a possibly multivariate response. Each record in the imputed data set has
complete data, an estimation weight, and a set of replicate weights for mean square error
(MSE) estimation. We compare imputation procedures based on area-level models to those
based on unit-level models through simulation. We apply the methods to the Iowa Seat-Belt
Use Survey, a survey designed to produce state-level estimates of the proportions of vehicle
occupants who wear a seat-belt. We develop a bivariate unit-level model for prediction of
county-level proportions of belted drivers and total occupants. We impute values for the
proportions of belted drivers and vehicle occupants onto the full population of road segments
in the sampling frame. The resulting imputed data set returns approximations for the county-
level predictors based on the bivariate model.

Key words: Imputation; area-level; unit-level; bootstrap; bivariate.

1. Introduction

We consider the problem of constructing a data set that provides good estimates for pre-

specified small areas and for a pre-specified set of response variables. We approach this

objective through donor imputation and replication variance estimation. We define

procedures to select donors and construct corresponding weights such that the resulting

small area estimate is close to the empirical best linear unbiased predictor (EBLUP) for a

specified small area model. We also consider linear combinations of small area

parameters, such as the average of two small area means and the overall mean for the full

population.

Our interest in this topic grew out of a study of procedures used for the National

Resource Inventory (NRI), a longitudinal survey of non-federal land in the United States

(Nusser and Goebel 1997). The NRI product includes a record-level database, in addition

to a set of estimates. In the 1997 NRI, small area estimates were constructed for urban

areas and roads. Imputation was used to ensure that the record-level database provided

good estimates for small area parameters of interest. We develop procedures that are more

general than those used for the NRI.

In this article, we apply one of the proposed imputation procedures to data from the

Iowa Seat-Belt Use Survey. We develop a bivariate small area model for the proportions of
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drivers and vehicle occupants who are wearing a seat-belt. We produce a database that

approximates model-based small area estimates.

The problem of constructing a database that re-produces model-based small area

estimates is of interest beyond the NRI and seat-belt use survey applications. Many large-

scale survey operations produce a data set in addition to a set of estimates and standard

errors. The data set is typically equipped with a set of weights and replicate weights

designed to produce direct estimates and associated standard errors for domains with

adequately large sample sizes. Provision of a unit-level database enhances transparency

and flexibility for a data user. Direct estimates for small areas constructed from the

database may be unreliable due to small sample sizes.

For production of small area estimates, the data producer may consider two possible

approaches. One is to provide a separate set of tables containing model-based small area

estimates. At the other extreme, the data producer may expect the data user to implement

specialized small area models using the unit-level data. Both of these approaches have

limitations.

The approach of providing tables with model-based small area estimates and associated

root mean square errors is restrictive. Use of tabular output to construct estimates for linear

combinations of small area parameters may be difficult. Conflicts between tabular output

and direct estimates can cause confusion for a user who is provided with both tables of

estimates and unit-level data.

User-specific analyses also have limitations for small area estimation. Routines for

implementing small area models in standard software packages, such as SAS and R, are

limited to a relatively narrow class of models. Different data users may obtain different

small area estimates from the same data set. The user may lack access to population-level

auxiliary information needed for model-based small area estimation.

We propose an approach that offers a compromise between the two extremes of tabular

estimates and an unstructured data set. We construct a database that preserves specified

small area estimates. This permits the data producer to absorb responsibility for small area

modeling, while still allowing the user access to unit-level data. Different users of the unit-

level data will obtain the same model-based small area estimates. We formalize the

problem of imputation for the purpose of producing a database that provides estimates of

pre-specified small area parameters.

We suppose a model-based procedure exists to estimate small area means. We consider

a framework where a single vector of covariates is used for a possibly multivariate

response. We focus on linear small area models. The goal of the survey is not simply to

produce a set of estimates but is also to produce a database that an analyst can use to

construct estimates for desired parameters of interest. To accomplish this goal, we

augment the set of observed values with a set of imputed values. The imputed values are

observed response variables obtained from donors. We use donor imputation because

donor imputation can be robust to model assumptions and can preserve multivariate

associations in the data. We also construct a revised set of weights. Appropriately weighted

sums of observed and imputed values re-produce model-based small area estimates. We

also use the weights to construct estimators of linear combinations of small area means.

We further provide a set of replicate weights such that replicate variance estimators re-

produce standard estimators of the mean square error of the small area predictor.
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We illustrate imputation for small area estimation through simulation and a data

analysis. We apply the methods to data from the 2019 Iowa Seat-Belt Use Survey. This

annual survey provides estimates of seat-belt use rates at the state level. Additionally, the

survey produces an estimation dataset with information for sampled road segments. We

develop a bivariate unit-level model for estimation of seat-belt use rates at the county

level. We use the bivariate model as the basis for an imputation procedure. We construct

imputed values and weights for every road segment in the sampling frame. Weighted sums

of imputed values approximate the model-based small area estimates. We also investigate

imputation for a bivariate unit-level model through simulation. In the simulations, we

compare procedures based on univariate models to procedures based on bivariate models.

We aim for generality, but our procedures do not encompass all situations of possible

interest. We focus on linear models. The approach based on unit-level models requires

specification of a vector of variables of interest. The procedures do not immediately apply

to arbitrary definitions of domains. We do not consider the case of nonsampled areas in

detail. We require that the same vector of covariates be used for all response variables.

1.1. Related Literature

A close alternative to our approach is Chandra and Chambers (2009). They propose a set

of weights intended to yield efficient estimates for full population parameters as well as

reasonable small area estimates. We compare our imputation approach to the approach of

Chandra and Chambers (2009) through simulation.

Our approach also relates to a procedure to construct a transparent data file for the 2000

Census of Population (Isaki et al. 2000). A statistical estimation procedure was used to

combine estimates based on the Census of Population short form with data from a follow-

up survey to estimate the under-count. Pseudo-values were computed so that the resulting

data file would reproduce the combined estimates.

The method of weight-splitting (Randrianasolo and Tille 2013) also addresses an

objective similar to ours. Weight-splitting is a way to produce a set of weights for small

area estimation. The resulting weights preserve a benchmarking restriction that the sum of

the estimates for the small areas is equal to the estimate for the full population. The

weight-splitting procedure uses D sets of weights to produce estimates for D small areas.

In contrast, we augment the data set with imputed values, allowing us to utilize a single

vector of estimation weights.

1.2. Outline

We define the algorithmic steps required to construct imputed values and weights that

reproduce small area estimates. The two main categories of small area models are unit-

level models (Battese et al. 1988) and area-level models (Fay and Herriot 1979). Rao and

Molina (2015) discuss these two categories of small area models in detail. An analyst may

want to use either of these two categories of models. The desire to construct a database to

support small area estimation need not limit the type of model used. We define imputation

procedures for area-level and unit-level models in Sections 2 and 3, respectively. We

evaluate the procedures through simulation in Section 4. We apply one of the imputation

methods to estimate county level seat-belt use rates using data from the Iowa Seat-Belt
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Use Survey in Section 5. We summarize and discuss limitations of our work in Section 6.

The Appendix (Section 7) contains details of estimation procedures and a table

summarizing the proposed imputation procedures.

2. Estimators for Area Level Models as Imputed Estimators

In this section, we define the steps to construct a database that reproduces estimates based

on an area level model for direct estimators of means. As a precursor to the definition of

the imputation procedure, we overview the widely-used Fay and Herriot (1979) model.

The Fay-Herriot model is called an “area-level model” because the response variable in

the model is a direct estimator of a small area parameter.

We establish notation needed to define the area-level model. Estimates are desired for D

areas indexed by k ¼ 1; : : :;D: Let j ¼ 1; : : :;Nk index the population elements for area

k. Denote a univariate response variable by ykj. Assume the population size Nk is known. A

sample of nk elements is selected for area k, and the sampled elements are denoted by

j ¼ 1; : : :; nk: We also use Ak to denote the index set of the nk elements in the sample for

area k. We assume that all areas have at least one sampled element. Denote the selection

probability for element j in area k by pkj. Let xk be a fixed covariate for area k.

Define a direct estimator of a small area mean by Ŷk ¼
P

j[Ak
wkjykj, where

wkj ¼ N21
k p21

kj . Denote the design-variance of Ŷk by s2
ek. Assume that the survey provides

an estimate of s2
ek. As is common in the literature, we operate as if s2

ek is the known design-

variance of Ŷk.

A standard Fay-Herriot model for the direct estimator of the mean for area k is given by

Ŷk ¼ x 0kbþ bk þ ek; ð1Þ

where bk , N(0, s2
b), and ek , N(0, s2

ek). Recall that s2
ek denotes the design variance of Ŷk.

In practice, s2
ek is estimated from the unit-level data. We treat the estimated s2

ek as if it

were the true s2
ek. The assumption that s2

ek is known is required to identify the parameters

of the model (1). The best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE) of b is

b̂BLUE s2
b

� �
¼

XD

i¼1

xix
0
i s2

b þ s2
ei

� �21

 !21
XD

i¼1

xi s2
b þ s2

ei

� �21
Ŷi;

where the notation b̂BLUE s2
b

� �
emphasizes dependence of the BLUE on the unknown s2

b.

The parameter representing the small area mean of interest is uk ¼ x 0kbþ bk. The best

linear unbiased predictor (BLUP) of uk is given by

ûB
k ¼ ûB

k b̂BLUE s2
b

� �
;s2

b

� �
¼ 1 2 gk

� �
x 0xb̂BLUE s2

b

� �
þ gkŶk;

where gk ¼ s2
b s2

b þ s2
ek

� �21
. The notation ûB

k b̂BLUE s2
b

� �
;s2

b

� �
emphasizes dependence of

the BLUP on the unknown s2
b. The design-variance s2

ek generally decreases as nk increases

such that gk, approaches 1 as the area sample size increases. For a simple random sample,

s2
ek is of the form s2

ek ¼ s2
e /nk, in which case the connection between gk, and nk is obvious.

The estimated best linear unbiased predictor (EBLUP) is defined by replacing the

unknown s2
b with an estimator ŝ2

b. We express the EBLUP for model (1) as ûEB
k ¼

ûk b̂; ŝ2
b

� �
; where b̂ ¼ b̂BLUE ŝ2

b

� �
: A number of procedures to estimate s2

b exist. We use a
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moment-type estimator called the Fay-Herriot estimator that is implemented in the SAE R

package. Given an estimate ŝ2
b, the EBLUP of uk is defined as

ûEB
k ¼ ûB

k b̂BLUE ŝ2
b

� �
; ŝ2

b

� �
¼ 1 2 ĝk

� �
x 0kb̂BLUE ŝ2

b

� �
þ ĝkŶk; ð2Þ

where ĝk ¼ ŝ2
b ŝ2

b þ s2
ek

� �21
.

It is widely known that the mean square error (MSE) of the EBLUP decomposes into a

sum of two terms as msefûEB
k g ¼ M1k þM2k; where M1k ¼ gks

2
ek;M2k ¼ E½ðûEB

k 2 ~uB
k Þ

2�;

and ~uB
k ¼ gkŶk þ ð1 2 gkÞx

0
kb (Rao and Molina 2015, 273). The first term, M1k, is

VfbkjŶkg ¼ gks
2
ek: The second term accounts for estimation of b and s2

b.

Jiang et al. (2002) propose a jackknife estimator of M2k of the form

M̂
JK

2k ¼
D 2 1

D

� �XD

r¼1

û
ðrÞ

k 2 ûEB
k

� 	2

; ð3Þ

where û
ðrÞ

k ¼ ûEB
k fb̂

ðrÞ

BLUEðŝ
2
bðrÞÞ; ŝ

2
bðrÞg; and ðb̂

ðrÞ

BLUEðŝ
2
bðrÞÞ; ŝ

2
bðrÞÞ denotes an estimate of

ðb 0; ŝ2
bÞ constructed with area r omitted. An estimator of msefûEB

k g is m̂sek ¼ ĝks
2
ek þ M̂JK

2k .

We refer the reader to Jiang et al. (2002) and Rao and Molina (2015) for further detail on the

jackknife MSE estimator (3).

The usual formulation of the EBLUP for the area level model (1) summarized here

expresses the EBLUP as a function of the direct estimators {Ŷk: k ¼ 1; : : :;K}: Standard

procedures involve first calculating Ŷk from the unit-level data and then using Ŷk to

construct the EBLUP. Because Ŷk is a weighted sum of unit-level data, one can express the

EBLUP as a weighted sum of unit-level observations. Our database construction process

will utilize an expression the EBLUP as a weighted sum of the unit-level data.

We define a database composed of real observations, imputed values, and weights such

that appropriately weighted sums of observed and imputed values reproduce the EBLUP,

ûEB
k defined in Equation (2). In this direction, we first express the EBLUP for the Fay-

Herriot model as a weighted sum of sampled units in Subsection 2.1. We then define

imputed values and weights to reproduce the EBLUP in Subsection 2.2. In Subsection 2.2,

we also define replicate weights to reproduce the jackknife variance estimator (3).

2.1. Estimator for Area-Level Model As a Weighted Sum of Sampled Values

The model (1) is called an area level model because the response variable in the model is a

direct estimator for an area. The EBLUP of Equation (2) for the Fay-Herriot model is an

area-level estimator in the sense that one can construct the EBLUP using only the direct

estimators {Ŷk: k ¼ 1; : : :;D}: The EBLUP (2) is implicitly a function of the unit-level

data because Yk is a function of the unit-level data. Specifically, Ŷk ¼
Pnk

j¼1wkjykj, where

wkj ¼ p21
kj N21

k . We now express the EBLUP of Equation (2) for the Fay-Herriot model as

a weighted sum of all elements in the sample. In this direction, we require two indexes for

the area and a separate index for the unit within the area. We use the index of k to denote

the area for which the predictor is constructed. We use the label of i to index other areas

used in construction of the predictor for area k. We use j to denote a unit within an area.

One can write the EBLUP for area k as
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ûEB
k ¼

XD

i¼1

Xni

j¼1

1 2 ĝk

� �
x0kAiwij þ I i ¼ k½ �ĝiwij

� �
yij; ð4Þ

where Ai ¼ M 21xiðs
2
ei þ ŝ2

bÞ
21; and M ¼

PD
i¼1ðs

2
ei þ ŝ2

bÞ
21xix

0
i: Expression (4) motiv-

ates a weight of the form

dkij ¼ 1 2 ĝk

� �
x0kAiwij þ I i ¼ k½ �ĝkwij; ð5Þ

where I �½ � is the indicator function that equals 1 if the argument is true and 0 otherwise.

The form of the weight in Equation (5) combined with the expression of the predictor in

Equation (4) imply that one can express the EBLUP as a weighted sum of sampled units as

ûEB
k ¼

XD

i¼1

Xni

j¼1

dkijyij: ð6Þ

The weight dkij depends on the estimation domain k. Therefore, we cannot apply a

uniform weighting adjustment to construct small area predictors for all D areas. Simple

use of the weight dkij would require D sets of weights to construct small area estimates for

D domains, similar to Randrianasolo and Tillé (2013). We can overcome this issue by

constructing imputed values for each area. We define imputed values and weights to

reproduce ûEB
k in Subsection 2.2.

2.2. Area-Level Imputation Procedure (Area-Imp)

We define imputed values and weights that reproduce the EBLUP for the Fay-Herriot

model. We call this first imputation procedure “Area-Imp.” The imputation procedure has

two parts. The first part involves defining imputed values to reproduce the small area

predictors. To accomplish this first step, we augment the data set for each area k with the n

– nk observations in the sample that are not in area k. We call the imputed values

constructed in step 1 the “prediction imputed values,” as they are defined so that weighted

sums of observed and imputed values for an area reproduce the EBLUP for the area. The

second step involves defining additional imputed values for each area for the purpose of

variance estimation. We call the imputed values constructed in the second step the

“variance estimation imputed values,” as they are constructed for the purpose of variance

estimation. We let R denote the number of variance estimation imputed values. After

completing both imputation steps, the final data set has a total of D (nþ R) records (rows),

where D is the number of areas, n is the number of elements in the original sample, and R is

the number of variance estimation imputed values. The size of the resulting data set can be

unwieldy if D is very large. In Section 3, we define procedures that require fewer imputed

values.

First, we define the prediction imputed values. Conceptually, the imputed data set for

area k consists of the nk elements in domain k and all n – nk elements that are not in domain

k. We now formalize the process of augmenting the sample for area k with the prediction

imputed values. We continue with our convention of using the first index label to denote

the area that is receiving imputed values (recipients) and the second index label to denote
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the area providing the imputed value (donor). Let ~ykij denote the imputed response value

from donor yij to area k. Elements in area k donate to themselves, such that ~ykkj ¼ ykj. We

now define an indexing system for the observed and imputed elements in area k. Arrange

the n elements in the original data set in increasing order by area label and then by

ascending order based on unit label within area. Then, element yij is in position s(ij ), where

sðijÞ ¼ f
P

l,i nlg þ j, sðijÞ [ {1; : : :; n}; and it is understood that
P

l,1 nl ¼ 0. Denote

the n imputed values for area k by �yk1; : : : ; �ykn where �yks ¼ ykij for the element in position

s(ij ). (Note that here, we use s(ij ) instead of sij to emphasize that the position s is a

function of the original indexing (ij ).) Define dks to be the weight associated with imputed

value �yks, such that dks ¼ dkij for s ¼ s(ij ). All unit-level variables in addition to variable y

come from the donor. Precisely, let vij denote the (q – 1)––dimensional vector of variables

of interest in the survey, except for yij. The imputed value �y ks ¼ y ij for element (ij ) in

position s. The covariate used in the Fay-Herriot model is an area-level covariate.

Therefore, we think the natural choice for the imputed covariate value associated to (�yks,

�y 0ks)
0 is xk. At this stage, the imputed data set has Dn rows. The total number of columns at

this step is p þ q þ 1, where p is the dimension of xk, q is the dimension of (�yks, �y 0ks)
0, and

the additional column is for the weight dks.

To estimate the MSE of the EBLUP, we estimate M1k and M2k by adding variance

estimation imputed values and replicate weights. To estimate M1k, we define R additional

imputed values for each area, for a total of DR variance estimation imputed values. We

define the R imputed values such that the expected value of the sum of squared differences

between the R imputed values and the EBLUP is M1k ¼ ĝks
2
ek. The r th variance estimation

imputed value for area k is defined by

�ykðnþrÞ ¼ ûEB
k þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
D=ðD 2 1

p ĝkðb
*ðrÞ
k þ e*ðrÞ

k Þ2 b*ðrÞ
kffiffiffi

R
p ; ð7Þ

where b*ðrÞ
k ,iid ð0; ŝ2

bÞ, e*ðrÞ
k ,iid ð0; ŝ2

ekÞ for r ¼ 1,: : :, R, and ûEB
k is the original EBLUP of

(2). Observe that E* ½D
21ðD 2 1Þ

PR
r¼1ð�ykðnþrÞ 2 ûEB

k Þ
2jŶ1; : : :; ŶD� ¼ ĝks

2
ek, where

E* �½ � denotes expectation relative to the distribution of ðb*ðrÞ
k ; e*ðrÞ

k Þ. The R variance

estimation imputed values for area k contribute only to variance estimation, not to

prediction. The estimation weight dkj ¼ 0 for j ¼ n þ 1,: : :, n þ R.

At this stage, the imputed data set has a total of D(n þ R) records (rows), composed of

the Dn – n prediction imputed values, RD variance estimation imputed values, and the

original n observations. Let �Ak ¼ f j ¼ 1; : : : ; nþ Rg denote the index set for the

observed and imputed elements for area k. By construction, the estimator defined by

ûk ¼

j[ �Ak

X
dkj �ykj

is the EBLUP of Equation (2). Recall that dks ¼ dkij for index ðijÞ satisfying s ¼ sðijÞ; and

dks ¼ 0 for s ¼ n þ r for r ¼ 1,: : :, R. The dkij are defined in Equation (5) to reproduce

the EBLUP of Equation (2). The use of dkj instead of dkij is a simplification of the notation

from a triple-subscript to a double-subscript.

We now define the replicate weights needed for MSE estimation. We define D þ R

vectors of replicate weights. The first D replicates are used to reproduce the jackknife
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estimator (3) of the second term (M2k) in the MSE of the EBLUP. The second R replicates

approximate M1k. For r ¼ 1,: : :, D, define

d
ðrÞ
kij ¼

ð1 2 ĝ
ðrÞ
k Þx

0
kAðrÞi wij þ I½i ¼ k�ĝðrÞk wij; if i – r

I½i ¼ k�ĝðrÞk wij; if i ¼ r

8
<

:

where ĝðrÞk ¼ ŝ2
bðrÞ=ðŝ

2
bðrÞ þ s2

eiÞ, AðrÞi ¼ M21
ðrÞ xiðs

2
ei þ ŝ2

bðrÞÞ
21;MðrÞ ¼

P
i:i–r ðs

2
ei þŝ

2
bðrÞÞ

21

xix
0
i; and ŝ2

bðrÞis the estimator of s2
b obtained with area r omitted. Associate the weight

d
ðrÞ
ks ¼ d

ðrÞ
kij to the element with s ¼ s(ij ). Set d

ðrÞ
kj ¼ 0 for r ¼ 1; : : :;D; and j ¼

nþ 1; : : :; nþ R; the indexes for the R variance estimation imputed values. We define R

additional replicates to obtain a replicate estimate of the first term, M1k ¼ gks
2
ek. For

r ¼ Dþ 1; : : :; D þ R, set dðrÞkj ¼ I½j . n and j 2 n ¼ r�. The data set now has D(n þ R)

rows and p þ q þ 1 þ D þ R columns, where q is the dimension of ( yks, �y 0ks)
0, p is the

dimension of xk, D is the number of areas, R is the number of variance estimation imputed

values, and the additional column is for the estimation weight.

Define the replicate estimate by

û
ðrÞ

k ¼

j[ �Ak

X
d
ðrÞ
kj �ykj:

For r ¼ 1,: : :, D, û
ðrÞ

k is the predictor of area k that would be obtained if area r were

omitted from the process of estimating b and s2
b. Therefore, D –1ðD–1Þ

PD
r¼1û

ðrÞ

k 2 ûkÞ
2 is

the jackknife estimator (3) defined by Jiang et al. (2002). For r ¼ Dþ 1; : : :; D þ R,

û
ðrÞ

k ¼ �ykðnþrÞ. We define the MSE estimator by

V̂area;1;k ¼
D 2 1

D

XDþR

r¼1

û
ðrÞ

k 2 ûk

� 	2

: ð8Þ

One can expand V̂area;1;k as V̂area;1;k ¼ D21 (D 2 1) ½V̂area;1;k;M1 þ V̂area;1;k;M2�, where

V̂area;1;k;M1 ¼
PD

r¼Dþ1ðû
ðrÞ

k 2 ûkÞ
2 and V̂area;1;k;M2 ¼

PD
r¼1ðû

ðrÞ

k 2 ûkÞ
2. By construction,

E*[V̂area;1;k;M1jŶ1; : : : ; ŶD] ¼ ĝks
2
ek, and V̂area;1;k;M2 ¼ M̂

JK

2k , where M̂
JK

2k is defined in

Equation (3). The MSE estimator (8) is similar but not identical to that of Jiang et al.

(2002). Jiang et al. (2002) use the analytic form for M1k, while (8) uses a MC

approximation. Jiang et at. (2002) incorporate a jackknife estimator of E½ĝk 2 gk�. The

jack knife estimator (8) omits this correction for the bias of the estimator of M1k.

Therefore, the jackknife estimator (8) is not second-order unbiased. The general problem

of constructing second-order unbiased MSE estimators is of theoretical and

methodological importance in small area estimation literature. Our experience (i.e., Lyu

et al 2020) is that MSE estimators with bias of order O(D 21) are often adequate for

practical purposes if the number of areas is sufficiently large. In the simulations of

Section 4, we demonstrate that the MSE estimator (8) tends to slightly over-estimate the

MSE of the predictor, even though the estimator (8) is not second-order unbiased.

We use a method of moments estimator of s2
b developed in Fay and Herriot (1979). This

procedure is iterative, and the iteration to estimate of may not converge. If a replicate
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estimate of s2
b is not defined, then we use the estimate of s2

b from the full data set. We did

not encounter convergence problems when working with the full data set.

One must select a value for the number of variance estimation imputed values, R. The

choice of R will not impact the bias of the MSE estimator, but increasing R will decrease the

variance of the variance estimator. We recommend conducting a sensitivity analysis to

determine a value for R. We offer specific choices of R in the simulations and data analysis.

The estimation weight dkj is in the scale of a mean for an area. One can define a weight

in the scale of totals as dkj;T ¼ dkjNk. Here, Nk is the population size for the area receiving

the donors. One can work with dkj or dkj;T . We prefer to operate with dkj. We work in the

scale of means because parameters of interest are often means, and we think that means are

often more natural to interpret than totals.

In small area estimation, it is common to benchmark the small area estimates to an

estimator for the full population. One can enforce benchmarking restrictions by

augmenting the vector xk with an additional covariate, as described in Berg and Fuller

(2018) and in Wang et al. (2008). One can then construct benchmarked small area

estimates by applying the proposed procedure with the augmented covariate vector.

2.3. Multivariate Response Variables and Area Level Models

The imputation procedure of Subsections 2.1–2.2 is defined for a single response variable

ykj. In practice, multiple response variables are often of interest. We now generalize the

procedure for a situation where response variables ykj1,: : :,ykjQ are of interest. We assume

the same covariate xk is used for all response variables. We let ŝ2
b;q denote the estimator of

s2
b;q, the between-area variance for the q th response variable. We then implement the

imputation procedure using ŝ2
b ¼ Q21

PQ
q¼1ŝ

2
b;q and s2

ek ¼ Q21
PQ

q¼1s
2
eqk, where s2

eqk is

the design variance (treated as known) of the direct estimator of the mean for the q th

response variable.

We consider the effect of using an incorrect estimate of s2
b to construct the predictor.

Consider a predictor of uk of the form

ûkðgÞ ¼ gŶk þ ð1 2 gÞx 0kb;

where 0 , g , 1. The MSE of ûkðgÞ for the parameter ûk is

MSE ûkðgÞ
� �

¼ E ûkðgÞ2 uk

� �2
h i

¼ g 2 1
� �2

s2
bq þ g2s2

eqk:

Straightforward algebra shows that MSEðûkðgÞÞ , s2
eqk if and only if s2

bq=s
2
eqk , ð1 þ

gÞ=ð1–gÞ: This inequality provides an analyst with a way to check if using the average of

the variance components will increase the MSE of the predictor to the point that the

predictor is no longer more efficient than the direct estimator. For each variable q, one can

compare ð1 þ gÞ=ð1–gÞ to the ratio ŝ2
bq=s

2
eqk where g ¼ ŝ2

b=ðŝ
2
b þ s2

ekÞ: If ð1 þ gÞ=ð1–gÞ

, ŝ2
bq=s

2
eqk for some q or k, then one may want to consider a multivariate model.

For multivariate response variables, we use the variable-specific variances to construct

the variance estimation imputed values. We use ŝ2
bq and s2

eqk to define the variance

estimation imputed value. Specifically, we define the variance estimation imputed value

for variable q by
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�yqkðnþrÞ ¼ ûEB
k þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
D=ðD 2 1Þ

p
;
ĝk;av b*ðrÞ

qk þ e*ðrÞ
qk

� 	
2 b*ðrÞ

qk
ffiffiffi
R
p

where b*ðrÞ
qk ,indNð0; ŝ2

bqÞ; e*ðrÞ
qk ,indNð0;s2

eqkÞ; and ĝk;av ¼ ŝ2
bðŝ

2
b þ s2

ekÞ
21.

Approaches that are more sophisticated than using the average of random effect

variances to generalize the procedure for a multivariate model exist. Chandra and

Chambers (2009) discuss weight adjustments for multivariate response variables. The

unit-level framework of Section 3 provides an avenue for multivariate modeling. We

illustrate the use of a bivariate unit-level model in the simulations and data analysis.

2.4. Estimating Linear Combinations of Small Area Parameters

We use the weights in the intuitive way to construct estimates of linear combinations of

small area parameters. Define an estimator of a total for an area by ûk;T ¼
P

j[ �Ak
Nkdkj �ykj.

Express a linear combination of small area means by uL ¼
PD

i¼1liui;where l1; : : : ; lD are

specified constants. The estimate of the linear combination of means is

ûL ¼
PD

i¼1li

P
j[ �Ai

dij �yij. Replicate estimates of the linear combinations are constructed as

û
ðrÞ

L ¼
XD

i¼1

li

j[ �Ai

X
d
ðrÞ
ij �yij

for r ¼ 1; : : :;Dþ R: The replicate estimator of the variance for the linear combination is

then defined as

V̂R ¼
D 2 1

D

XDþR

r¼1

û
ðrÞ

L 2 ûL

� 	2

:

An important linear combination of small areas is the full population mean. To estimate

the full population mean, we apply the procedure for linear combinations with

li ¼ Nið
PD

i¼1NiÞ
21.

3. Unit-Level Predictor as an Imputed Estimator

In Section 2, we defined imputation procedures that reproduce small area estimates under

area-level models. We now develop imputation procedures for unit-level small area

models, the other main class of small area models. In the unit-level model, the response

variable is an individual element instead of a direct estimator for an area.

The seminal unit-level model is the linear, unit-level model. Battese et al. (1988)

introduce the linear, unit-level model for the purpose of estimating county crop areas.

Similar to the Fay-Herriot model, one can express the EBLUP for the unit-level linear

model as a weighted sum of sampled elements. Therefore, one can develop weighting and

imputation procedures for the linear unit-level model using procedures completely

analogous to the procedures of Section 2.

We pursue a different approach for imputation under the unit level model with two goals.

One is to reduce the number of imputed values. The second is to define a procedure that
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applies to nonlinear models. We define the procedures with enough generality to encompass

nonlinear forms; however, we only implement the procedures for linear models.

We consider a general, unit-level model. In working with the unit-level model, we

introduce notation that differs from the notation used for the area-level model. Let q

denote the dimension of a vector of unit-level covariates, xij. Assume that xij is known for

all j [ Ui. Let yij be a p-dimensional response, where yij ¼ ( y1ij,: : :, ypij)
0. Note that we

continue to assume that the same xij is common to all elements of yij. Assume that yij [ Ai

is observed through the sample. Define a general unit-level model by

yijjbi , f ð yijjxij; bi; uÞ; and bi , f ðbijSbbÞ; ð9Þ

where fb(bi j Sbb) denotes the pdf of the distribution of a p––dimensional random effect

with mean 0 and covariance matrix Sbb. A common estimator of (u, Sbb) is the maximum

likelihood estimator defined as

û; Ŝbb

� 	
¼ argmaxu;Sbb

YD

i¼1

Z

R p

Yni

j¼1

f yðyijjxij; bi; uÞ f b ðbi;SbbÞdbi:

The parameter of interest in small area estimation is the finite population mean defined as

�yNi
¼

1

Ni j[Ui

X
yij: ð10Þ

The key to prediction under the unit-level model is the observation that the minimum

mean square error (or, Bayes) predictor of a non-sampled element yij is the conditional

expectation of yij given the other observations in area i. The Bayes predictor of yij for a non-

sampled element (i, j ) is defined as ŷB
ijðu;SbbÞ ¼ ðŷ

B
1ijðu;SbbÞ; : : : ; ŷ

B
pijðu;SbbÞÞ

0

; where

ŷB
1ijðu;SbbÞ ¼ E ykijjyi; xij; u;Sbb

� �
¼

Z

R p

Z

R p

ykij f yijjbi; xij; u;Sbb

� �
f bijyi; u;Sbb

� �
dbidyij

¼

R
R p

R
R p ykijf yijjxij; bi; u;Sbb

� �Qni

l¼1f yiljbi; xil; u
� �

f bijSbb

� �
dbidyij

R
R p

Qni

l¼1f yiljbi; xil; u
� �

f bijSbb

� �
dbi

;

and yi ¼ {yij : j [ Ai}: The Bayes predictor of the small area mean in Equation (10) is then

�yB
Ni
ðu;SbbÞ ¼

1

Ni j[Ai

X
yij þ

j[ �Ai

X
ŷB

ij u;Sbb

� �
8
<

:

9
=

;
; ð11Þ

where �Ai is the index set of elements in Ui but not in Ai. The Bayes predictor ŷB
ij u;Sbb

� �
is

intractable because it is a function of the unknown u andSbb. In practice, one substitutes the

unknown u and Sbb defining the Bayes predictor with estimators to obtain the the empirical

Bayes predictor (EB). Formally, the EB predictor is defined as

ŷEB
ij ¼ ŷB

ij û; Ŝbb

� 	
¼ ŷB

1ij û; Ŝbb

� 	
; : : : ; ŷB

pij û; Ŝbb

� 	� 	 0
; ð12Þ

where û and Ŝbb are appropriately defined estimators of u and Sbb. The EB predictor of the

small area mean is defined as
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�ŷ
EB

Ni
¼ �yB

Ni
û; Ŝbb

� 	
¼

1

Ni j[Ai

X
yij þ

j[ �Ai

X
ŷEB

ij

8
<

:

9
=

;
: ð13Þ

The MSE of the EB predictor (13) for the unit-level model has a decomposition

analogous to the MSE of the EBLUP for the Fay-Herriot model. The MSE of �ŷ
EB

Ni

decomposes into a sum of two terms as

mseð�ŷ
EB

Ni
Þ ¼ Vf�yNi

þ yig þ E �ŷ
EB

Ni
2 �yB

Ni
u;
X

bb

� �� �

�ŷ
EB

Ni
2 �yB

Ni
u;
X

bb

� �� � 0" #

: ð14Þ

The first term in the sum of Equation (14) is the MSE of the Bayes predictor (11). The

second term accounts for the variance of the estimators û and
P̂

bb
. The second term in the

MSE decreases as the number of areas increases. We call the first term, V �yNijyif g, the

leading term in the MSE. The leading term is typically the dominant term because

V �yNijyif g does not decrease as D increases.

The crux of our imputation procedure is to define imputed values and weights so that

weighted sums of imputed values approximate the EB predictor. We define the basic

imputation and replication variance estimation procedure in Subsection 3.1. In Subsection

3.2, we define a calibration adjustment that removes the increase in MSE due to random

imputation. We consider multivariate response variables in Subsection 3.3. We explain

one way to adapt the procedure to account for an informative sample design in Subsection

3.4. In Subsection 3.5, we define estimators and MSE estimators for linear combinations of

small area parameters.

3.1. Basic Imputation and Replication Variance Estimation Procedure for the Unit-

Level Model (Unit-Imp)

The structure of the imputation procedure is similar to fractional imputation (Kim 2011;

Kim and Shao 2013). For each nonsampled element (ij ), we construct M imputed values

and a set of weights. We denote imputed value m for non-sampled unit (ij ) by yðmÞij;imp. We

select yðmÞij;imp independently and with replacement from the full set of sampled elements.

Formally, yð1Þij;imp; : : : ;y
ðMÞ
ij;imp are iid multinomial random vectors such that

P yðMÞij;imp ¼ yij

� 	
¼

1

n
; ð15Þ

where n ¼
PD

i¼1

Pni

j¼11 is the total sample size. The imputed value for the covariate

associated with non-sampled element (i, j ) is its observed xij. Element (i, j ) inherits all

response variables from the donor but keeps its own covariate. We assign a weight to

element (i, j ) with selected imputed value yðMÞij;imp given by

dij;m / f yðmÞij;impjb
ðmÞ
i ; xij; û

� 	
=f 0 yðmÞij;imp

� 	
; ð16Þ

where f0( y) is an estimate of the marginal distribution of {yij: i ¼ 1,: : :, D; j ¼ 1,: : :, ni},

bðmÞi ,iid f ðbijyi; Ŝbb; ûÞ, yðmÞij;imp is the m th imputed value selected for the element with covariate

value xij, and
PM

m¼1dij;m ¼ 1. We divide by f0( y) because we select the donors from a discrete
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uniform distribution that differs from the the marginal distribution of yij. We give specific

choices for f0( y) in the simulation and data analysis. To create a complete vector of weights,

we set dij ¼ 1 for j [ Ai. The predicted area mean for the vector of response variables is then

�ŷNi
¼

1

Ni j[Ai

X
dijyij þ

j[ �Ai

XXM

m¼1

dij;myðmÞij;imp

8
<

:

9
=

;
: ð17Þ

If the sampling fraction is small, one may construct an imputed value for all elements in

the population and define the predictor by

�ŷNi;1
¼

1

Ni j[Ui

XXM

m¼1

dij;myðmÞij;imp: ð18Þ

We use a predictor of the form (18) in the data analysis of Section 5 because the

sampling rates in small areas are less than 1%.

Remark 1: In this we propose to select the imputed values with equal probability and

then utilize weighting adjustments to account for variation in the conditional distributions.

Alternatively, one can select a donor with probability proportional to dij;m and assign equal

weight to each donor.

Remark 2: To our knowledge, the imputation procedure defined by Equations (15) and

(16) is novel in the small area estimation and missing data literature. The procedure has

connections to hot-deck imputation (Kim and Shao 2013, 178–179) and to the fractional

imputation procedure of Yang et al. (2013). We do not present a proof that the imputed

estimator (17) is an approximation for the EB predictor (13). We justify the imputation

procedure of Subsection 3.1 in Appendix (Subsection 7.4). We evaluate the properties of

the proposed imputation method through simulation.

We define a replication procedure for estimating the two terms in the MSE (14). The

structure of the replication procedure parallels that used for the Fay-Herriot model. We use

simulation to approximate the first term in the MSE. We generate variance estimation imputed

values from the conditional distribution of the finite population mean given the observed data.

The sample variance of the resulting variance estimation imputed values is an approximation

for the leading term in the MSE (14). We use the parametric bootstrap to define a set of

replicate weights such that a resulting replication variance estimator approximates the second

term in the MSE. Lyu et al. (2020) use a parametric bootstrap MSE estimator of this form. The

entire procedure involves constructing B variance estimation imputed values and 2B sets of

replicate weights. The first B replicate weights permit estimation of the leading term in the

MSE and the second set is for the variance due to parameter estimation.

We first construct B variance estimation imputed values and associated replicate

weights for the purpose of estimating the first term in the MSE (14). For consistency of

notation, we create an additional index label for the variance estimation imputed value.

We augment the imputed data set for area i with an artificial unit indexed by the pair (ij)

with j ¼ Niþ1, where Ni is the population size for area i. We define B variance estimation

imputed values denoted by yðmÞiNiþ1 for m ¼ 1,: : :, B. We generate the mth variance

estimation imputed value as
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yðmÞiNiþ1 ¼ �y
ðmÞ
Ni;imp 2 �y

ð�Þ
i þ �ŷNi; ð19Þ

where �y
ðmÞ
Ni;imp , f ð�yNijyi; û; ŜbbÞ and �yð�Þ

i
¼ B21S

B
m¼1 �y

ðmÞ
Ni;imp. Next, assign estimation

weights diNiþ1;m for m ¼ 1; : : :;B to the variance estimation imputed values. We want the

variance estimation imputed values to contribute only to the variance estimator and not to

the estimator. We therefore set diNiþ1;m ¼ 0 for m ¼ 1; : : :;B:We define replicate weights

associated with yðmÞiNiþ1 such that a replicate variance estimator reproduces the sample

variance of fyðmÞiNiþ1 : m ¼ 1; : : : ;Bg. Denote the b th weight associated with the m th

imputed value by d
ðbÞ
iNiþ1;m for b ¼ 1; : : :;B: We set d

ðbÞ
iNiþ1;m ¼ 1 if b ¼ m and set

d
ðbÞ
iNiþ1;m ¼ 0 otherwise. To create a rectangular data set, we define d

ðbÞ
ij;m ¼ 0 for j [ �Ai,

b ¼ 1; : : :;B; and m ¼ 1; : : :; M. We also define d
ðbÞ
ij ¼ 0 for j [ Ai.

We now define B additional replicate weights for the purpose of estimating the second

term in the MSE. Let {û ðbÞ; Ŝ
ðbÞ

bb : b ¼ 1; : : : ;B} be replicate estimates of u and Sbb

obtained from a parametric bootstrap procedure. (See, for example, Molina and Rao

(2010) for an explanation of how to obtain the bootstrap estimates.) For j [ �Ai, define the

replicate weight by

d
ðBþbÞ
ij;m / f yðmÞij;impjb

ðbÞ
i;m; xij; û

ðbÞ
� 	

=f 0 yðmÞij;imp

� 	
;

where bðbÞi;m ,iid f ðbijyi; Ŝ
ðbÞ

bb ; û
ðbÞÞ and S

M
m¼1d

ðBþbÞ
ij;m ¼ 1 for b ¼ 1; : : :;B: To complete the

rectangular set of replicate weights, define d
ðBþbÞ
ij ¼ 1 for j [ Ai and d

ðBþbÞ
iNiþ1;m ¼ 0 for

b ¼ 1; : : :;B:

We now have 2B sets of replicate weights. The replicate estimator of the MSE for area i is

M̂SEuni;i;rep ¼ B21
X2B

b¼1

�ŷ
ðbÞ

Ni
2 �ŷNi

� 	
�ŷ
ðbÞ

Ni
2 �ŷNi

� 	 0
; ð20Þ

where

�ŷ
ðbÞ

Ni
¼

1

Ni j[Ai

X
d
ðbÞ
ij yij

0

@

1

Aþ
j[ �Ai

XXM

m¼1

d
ðbÞ
ij;myðmÞij;imp

0

@

1

Aþ
XB

m¼1

d
ðbÞ
iNiþ1;myðmÞiNiþ1

 !8
<

:

9
=

;
:

The MSE estimator decomposes into a sum of two terms as M̂SEuni;i;rep ¼ V1i þ V2i;where

V1i ¼ B21
PB

b¼1ð�ŷ
ðbÞ

Ni
2 �ŷNi

Þð�ŷ
ðbÞ

Ni
2 �ŷNi

Þ
0

; and V2i ¼ B21
P2B

b¼Bþ1ð�ŷ
ðbÞ

Ni
2 �ŷNi

Þð�ŷ
ðbÞ

Ni
2 �ŷNi

Þ
0

:

For b ¼ 1; : : :;B; �ŷ
ðbÞ

Ni
¼
PB

m¼1d
ðbÞ
iNiþ1;myðmÞiNiþ1 ¼ yðbÞiNiþ1 ¼ yðbÞNiimp 2 yð�Þi þ �ŷNi

: Therefore,

V1i ¼ B21
PB

b¼1ð�y
ðbÞ
Niimp 2 �y

ð�Þ
i Þð�y

ðbÞ
Niimp 2 yð�Þi Þ

0

: For b ¼ B þ 1; : : : ; 2B, �ŷ
ðbÞ

Ni
¼ N21

i

fð
P

j[Ai
d
ðbÞ
ij yijÞ þ ð

P
j[ �Ai

PM
m¼1d

ðbÞ
ij;myðmÞij;impÞg: Therefore, V2i is a generalization of the

parametric bootstrap estimator of the second term in the MSE of Equation (14) used in Lyu

et al.(2020).

To clarify the result of imputation and replicate weight construction, we state the

dimensions of the data set at this stage. The number of rows in the data set is now n þ M(N

– n) þD(B). To establish the number of columns, assume that the number of variables is

q þ p, where q is the dimension of xij and p is the dimension of yij. The number of columns

in the data set is then 1 þ 2B þ q þ p, where the 1 is from the estimation weight dij;m, and

the 2B is from the replicate weights.
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In our simulations and data analysis, we do not construct the rectangular database for the

unit-level procedures. We construct the imputed values, the non-zero weights, and the non-

zero replicate weights. We do not construct the zero weights. We calculate the predictors

as in (17). We calculate the MSE estimates as in (20) with �ŷ
ðbÞ

Ni
¼ yðbÞNiþ1 for b ¼ 1, : : : ., B,

and �ŷ
ðbÞ

Ni
¼ N21

i f
P

j[Ai
yij þ

P
j[ �Ai

PM
m¼1d

ðbÞ
ij;myðmÞij;impg for b ¼ B þ 1, : : : , 2B.

One must select values for B and for M. The choices of B and M will impact the variance

of the estimator and MSE estimator but will not impact the bias. The value for B is

essentially the bootstrap sample size. We recommend taking B to be as large as possible,

subject to computational and data storage restrictions. In the simulations, we use B ¼ 20.

In a study of the double-bootstrap, Erciulescu and Fuller (2016) consider both 200 and 100

for the bootstrap sample size. In Subsection 3.2 below, we define a calibration procedure

that permits use of a relatively small value for M.

3.2. Adjustment of Unit Level Weights to Improve Eciency (Unit-Imp-Adj)

The weighted sum of randomly generated imputed values is a Monte Carlo (MC) mean.

Two implementations of the imputation procedure will yield different predictors due to the

MC variance. Eliminating the increase in MSE from random imputation is desirable for

the purposes of improving consistency across implementations of the procedure and for

improving the efficiency of the predictor. Increasing the number of imputed values reduces

the imputation variance but also increases the computational demands and requirements

for storage space. One way to remove the imputation variance is to use calibration to force

the weighted sum of imputed values to equal the EB predictor (Kim and Shao 2013, 89).

We adopt the calibration approach of Kim and Shao (2013) to eliminate the imputation

variance without increasing the number of imputed values.

We obtain adjusted weights d
adj
ij;m satisfying

PM
m¼1d

adj
ij;myðmÞij;imp ¼ ŷEB

ij , where ŷEB
ij the EB

predictor (12). The adjusted weight is defined

d
adj
ij;m ¼ dij;m 1þ 1; ŷEB

ij

� 	 0� �

2 1; ŷinit
ij;imp

� 	 0� � �

M2
ij;imp;wmij;imp;m

� �

;
where

ŷinit
ij;imp ¼

XM

m¼1

dij;myðmÞij;imp;mij;imp;m ¼ 1; yðmÞij;imp

� 	 0� � 0

;Mij;imp;w

¼
XM

m¼1
dij;mmij;imp;mm 0ij;imp;m

and

M2
ij;imp;w ¼

M2
ij;imp;w if the inverse exists

Mij;imp;w þ 0:01I
� �21

otherwise;

8
<

:
ð21Þ

where I is an identity matrix with the same dimensions as Mij,imp,w. The use of the soft

calibration operator in the second line of Equation (21) averts computational problems but

may result in a situation where the calibration constraint is not exactly satisfied. We use

0.01 for the tuning parameter because this value had little impact on the results of our

simulations and data analysis. In a different application of the proposed procedures, the

analyst may want to investigate different values for the tuning parameter. The small area

predictor based on the adjusted weight is
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�ŷNi
¼

1

Ni j[Ai

X
yij þ

j[ �Ai

XXM

m¼1

d
adj
ij;myðmÞij;imp

8
<

:

9
=

;

or

�ŷNi1 ¼
1

Ni j[Ui

XXM

m¼1

d
adj
ij;myðmÞij;imp

if the finite population correction factor is ignored.

We modify the replication variance estimator to account for the decrease in MSE due to

the calibration step. The variance estimation imputed values remain the same as in

Section 3.1. The first B sets of replicate weights also remain unchanged. The d
ðbÞ
iNiþ1;m for

m ¼ 1,: : :, B and b ¼ B þ 1,: : :, 2B remain zero, as in Subsection 3.1. As in Subsection

3.2, dðbÞij ¼ 1 for j [ Ai and b ¼ B þ 1,: : :, 2B. We calibrate the replicate weights {dðbÞij;m:

m ¼ 1, : : : , M; b ¼ B þ 1,: : :, 2B}. We modify d
ðbÞ
ij;m as

d
ðbÞadj
ij;m ¼ d

ðbÞ
ij;m 1þ 1; ŷEBðbÞ

ij

� 	 0� �

2 1; ŷinitðbÞ
ij;imp

� 	 �

MðbÞij;imp;w

h i2

mij;imp;m

� �

;

where

ŷEBðbÞ
ij ¼ E yijjyi; xij; û

ðbÞ;
X̂ ðbÞ

bb

� �

; ŷinitðbÞ
ij;imp ¼

XM

m¼1
d
ðbÞ
ij;myðmÞij;imp;

mij;imp;m ¼ 1; ŷðmÞij;imp

� 	 0� � 0

;

and

MðbÞij;imp;w ¼
XM

m¼1

d
ðbÞ
ij;mmij;imp;mm 0ij;imp;m:

3.3. Multivariate Response Variables (Unit-Imp-Adj-Aug)

The unit-level model (9) is general enough to allow for a multivariate vector of response

variables. The definition of the weight also accounts for the joint distribution of a vector

valued response. In this sense, the proposed imputation procedure for the unit-level model

automatically allows for multivariate response variables.

In practice, the analyst may prefer to utilize separate univariate unit-level models.

Estimation for a univariate model can be simpler than estimation for a multivariate model.

Different response variables may be uncorrelated. The additional complexity from

multivariate modeling may be judged not worth the effort if the dependence among

different response variables is not important.

We define a simple procedure for a situation in which the analyst chooses to adopt

separate univariate models for two response variables. The operation is similar in structure

to the calibration procedure of Subection 3.2 but serves a different purpose. We propose to

use calibration to generate a set of weights that preserve the EB predictors based on two

separate univariate models for two response variables.

Suppose estimates are of interest for a pair of response variables, ( y1ij, y2ij). First,

construct imputed values and weights for y1ij according to the procedure of Subsection 3.1.
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Denote the weight by dij;m. Then, select the imputed value for y2ij from the same donor that

provides the imputed value for y1ij.

We define an augmented adjusted weight by extending the calibration procedure to

preserve small area means for y2ij. Let ŷEB
2ij be the EB predictor of a non-sampled y2ij based

on a specified univariate model. Let ŷinit
2ij;imp ¼

PM
m¼1dij;myðmÞ2ij;imp. We define an augmented

adjusted weight by

d
adj
ij;m ¼ dij;m 1þ 1; ŷEB

1ij ; ŷ
EB
2ij

� 	
2 1; ŷinit

1ij;imp; ŷ
init
2ij;imp

� 	� 	
M2

ij;imp;augmij;imp2aug;m

� 	
;

where mij;imp2aug;m ¼ ð1; y
ðmÞ
1ij;imp; y

ðmÞ
2ij;impÞ

0

and Mij;imp;aug ¼
PM

m¼1mij;imp2aug;m dij;m

m 0ij;imp;aug;m� The modification to the replicates is analogous to that of Subsection 3.2.

We call the resulting predictor “Unit-Imp-Adj-Aug.”

3.4. Informative Sampling

We next consider the case in which the sample design is informative for the unit-level

model. We adopt the approach of Pfeffermann and Sverchkov (2007), focusing on the case

in which all areas are selected. The imputation procedure is the same as that of Subsection

3.1. The only difference is that the weights are based on the complement distribution

defined as f( yij j bi, xij, Iij ¼ 0), where bi ,iid f ðbijyiÞ and Iij. is the sample inclusion indicator

for unit j in area i. In Appendix (Subsection 7.2), we spell out the complement distribution

for the unit-level linear model with normally distributed errors and the specific model for

the sampling weights used in Pfeffermann and Sverchkov (2007).

3.5. Linear Combinations of Small Area Parameters

Given imputed values and weights, the procedure to estimate linear combinations of small

area parameters is intuitive. The method is analogous to that of Subsection 2.4 for the area

level model. Estimates of linear combinations of small area parameters are appropriately

defined weighted sums of observed an imputed values. Replicate estimates are

appropriately defined aggregates obtained by replacing estimation weights with replicate

weights. Although the methods are intuitive, we define them specifically in this section.

For simplicity, we consider a univariate yij.

Let the linear combination of small area parameters to predict be defined by

�yL ¼
XD

i¼1

li

XNi

j¼1

yij;

where l1; : : : ; lD are specified constants. Let {wij;m : j [ �Ai, and j ¼ Ni þ 1} be the

weights from one of the imputation methods defined in Subsections 3.1–3.4. The predictor

of �yL is

�ŷL ¼
XD

i¼1

li

j[Ai

X
yij þ

j[ �Ai

XXM

m¼1

wij;myðmÞij;imp þ
XB

m¼1

wiNiþ1;myðmÞiNiþ1

8
<

:

9
=

;
: ð22Þ
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If the finite population correction factor is ignored, then sums over the sample and

complement index sets are replaced by sums over the imputed values for the full

population. The replication variance estimator is defined as

V̂rep �ŷL

� �
¼ B21

X2B

b¼1

�ŷ
ðbÞ

L �ŷL

� 	2

;

where �ŷ
ðbÞ

L has the form of Equation (22) with the b th set of replicate weights in place of wij;m:

4. Simulation Study

We use a bivariate model for the simulation. The bivariate model reflects the structure of

the model used for the data analysis in Section 5. The use of a bivariate model also permits

us to assess the properties of the procedure for multivariate response variables. We define a

simulation framework with a single covariate xij. and two response variables y1ij and y2ij.

The simulation model is

ð y1ij; y2ijÞ
0 ¼ B 0xij þ ui þ eij; ð23Þ

where

B ¼
b01 b11

b02 b12

 !

;

xij ¼ 1; xij

� � 0
; xij ,iid N 3; 1:6

� �
; uij ,iid BVN 0;Suu

� �
; eij ,iid BVN 0;See

� �
;

Suu ¼ diag su1;su2

� � 1 ru

ru 1

 !

diag su1;su2

� �

and

See ¼ diag se1;se2

� � 1 re

re 1

 !

diag se1;se2

� �
:

The population has ten areas, five with population size Ni ¼ 1,000 and five with

population size Ni ¼ 500. We set (b01;b11;b02;b12;s
2
u1;s

2
u2; ru;s

2
e1;s

2
e2; re), ¼ (-1.50,

1.00, 1.50, 0.50, 0.50, 0.75, 0.20, 0.50, 0.75, 0.10). The sample design is stratified

sampling with areas as strata and a sampling rate of 1%.

4.1. Comparison of Alternative Procedures

We implement the area-level imputation procedure that is called “Area-Imp” and is

defined in Subsection 2.2. The Area-Imp procedure begins with a weight of the form

wij ¼ N21
i p21

ij . This weight simplifies to wij ¼ n21
i for the stratified simple random sample

design used for the simulation. An application of a Fay-Herriot area level model to each of

the two response variables separately furnishes two estimates of s2
b. We use the average of

these estimates for the imputation procedures, as explained in Subsection 2.3. If we instead
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applied the Area-Imp procedure to each response separately, Area-Imp would reproduce

the EBLUP for the Fay-Herriot model.

We consider unit-level procedures based on univariate and bivariate models. For the

univariate models, we use y1 as the univariate response variable. We take the

corresponding value of y2 from the donor. We first implement the procedure of Subsection

3.1, where the weights are constructed under a univariate model for y1. We refer to this

univariate version of the unit-level procedure of Subsection 3.1 as “Unit-Imp.” For the

Unit-Imp procedure, we approximate f0( y) by the density of a normal distribution with

mean �y1;n ¼ n21
PD

i¼1

Pni

j¼1y1ij and variance S2
1;n ¼ ðn 2 1Þ21

PD
i¼1

Pni

j¼1ðy1ij 2 �y1;nÞ
2. To

remove the increase in MSE from random imputation, we implement the adjusted unit-

level procedure of Subsection 3.2. We refer to this univariate version of the estimator of

Subsection 3.2 as “Unit-Imp-Adj.” We implement the augmented calibration procedure of

Subsection 3.3 to improve predictions for y2, and we refer to this procedure as “Unit-Imp-

Adj-Aug.” We also implement bivariate versions of the methods of Subsections 3.1 and

3.2. For the bivariate case, the model for imputation is the bivariate model used to generate

the data. For the bivariate version of the imputation method of Subsection 3.1, we take

f0( y1,y2) to be the density of a bivariate normal distribution with mean vector ð�y1;n; �y2;nÞ

and covariance matrix Sn, where �y2;n ¼ n21
PD

k¼1

Pni

j¼1y2ij, and Sn ¼ ðn 2 1Þ21

PD
i¼1

Pni

j¼1ððy1ij; y2ijÞ
0

2 ð�y1;n; �y2;nÞ
0

Þððy1ij;y2ijÞ
0

2 ð�y1;n; �y2;nÞ
0

Þ
0

: We explain how we esti-

mate the parameters of the bivariate model in the Appendix (Subsection 7.1). We label the

bivariate estimator with no adjustment as Unit-Imp-Biv. We label the bivariate estimator

that incorporates the adjustment of Subsection 3.2 as “Unit-Imp-Biv-Adj.”

We compare the imputed estimators to three other estimators. Area-EBLUP is the

EBLUP based on a univariate Fay-Herriot model fit to each response variable separately.

As explained previously, Area-EBLUP would equal Area-Imp if separate estimators of s2
b

(instead of the average) were used for Area-Imp. The second predictor is the estimator

of Chandra and Chambers (2009). The Chandra and Chambers procedure begins with an

expression of the EBLUP for the overall population mean under the unit-level linear

model as a weighted sum of sampled units. These weights for the total are then applied to

construct estimates for arbitrary domains. The basic procedure of Chandra and Chambers

is univariate in that a different set of weights is produced for each response variable.

Chandra and Chambers (2009) define a multivariate adaptation of their procedure. For

simplicity, our implementation of Chandra and Chambers constructs two separate sets of

weights, each based on a univariate model for y1 or y2. We refer to the estimators based on

the Chandra and Chambers procedure as “Unit-Weights-CC.” We also report results for a

“direct” estimator defined as the sample mean for the area.

Table 1 contains the average MC MSE’s of the alternative predictors of the small area

means as well as the MC MSE’s of the estimators of the overall population mean ( ypop).

The prefix of the name of a method indicates if the method uses unit-level or area-level

information. The Appendix (Subsection 7.3) contains a table with the name of each

imputation procedure and a summary of how the imputation procedure works. Estimates

of the overall population means are defined as in Subsections 2.4 and 3.5, respectively, for

the area-level and unit-level procedures. The estimate of the overall population mean

based on the EBLUP is ŷEBLUP
pop ¼

PD
i¼1wi;N û

EBLUP

i , where wi;N ¼ N �1Ni; N ¼
PD

i¼1Ni;
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and û
EBLUP

i is the EBLUP of ui from the Fay-Herriot model. The MC sample size is 100,

and the averages are across areas with the same sample size.

The Unit-Weights-CC method is efficient for the overall population mean. This is

expected because the Unit-Weights-CC weights return the EBLUP of the overall

population mean. The Unit-Weights-CC estimator is more efficient than the direct

estimator but less efficient than Area-EBLUP for the small areas. We do not consider the

Unit-Weights-CC method further.

We next consider Area-Imp. As expected, Area-Imp has nearly the same efficiency as

Area-EBLUP. The difference between Area-Imp and Area-EBLUP is that Area-Imp uses

the average of the two estimates of the variance components, while Area-EBLUP uses the

variable-specific variance components. An investigation not reported here confirms that

the Area-Imp procedure returns the standard EBLUP if the same estimator of s2
b used for

imputation is used for the EBLUP. Use of the average of the two estimates of the variance

components has variable effects on the properties of the predictors. For y1, Area-Imp is

more efficient than Area-EBLUP when ni. ¼ 10. For y2, the use of the average causes

Area-Imp to be less efficient than the direct estimator for ni ¼ 10.

The unit-level EBLUPs for yl are more efficient than the area level predictors for yl: This

is not surprising (Chen 2019) because the error variance for yl for the area level model is

n21
i b2

11s
2
x þ s2

e1

� �
, while the error variance for y1 for the unit-level model is s2

e1n�1
i . The

finding that the unit-level model is more efficient than the area-level model is also

consistent with results in Hidiroglou and You (2016) and Mauro et al. (2017). The

adjustments to remove the imputation variance (Unit-Imp-Adj) improve the unit-level

predictors of the small area means slightly. It is disappointing that carrying y2 from the

donor that supplied y1 leads to a substantial loss of efficiency for the small area mean of y2,

as seen in the rows labeled Unit-Imp and Unit-Imp-Adj. The additional calibration to the

EBLUP of y2 (Unit-1-Adj-Aug) improves the efficiency for y2. The difference between

Unit-Imp-Biv and Unit-Imp-Biv-Adj is that Unit-Imp-Biv-Adj incorporates the

adjustment to remove the imputation variance. The use of random imputation has only

a minor effect on the efficiency of the predictor. We suspect that the effect of random

imputation is more important for y2 than for y1 because V{u2i} . V{u1i} and V{e2ij} .

Table 1. Average MC MSE’s of alternative small area predictors and estimators of overall population mean

(ypop).

y1 y2

Method ni ¼ 5 ni ¼ 10 ypop ni ¼ 5 ni ¼ 10 ypop

Area-Imp 0.313 0.173 0.029 0.198 0.107 0.012
Area-EBLUP 0.309 0.180 0.029 0.186 0.100 0.012
Unit-Weights-CC 0.416 0.209 0.007 0.221 0.104 0.008
Unit-Imp 0.095 0.050 0.007 0.723 0.657 0.009
Unit-Imp-Adj 0.089 0.046 0.007 0.732 0.656 0.009
Unit-Imp-Adj-Aug 0.089 0.046 0.007 0.119 0.065 0.007
Unit-Imp-Biv 0.098 0.051 0.007 0.141 0.077 0.008
Unit-Imp-Biv-Adj 0.091 0.046 0.007 0.123 0.066 0.008
Direct 0.430 0.224 0.029 0.218 0.106 0.012
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V{e1ij}. The bivariate model predictors have nearly the same efficiency as the predictors

Unit-Imp-Adj-Aug. For this simulation configuration, estimating the additional correlation

parameters ru and re leads to a slight increase in the MSE.

Table 2 contains the MC means of the replication MSE estimators for the imputed

predictors. We include only the predictors that performed the best among the unit-level

and area-level procedures considered in Table 1. We use R ¼ 30 to construct the replicates

for the area-level model and a bootstrap sample size of B ¼ 20 for the unit-level

procedures. The MSE estimator for the Area-Imp procedure over-estimates the MSE for

y2. In results not presented here, we have observed this same phenomenon with the

standard jackknife MSE estimator for the EBLUP. The MSE estimator for Unit-Imp-Biv

under-estimates the MSE for the small areas because the MSE estimator does not

incorporate an estimate of the imputation variance. We consider the mean square error

estimators for the unit-level predictors of the small area means to be reasonable

approximations to the mean square errors of the predictors.

4.2. Linear Combinations of Area Means

Equipped with a complete data set and a set of weights, the analyst has the capability to

construct estimates for any specified domain of interest. We consider linear combinations

of domain means. We use the estimation and variance estimation procedures defined in

Subsections 2.4 and 3.5 for area-level and unit-level models, respectively. For variables

q [ 1; 2f g; we define the parameters of interest by

�yq;126 ¼
N1 �yq;N1

þ N2 �yq;N2
þ N6 �yq;N6

N1 þ N2 þ N6

and by �yq;rest ¼
Si� 1;2;6f gNi �yq;Ni

Si� 1;2;6f gNi

:

We construct estimates of �yq;126 and of �yq;rest using the weights and imputed values

constructed with the “Area-Imp,” “Unit-Imp-Adj-Aug,” “Unit-Imp-Biv,” and “Unit-Imp-

Biv-Adj” procedures. We compare the MC MSE’s of the imputation-based estimates to

the MC MSE’s of direct estimates in Table 3. The sample sizes are larger for the combined

domains than for the individual small areas. Therefore, the MSE’s in Table 3 are smaller

than the MSE’s for the small areas in Table 1. The Area-Imp predictor is slightly more

efficient than the direct estimator for y1 and has efficiency close to the direct estimator for

y2. The increase in MSE from random imputation for the linear combinations is noticeable,

as for the individual small areas. With the calibration adjustment, the MSE based on the

bivariate model is nearly the same as the MSE based on the univariate model.

Table 2. MC means of MSE estimators for imputed small area predictors and overall population means.

y1 y2

Method ni ¼ 5 ni ¼ 10 ypop ni ¼ 5 ni ¼ 10 ypop

Area-Imp 0.289 0.171 0.027 0.264 0.131 0.024
Unit-Imp-Adj-Aug 0.085 0.047 0.007 0.135 0.072 0.011
Unit-Imp-Biv 0.084 0.047 0.012 0.131 0.073 0.012
Unit-Imp-Biv-Adj 0.082 0.045 0.007 0.129 0.071 0.011
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The MC means of MSE estimates are presented in Table 4. The area-level procedure

tends to over-estimate the MSE for the linear combination. The estimated MSE for the

unit-level predictor constructed under the univariate model for y1 over-estimates the MSE

for y2. Use of the bivariate model rectifies this problem.

4.3. Simulation for an Informative Sample Design

We simplify the simulation model to a univariate model for the purpose of illustrating the

procedures under informative sampling. We generate y1ij as

y1ij ¼ b0 þ b1xij þ ui þ eij;

where b0 ¼ 21:5; b1 ¼ 21; ui ,iid N 0; 0:25
� �

and eij ,iid N 0; 1
� �

for i ¼ 1; : : : ;D and

j ¼ 1; : : :;Ni: We use D ¼ 20 areas, of which 10 have Ni ¼ 2; 000 and the other 10 have

Ni ¼ 3; 000: We generate xij as for simulation model (23). The sample design is Poisson

sampling with

pij / 0:01Niexpð0:2ð y1ij 2 b0 2 xijb1Þ þ 0:2dijÞ;

where dij ,iid N 0; 1
� �

independent of (xij,yij)
0 and

PNi

j¼1pij ¼ 0:01Ni. The MC sample size

is 100.

We construct small area predictors using Area-Imp and using the univariate unit-level

model for ylij. For Area-Imp, we set wij ¼ N21
i p21

ij . We modify the weights for the unit-

level model to account for informative sampling using the procedure of Subsection 3.4

with additional detail provided in the Appendix (Subsection 7.2). For the informative

sample design, we approximate f0( y) as a discrete uniform distribution over the set {y1ij :

i ¼ 1; : : :;D; j [ Ai}: Table 5 compares the average MC MSE’s of the Area-Imp,

Table 3. MC MSE’s of imputation based estimators and of direct estimators of

specified linear combinations of small area parameters.

y1(q ¼ 1) y2(q ¼ 2)

Method �y126 �yrest �y126 �yrest

Area-Imp 0.067 0.043 0.035 0.021
Unit-Imp-Adj-Aug 0.016 0.010 0.023 0.013
Unit-Imp-Biv 0.018 0.012 0.031 0.015
Unit-Imp-Biv-Adj 0.016 0.010 0.024 0.014
Direct 0.081 0.046 0.034 0.021

Table 4. MC means of estimated MSEs of imputation based estimators of

specified linear combinations of small area parameters.

y1(q ¼ 1) y2(q ¼ 2)

Method �y126 �yrest �y126 �yrest

Area-Imp 0.076 0.042 0.059 0.037
Unit-Imp-Adj-Aug 0.019 0.011 0.323 0.088
Unit-Imp-Biv 0.020 0.010 0.030 0.016
Unit-Imp-Biv-Adj 0.019 0.010 0.029 0.016
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Unit-Imp, and Unit-Imp-Adj-Aug predictors to the MC MSE’s of two alternative predictors.

The direct estimator is the Hajek estimator of the small area mean. We also calculate the

EBLUP for the unit-level model under the incorrect assumption of a noninformative sample

design. We call the EBLUP that ignores the design Unit-EBLUP-SRS.

The results are as expected. The Area-Imp procedure improves upon the efficiency of

the direct estimator and unit-level modeling further improves upon the efficiency of the

Area- Imp procedure. The increase in MSE from random imputation is more important in

Table 5 than in Table 1 because we use the discrete uniform distribution instead of the

normal distribution for f0(y). Ignoring the design leads to a biased estimator of the

intercept. As a result, the MSE of Unit-EBLUP-SRS exceeds the MSEs of Unit-Imp and

Unit-Imp-Adj. This simulation study illustrates estimation for an informative design using

a simple, univariate model. In future research, we may expand the study for informative

sampling to include a vector of response variables and MSE estimation.

5. Application to Seat-Belt Survey Data

We construct a record-level database that supports small area estimation using data from

the 2019 Iowa Seat-Belt Use Survey. The survey produces state-level estimates of the

proportions of occupants, drivers, and passengers who wear a seat-belt. The sample for the

Iowa Seat-Belt Use Survey is a two-stage sample, where primary sampling units are 15

counties and secondary sampling units are road segments within counties. The secondary

sampling units are selected according to a stratified two-stage design. The strata are three

road types, defined as primary, secondary, and local. The size measure for probability

proportional to size (PPS) sampling is the vehicle miles traveled (VMT) for the road

segment. The road type and VMT are obtained from the 2010 Iowa Department of

Transportation (DOT) Geographic Information Management System. The precise

definition of VMT is as follows: “VMT 2 A measure of total vehicle activity. For a

given segment of roadway, the VMT is obtained by multiplying the annual average daily

travel (AADT) by the length of the roadway segment. For example, on a 5-mile highway

segment traveled by 5,000 vehicles daily (an average obtained over a year), the VMT

would be 25,000.” (DOT 2010). In the survey, each sampled road segment is observed

over a 45-minute period during which data collectors record the number of passengers and

drivers who are wearing or not wearing a seat-belt. The survey is designed with the aim of

obtaining a standard error for the overall estimate of the state-level seat-belt use rate that

does not exceed 2.5%. County estimates are not produced as part of the standard operation.

Table 5. MC MSE’s of predictors for the informative sample design.

y1

ni ¼ 20 ni ¼ 30

Direct 0.216 0.164
Area-Imp 0.140 0.114
Unit-Imp 0.068 0.051
Unit-Imp-Adj 0.045 0.032
Unit-EBLUP-SRS 0.087 0.072
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We produce a database that provides county-level estimates of the proportions of belted

drivers and total vehicle occupants. We restrict attention to the 15 sampled counties. We

specify a bivariate unit-level small area model. We use the method of Subsection 3.1 to

define imputed values and weights for every road segment in the population. The weighted

sum of the imputed values approximates the small area estimates based on the bivariate

model.

5.1. Model for Small Area Estimates

We estimate the county proportions of drivers and total occupants who are wearing a seat-

belt. Let p̂dij and p̂tij, respectively, be the proportions of drivers and total occupants on road

segment j of county i who are wearing a seat-belt. The population parameters of interest

are defined as

udi; uti

� �
¼

XNi

j¼1

y ij

 !21
XNi

j¼1

y ij p̂dij; p̂tij

� �
;

where y ij is the VMT for road segment j of county i. We only observe p̂dij; p̂tij

� �
for the

road segments in the sample. The VMT (y ij) and the road type (primary, secondary, and

local) are known for all road segments in the population. Therefore, the VMT and road

type are possible covariates to use in a small area model for ðp̂dij; p̂tijÞ.

To motivate a model form, we conduct an exploratory analysis. We fit a preliminary

model with ðp̂dij; p̂tijÞ as the response and road type as the covariate. The coefficient for

VMT is not significant in a model that contains road type. The residuals from the

preliminary model violate the normality assumption. To improve the normal

approximation, we define a transformed vector by ð~pdij; ~ptijÞ
0

¼ ðsin21ð
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p̂dij

p
Þ;

sin21ð
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
p̂tij

p
ÞÞ
0

. We find that the mean of ðp̂dij; p̂tijÞ is related to the road type. After the

transformation, the coefficient for VMT remains insignificant when road type is included

in the model. The variance of the residuals from a constant variance model with road type

as the covariate decreases as the vehicle miles traveled increases. We therefore incorporate

the vehicle miles traveled in the variance to reflect the presence of a mean-variance

relationship in the data. We reflect these characteristics in the model for the transformed

proportions.

The bivariate unit-level model is defined as

~pdij

~ptij

 !

¼
b0d þ b1dI Rij ¼ Primary

� �
þ b2dI Rij ¼ Secondary

� �

b0t þ b1tI Rij ¼ Primary
� �

þ b2tI Rij ¼ Secondary
� �

0

@

1

A

þ
ui1

ui2

 !

þ
e1ij

e2ij

 !

; ð24Þ

where Rij is the road type of road segment j in county i, and ðui1; ui2Þ
0

,iid Nð0;
P

uuÞ

independent of ðe1ij; e2ijÞ
0

,ind Nð0;W20:5
ij

P
ee W20:5

ij Þ with Wij ¼ ðvij; vijÞ. We parametrize
P

uu and
P

ee as
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X

uu

¼ diag su1;su2

� � 1 ru

ru 1

 !

diag su1;su2

� �

and

X

ee

¼ diag se1;se2

� � 1 re

re 1

 !

diag se1;se2

� �
:

Denote the vector of fixed parameters of model (24) by

u ¼ b0d;b1d;b2d;b0t;b1t;b2t;s
2
u1;s

2
u2; ru;s

2
e1;s

2
e2; re

� � 0
:

The Appendix (Subsection 7.1) explains how we estimate u. Let û denote the estimator of

u, where û ¼ ðb̂0d; b̂1d; b̂2d; b̂0t; b̂1t; b̂2t; ŝ
2
u1; ŝ

2
u2; r̂u;ŝ

2
e1; ŝ

2
e2; r̂eÞ

0

: Table 6 gives the

estimates of the regression coefficients. The local roads tend to have the lowest seat-belt

use rates, while the primary roads tend to have the highest seat-belt use rates. The

estimates of the variance parameters are (ŝ2
e1; ŝ

2
e2; r̂eÞ ¼ ð12:61; 11:21; 0:87Þ and

(ŝ2
u1; ŝ

2
u2; r̂uÞ ¼ ð0:0010; 0:00037; 0:52Þ: The estimates of s2

ek are several orders of

magnitude greater than the estimates of s2
uk because of the use of the inverse of the vehicle

miles traveled as the weight. Based on the estimates of pu and pe; the bivariate correlation

structure appears important.

To assess the adequacy of the model assumptions for this data set, we define

standardized residuals. We define residuals for assessing the model for the transformed

proportions by

rdij ¼
~pdij 2 b̂0d þ b̂1dI Rij ¼ Primary

� �
þ b̂2dI Rij ¼ Secondary

� �� �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ŝ2

u1 þ ŝ2
e1= y ij

� �q ; ð25Þ

and

rtij ¼
~ptij 2 b̂0t þ b̂1tI Rij ¼ Primary

� �
þ b̂2tI Rij ¼ Secondary

� �� �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ŝ2

u2 þ ŝ2
e2= y ij

� �q : ð26Þ

The left panel of Figure 1 contains normal probability plots of the residuals, and the

right panel depicts the residuals plotted against the predicted values. The top plots are for

the proportion of drivers, and the bottom plots are for the proportion of total occupants.

The residuals show modest outliers relative to a normal distribution but do not indicate

severe departures from the model assumptions. Overall, the model seems to fit the data

adequately.

Table 6. Estimates and standard errors for regression coefficients based on univariate

linear mixed models applied to drivers and total vehicle occupants separately.

Drivers (k ¼ d ) Total (k ¼ t)

Estimate Std. error Estimate Std. error

b0k 1.323 0.023 1.318 0.020
b1k 0.087 0.022 0.064 0.021
b2k 0.039 0.024 0.028 0.022
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5.2. Imputation and Weight Construction for Seat-Belt Survey Analysis

We implement a bivariate version of the procedure of Subsection 3.1, termed “Unit-Imp-

Biv.” We select imputed values as described in Subsection 3.1. The weight for imputed

value m for element (ij ) is given by

dij;m ¼ f ~p
ðmÞ
dij ; ~p

ðmÞ
tij ju

ðmÞ
i ;Rij; y ij; u

� 	
=f 0 ~p

ðmÞ
dij ; ~p

ðmÞ
tij

� 	
;

were

uðmÞi , f ui1; ui2j~pdi; ~pti; û
� �

;

and (~pdi; ~pti) denotes the observed vectors of transformed proportions county i. We

approximate the marginal distribution of (~p
ðmÞ
dij ; ~p

ðmÞ
tij ) with a mixture of three normal

distributions. We then define f 0ð~p
ðmÞ
dij ; ~p

ðmÞ
tij Þ as

f 0 ~p
ðmÞ
dij ; ~p

ðmÞ
tif

� 	
/

k[{Primary; Secondary; Load}

X
fkexp ~p

ðmÞ
ij 2 mk

� 	 0
S21 ~p

ðmÞ
ij 2 mk

� 	� �

;

where ~p
ðmÞ
ij ¼ ð~p

ðmÞ
dij ; ~p

ðmÞ
tij Þ

0

; mk ¼ ð
PD

i¼1

Pni

j¼1 I½Rij ¼ k�Þ�1
PD

k¼1

Pni

j¼1 I½Rij ¼ k� ð~pdij;

~ptijÞ
0

; S ¼ ðn 2 1Þ21
PD

i¼1

Pni

j¼1 ð~pij; �p::Þ ð~pij; �p::Þ
0

; �p:: ¼ n21
PD

i¼1

Pni

j¼1 ~pij; and fk ¼ n21

PD
i¼1

Pni

j¼1 IðRij ¼ kÞ:
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Fig. 1. Left: Normal probability plots of residuals. Right: Plots of residuals against predicted values. Residuals

for proportions of drivers and total occupants are defined in Equations (25) and (26), respectively.
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For this data set the covariate is categorical with three categories, and this motivates our

choice for the approximation of the marginal distribution. Other than the approximation of

the marginal distribution, use of a continuous covariate or a covariate with more than two

categories would present no new issues.

We construct M ¼ 5 imputed values for each (ij ). For this application, the sampling

rates for the counties are all less than 1%, so we ignore the finite population correction

factor and construct imputed values for all road segments in the population. The predictor

of (udi,uti) is calculated as

ûdi; ûti

� �
¼

1
XNi

j¼1
y ij

XNi

j¼1

y ij

X5

m¼1

dij;m p̂ðmÞdij ; p̂
ðmÞ
tij

� 	
;

where p̂ðmÞdij ¼ sinðp̂ðmÞdij Þ
2 and p̂ðmÞtij ¼ sinðp̂ðmÞtij Þ

2.

The employed “Unit-Imp-Biv” procedure accounts for the bivariate structure but does

not remove the imputation variance. As a result of the transformation, calculation of the

optimal EB predictor is challenging. Therefore, removing the imputation variance is more

difficult for the data analysis than for the simulation study. For this reason, we use the

procedure Unit-Imp-Biv for the data analysis instead of the Unit-Imp-Biv-Adj method that

eliminates the effect of random imputation.

We use the bootstrap procedure of Subsection 3.1 to estimate the mean square error of

the predictor. The definition of the variance estimation imputed values for the application

reflects the use of the transformation. For b ¼ 1,: : :, B, define

�y
ðbÞ
Ni;imp

¼
1

XNi

j¼1
y ij

XNi

j¼1

y ij sin ~p
ðbÞ
dij

� 	2

; sin p̂ðbÞtij

� 	2
� �

;

where

~p
ðbÞ
dij

~p
ðbÞ
tij

0

B
@

1

C
A¼

b̂0d þ b̂1dI½Rij ¼ Primary� þ b̂2dI½Rij ¼ Secondary�

b̂0t þ b̂1tI½Rij ¼ Primary� þ b̂2tI½Rij ¼ Secondary�

0

B
@

1

C
Aþ

uðbÞi1

uðbÞi2

0

B
@

1

C
Aþ

eðbÞ1ij

eðbÞ2ij

0

B
@

1

C
A

uðbÞi , f ui1; ui2j~pdi; ~pti; û
� �

:

and ðeðbÞ1ij ; e
ðbÞ
2ij Þ

0

,ind Nð0;W20:5
ij

P
ee W20:5

ij Þ: We then define the variance estimation

imputed value by ŷðbÞi 2 ŷðbÞNi;imp 2 �y
ð�Þ
i þ �ŷNi

, where �y
ð�Þ
i ¼ B21

PB
b¼1 �y

ðbÞ
Ni;imp and �ŷNi

¼

ûdi; ûti

� � 0
: We implement the parametric bootstrap (Rao and Molina 2015, 183) to obtain

bootstrap estimates û ðbÞ for b ¼ 1; : : :;B: We define the bootstrap weight as

d
ðBþbÞ
ij;m ¼ f ~p

ðmÞ
dij ; ~p

ðmÞ
tij ju

ðbÞ
i;m;Rij; y ij; û

ðbÞ
� 	

=f 0 ~p
ðmÞ
dij ; ~p

ðmÞ
tij

� 	
;

where

uðbÞi;m , f ui1; ui2j~pdi; ~pti; û
ðbÞ

� �
:
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We use the variance estimation imputed values and the bootstrap weights to construct an

MSE estimator. For b ¼ Bþ 1; : : :; 2B, we define the replicate estimate by

ŷðbÞi ¼
1

XNi

j¼1
y ij

XNi

j¼1

XM

m¼1

d
ðbÞ
ij;my ij sin ~pðmÞdij

� 	2

; sin ~pðmÞtij

� 	2
� �

:

The MSE estimate for area i is defined as

M̂i ¼ B21
X2B

b¼1

ŷðbÞi 2 ûdi; ûti

� � 0� 	
ŷðbÞi 2 ûdi; ûti

� � 0� 	 0
: ð27Þ

5.3. Results for Imputed Data Set

Table 7 illustrates the structure of the final imputed data set. To preserve the

confidentiality of the collected data, the the county name is suppressed, the street names

are artificial, and the values for the proportions are generated from a distribution. We

impute five pairs of proportions for each road segment. The weights for South Street sum

to 1.01 instead of 1 due to rounding.

Table 8 contains the estimated county level proportions of drivers and total occupants

wearing a seat-belt with corresponding standard errors. The standard errors are the square

roots of the diagonal elements of the MSE estimator defined in Equation (27). The

estimated standard errors vary between 1% and 2%, approximately. Most of the standard

errors are below the 2.5% threshold established for the state level estimates. The estimated

seat-belt use rates are typically in the range of 94%–96%. The estimates of the seat-belt

use rates for the collection of 15 counties are 95.2% (SE ¼ 1.7%) for drivers and 94.8%

(SE ¼ 1.7%) for total vehicle occupants. These estimates of overall seat-belt use rates are

reasonably close to the direct seat-belt use rate estimate of 94.6% for the state of Iowa.

Further analysis of small area estimation using this data set is an area for future work.

Table 7. Example of structure of imputed values for seat belt use survey: Five imputed values for

each of three road segments with weights. (County label suppressed for confidentiality.)

Street Name VMT Road.Type Weight p̂drivers p̂total

MAIN ST 25.37 Secondary 0.08 0.92 0.94
MAIN ST 25.37 Secondary 0.55 0.95 0.95
MAIN ST 25.37 Secondary 0.04 0.89 0.89
MAIN ST 25.37 Secondary 0.21 0.92 0.94
MAIN ST 25.37 Secondary 0.12 0.99 0.97
SOUTH ST 97.02 Local 0.01 0.94 0.92
SOUTH ST 97.02 Local 0.37 0.99 0.97
SOUTH ST 97.02 Local 0.56 0.87 0.88
SOUTH ST 97.02 Local 0.00 1.00 1.00
SOUTH ST 97.02 Local 0.07 0.97 0.97
6TH ST NW 9.11 Local 0.19 0.96 0.96
6TH ST NW 9.11 Local 0.50 0.95 0.93
6TH ST NW 9.11 Local 0.07 0.94 0.91
6TH ST NW 9.11 Local 0.09 0.90 0.83
6TH ST NW 9.11 Local 0.15 0.96 0.95
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6. Discussion

We define algorithmic steps to construct imputed values and weights that produce

specified small area estimates. In simulations, the area-level procedures and multivariate

unit-level procedures work well for multivariate response variables. We use a unit-level

bivariate model to construct an augmented database that supports county-level estimation

for the proportions of drivers and total occupants who are wearing a seat-belt.

We develop imputation procedures for the two main classes of small area models: unit-

level models and area-level models. The imputation procedures for the two model

categories have different strengths and weaknesses. In the simulations, the procedures for

area-level models adapt naturally multi-dimensional survey variables. In contrast, the

procedures based on unit-level models are tailored to a specified response variable or set of

response variables. A disadvantage of the procedure based on the area-level model is that

the resulting weights may be negative. The weights based on the procedure defined in

Subsection 3.1 for unit-level models are guaranteed to remain positive. However, the

calibration-adjusted weights for unit-level models may be negative. The area-level

procedures are limited to linear models. In principle, the unit-level procedures are general

enough to encompass nonlinear forms, but we do not consider nonlinear models. The

computational complexity will increase with nonlinear models. We illustrate the methods

for linear models, and further study of the unit-level procedure in the context of a nonlinear

model would be an interesting area for future work.

Our focus on standard errors instead of confidence intervals is motivated by the needs of

the NRI and Seat-Belt Use surveys, the two surveys that provide primary motivation for

our work. The products of these two survey efforts are estimates and standard errors (not

confidence intervals). One can construct normal theory confidence intervals from the

provided standard error estimates, as is common in small area estimation. We refer the

Table 8. County estimates of proportions of belted drivers and total occupants

with standard errors. County names suppressed for confidentiality.

Drivers Total

County Est SE Est SE

1 0.9396 0.0130 0.9370 0.0096
2 0.9449 0.0113 0.9408 0.0091
3 0.9493 0.0110 0.9432 0.0124
4 0.9417 0.0101 0.9396 0.0076
5 0.9571 0.0222 0.9533 0.0213
6 0.9667 0.0199 0.9547 0.0214
7 0.9528 0.0144 0.9471 0.0230
8 0.9584 0.0093 0.9550 0.0100
9 0.9547 0.0113 0.9486 0.0121
10 0.9484 0.0105 0.9431 0.0121
11 0.9514 0.0069 0.9467 0.0057
12 0.9545 0.0132 0.9498 0.0124
13 0.9526 0.0076 0.9507 0.0081
14 0.9495 0.0133 0.9454 0.0113
15 0.9561 0.0285 0.9492 0.0250
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reader to Datta et al. (2002) for a rigorous discussion of confidence interval calibration in

the context of the Fay-Herriot model. We view the problem of constructing imputed values

and replicate weights to reproduce calibrated confidence intervals as an area for future

research.

We focus on the case in which all areas have at least one sampled element. Defining the

steps to extend the procedures to non-sampled areas is conceptually straightforward.

Estimators for non-sampled areas are fully model-dependent. A non-sampled area does not

contain any data for assessing if the model assumptions hold for the area. Caution is

therefore warranted when constructing predictors for non-sampled areas. We take a

prudent approach in this article and focus on estimation for the case in which every area

has at least one sampled element.

A limitation of our approach is that the imputation procedure is tied to a specified small

area model. The definition of the small area model includes a definition of a set of small

domains. In the simulations, we demonstrate that the imputation procedure produces

reasonable estimates for linear combinations of small area parameters, as well as for the

specified domains. In practice, a user may define an estimation domain that is not a linear

combination of domains included in the model. One can use the database to construct an

estimate for such a domain. The efficiency of the estimator is unknown. The survey-

statistician may have a general idea for a collection of possible domains that may be of

interest to a variety of users. One approach then is to define the small areas in the model to

be the intersection of possible domains of interest. Then, user-specified domains are likely

to be linear combinations of small areas included in the model. An extension of the

procedure to models with nested random effects may improve estimates for linear

combinations. An effort to reduce the dependence of the procedure on a model that

includes specified domains is a possible direction for future work.

An important limitation that the simulation study reveals deserves reiteration. The unit-

level procedures may be inefficient for variables excluded from the model. The weights

based on a univariate unit-level model are not automatically suited for estimation of a

vector of response variables. Constructing general-purpose weights based on unit-level

models is an avenue for future research.

We demonstrate the validity of the procedures through a specialized application, where

the number of response variables is only two. Users are likely to encounter many

challenges when applying these methods in general. The limitations that we have

discussed point to some of the anticipated challenges. In the seat-belt survey application,

only two response variables are of interest. Applying the methods to high-dimensional

vectors of response variables may lead to difficulties. Obtaining an efficiency gain for all

elements of a high-dimensional response may be difficult. One may suffer a loss of

efficiency for some components of a vector-valued response. As discussed in Subsection

2.2, the calibration constraint is not satisfied if the required matrix inverse does not exist.

We think that this issue is likely to become more important as the number of response

variables in the model increases. We assume that the same covariate is used for all

response variables. The analyst may have different covariates for different elements of a

vector-valued response. In this case, we recommend including all covariates in the

common covariate vector. This will guard against bias at the possible expense of an

increase in variance. The analyst may want to use a nonlinear model, while we focus on
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linear models. The user may want to construct an estimate for a domain that is not included

in the model. This is operationally possible, but the statistical properties of the resulting

predictor are unknown.

Despite the limitations, this work offers a contribution of value to the literature on small

area estimation. The problem of constructing multi-purpose databases that support small

area estimation is of general interest. Our contribution is to define the operational

procedures to construct weights and imputed values that approximate specified small area

estimates. The development in this article may prove useful for further efforts to construct

a database that supports small area estimation.

7. Appendix

7.1. Estimators of Parameters for Bivariate Model

We explain how we estimate the parameters for the type of bivariate model used in the

simulation and the data analysis. We define a two-step procedure to estimate the

correlation parameter. The procedure uses a model for the difference between the two

response variables. An alternative is to estimate all parameters simultaneously using

REML. We prefer the two-step procedure described below for computational simplicity.

We use a general notation with response random variable (Y1ij, Y2ij)
0 for elements j ¼

1; : : :; ni and i ¼ 1; : : :;D: The bivariate normal model implies two univariate mixed

effects models for each of Y1ij and Y2ij separately. Specifically, the implied univariate

model for Ykij ðk ¼ 1; 2Þ is defined as

Ykij ¼ x0ijbk þ uki þ ekij; ð28Þ

where uki ,iid Nð0;s2
ukÞ for i ¼ 1; : : :;D; and ekij ,ind Nð0;s2

ekw21
ij Þ. Using REML under the

assumptions of the univariate model (28), we obtain the estimate ðŝ2
uk; ŝ

2
ek; b̂

0
kÞ
0 of

ðs2
uk;s

2
ek;bk

0Þ0 for k ¼ 1,2.

We estimate re and ru using the two univariate models as well as a model for the

difference, Y2ij � Y1ij: The bivariate model implies a linear mixed model for Y2ij –Y1ij: To

define the model for the differences, let Dij ¼ Y2ij � Y1ij: Then, under the assumed

bivariate model, Dij satisfies

Dij ¼ x0ijðb2 2 b1Þ þ bi þ hij;

where bi ,iid Nð0;s2
bÞ;hij ,iid Nð0;s2

hw21
ij Þ

s2
b ¼ s2

u1 þ s2
u2 2 2rusu1su2 ð29Þ

and

s2
h ¼ s2

e2 þ s2
e1 2 2rese2se1: ð30Þ

We let ŝ2
h and ŝ2

b be REML estimators of s2
h and s2

b obtained from the linear mixed effects

model for Dij. Equations (29) and (30) define relations between the correlations and the

other variance parameters. We use these relations to define estimators of ru and re. We

define estimates of re and ru as
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r̂e1 ¼ 2
ŝ2
h 2 ŝ2

e2 2 ŝ2
e1

2ŝe2ŝe1

;

and

r̂u1 ¼ 2
ŝ2

b 2 ŝ2
u2 2 ŝ2

u1

2ŝu2ŝu1

:

The estimates ru1 and re1 are consistent for ru and re but may be outside of the boundary

of the parameter space for a correlation. We define alternate estimates of the correlation

that are guaranteed to remain in the parameter space. Let û1i and û2i be the best linear

unbiased predictors (BLUPs) of the random effects in the univariate models for Y1ij and

Y2ij, respectively. Define a residual by

êkij ¼
Ykij 2 x0ijbk 2 ûk

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s2

ekw21
ij

q :

Define

r̂u0 ¼

XD

i¼1
ûi1 2 �u1ð Þ ûi2 2 �u2ð Þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXD

i¼1
ûi1 2 �u1ð Þ2

XD

i¼1
ûi2 2 �u2ð Þ2

q :

and

r̂e0 ¼

XD

i¼1

Xni

j¼1
ê1ij 2 �e1

� �
ê2ij 2 �e2

� �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
XD

i¼1

Xni

j¼1
ê1ij 2 �e1

� �2
XD

i¼1

Xni

j¼1
ê2ij 2 �e2

� �2

r :

The estimates r̂u0 and r̂e0 are not necessarily consistent but are in the parameter space for a

correlation.

We combine the two estimates of the correlation parameters to obtain the final estimates

of ru and re. We define the estimate of ru by

r̂u ¼
r̂u1 r̂u1 [ 21; 1

� �

r̂u0 otherwise:

(

Likewise, we define the estimate of re by

r̂e ¼
r̂e1 if r̂e1 [ 21; 1

� �

r̂e0 otherwise:

(

A bootstrap estimate of s2
uk can be singular. We apply a positive lower bound to the

diagonal elements of the bootstrap estimates of the area random effect covariance matrix.

For k ¼ 1, 2, let ŝðbÞ2uk;0 be the estimate of s2
uk obtained by fitting the univariate model to the

bootstrap data set. If ŝ
ðbÞ2
uk;0 ¼ 0, then define the bootstrap estimate by ŝ

ðbÞ2
uk ¼ 0.5ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2ŝ4
uk=D

q
. This lower bound is tied to the recommendation in Wang and Fuller (2003).

We do not reestimate the correlation parameter in the bootstrap. We define r̂ðbÞe ; r̂ðbÞu

� �
¼

r̂e; r̂u

� �
for b ¼ 1,: : :, B.
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7.2. Details of Imputation and Estimation for an Informative Sample Design

We define the complement distribution for the unit-level linear model with normally

distributed errors. The results below are available in Pfefferman and Sverchkov

(2007). We include them here for ease of reference. Assume the sample distribution satisfies

yij ¼ b0 þ b1xij þ bi þ eij;

for i ¼ 1; : : :;D and j ¼ 1; : : :; ni;where the area random effect bi , Nð0;s2
b) and the error

terms eij ,iid N (0, s2
e). Assume the sampling weight satisfies

E½p21
ij jyij; xij; j [ Ai� / expðbyij þ axijÞ;

where Ai is the index set for the sample in area i. Then, assuming the sampling fractions are

small, the complement distribution satisfies

f ð yijj~bi; xij; yi; j � AiÞ / expð20:5ð yij 2 bs2
e 2 b0 2 b1xij 2 ~biÞ

2=bs2
eÞ; ð31Þ

where ~bi ,iid N b̂; gis
2
e=ni

� �
, b̂i ¼ gi �yi 2 b0 2 b1 �xi

� �
, gi ¼ s2

b s2
b þ s2

en21
i

� �21
; and

ð�xi; �yiÞ ¼ n21
i

Pni

j¼1 xij; yij

� �
.

The method of Pfefferman and Sverchkov (2007) can be used for estimation. The

complement distribution defines the weights for imputed values.

7.3. Names of Imputation Procedures

7.4. Justification for Imputation Procedure of Subsection 3.1 (Unit-Imp)

We justify the unit-level imputation procedure of Subsection 3.1. For simplicity, we

consider a univariate variable yij: The integral of interest is

E½gðyÞjyi; xij� ¼

Z

gðyÞf ðyjbi; xijÞf ðbijyiÞdbidy:

We can approximate this integral through a two-step simulation procedure. For m ¼

1; : : :;M; generate

Table 9. Names and descriptions of imputation procedures.

Name Description Subsection
defined

Area-Imp Imputation procedure for area-level model 2.2
Unit-Imp Imputation procedure for univariate unit-level model 3.1
Unit-Imp-Adj Imputation procedure for univariate unit-level model 3.2

with adjustment to remove imputation variance
Unit-Imp-Adj-Aug Imputation procedure for univariate unit-level model 3.3

with adjustment to remove imputation variance
and weight adjustment to preserve EB predictor
for a second variable

Unit-Imp-Biv Imputation procedure for bivariate unit-level model 3.1
Unit-Imp-Biv-Adj Imputation procedure for bivariate unit-level model 3.2

with adjustment to remove imputation variance
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ðiÞ bðmÞi , f ðbijyiÞ.

ðiiÞ y ðmÞ , f ð yjbðmÞi Þ:

Then, approximate the integral as

Ê½gð yÞjyi; xij� ¼
1

M

XM

m¼1

gð y mð ÞÞ:

We want to use donor imputation instead of simulating from a parametric model.

Therefore, we replace step (2) with an importance sampling step. Instead of step (2), we

implement step (2*):

(2*) Generate y ðmÞ , Multinomial ðy; n�110nÞ: This results in a realization from the

marginal distribution of yij. Assign an importance weight (Kim and Shao 2013, 45) of

wm ¼
f ð y ðmÞjbðmÞi ; xijÞ=f 0ð y

ðmÞÞ
XM

m¼1
f ð y ðmÞÞjbðmÞi ; xij=f 0ð y ðmÞÞ

:

Approximate the integral as

Ê½gð yÞjyi; xij� ¼
XM

m¼1

wmgð y ðmÞÞ:

This procedure is similar to analogous integral approximations in Kim and Shao (2013)

and Kim (2011).
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Hierarchical Bayesian Model with Inequality Constraints for
US County Estimates

Lu Chen1, Balgobin Nandram2, and Nathan B. Cruze3

In the production of US agricultural official statistics, certain inequality and benchmarking
constraints must be satisfied. For example, available administrative data provide an accurate
lower bound for the county-level estimates of planted acres, produced by the U.S. Department
of Agriculture’s (USDA) National Agricultural statistics Services (NASS). In addition, the
county-level estimates within a state need to add to the state-level estimates. A sub-area
hierarchical Bayesian model with inequality constraints to produce county-level estimates
that satisfy these important relationships is discussed, along with associated measures of
uncertainty. This model combines the County Agricultural Production Survey (CAPS) data
with administrative data. Inequality constraints add complexity to fitting the model and
present a computational challenge to a full Bayesian approach. To evaluate the inclusion of
these constraints, the models with and without inequality constraints were compared using
2014 corn planted acres estimates for three states. The performance of the model with
inequality constraints illustrates the improvement of county-level estimates in accuracy and
precision while preserving required relationships.

Key words: Administrative data; bayesian diagnostic; benchmarking; crop acreage estimates;
small area estimation; sub-area models; survey data.

1. Introduction

The National Agricultural statistics Service (NASS), the primary statistical data collection

agency within the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), conducts the County

Agricultural Production Survey (CAPS) annually. CAPS provides county-level estimates

by commodity crop for the following estimands: planted acres, harvested acres, yield and

production. ‘Crop type by county’ represents a planned domain, in the sense that the CAPS

multivariate-probability-proportional-to-size design and sample selection is specifically

intended to support NASS’s county-level data products. However, the number of survey

reports obtained for each domain can vary widely due to issues of survey nonresponse,

genuine differences in planting decisions each year, and in the inherent complexity of

sampling for the breadth of crops of interest nationwide. The current method of producing
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official county-level crop estimates is an expert assessment conducted by NASS’s

Agricultural statistics Board (ASB), which incorporates multiple sources of information.

The information includes CAPS estimates and administrative data whenever it is

available. These county-level estimates are key indicators to farmers, ranchers and a

number of federal and state agencies for decision making. Two USDA agencies, the Farm

Service Agency (FSA) and the Risk Management Agency (RMA), consider the estimates

as part of their processes for distributing farm subsidies and insurance respectively.

Given the importance of the crops county estimates program, NASS engaged a panel of

experts under the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine for

guidance and recommendations on implementing models for integrating multiple sources

of information to provide county-level crop estimates with measures of uncertainty. The

panel’s recommendations were issued in a publicly available report; see National

Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine NASEM 2017. See also Cruze et al.

(2019) for a recapitulation of some of the panel’s findings. In the traditional process of

setting official statistics, the ASB has relied on standard processes, multiple data sources,

historical performance of these sources, and expert judgment. The ASB analyzes the

survey estimates and integrates them with multiple data sources through a series of

informal composite estimators. (See NASEM 2017, 27–28; Cruze et al. 2019, sec. 2.)

Final estimates are checked for coherence with external administrative totals that are

interpreted as minimum amounts of activity known to have taken place in the county, and

the estimates are rounded in accordance with NASS rounding rules. In a statistical sense,

the ASB results are not reproducible and measures of uncertainty have not been produced

with the traditional data product.

In recent years, small area models have gained increased attention by academic

researchers and government agencies. Small area estimation models can “borrow

strength” from related areas across space and/or time or through auxiliary information to

provide “indirect” but reliable estimates for small areas while also increasing precision.

One challenge of a model-based approach is to provide reliable and coherent estimates that

satisfy important relationships nested among estimates and administrative data. The NASS

county-level official estimates of planted acres should be greater than or equal to the

corresponding available administrative totals that represent known minimum amounts of

planting activity within the county, while also satisfying benchmarking constraints so that

county-level estimates add up to the state-level estimates. In this article, hierarchical

Bayesian models with constraints for small area estimation are discussed and applied to

NASS’s planted area estimates of corn for grain with reference to the 2014 crop year. With

the goal of improving transparency of processes and quantifying the uncertainty associated

with each estimate, NASS implemented the described model-based approach for

estimating county-level planted area totals for thirteen commodity crops nationwide

beginning with the 2020 crop year.

Two major types of small area models, area-level and unit-level models, have been

developed using both frequentist and Bayesian methods. Pfeffermann (2013) and Rao and

Molina (2015) provide a comprehensive overview of the development, methods and

application of small area estimation including various types of area-level and unit-level

models. For continuous responses, the first and most common model is the Fay-Herriot

(FH) model (Fay and Herriot 1979) in small area estimation. It is an area-level model
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based on a “normal-normal-linear” assumption. That is, the direct estimates and area-level

random effects are both assumed to follow normal distribution and a linear regression

function relates the true estimates of interest to covariates. The popular unit-level model,

nested-error regression (NER) model, was proposed by Battese et al. (1988) when data are

available on the individual sampled units. The NER model is also developed under the

normality assumption.

The objective of NASS crops county estimates program is to incorporate different sources

of auxiliary information with survey estimates in the model to provide coherent and reliable

estimates with associated measures of uncertainty. The modeling strategies in both

frequentist and Bayesian methods could operate in similar way. However, Bayesian

approaches are more straightforward for obtaining estimates for any known functions of the

model parameters. In addition, Bayesian methodology is well suited for inequality

constrained problems as it naturally provides a framework that allows complex constraints

via hierarchical models. Recent studies and papers related to the NASS crops county

estimates program have shown that hierarchical Bayesian small area models can incorporate

auxiliary sources of data to improve county-level survey estimation of crop totals with

measures of uncertainty. Battese et al. (1988) introduced the unit-level models for small area

estimation based on nested error linear regression. They combined survey indications with

satellite data. Erciulescu et al. (2019) proposed and implemented a double shrinkage

hierarchical Bayesian sub-area level model to provide the acreage estimates with associated

measures of uncertainty. The paper discussed the results when integrating different data

sources and showed that the county-level model-based acreage estimates decreased the

coefficients of variation relative to the survey ones. Erciulescu et al. (2020) discussed the

challenges of missing data, either survey responses or administrative data, when fitting

hierarchical Bayesian sub-area level model to obtain the crops total estimates for the whole

nation. In these two papers, the state-to-county benchmarking constraint is included.

Increasingly, constrained estimation problems have found application and international

importance in the small area estimation literature. Sen et al. (2018) proposed the method to

conduct inference for a constrained posterior and project samples to the constrained space

through a minimal distance mapping. Instead of placing a prior on the constraint space and

conducting posterior computation, a general formulation of projected posteriors in a

Bayesian decision-theoretic framework is provided. Cruze et al. (2019) identified

constraints among estimates and administrative data as a necessity and allowed for the

possibility of different constraints by small area. Whereas the inequality constraint

problems were not addressed in the aforementioned, NASS-authored literature, Nandram

et al. (2022) addressed the inequality constraint problem and proposed several hierarchical

Bayesian models for NASS crops county-level planted area estimates which have

ultimately been used in practice by NASS effective with the 2020 crop year. They

discussed the methodologies of fitting constrained models and provided a simulation study

to show the performance of all models.

In this article, models with inequality constraints are discussed and implemented to

address the needs and challenges of inequality and benchmarking constraints that NASS

official statistics must satisfy. The models with inequality constraints of Nandram et al.

(2022) are applied to 2014 NASS CAPS data. In Section 2, data sources and some

particular needs of the NASS crops county estimates for total planted acres are presented.
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In Section 3, hierarchical Bayesian models with inequality constraints are proposed to

produce reliable and coherent county-level estimates and associated measures of

uncertainty. External ratio benchmarking is applied to the county-level estimates so that

they sum to state targets. The results are contrasted with those obtained from

unconstrained models. In Section 4, a case study based on three different states shows the

model-based estimation results and highlights the different performances of the

constrained models and the unconstrained models. Conclusions and future work are

presented in Section 5.

2. Data Sources and Requirements

2.1. Survey Data

Although NASS has been producing official county-level agricultural estimates since

1917, it was in 2011 that NASS completely implemented the large-scale probability

survey, CAPS, to provide county-level official estimates for many principle small grains

and row crops in several states.

The CAPS survey uses a Multivariate Probability Proportional to Size (MPPS) sample

design. The target population for CAPS is all agricultural operators with cropland and/or

storage capacity in any of the eligible states. The NASS list frame includes all known

agricultural establishments. The list frame for CAPS consists of those NASS list frame

records with positive planted acres or storage capacity of the desired commodities in the

previous year (NASEM 2017, 111–117). Sample size is dependent upon the number of

operations in the universe list and the variability of data among operations on a given list.

Sample sizes vary widely among states, and the number of obtained reports will vary by

state, commodity crop, and county, but there is some effort to treat ‘county by crop’ as a

planned domain, and construct samples accordingly.

The list of crops and states in CAPS may change year to year depending on the

requirement of coverage for federally mandated program crops and others. Figure 1 shows

2019 CAPS States

Not in Sample

Row Crops and Small Grains

Row Crops Only

Small Grains Only

Fig. 1. 2019 row crops and small grains CAPS states.
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the 2019 CAPS states. Four different colors indicate the category that each state is in for

the 2019 CAPS. The state in black was for small grains CAPS only. States in dark gray

were for row crops CAPS only. States in light gray were for both small grains and row

crops CAPS. States in white were not included in 2019 CAPS. The row crops CAPS (e.g.,

corn, soybeans) was conducted in 41 states. The small grains CAPS (e.g., barley, oats) was

conducted in 32 states. No other states were included in 2019 CAPS.

As discussed in the introduction, the smallest area at which CAPS produces estimates is

the county. Historically, NASS has also produced estimates for an intermediate domain

called the agricultural statistics district (ASD). Each ASD is comprised of contiguous

counties in the state. Both county-level and ASD level survey estimates and associated

variance estimates are available in CAPS summary. The state-level planted acreage

estimates are published before the completion of data collection for the CAPS. Therefore,

when setting the county level estimates, an external state benchmarking constraint exists.

In the traditional estimation process, the ASB reviews the direct estimates based on CAPS

and relevant auxiliary information to set county estimates that aggregate to those state

targets.

2.2. Auxiliary Data

NASS obtains auxiliary sources of information on crop acres from FSA and RMA. Both

agencies have farmer-reported administrative data on planted acres. While FSA and RMA

programs are popular, they are not compulsory. The activity of some parts of the

population may be absent in either record. The participation rates can vary by crop, by

state, and even by locality within state. For example, the rates of enrollment in FSA

programs for corn are typically higher in so-called corn-belt states, for example Illinois,

than in some other states such as Ohio or Pennsylvania.

As described in NASEM (2017, 20), “FSA defines the common land unit (CLU) as an

individual, contiguous farming parcel, which is the smallest unit of land that has a

permanent, contiguous boundary; common land cover and land management; and a

common owner or common producer association.” FSAmaintains a database of these

digitized, geolocated field boundaries for the entire United States. The size and location of

the fields are known with accuracy. The contents contained within these field boundaries

remain empty until planted acreages are reported by farmers to FSA each year. Farmers

who opt to participate in FSA programs must certify their planting activity by prescribed

due dates. The process of certification typically entails a visit by farmers to an FSA office,

where the farmer is assisted in identifying the fields (CLUs) operated on maps. The farmer

then provides the acreages by type of crop planted in a standard form containing all

associated identifiers with the parcels operated. Deliberate misreporting is dissuaded under

penalty of “loss of program benefits for noncompliance.” The FSA handbook on Acreage

and Compliance Determinations (USDA FSA 2018) details the procedures for

certification, as well as quality assurance and compliance procedures at length.

As overseer of the Federal Crop Insurance Corporation, RMA receives administrative

data on planted acres as farmers enroll in insurance coverage through approved insurance

providers or file claims that are associated with these programs. Farmers may choose not

participate in any crop insurance programs, or they may not insure all commodity crops
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they choose to grow. The participation rates in crop insurance can vary by state and

commodity. For example, in RMA’s own analysis of the 2015 federal crop insurance

portfolio market penetration, defined as the percent of national planted area totals

(estimates produced by NASS) that are also insured acres under these programs, it was

found that 89% of corn acres, 90% of soybean acres, 73% of barley acres, and just 17% of

oats acres were insured (USDA RMA 2017). Accordingly, NASS treats the RMA

administrative data on planted acres as a useful lower bound on the planted acreage.

Non-probability sources like the FSA and RMA programs administrative data are not

free of nonsampling errors. Foremost, neither of these collections represents a registry of

the activity of all population units, and therefore, totals obtained at any geographic level

from either source may subject to some degree of under coverage or provide

underestimates of population totals. Good (2014) discussed this in the context of

comparing national totals from NASS and from FSA. The aforementioned RMA analysis

pointed to likely undercoverage nationwide. As a department, USDA, takes steps to

mitigate other types of nonsampling error that could affect the quality of the reported data,

through minimizing opportunities or incentives to misreport, through ongoing quality

assurance procedures, and in the case of FSA, through geospatially resolving the collected

data to the county, and more specifically, to the field, where the crop was planted. With

these combinations of factors and the need to produce estimates that are coherent given

these other USDA data sources, NASS has interpreted the administrative data as

informative lower bounds in the construction of official county estimates produced under

the traditional ASB process and seeks to retain that feature in any candidate model for

planted area. While there can be significant overlap of FSA and RMA data, not all

operations will participate in both. Because NASS treats both FSA and RMA data as the

lower bounds of the county-level planted acreage estimates, the definition of the lower

bound in the constrained models is the maximum of both sources of administrative data.

That is, where FSA and RMA acreages may differ, the larger is taken as a firm lower

bound NASS estimates should respect.

2.3. Important Relationships for Planted Acres

In the production of the official statistics for total acres reported by NASS, benchmarking

and inequality constraints should be satisfied. NASS sometimes describes its procedures

as ‘top-down’, meaning that national and state estimates are published before the sub-state

ASD and county estimates, even while additional CAPS data collection may be ongoing

(NASEM 2017, 24). In practical terms, it means that official county-level estimates will

have an external target for benchmarking county totals to the published state total.

Additionally, NASS’s official estimates of planted acres should cover corresponding

available administrative data: FSA and RMA planted acreage data within any given

geographic boundary, such as the US, a state, and county. The differences between NASS

official statistics and FSA administrative data of total planted acreage for corn, soybeans,

barley and oats at US level from 2012 to 2019 are displayed in Figure 2. Each plot shows

that the differences between NASS official estimates and FSA data are all positive at the

US level. However, the county-level survey estimates of the planted acreage do not always

satisfy the constraints.
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Figure 3 indicates that the points in the plot of the survey estimates in log10 scale versus

the FSA data in log10 scale are scattered around the 45 degree line. Some of the survey

estimates are one or two standard deviations below the corresponding FSA or RMA data.

This introduces difficulties for models without constraints to preserve the relationships.

However, inequality constraints must be incorporated into the model so that all known

relationships are satisfied at all levels before NASS can rely on model-based estimates as

the foundation for the final official estimates.

3. Models

Bayesian area-level and sub-area level models are popular in small area estimation. They

are excellent reproducible tools that combine survey data and auxiliary data to produce

reliable estimates for areas. In this paper, models with constraints are considered based on

Nandram et al. (2022). For comparison, the model without constraints are from Erciulescu

et al. (2020).

Two model assumptions are made for both constrained and unconstrained model. First, it

is assumed that the sampling variances are known and valid estimates from the survey

summary in both area-level and subarea level sampling models. The modeling strategies are

developed to deal with the crop county estimates including different commodities in all

states covered by CAPS. Whereas Erciulescu et al. (2019) developed and compared models

for direct estimates scaled by the sample sizes with a hierarchy for sampling variances, here
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Fig. 2. The differences of US-level planted acreage estimates of several commodities between NASS and FSA.
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we adopted the models for the direct estimates described in Erciulescu et al. (2020). Adding

an extra model assumption for the sampling variance is not feasible, and so we assume that

the sampling variances are fixed to avoid computational difficulties. Second, assuming

normality of direct estimates is a practical method with good performance that provides

estimates for counties with sample sizes as small as one and zero. This is impossible under

the model specification in Erciulescu et al. (2019) because the sample sizes are

denominators in the models. On the other hand, in our case, each county has its own unique

inequality constraint and the sum needs to satisfy another benchmarking constraint.

In this section, models, with and without constraints, are presented and applied in a case

study of 2014 corn data. They are illustrated for one state and one commodity, that is, all

parameters are state and commodity-specific. The area-level model without inequality

constraints was first introduced by Fay and Herriot (1979), where an area represents a

county. The sub-area level models without inequality constraints were discussed by Fuller

and Goyeneche (1998) and Torabi and Rao (2014) as an extension of FH model. Nandram

et al. (2022) propose and discuss both area and sub-area level models to address the

inequality constraints into the models.

3.1. Models Without Constraints

Erciulescu et al. (2020) discussed and applied a hierarchical Bayesian sub-area model to

estimate the number of planted and harvested acres. In their paper, the state benchmarking
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Fig. 3. The county-level planted acreage estimates (log10 scale) of several commodities for CAPS and FSA in

all eligible counties.
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constraint is handled by ratio benchmarking in the output analysis, but inequality

constraints are not addressed either in the model or in the output analysis. In this article,

this model without inequality constraints is referred to the unconstrained model and

several comparisons between this type of model and models with inequality constraints

(constrained models) will be presented in Section 4.

In the sub-area level models, an area is an ASD and a subarea is a county. Let

i ¼ 1,: : :,m be an index for m ASDs in the state and j ¼ 1; : : :; ni be an index for the

county in the ith ASD. The survey estimate of planted acreage in county j in district i is

denoted by ûij and the associated survey variance is ŝ2
ij. The total number of counties in a

state is
Pm

i¼1ni. The auxiliary data used in the models are xij, including an intercept.

The sub-area hierarchical Bayesian model is

ûijjuij; ŝ
2
ij ,ind

Nðuij; ŝ
2
ijÞ; i ¼ 1; : : : ;m;

uijjb;s
2
m ,ind

Nðx0ijbþ vi;s
2
uÞ; j ¼ 1; : : : ; ni; ð1Þ

vjjs
2
v ,ind

Nð0;s2
vÞ;

where ðb;s2
m;s

2
vÞ is a set of nuisance parameters. The county-level FSA and RMA planted

acreage data are highly correlated. To avoid the multicollinearity problem, we choose to

use the maximum of these two data sources. Thus, the vector of regressors for the county j

with in the district i consists of xij ¼ ð1;maxðFSAij;RMAijÞÞ
0:

Note that the above sub-area level model without area level (ASD) effects, vi; reduces to

the basic area-level FH model without constraints, that is,

ûijjuij; ŝ
2
ij ,ind

Nðuij; ŝ
2
ijÞ; i ¼ 1; : : : ;m; ð2Þ

uijjb;s
2
m ,ind

Nðx 0ijb;s
2
mÞ; j ¼ 1; : : : ; ni:

A diffuse prior is adopted to the coefficients b, that is, a bivariate normal prior

distribution with fixed and known mean and variance and covariance matrix b , MN(b̂,

1000
P̂

b̂). Here, b̂ are the least squares estimates of b obtained from fitting a simple

linear regression model of the county-level survey estimates on the auxiliary data xij and
P̂

b̂
is the estimated covariance matrix of b̂. The proper diffused prior on b is used

because it provides a degree of computational stability. The prior distributions for s2
m and

s2
v are Uniform (0,1010) and Uniform (0,1010). The discussion in Browne and Draper

(2006) motivates the use of an uniform prior distribution for the random-effect variance

components.

3.2. Models With Constraints

Because of the advantage of shrinkage estimation in small area models without constraints

discussed in Subsection 3.1, smaller survey estimates are likely to be pulled upwards. This

will help to meet the bounds, but it does not solve the problem. As discussed in Subsection

2.2, the county-level estimates must be larger than the corresponding FSA and RMA
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planted acres data. If the model does not incorporate inequality constraints, the final

estimates do not necessarily cover the lower bounds in all cases. The inequality constraints

need to be incorporated in the models. In this section, the hierarchical Bayesian models

with inequality constraints by Nandram et al. (2022) are discussed.

First, inequality constraints between the true parameter uij of interest and administrative

values need to be included in the model, that is,

uij $ cij; i ¼ 1; : : :;m; j ¼ 1; : : :; ni; ð3Þ

where the cij is fixed known quantity.

In our application on planted acres, cij ¼ max(FSAij, RMAij) is the maximum value

between FSA and RMA corresponding values in the same county. Notice that in Figure 3,

some of the survey estimates are one or two standard deviations below their corresponding

cij, thereby creating some difficulties for the model estimates to do the same. The

benchmarking constraint creates an additional challenge because the state target may be

only slightly larger than the state total from administrative data, c ¼
Pm

i¼1

Pni

j¼1cij. This

may be a tight condition, as discussed in Cruze et al. (2019).

In addition, under NASS’s top-down approach, the benchmarking constraint needs to be

considered as well. In this article, we fit Bayesian models using Markov chain Monte Carlo

(MCMC) simulation. After model fitting, a series of MCMC samples are obtained to

construct the posterior summaries of interest. We perform ratio benchmarking in each

iteration of the MCMC samples. Erciulescu et al. (2020) discussed and applied the ratio

benchmarking adjustment method at the (MCMC) iteration level in the output analysis to

address the county-state benchmarking constraint. It provides a suitable benchmarking

adjustment to ensure consistency of county-level estimates with the state target efficiently.

Let ~u
B

ij be the adjusted model estimate for county j in district i. Let uij;k denote the draw

of uij and uB
ij;k denote the adjusted (after benchmarking) draw, where k denotes the draw

from the posterior distribution and k ¼ 1; : : :;K: Let a be the benchmarking state target.

The arithmetic mean of the MCMC samples is used to construct the point estimates of

interest. After the ratio benchmarking adjustment,

~u
B

ij ¼
1

K

XK

k¼1

uB
ij;k ¼

1

K

XK

k¼1

rkuij;k; ð4Þ

where rk is the adjusted ratio at iterate level and the ratio rk is

rk ¼ a £
Xm

i¼1

Xni

j¼1

uij;k

 !21

: ð5Þ

Therefore, the following relationship holds for state benchmarking constraint,

Xm

i¼1

Xni

j¼1

uB
ij ¼ a: ð6Þ

However, we need to make sure the adjusted final estimate ~u
B

ij can satisfy inequality

constraint as well. Given Equation (3), the inequality constraint can be preserved for uij;k in

each kth iteration. If rk $ 1 for each k, the following relationship follows from combining
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Equations (3) and (4):

~u
B
ij ¼

1

K

XK

k¼1

rkuij;k $
1

K

XK

k¼1

uij;k $
1

K

XK

k¼1

cij $ cij: ð7Þ

Therefore, when rk $ 1
�Pm

i¼1

Pni

j¼1uij;k # a
�

for each iteration k, it follows that that all

model estimates are raked up, and no individual county’s inequality constraint will be

violated.

Based on the discussion above, uij should be drawn subject to the constraints

uij $ cij; i ¼ 1; : : : ;m; j ¼ 1; : : :; ni;
Xm

i¼1

Xni

j¼1

uij # a ð8Þ

to address both inequality and benchmarking constraints in the models.

According to the constraints Equation (8),

Xm

i¼1

Xni

j¼1

cij #
Xm

i¼1

Xni

j¼1

uij # a: ð9Þ

Therefore, the support of uij given
~
uðijÞ is

T ¼ uij : max cij;

Xm

i¼1

Xni

j¼1

cij 2
Xm

i 0¼1;i 0–i

Xni

j 0¼1;j 0–j

ui 0j 0

 !(

# uij # a 2
Xm

i 0¼1;i 0–i

Xni

j 0¼1;j 0–j

ui 0j 0

)

;

ð10Þ

where the lower bound cij is known and fixed and i ¼ 1; : : :;m; j ¼ l; : : :; ni:

To preserve the relationships, the constraint Equation (10) is added to the FH model and

the sub-area model in the priors to get the joint posterior density of uij; i ¼ l; : : :;m;

j ¼ 1; : : :; ni: This problem falls under the general heading of constraint problems in

statistics (Nandram et al. 1997).

Therefore, the sub-area hierarchical Bayesian model with constraints is proposed as

ûijjuij; ŝ
2
ij ,ind

Nðuij; ŝ
2
ijÞ; j ¼ 1; : : : ; ni;

uijjb;s
2
m ,ind

Nðx 0ijbþ vi;s
2
mÞ; uij [ T ; ð11Þ

vijs
2
v ,ind

Nð0;s2
vÞ; i ¼ 1; : : : ;m;

where T denotes the support in Equation (10) of uij such that both the benchmarking

constraint and inequality constraints are satisfied. Here, (b,s2
m,s2

v) is a set of nuisance

parameters and xij ¼ (1, xij1,: : :, xijp) is the vector of covariates and the intercept. In the

constrained model, the vector of regressors for the county j with in the district i are the

same with those in the unconstrained model, that is, xij ¼ (l, max(FSAij, RMAij))
0. Note

that the above sub-area level model without sub-area level (ASD) effects, vi, reduces to the

area-level FH model with constraints, that is,

ûijjuij; ŝ
2
ij ,ind

Nðuij; ŝ
2
ijÞ; j ¼ 1; : : : ; ni; ð12Þ
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uijjb;s
2
m ,ind

Nðx 0ijb;s
2
mÞ; uij [ T :

A diffuse prior is adopted to the coefficients b, the same as the prior mentioned in

Subsection 3.1. The prior distributions in subarea-level model for s2
m and s2

v are Uniform

(0, l010) and Uniform (0, l010), respectively and the prior distribution in area level model

for s2
m is Uniform (0, l010). Notice that without benchmarking constraint based on ratio

benchmarking, the uij s are not correlated a priori, but they are correlated a posteriori

because of the common parameters over areas. With benchmarking constraint, they are

correlated because they must add up to the state target a.

The methodology for creating the state targets guarantees that a state target a is greater

than or equal to the administrative state total c. That is, a ¼
Pm

i¼1

Pni

j¼1
~u
B

ij $
Pm

i¼1

Pni

j¼1cij ¼ c: Therefore, there are feasible solutions to the inequality constraint

problem in Equation (8), and a feasible solution clearly depends on the state target and the

FSA and RMA data. As discussed in Subsection 2.2, most of the survey estimates are

within two standard deviations of the bounds, but many of the smaller ones are much

further below the bounds. If the model does not incorporate inequality constraints, the final

model estimates do not necessarily cover the lower bounds in all cases. Therefore,

inequality constraints need to be incorporated in the models to provide not only reliable

but also coherent estimates.

4. Case Study

Three states, Illinois (IL), Ohio (OH), and Pennsylvania (PA), are considered in the case

study. The four models discussed in Section 3 are compared: the sub-area level model with

inequality constraint, the area-level model with inequality constraint, the sub-area level

model without inequality constraint and the area-level model without inequality

constraint. All models are fit using the administrative data sources described in Subsection

2.2.

All models produce 2014 CAPS estimates of planted acres for corn in IL, OH, and PA.

FSA and RMA administrative data in IL usually have very high coverage rates of the

planted acres for corn in each county. But in some specific counties in OH, both sets of

administrative data have relatively low coverage rates for planted acres. In PA,

administrative data in many counties have low coverage rates for planted acreage

estimates. Therefore, these three states have different features. The model performance is

evaluated for all different scenarios.

As mentioned in Subsection 2.2, the county-level survey estimates did not automatically

cover all FSA and RMA administrative data. The relationship between survey estimates

and the corresponding lower bounds based on administrative data (the maximum of FSA

and RMA data) is displayed in Figure 4. The plotted pairs of survey estimates and

administrative data are scattered around the 45 degree line. Around 31% of the county-

level survey estimates cover FSA and RMA for IL. About 56% of the survey estimates

cover FSA and RMA for OH. About 83% of the survey estimates cover FSA and RMA

for PA.

In Subsection 4.1, a summary of the model fitting process is provided. Subsection 4.2

includes the internal checks for all four models. Several diagnostic tools are explored to
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check the adequacy of the models. External checks between model estimates, survey

estimates and official statistics from NASS are presented for all models in Subsection 4.3.

4.1. Model Estimation

All four models are applied to all counties with positive data in one state for which

ûij; ŝ
2
ij; xij

� �
are available. In IL, there are 102 counties and 9 ASDs in the CAPS samples

for planted acreage. In OH, there are 88 counties and 9 ASDs. In PA, there are 65 counties

and 9 ASDs.

MCMC simulation method is used to fit all four hierarchical Bayesian models using R

and JAGS (Plummer 2003). In each model, three chains are run for our MCMC simulation.

Each chain contains 50,000 Monte Carlo samples, and the first 15,000 iterates are

discarded as a burn-in to improve the mixing of each chain. After that point, 35,000 further

iterations were produced for each of the three chains. In order to eliminate the correlations

among neighboring iterations, those iterations are thinned by taking a systematic sample of

1 in every 35 samples. Finally 1,000 MCMC samples in each chain are obtained for

constructing the posterior distributions of all the parameters, the nuisance parameters and

the parameters for the planted acres.

Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods have been used to approximate the

posterior marginals in Bayesian Hierarchical models and are computationally intensive if

models are complicated and intractable. Computation time is one key factor when

candidate models are evaluated for production especially for crops county estimates

project involving multiple commodities for all related counties in US. As mentioned

before, all models are fit by MCMC simulation using RJAGS. The computation time in

reaching convergence for the different parameters in the unconstrained models is one to

two minutes for each state and each commodity depends on the sizes of the data. But the

computational time for the constrained models are five to six minutes since two inequality

constraints nested with parameters are incorporated in the models. Their posterior

distributions are more complicated than the unconstrained models, involving truncated

normal distributions. Therefore, it takes more times to fit the constrained models than

unconstrained ones. However, the computation time to produce county-level estimates

with associated uncertainties is acceptable in current production procedure.

Convergence diagnostics are conducted. The convergence is monitored using trace

plots, the multiple potential scale reduction factors (R̂ close to 1) and the Geweke test of
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Fig. 4. The county-level planted acreage estimates of corn for CAPS and the lower bounds in IL, OH, and PA.
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stationarity for each chain (Gelman and Rubin 1992; Geweke 1992). Also, once the

simulated chains have mixed, the effective number of independent simulation draws to

monitor simulation accuracy is determined. Effective sample sizes and the R̂ are shown in

Tables 1 and 2, resulting in good convergence for all four models: area and sub-area

models with inequality constraint (C) and without constraint (NC) for IL, OH, and PA. The

values of R̂ of most coefficient parameters are close to 1. The effective sample sizes of

coefficient parameters in sub-area level models are 3,000 and those in area-level models

are around 2,000 for IL. The effective sample sizes vary from 1,100 to 3,000 for OH. The

effective sample sizes vary from 1,900 to 3,000 for PA.

4.2. Internal Check

Several diagnostic tools are available to check the adequacy of all four models to the

observed data considered in this article. First, the fit of the models to the data is assessed

using Bayesian predictive checks. If a model fit is adequate to all observations û, replicated

values urep that generated data from the model would be similar to observations. We

Table 1. Sub-area level models: Effective sample sizes (ESS) and R̂ for 2014 IL, OH and PA corn.

State Parameters ESS R̂

C Sub-area NC Sub-area C Sub-area NC Sub-area

b0 3000 3000 1.001 1.001
IL b1 3000 3000 1.001 1.002

s2
m 1900 2100 1.004 1.012

s2
v 3000 3000 1.001 1.003

b0 1800 2800 1.006 1.006
OH b1 3000 1400 1.006 1.002

s2
m 2000 1200 1.007 1.007

s2
v 2300 1800 1.003 1.003

b0 2400 2800 1.004 1.003
PA b1 3000 3000 1.001 1.001

s2
m 1900 2000 1.019 1.007

s2
v 2500 3000 1.011 1.009

Table 2. Area level models: Effective sample sizes (ESS) and R̂ for 2014 IL, OH, and PA corn.

State Parameters ESS R̂

C Area NC Area C Area NC Area

b0 1500 1700 1.010 1.002
IL b1 2000 1900 1.002 1.002

s2
m 2100 2500 1.008 1.004

b0 2300 3000 1.007 1.001
OH b1 1700 1100 1.009 1.017

s2
m 1900 1200 1.008 1.007

b0 2400 2400 1.009 1.011
PA b1 2600 2700 1.011 1.005

s2
m 2800 3000 1.001 1.003
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calculate the Bayesian predictive p-value (BPP) to measure the adequacy of all models to

the data from Rubin (1984), Meng (1994), and Gelman et al. (2013). The Bayesian

posterior predictive p-value (BPP) is defined as

p ¼ Pr T u rep;V
� �

. T û;V
� �

jû
� �

; ð13Þ

where discrepancy function, Tðu;VÞ; is selected as Tðu;VÞ ¼
Pm

i¼1

Pni

j¼1

uij2EðuijjûÞ

� �2

Var uijjVð Þ
and

V are the nuisance parameters in each model. The p-value is the probability of the sum of

square residuals based on replicated estimates larger than the one from observed data. If

the value is extreme, smaller than 0.05 or larger than 0.95, it indicates a discrepancy

between the model and the data, meaning the model is not adequate. The BPP for each

model is presented in Table 3. For IL, the BPPs in the area-level and subarea level models

with constraints are 0.663 and 0.504, respectively, which are not close to 0 or 1. The

models without constraints have high BPP, 0.903 and 0.947, respectively. Those BPP are

close to 0.95. Similar results show for OH in Table 5. Noticed that the sub-area level model

without constraints for OH is 0.967, which is a borderline case. It indicated that the model

is not adequate when comparing with survey estimates. The model’s predictions are

“biased” to be too high. For PA, all BPPs are smaller than 0.5 but they are not close to 0.

However, models cannot be ranked based on BPPs.

Another goodness-of-fit measure for models is the deviance information criterion (DIC)

(Spiegelhalter et al. 2002) shown in Table 3. It is not well suited to make the model

selection based on DICs between constrained and unconstrained models. In particular, we

consider the following type of comparison based on DIC only: between sub-area models

and area models within either constrained models and unconstrained models. Table 3

shows the DICs from sub-area models are slightly smaller than those in area-level models.

They indicate that the sub-area level models are better than the area-level models because

sub-area models can borrow information from both area and sub-area levels.

Therefore, based on DIC diagnostics, sub-area level models are better than the area level

models. To check model performance between sub-area level constrained and

unconstrained models, external comparisons are discussed in the next section.

4.3. External Check

Internal checks show that sub-area level models have slightly smaller DICs than area-level

models. Comparisons between area level and sub-area level unconstrained models and

Table 3. DICs and BPPs for constrained and unconstrained models.

Type Model DIC BPP

C NC C NC

IL Sub-area 2334.6 2285.3 0.504 0.947
Area 2335.7 2285.2 0.633 0.903

OH Sub-area 1881.1 1766.7 0.331 0.967
Area 1884.7 1776.4 0.248 0.908

PA Sub-area 1613.8 1313.7 0.551 0.178
Area 1618.4 1281.1 0.151 0.111
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comparisons between area level and sub-area level constrained models are fine. However,

the internal checks considered are not appropriate in terms of the model comparison of

both sub-area level constrained and unconstrained models. Therefore, in this section,

several external checks are conducted. In the guidance provided in NASEM (2017), the

recommendation related the external comparisons is to use published estimates in

assessing the quality and reasonableness of the model-based county-level estimates,

especially at the research stage. In addition, before NASS can adopt a model-based

approach to producing crops county estimates, the model must incorporate all known

relationships. The inequality constraints check is another important factor in our

evaluation.

First, the inequality check between the final model estimates of planted acres and the

corresponding FSA and RMA administrative data is conducted for each model. Figure 5

shows the results in the unconstrained models for IL and OH. Counties in white indicate

that the corresponding model estimates are smaller than FSA and RMA data. Counties in

gray mean that their estimates are larger than the maximum of both FSA and RMA

administrative data. In unconstrained model, 34 out of 102 counties in IL, 8 out of 88

counties in OH, and 3 out of 65 counties in PA do not satisfy with the constraints.

However, based on the constrained model setting, all counties in both states satisfy the

constraints after ratio benchmarking.

For the unconstrained model, the coverage rate on administrative data depends on the

relationship between survey estimates and the administrative data. In PA, when many

administrative data are smaller than survey estimates, only a few model-based estimates of

planted acres are smaller than the administrative data.

Figure 6 shows comparison of constrained model estimates (denoted C) and

unconstrained model estimates (denoted NC) relative to the FSA administrative totals in

each county. In each panel, counties have been sorted on the horizontal axis in ascending

order by number of CAPS survey reports collected and assigned a corresponding index

value, for example, ranging from 1 to 102 for all counties in IL. Within each state, all

modeled county estimates are benchmarked to the same fixed state total. On the vertical

axis, values greater than one indicate that the estimated county acreage covers the

corresponding FSA administrative data. Eliciting an acceptable tolerance below the FSA

or RMA acreages has been difficult; at 640 acres (approximately 259 hectares) to the

square mile, even some of the apparently modest differences below one become points of

IL OH

PA

PL >= FSA & RMA FALSE TRUE

Fig. 5. Inequality check for unconstrained models for IL, OH, and PA.
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concern as the unconstrained model estimate begins to disagree with minimum amounts of

planting activity on record in FSA’s accurately geolocated database. The rightmost panel

for PA points to some of the differences by state and commodity in NASS’s estimation

program. It speaks to the importance of quantifying the uncertainty of estimates when

official statistics based on a blend of data may have properties more like administrative

data in some scenarios, and more like survey or unconstrained model estimates in others.

In addition, both model-based estimates and survey estimates are compared to the

published estimates. Let ~u
NC

MERB be the unconstrained (NC) model estimates after ratio

benchmarking and ~u
C

MERB be the constrained (C) model estimates after ratio

benchmarking. Let ~u
DE

MERB be the survey (DE) estimates. The absolute relative differences

between those estimates and published estimates,

ARD ¼
j ~u

t

MERB 2 Publishedj

Published
; ð14Þ

are calculated and presented, where t ¼ NC, C, DE. A small ARD is one key check on the

performance of model-based point estimates. It is true that ARD will not be useful in the

current year because the published estimates will not be available. However, it is a good

check in a previous year when the official estimates are already decided and published.

Note that we are using 2014 data and corresponding official estimates were published.

Indeed, ARD is a check on models for future applications in the research stage

recommended by NASEM (2017).

The posterior coefficients of variation (CV),

CV ¼
PSDt

~u
t

MERB

; ð15Þ

are calculated, where t ¼ NC, C, DE and the posterior standard deviation (PSD) is the

corresponding posterior standard deviation of ~u
t

MERB, t ¼ NC, C, DE from different

models and survey (see Table 4 and 5).

The sample sizes for planted acres in CAPS varies with county in each state. Many

counties in these three states have relatively large sample sizes. However, many counties

have small sample sizes as well. Small area models tend to improve the accuracy of

estimates comparing to the accuracy of survey estimates, especially in areas with small
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Fig. 6. Ratio of constrained model estimates (C) and unconstrained model estimates (NC) to FSA administrative

acreage for IL, OH, and PA.
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sample sizes. In order to examine the effect of sample size among our models, we split

counties of IL, OH, and PA, respectively, into three groups according to their number of

reports in CAPS: small sizes (less than 30); median sizes (between 30 and 60); large sizes

(larger than 60). All statistics are shown in Table 4, 5, and 6 as well.

Among all counties in IL, the median ARD value between survey estimates and

published estimates in IL is 14.914%. Substantial improvement can be noticed from both

the constrained model and the unconstrained model. Again compared to published

estimates, the median ARD value based on the constrained model is 194%, less than the

median ARD value based on the unconstrained model, 0.948%. Moreover, the range of

ARD values from the constrained model (0.003%, 34.908%) are much narrower than the

range based on survey estimates (0.259%, 82.973%) and also less than those from the

Table 4. 2014 IL corn planted acres: comparisons of ARDs and CVs among survey, sub-area unconstrained

model and constrained model.

Sample size Statistics ARD (%) CV (%)

DE NC C DE NC C

Overall Min 0.259 0.007 0.003 10.501 1.899 0.144
Median 14.914 0.948 0.194 19.210 5.199 0.272

Max 82.973 51.346 34.908 92.283 125.905 12.705
[0,30) Min 0.259 0.622 0.273 25.315 20.544 1.466

Median 16.585 13.530 0.978 42.421 34.905 2.187
Max 66.174 51.346 34.908 92.283 125.905 12.705

[30,60) Min 0.575 0.007 0.007 10.501 2.459 0.185
Median 9.721 1.204 0.176 19.885 5.812 0.278

Max 39.620 17.036 1.940 33.961 21.985 2.336
$ 60 Min 7.474 0.096 0.003 9.108 1.899 0.144

Median 33.990 0.646 0.196 15.731 3.151 0.214
Max 82.973 2.032 1.199 53.570 5.522 1.740

Table 5. 2014 OH corn planted acres: comparisons of ARDs and CVs among survey, sub-area unconstrained

model and constrained model.

Sample size Statistics ARD (%) CV (%)

DE NC C DE NC C

Overall Min 0.002 0.103 0.093 8.754 1.043 0.473
Median 12.942 2.394 2.575 22.292 3.670 0.797

Max 114.123 95.376 49.858 100.000 104.411 89.816
[0,30) Min 0.002 0.103 0.671 17.169 3.266 0.533

Median 24.898 9.791 4.650 35.280 22.292 5.044
Max 95.687 95.376 49.858 100.000 104.411 89.816

[30,60) Min 1.574 0.136 0.093 10.224 1.206 0.473
Median 12.699 2.266 2.191 19.468 2.546 0.660

Max 114.123 10.968 14.864 33.072 29.994 10.548
$ 60 Min 6.172 0.322 0.216 8.755 1.043 0.499

Median 11.982 0.876 1.241 14.699 1.507 0.765
Max 18.915 5.001 6.785 19.384 5.231 4.136
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unconstrained model (0.007%, 51.349%). Therefore, for IL, the sub-area level model with

constraints performs the best among the unconstrained model and survey estimates as

measured by the ARD. In addition, Table 4 shows the ARD values based on the sample

sizes of counties in IL. The ranges of ARD values based on both models are large for

counties with small number of reports. ARD values from the constrained model are within

2% for median size counties but those from the unconstrained model are from 0.007% to

17.036 %. For large counties, the relative differences from all models are the smallest

among all three types of counties. They are within 2% difference for constrained models

and 3% from unconstrained model. As expected, all estimates are closer to the published

estimates with increasing sample size. Overall, the comparisons of ARD values show that

the constrained model increases the accuracy of the estimates significantly.

The CVs of the IL model and survey estimates are shown in Table 4. The sub-area level

model can borrow information from both covariates and other counties in the district (sub-

area) level. Therefore, the posterior CVs would have a greater reduction compared with

the CVs of the survey estimates. The median CVs among all counties in IL are in

decreasing order: survey, the unconstrained model and the constrained model. In the

unconstrained model, the CVs of small size counties are the largest (20.544%, 125.905%).

The maximum estimated CVs exceeds the maximum of CVs from survey. The CVs of

the constrained model are much smaller than those from survey and the unconstrained

model. As expected, the CVs are smaller when sample sizes increase. In the model with

inequality constraints, the maximum CVs is in the small size counties as well.

Table 5 shows the comparisons for OH. The median of ARDs between survey estimates

and published estimates is 12.942%. Substantial improvement can also be noticed from

both constrained and unconstrained models. The median ARD value between model-based

estimates and the published estimates is around 2%. The smallest median of the relative

differences is 2.394% in the unconstrained model. However, the range of ARD values

from the constrained model is (0.093%, 49.858%), which is narrower than the one from the

unconstrained model, (0.103%, 95.376%). Notice that the ranges of ARDs in OH are

Table 6. 2014 PA corn planted acres: comparisons of ARDs and CVs among survey, sub-area unconstrained

model and constrained model.

Sample size Statistics ARD (%) CV (%)

DE NC C DE NC C

Overall Min 0.128 0 0 9.685 2.874 2.874
Median 12.537 12.272 11.198 22.644 14.237 11.584

Max 73.300 733.127 33.318 70.941 75.132 44.113
[0,30) Min 0.128 0 0 19.421 9.057 2.874

Median 20.000 16.343 14.284 32.611 31.736 14.532
Max 73.300 733.127 33.318 70.941 75.132 44.113

[30,60) Min 2.520 1.71 0 14.165 6.778 2.795
Median 11.200 15.943 10.910 21.143 12.924 11.484

Max 54.600 41.624 19.247 38.203 27.496 21.941
$ 60 Min 0.303 7.510 1.513 9.685 4.521 3.294

Median 10.654 15.933 9.343 12.943 8.943 8.223
Max 27.382 41.015 26.477 19.257 20.140 17.858
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larger than those in IL. The administrative data for OH are not stronger comparing with

those in IL. In several counties, FSA and RMA administrative data have the

undercoverage issue.

To examine the effect of sample sizes, OH is split into three groups and all statistics are

presented in Table 5. The ranges of the ARD values based on models and the survey

are relatively large in small size counties. Both model estimates are much closer to the

published estimates. The estimates of the constrained model in small size counties

are closest to the published estimates based on the range of the ARD values. However, the

median ARD value from the constrained model is 1.241% for large size counties, which

is larger than the one from the unconstrained model, 0.876%. The maximum ARD value is

similar as well.

For the median size counties, constrained model tends to provide larger estimates

compared with those from unconstrained model.

The CVs are compared among models and the survey estimates for OH as well. Similar

to IL, the posterior CVs based on the models are small compared with the CVs from

survey. The median CV in the unconstrained model is 3.67%, larger than the one in the

constrained model. The maximum CV in the unconstrained model is the highest among

models and survey. As expected, the CVs are smaller when sample sizes increase. The

maximum of CVs is in small size counties as well. The CVs based on constrained model

are much smaller than those of constrained model and survey. For OH, the range of CVs in

model with inequality constraints are wider than those for IL.

Table 6 shows the comparisons for PA. The median of ARDs between survey estimates

and published estimates is 12.272%. Slight improvement can be noticed from both

constrained and unconstrained models in terms of median ARD value but big improvement

from the constrained model when comparing with the maximum of ARD value. The median

ARD value between model-based estimates and the published estimates is around 12.218%

and 11.198% for unconstrained and constrained model respectively. However, the range of

ARD values from the unconstrained model is (0%, 733.127%). That biggest ARD value,

733.127%, is in county with small sample sizes, far from the published estimate comparing

with survey. the range of ARD values from the unconstrained model is (0%, 33.318%),

which is narrower than both from survey and unconstrained model. Notice that the median

of ARDs in PA is larger than those in IL and OH.

The administrative data for PA are not stronger comparing with those in IL and OH.

PA is also split into three groups and all statistics are presented in Table 6. The ranges of

the ARD values based on models and the survey are relatively large in small size counties.

Both model estimates are closer to the published estimates in small size counties. Models

have better performance than the survey estimates when sample sizes are small. The

estimates of the constrained model in small size counties are closest to the published

estimates based on the range of the ARD values. However, the median ARD values from

the constrained model in both medium and large size counties are only slightly smaller

than the one in the survey. For unconstrained model, those are larger than the median ARD

value in survey. As stated before, the administrative data in PA are not strong compared

with those in IL and OH. If there was no inequality constraint, the model estimates would

be affected by undercoverage from the administrative data when borrowing information

from them.
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The posterior CVs, based on the models, are smaller than those from the survey for PA.

However, the reductions are much smaller than those in IL and OH. The loose lower

bounds based on administrative data allow estimates to have more room to move. The

median CV in the constrained model is 11.584%, smaller than the survey of 22.264% and

the one in the unconstrained model, 14.237%. As expected, the CVs are smaller when

sample sizes increase. The maximum of CVs is in small size counties as well.

5. Conclusion

NASS puts extensive research efforts on crops county estimate program aimed primarily

to improve the precision of the estimates at county level while preserving the underlying

relationships among the estimates and administrative data. Different small area estimation

models are implemented to integrate multiple sources of auxiliary information with CAPS

data. In this paper, models with inequality constraints are discussed and implemented to

address the needs and challenges of the inequality and benchmarking constraints that

NASS official statistics need to satisfy. That is, the county-level estimates of planted

acreage should be greater than or equal to the corresponding administrative data while the

total acreage of all available county-level estimates are equal to the state target.

We apply both sub-area and area-level models with inequality constraints to construct

reliable and coherent county-level planted acreage estimates. In the case study of 2014

corn based on IL, OH, and PA, we show model diagnostics and provide internal checks

between area-level models and sub-area level models. DICs indicate that the sub-area

level models are slightly better than the area-level model. However, the residual-type

internal checks are not very suitable for comparing the constrained and unconstrained

models since our focus is to provide coherent estimates close to the official estimates but

not to the survey estimates. For the model with inequality constraint, one would need to

check it against external constraints.

Now more comparisons among both sub-area level model estimates and survey

estimates are made. We pick three different states because their administrative data have

different coverage rates. The results show that the performances of the constrained model

are different among these three states. When many survey estimates are larger than the

administrative data as shown in PA, the improvements are not that significant when

comparing with IL and OH. However, the constrained model is still better than the survey

and unconstrained model in terms of the external check. Inequality checks show that

constrained model can preserve the relationships among estimates and administrative data.

But this is not necessarily the case for the unconstrained model. It is true that including

inequality constraints in some areas is unnecessary. But if we relax the inequality

constraints for those counties that meet the constraint, they may not be satisfied in the

model estimates. Not putting the constraint on the areas that are much higher than the

lower bound is incoherent from a Bayesian view. Therefore, we have to put the constraints

on all counties.

In addition, the statistics of ARD values show that the constrained model provides

estimates closer to the published values than those from the unconstrained model as well

as those from the survey, especially for IL. FSA and RMA are very significant covariates

for the estimates of planted acres. Moreover, the associated measures of uncertainty (CVs)
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from models are significantly smaller than the CVs of the survey estimates. The basic sub-

area models can reduce the CVs while borrowing strength from auxiliary information and

all counties in one district and all districts in one state. In addition, for the constrained

model, the prior information based on the lower bound information from FSA and RMA

data and the upper bound related to the state target reduce the CVs of the model-based

estimates since estimates can be drawn only in the restricted support. Therefore, the

performance of the sub-area level model with inequality constraints illustrates significant

improvement of county-level estimates of planted acres in accuracy and precision.

Major ongoing and future research related to sub-area level constrained model involves

the investigation of different auxiliary information. The auxiliary information considered

here is the key data sources of planted acres (the combination of FSA and RMA

administrative data). Future efforts will be on searching and applying other useful data

sources to strengthen the model. Remote sensing data, NASS cropland data layer (see,

Boryan et al., 2011), and weekly weather data are available at the county level. Variable

selections should be investigated for different states and commodities because weather

conditions influence the planting progress and the planted acres within different time

periods based on different states and commodities.

In addition, missing data problems are another challenge for the application of the

constrained model. In this article, case studies related to IL, OH, and PA, which do not

have missing data in 2014 corn, are provided. However, it is not always the case for other

states or other commodities. As mentioned in Subsection 2.1, CAPS is conducted for

different commodities among all eligible states. In some cases, the survey may not indicate

any planted area with respect to a particular commodity, but administrative data might

represent some positive acres or vice versa. Erciulescu et al. (2020) used the nearest

neighbor methods to impute missing data for either survey or covariates. This approach of

imputing and borrowing information from previous year or the average of several years

estimates are being explored. How to deal with missing data and provide reliable and

coherent predictions are ongoing research.
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Timely Estimates of the Monthly Mexican Economic Activity

Francisco Corona1, Graciela González-Farı́as2 and Jesús López-Pérez1

In this article, we present a new approach based on dynamic factor models (DFMs) to perform
accurate nowcasts for the percentage annual variation of the Mexican Global Economic
Activity Indicator (IGAE), the commonly used variable as an approximation of monthly GDP.
The procedure exploits the contemporaneous relationship of the timely traditional
macroeconomic time series and nontraditional variables as Google Trends with respect to
the IGAE. We evaluate the performance of the approach in a pseudo real-time framework,
which includes the pandemic of COVID-19, and conclude that the procedure obtains accurate
estimates, for one and two-steps ahead, above all, given the use of Google Trends. Another
contribution for economic nowcasting is that the approach allows to disentangle the key
variables in the DFM by estimating the confidence interval for the factor loadings, hence
allows to evaluate the statistical significance of the variables in the DFM. This approach is
used in official statistics to obtain preliminary and accurate estimates for IGAE up to 40 days
before the official data release.

Key words: Dynamic factor models; global mexican economic activity indicator; google
trends; nowcasts; pseudo real-time.

1. Introduction

Currently, the large amount of economic and financial time series collected over several

years by official statistics agencies allows researchers to implement statistical and

econometric methodologies that can generate accurate models to understand and

anticipate macroeconomic phenomena. One of the most important events to anticipate are

the movements of the gross domestic product (GDP) because they allow policy, and

investment decisions to be made with greater certainty, in the expected scenario. For

instance, if an economic contraction is foreseeable, businesses can adjust their expansion

plans, governments can apply countercyclical policy, and consumers can adjust their

spending patterns. In this context, “nowcasting” or timely estimates of macroeconomic

time series is very relevant for policy makers and market participants to make informed

decisions as a function of the short term of the economy. This is more evident for central
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banks, whose influential role during the pandemic has required them to adapt their

communication policies to the incumbent state of the economy. For example, Benchimol

et al. (2021) document such behavior using state-ot-the-art text-mining methodologies to

analyze both pre and post pandemics communications. They find out that communications

and actions have been more reactive to the COVID-19 crisis than to the global financial

crisis and the dot-com crisis.

A joint econometric, statistical, and computational analysis with transcendental

information is relevant to be able to tackle the complexity of generating accurate

estimations for key variables of the economy, above all when unexpected phenomenon

sharply affects the short run of the economy. Hence, this article proposes a novel approach

to best exploit the available relevant information, which would allow to generate

informative decisions for policy, decision making and is of interest for the society in

general. We focus on Mexico’s economy by using econometric models that are frequently

used in the literature, but in our case, we estimate them by exploiting not only traditional

information but also nontraditional variables, as has been recently used in other

econometric applications.

In this sense, it is clear that as new economic and financial information is released, the

estimates for a certain period are constantly being updated as well; thus, repetitive GDP

estimations are made for the same quarter because unexpected economical or non-

economical events can drastically affect the economy in the short term. Hence the need to

use not only traditional economic and financial information, but also nontraditional high-

frequency indicators, such as news, topics extracted from the Internet searches, social

networks analysis, and so on.

The seminal work of Varian (2014) has become an obligatory reference for the inclusion

of high-frequency information in econometric analysis. Buono et al. (2017) is also an

important reference to characterize the types of nontraditional data and the econometric

methods usually employed to extract information from the data. Both studies conclude that

online search information is appropriate when the goal is to generate nowcasts of

macroeconomic time series. More specific, Google Trends topics, an up-to-date source of

online search information tool which provides an index of Internet searches or queries by

category and geography, is frequently used to predict economic phenomena. See for

example Stephens-Davidowitz and Varian (2014) which provides a full review of this tool,

and other analytical tools from Google, as applied in the social sciences.

The inclusion of nontraditional information in prediction models has been well

investigated in the literature, with evidence mostly in favor of its value in improving

predictions. For example, Choi and Varian (2012), among others, have shown the

effectiveness of Google Trends to improve predictions in real time for some United States

(US) variables as motor vehicles and parts and unemployment benefits, the Hong Kong

tourism and the Australian consumer confidence. Recent applications include Gold-

smith-Pinkham and Sojourner (2020), who nowcast the number of workers filing

unemployment insurance claims in the US, Caperna et al. (2022), who develop random

forest models to nowcast country-level unemployment figures for the 27 European Union

countries and Ali et al. (2021), who analyzes online job postings in the US childcare

market under stay-at-home orders.
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Note that the term nowcast is also relevant from an econometric and statistical

standpoint, because we can use a rich variety of information to model, from a multivariate

point of view, macroeconomic and financial events, plus specific incidents that can affect

the dynamics of GDP in the short run. In this sense, these facts are related to the literature

of dynamic factor models (DFMs), because a large amount of time series is useful to

estimate underlying common factors.

In this order of ideas, we claim that Google search data, when combined with

appropriate statistical tools has highly predictive power when applied in nowcasting

models based on DFMs. In particular, we are interested in introducing Google search data

along with DFMs to nowcast the monthly GDP proxy, officially published in Mexico by

the Mexican National Institute of Statistics and Geography (INEGI) through the Global

Economic Activity Indicator (IGAE), which covers approximately 95% of the total

economy. It is released two months after the reference month (INEGI. a). Thus, by

generating nowcasts for IGAE in an accurate and timely manner, the GDP’s nowcasts can

be drastically improved according to Gálvez-Soriano (2020).

Nowcasting the Mexican economy becomes relevant because of its importance in the

world economy and in North America. According to data from the World Bank, in 2020

the Mexican GDP was ranked fifteenth in the world and fourth in the Americas. Moreover,

since 1994 Mexico has been on a trade agreement with the US and Canada, which is

currently known as the Agreement between the United States of America, the United

Mexican States, and Canada, and formerly known as the North America Free Trade

Agreement. Consequently, the development of new approaches to predict the Mexican

economy activity is of relevance not only for Mexico but for at least the three countries.

DFM and other methodologies have been used to nowcast or predict the Mexican

economy. To generate timely estimates, Delajara et al. (2016) use small-scale mixed-

frequency DFM to nowcast, backcast and forecast GDP figures. Also, in one of the first

works along this line Corona et al. (2017a), estimated common trends in a large and non-

stationary DFM to predict the IGAE levels two steps ahead and concluded that error

prediction was reduced with respect to some benchmarking univariate and multivariate

time-series models. Caruso (2018) focuses on international indicators, mainly for the US

economy, to show that its nowcasts of quarterly GDP outperform the predictions obtained

by professional forecasters. Recently, Gálvez-Soriano (2020) concluded that bridge

equations perform better than DFM and static principal components (PC) when making the

nowcasts of quarterly GDP. It is worth to mention, because it is related to timely GDP

estimation, Guerrero et al. (2013) in which, based on vector autoregression (VAR) models,

they generate rapid GDP estimates (and its three grand economic activities) with a delay of

up to 15 days from the end of the reference quarter, while the official GDP takes around 52

days after the quarter closes. Guerrero’s work is the main reference for GDP flash estimates.

“Estimación Oportuna del PIB Trimestral.” (INEGI. b).

In our article, we deviate from prior studies relevant for Mexico, by including

nontraditional information to capture more drastic frictions that occur in the very short run,

in a time span of one or two months. We identified that previous works focus only on

traditional information, which bounds their capacity to predict the recent historical declines

attributed to COVID-19 and the associated economic closures since March 2020. A possible

reason in the previous Mexican econometric analysis for not including nontraditional
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information is the fact that traditional variables actually perform well when there are

not unexpected events. Additionally, our econometric analysis focuses on obtaining

nowcasts for the monthly Mexican economic activity and gives an interpretation to its

results from an economic point of view by using timely macroeconomic and financial time

series plus other nontraditional time series commonly used in big data analysis, specifically

Google Trends.

We address the peculiarities previously mentioned for the Mexican economic activity

by making use of previous knowledge to fill in the identified gaps by: (1) building a timely

and correlated database using traditional economic and financial time series and real-time

nontraditional information, determining the latter relevant variables with least absolute

selection and shrinkage operator (LASSO) regression and other methods of time series

selection variables; (2) estimating the common factors using the two-step (2SM)

methodology of Doz et al. (2011) and (3) training and testing univariate time series models

with the DFM’s common factors to select the best nowcasts and combine the statistically

equal better nowcasts to generate the current estimates. Additionally, to increase the

interpretability of the results, we determine the confidence intervals for both the factor

loadings and the factor itself to analyze the importance of each variable and the

uncertainty attributed to the estimation.

By providing this new modeling strategy we consider the contributions of this article to be

timeliness, openness and interpretability. First, given the timely availability of the

information that our approach uses, we can generate nowcasts of the IGAE up to 40 days

before the official data release; thus, our approach becomes an alternative to obtaining

IGAE’s preliminary estimates, which are very important in official statistics. Second, this

article illustrates to practitioners the empirical strategy to generate IGAE nowcasts step-by-

step, so that any user can replicate the results for other time series. Third, we can disentangle

the contribution of each timely time series with respect to the economic activity, that is, the

relative importance of traditional and nontraditional variables that encompasses the DFM.

In this way, our objective is to generate nowcasts that yield an economic explanation of the

nowcasts, while we do not pretend to carry out estimates with a pure statistical model or a

non-interpretive approach. Consequently, we consider our approach to be both a predictive

and an explicative model, in the sense of Shmueli (2010).

Another contribution of this article is to analyze and model the Mexican economic

activity in pseudo real-time during the previous and current stage of the COVID-19

pandemic, by evaluating the performance of this approach with respect to that of other

approaches. Furthermore, this article provides methodological support for the Mexican

Indicador Oportuno de la Actividad Económica reported as experimental statistics by

(INEGI. c).

The remainder of this article is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the methodology

considered to generate the nowcasts. Section 3 describes the data and the descriptive

analysis. Section 4 contains the empirical results. Finally, Section 5 concludes the article.

2. Methodology

This section describes how we employ DFM to generate the nowcasts of the IGAE. First,

we describe how we build the correlated database by using traditional and nontraditional
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time series. Then, we report how the stationary DFM shrinks the complete dataset in the

2SM strategy to obtain the estimated factor loadings and common factors and the Onatski

(2010) procedure to detect the number of common factors. Finally, we describe the

nowcasting approach.

2.1. Building the Database

2.1.1. LASSO Regression: Selecting the Google Topics

The goal of using LASSO regression in our research is to select Google topics with most

predictive power with respect to IGAE because, we do not have a priori knowledge about

which ones are the most relevant across time. In contrast, regarding traditional data there

exists a vast literature that indicates which variables are related with the economic activity.

Hence, we propose an iterative algorithm described in detail in this subsection.

LASSO regression was introduced by Tibshirani (1996) as a new method of estimation,

in linear models, that minimizes the residual sum of the squares (RSS) subject to the sum

of the absolute value of the coefficients being less than a constant. In macroeconomic

applications, Aprigliano and Bencivelli (2013) use the LASSO regression to select the

relevant economic and financial variables in a large data set with the goal of estimating a

new Italian coincident indicator.

Let Wt ¼ ðw1t; : : :;wKtÞ
0 be a K £ 1 vector of stationary and standardized variables.

Consider the following penalized RSS:

RSS
min ¼ y 2 Wb

� �
0 y 2 Wb
� �

þ l
XK

j¼1

jbjj; ð1Þ

where y ¼ ( y1,: : :, yT)0 is a T £ 1 vector, b ¼ ðb1; : : :bKÞ
0 is a K £ 1 vector, W ¼

ðW1; : : :;WT Þ
0 is a T £ K matrix and l is a tuning parameter that controls the shrinkage of

the estimates.

Tibshirani (1996) considers that this problem is equivalent to minimizing the sum of

squares subject to f ðbÞ ¼
PK

j¼1jbjj # c, where c is a predetermined parameter that

indicates the degree of regularization; in this case, the solution of Equation (1) is not

closed, and it is obtained by convex optimization techniques. The LASSO solution has the

following implications: (a) when l ! 0, we obtain solutions similar to OLS, and (b) when

l ! 1, b̂
LASSO

l ! 0: Therefore, the LASSO regression can perform as a variable selection

method in linear models. Consequently, if l is large, more coefficients tend to zero,

selecting the variables that minimize the error prediction.

LASSO regression is related to Ridge regression, but the latter focuses on determining

the tuning parameter, l, that controls the regularization effect. Where f ðbÞ ¼
PK

j¼1jb
2
j ,

solution is b̂
Ridge

l ¼ W 0W 2 lIp

� �21
W 0y. In practice, this solution never sets the

coefficients to exactly zero; therefore, ridge regression cannot perform as a variable

selection method in linear models, although its prediction ability is better than OLS.

Hence, for a sample K topics on Google Trends, the relevant topics l ¼ 0,: : :, z, with z

$ 0 are selected with the LASSO regression as follows:

1. Split the data for t ¼ 1; : : :; T* –Hg; where Hg is the number of the last months

equivalent to the sample size in the CV.
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2. For h ¼ 1 and for the sample of size T * –Hg þ h; estimate b̂
LASSO

l;h in a grid between

1010 and 10-10, that is, the rank of possible values of l by using a fixed window, two

periods in test set sample and a training percentage of 0.75. Compute the following

vector of indicator variables:

b̂j;h ¼

1 if b̂
LASSO

l;h – 0

0 if b̂
LASSO

l;h ¼ 0

8
><

>:

3. Repeat 2 until Hg.

4. Define the Hg £ K matrix, b̂ ¼ b̂1; : : :; b̂K

� �
, where b̂j ¼ b̂j;1; : : :; b̂j;Hg

� �
0 is an

Hg £ 1 vector.

5. Select the l significant variables that satisfy the condition b̂l ¼ b̂l[jj1b̂ . w
� �

, where

w is the 1–a sample quantile of 1b̂ with 1 being a vector 1 £ Hg of ones.

With this procedure, we select the topics that frequently reduce the prediction error

–out-of-sample– for the IGAE estimates during the last Hg months. We estimate the

optimum A by using the glmnet package, from the R program, while the CV in the

LASSO procedure is implemented in the caret package.

Once the z topics have been selected, we can refine our search by estimating DFMs with

them and the macroeconomic and financial variables with them. The intention is to select

the combination of topics ðzj Þ for l ¼ 0; : : :; z, that minimizes the out-of-sample error

estimation in a CV, when the obtained common factor is included in a regression model.

This procedure is computationally expensive but can guide us to the most relevant Google

topics for our nowcasting objectives in an empirical way.

Specifically, in each h ¼ 1,: : :, Hg, we selected the most relevant topics through the

following heuristic algorithm:

1. Set h ¼ 1.

2. Selecting z relevant topics, consider the different combination of matrices ðzj Þ for

l ¼ 0,: : :,z. For example, for l ¼ 1 we have 6 matrices. The case of l ¼ 0 is when we

do not consider Google topics.

3. By using also the traditional information, we estimate dynamic factors for each

combination of topics and they are introduced in linear regressions estimating the

MAEs for the recent past months h* ¼ 1; : : :;H*
g:

4. We select the combination -or matrix-that consider the topics that minimize the

MAE.

5. Repeat the procedure until h ¼ Hg:

This procedure allows us to obtain the relevant topics in the past for each h,

consequently, this is essentially as doing nowcasts in pseudo real time and not only for the

incumbent period.

2.1.2. Transformations

We propose to carry out transformations on the variables of the DFM to orient the

estimated common factors so that they are highly correlated contemporaneously with the

IGAE, so that the estimated common factors are more appropriate to our nowcasting goals.
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Therefore, we define the annual percentage variation of IGAE as y * ¼ ðy1; : : :; yT * Þ;

where T * ¼ T –2; hence, to predict y *; the macroeconomic, financial and nontraditional

time series are collected in X*
i ¼ ðx

*
i1; : : :; x

*
iT* Þ; and are transformed such that they satisfy

the following condition:

Xi ¼ f X*
i

� �
j

max
corr f X*

i

� �
; y*

� �� �
: ð2Þ

Hence, we select the f ðX*
i Þ that maximizes the correlation with y *: Consider f ðzÞ as follows:

1. None (n)

2. Monthly percentage variation (m):
�

X*
t

X*
t21

£ 100
�

2 100

3. Annual percentage variation (a):
�

X*
t

X*
t212

£ 100
�

2 100

4. Lagged (l): X*
t21

Consequently, each time series is transformed to have maximum correlation with the

target time series.

2.2. Dynamic Factor Model

We use and specify a DFM to jointly summarize, the dynamics of the traditional and

nontraditional time series by estimating the common factors and their contributions. Once

estimated, the common factors are used in statistical prediction models to generate the

timely estimates of the IGAE.

Hence, we consider a stationary DFM where the observations, Xt; are generated by the

following process:

Xt ¼ PFt þ 1t; ð3Þ

FðLÞFt ¼ ht; ð4Þ

GðLÞ1t ¼ at; ð5Þ

where Xt ¼ x1t; : : :; xNt

� �
0 and 1t ¼ (11t,: : :, 1Nt)

0 are N £ 1 vectors of the variables and

idiosyncratic noises observed at time t. The common factors, Ft ¼ ðF1t; : : :;FrtÞ
0; and the

factor disturbances, ht ¼ ðh1t; : : :;hrtÞ
0; are r £ 1 vectors, with rðr , NÞ being the

number of static common factors, which is assumed to be known. The N £ 1 vector of

idiosyncratic disturbances, at, is distributed independently of the factor disturbances, ht,

for all leads and lags, denoted by L, where LXt ¼ Xt21: Furthermore, ht and at, are

assumed to be Gaussian white noises with positive definite covariance matrices Sh ¼

diagðs2
h1; : : :s

2
hrÞ and Sa, respectively. P ¼ ðp1; : : :; pNÞ

0; is the N £ r matrix of factor

loadings, where, pi ¼ ðpi1; : : :; pirÞ
0 is an r £ 1 vector. Finally, FðLÞ ¼ I �

Pk
i¼1FLi and

G ¼ I 2
Ps

j¼1GLj, where F and G are r £ r and N £ N matrices containing the VAR

parameters of the factors and idiosyncratic components with k and s orders, respectively.

For simplicity, we assume that the number of dynamic factors, r1, is equal to r.

Alternative representations in the stationary case are given by Doz et al. (2011, 2012),

who assume that r can be different from r1. Additionally, when r ¼ r1; Bai and Ng (2004),

Choi (2017) and Corona et al. (2020) also assume possible non-stationarity in the

idiosyncratic noises. Barigozzi et al. (2015, 2016) assume possible non-stationarity in Ft,

1t and r – r1. Certainly, the literature to represent DFMs is vast. For example, Bai and Ng
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(2002) and Bai (2004) focus on static ones, while Bai and Ng (2007) show the relationship

between the static and the dynamic representation, in turn, Stock and Watson (2011)

describe the dynamic model showing some estimation methods, including the PC method

used in this work, and Forni et al. (2000) show the generalized DFM, where they make the

static representation widely applicable. In our work, the dynamics of the common factors

is specified as a VAR(p) model to refine the static estimation in a second step, as proposed

by Doz et al. (2011), since it is important to assume that the idiosyncratic errors are

stationary to obtain factor consistent estimates.

The DFM in Equations (3) to (5) is not identified. As we noted in the Introduction, the

factor extraction used in this work is the 2SM; consequently, in the first step, we estimate

the common factors by using PC to solve the identification problem and uniquely define

the factors; we impose the restrictions P 0P=N ¼ Ir and F 0F being diagonal, where F ¼

ðF1; : : :;FT Þ is r £ T : For a review of restrictions in the context of PC factor extraction,

see Bai and Ng (2013).

Note that the transformations considered in this work do not have the goal of achieving

stationarity as is frequently done in several empirical applications. Although intrinsically

these transformations are stationary transformations regardless of whether y* is stationary;

in fact, the transformations m and a tend to be stationary transformations when the time

series are Ið1Þ; which is frequent in economics; see Corona et al. (2017b). Otherwise, it is

necessary that ð f ðX*
i Þ; y

*Þ are cointegrated in the context of Bai (2004). This is so because

even though, some common factor, Ft; can be non-stationary, consistent estimations

remain even when the idiosyncratic errors are stationary. In this way, we use the PANIC

test (Bai and Ng 2004) to verify this assumption. Note that, for example, Bai and Ng

(2004) and Barigozzi et al. (2016) obtain consistent estimates for Ft regardless of whether

the idiosyncratic errors are non-stationary.

2.2.1. Two-Step Method for Factor Extraction

Giannone et al. (2008) popularized the usage of 2SM factor extraction to estimate the

common factors by using monthly information with the goal of generating the nowcasts of

quarterly GDP. However, Doz et al. (2011) proved the statistical consistency of the

estimated common factor using 2SM. In the first step, PC factor extraction consistently

estimates the static common factors without assuming any distributions, allowing weak

serial and cross-sectional correlation in the idiosyncratic noises; see, for example, Bai

(2003). In the second step, we model the dynamics of the common factors via the Kalman

smoother, allowing idiosyncratic heteroskedasticity, a situation that occurs frequently in

practice. In a finite sample study, Corona et al. (2020) show that with the 2SM of Doz et al.

(2011) based on PC and Kalman smoothing, we can obtain closer estimates of the common

factors under several data generating processes that can occur in empirical analysis, such

as heteroskedasticity, serial and cross-sectional correlation in idiosyncratic noises.

Additionally, following Giannone et al. (2008), this method is useful when the objective is

nowcasting given the flexibility to estimate common factors, when all variables are not

updated at the same time.

The 2SM procedure is implemented according to the following steps:
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1. Set P̂ as
ffiffiffiffi
N
p

times the eigenvectors corresponding to the r largest eigenvalues of X 0X;

where X ¼ ðX1; : : :;XT Þ
0 is a T £ N matrix. By regressing X on P̂ and using the

identifiability restrictions, obtain F̂ ¼ XP̂/N and 1̂ ¼ X 2 F̂ 0 P̂ 0: Then, compute the

asymptotic confidence intervals for both factor loadings and common factors as

proposed by Bai (2003).

2. Set the estimated covariance matrix of the idiosyncratic errors as Ĉ ¼ diag
� P̂

1

�
,

where the diagonal of Ĉ includes the variances of each variable of X; hence, ŝ2
1 for

i ¼ 1; : : :;N.

3. Estimate a VAR(k) model by OLS to the estimated common factors, F̂, re express the

autoregressive coefficients as the VAR(1) model, denoted by F̂. Assuming that

f 0 , Nð0;Sf Þ; the unconditional covariance matrix of the factors can be estimated as

vec ð
P̂

f Þ ¼ ðIr2 2 F̂^F̂Þ21 vec ð
P̂

hÞ, where
P̂

h ¼ ĥ 0ĥ=T .

4. Write DFM in Equations (3) to (5) in state-space form, and with the system matrices

P̂,Ĉ, F̂,
P̂

h and
P̂

f , use the Kalman smoother to obtain an updated estimation of

the factors denoted by ~F.

In practice, Xt are not updated for all t; in these cases, we apply the Kalman smoother,
~F ¼ EðFtjVT Þ, where VT is all the available information in the sample, and we take into

account the following two cases:

Ĉi ¼
ŝ2

i if xit is available;

1 if xit is not available:

(

Empirically, when specific data on Xt are not available, Harvey and Phillips (1979)

suggests using a diffuse value equal to 107; however, we use 1032 according to the package

nowcast of the R program, see De Valk et al. (2019).

As commented in Stock and Watson (2011), the estimation of common factors based on

PC factor extraction is consistent to the presence of breaks or time variation in the factor

loadings. Additionally, in our case Xt is seasonally adjusted, that is, we have removed

outliers, and the time series selection and transformations is oriented to maximizing the

contemporaneous relationship with IGAE. The purpose is to summarize the common

movements, including the drastic drops of the economy, thus, all the time series tend to

have the same variability. On top of that, the ADF tests tend not to reject the null

hypothesis of structural change. In our case, not rejecting the null hypothesis in PANIC

tests computed to the idiosyncratic errors could point out the presence of possible

structural change.

2.2.2. Determining the Number of Common Factors

To detect the estimated number of common factors, r̂, Onatski (2010) proposes a

procedure to use when the proportion of the observed variance attributed to the factors is

small relative to that attributed to the idiosyncratic term. This method determines a sharp

threshold, which consistently separates the bounded and diverging eigenvalues of X 0X=T :

Note that if X is centered and scaled, X 0X=T is the covariance matrix.

This algorithm is known as edge distribution, and Onatski (2010) provide the algorithm

that generates a consistent estimator of r for any fixed d . 0, denoted by r̂. Corona et al.
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(2017b) shows that this method works reasonably well in small samples. Two important

features of this method are that the number of factors can be estimated without previously

estimating the common components and that the common factors may be integrated.

2.3. Obtaining Nowcasts

The nowcasting models are basically regressions with ARMA errors, in which the

dependent variable is the annual percentage variation of the IGAE and the exogenous

variable are the estimated common factors. We select the autoregressive and moving

average orders in a time series CV period, so that, they minimize the one-step ahead

estimation error. In this subsection, we describe in detail the algorithm.

Having estimated the common factors as described in Subsection 2.2.1 by using Xt, we

estimate a linear regression model with autoregressive moving average (ARMA) errors to

generate the nowcasts

y*
t ¼ aþ b ~Ft þ ut; t ¼ 1; : : :; T 2 2; ð6Þ

where ut ¼ g Lð Þf Lð Þ21ut with g Lð Þ ¼ 1þ
Pq

j¼1gjL
j and f Lð Þ ¼ 1 2

Pp
i¼1fiL

i. The

parameters are estimated by maximum likelihood. Consequently, the nowcasts are

obtained using the following expression:

ŷT *þh ¼ âþ b̂ ~FT *þh þ ûT *þh for h ¼ 1; 2: ð7Þ

Note that Giannone et al. (2008) propose using the model with p ¼ q ¼ 0; hence, the

nowcasts are obtained by using expression (7). In our case, we estimate different models

by the orders p ¼ 0,: : :pmax and q ¼ 0,: : : qmax; thus, the case of Giannone et al. (2008) is

a particular case of this expression. Our interest is in selecting models with similar

performance in a CV period. In this way, we carry out the following procedure:

1. Start with p ¼ 0 and q ¼ 0.

2. Estimate the nowcasts for T * þ 1 and T * þ 2; namely, ŷ0;0 ¼ ŷT *þ1; ŷT *þ2

� �
0:

3. Split the data for t ¼ 1,: : :, T * –– Ht.

4. For h ¼ 1 and for the sample of size T * –– Htþh, estimate Equation (6), generate the

nowcasts with expression (7) one step ahead, and calculate the errors and absolute

error (AE) as follows:

e
0;0
1 ¼ yT *2Htþ1 2 ŷT *2Htþ1

AE
0;0
1 ¼ je

0;0
1 j

5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 until Ht. Then, estimate e0;0 ¼
�
e

0;0
1 ; : : :; e0;0

H

�
0 and

AE 0,0 ¼
�
AE

0;0
1 ; : : :;AE

0;0
Ht

�
. Additionally, we define the weighted AE (WAE) as

WAE 0,0 ¼ AE 0,0 Y where Y is a weighted Ht £ 1 matrix that penalizes the

nowcasting errors such that Y1 0 ¼ 1.

6. Repeat steps for all combinations of p and q until pmax and qmax. Generate the

following elements:

ŷð p; qÞ ¼ ŷ0;0; ŷ1;0; : : :; ŷ pmax;qmax
� �

;
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eð p; qÞ ¼ e0;0; e1;0; : : :; epmax;qmax
� �

;

WAEð p; qÞ ¼ WAE 0;0;WAE 1;0; : : :;WAE pmax;qmax
� �

0;

where ŷ is a 2 £ ðpmax þ 1Þðqmax þ 1Þ matrix of nowcasts, e is an Ht £ ðpmax þ 1Þ �

ðqmax þ 1Þ matrix that contains the nowcast errors in the data test, and WAE is an

Ht £ 1 vector of the weighted errors in data test.

7. We select the best nowcast as a function of p and q, denoted by ŷðp*; q*Þ; where p*,

q* are obtained as follows:

p*; q* ¼
0#p;q#p max q max

argmin WAEð p; qÞ

8. To use models with similar performance, we combine the nowcasts of ŷðp*; q*Þ with

models with equal forecast errors according to the Diebold and Mariano (1995) tests,

by using the eðp; qÞ; carrying out pairs of tests between the model with minimum

AEðp; qÞ and the others. Consequently, from the models with statistically equal

performance, we select the median of the nowcasts, namely, ŷ.

This nowcasting approach allows the generation of nowcasts based on a trained process,

taking advantage of the information of similar models. In this case, b̂ must be significant to

exploit the relationship between the IGAE and the information summarized by the DFM.

Note that Y is a weighted matrix that penalizes the nowcasts errors. The most common

form is Y ¼ ð1=Ht; : : :; 1=HtÞ
0; a Ht £ 1 matrix where all nowcasts errors have equal

weight named in literature as mean absolute error (MAE). Therefore, we are not

considering by default the traditional MAE, but rather a weighted (or equal) average of the

individual AE. For example, we could have penalized with more weight the last nowcasts

errors, that is, in the COVID-19 period. Also, note that we can obtain AEðp; qÞ and estimate

the median or some specific quantile for each vector of this matrix.

Note that even though root mean squared errors (RMSEs) are often used in the forecast

literature, we prefer a weighted function of AEs, although in this work we use equal

weights that is, the MAE. The main advantages of MAE over RMSE are two: (1) it is easy

to interpret since it represents the average deviation without considering its direction,

while the RMSE averages the squared errors and then we apply the root, which tends to

inflate the larger errors and (2) RMSE does not necessarily increase with the variance of

the errors. Anyway, the two criteria are in the interval [0, 1) and are indistinct to the sign

of errors. In practical terms, in the rest of the work and whenever its appropriate, we use

both indistinctly. This allows to compare our model’s MAE with models whose error

measure is the RMSE.

3. Data and Descriptive Analysis

To illustrate the behaviour of the target variable, Figure 1 shows the historical y* from

January 2004 to October 2020.

We can see that IGAE’s fall in 2020 has been the sharpest in the recent history. The

pandemic brought about -19.7%, -21.4% and -14.4% contractions in total economic
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activity for April, May and June of 2020, respectively, but the economy had already begun

to show signs of deterioration since May 2019. Prior to the coronavirus outbreak, the only

comparable economic turmoil was the economic contraction derived from the Great

Recession of 2008–2009.

Between January 2019 and February 2020, before the COVID-19 outbreak started in

Mexico, the annual growth of IGAE already showed signs of slowing and fluctuated

around -1.75% and 76%, and since May 2019, the economy exhibited nine consecutive

months of negative growth.

The first six months of the COVID-19 pandemic (until September 2020) has had severe

impacts on the Mexican economy. The first case of coronavirus in Mexico was

documented on February 27, 2020.

Broken down by sector, the economy suffered devastating the consequences in the

secondary and tertiary sectors. The industrial sector registered the deepest contractions,

reducing its activity in April and May by -29.9% and -29.6%, respectively, in annual

terms, mainly driven by the closure of manufacturing and construction operations, which

were considered nonessential businesses, following a slight recovery in June, -17.1%,

when an important number of activities, including automobile manufacturing, resumed but

remained at low activity levels. The services sector also suffered from lockdown

measures, falling by -15.9%, -18.7% and -13.7% in the three months of the second quarter,

respectively, especially on transportation, retail, lodging and food preparation, mainly due

to the decrease in tourist activity, although restaurants and airports were not closed. The

primary sector showed signs of resilience and even grew in April and May 2020, by 0.7%

and 1.5%, and shrank in June by -2.4% on an annual basis.

On the other hand, note that the variables to estimate the DFM are selected by using the

criteria of timely and contemporaneous correlation with respect to y*. Thus, we consider a

select group of macroeconomic and financial time series that represent contemporaneously

and timely, the industrial and service sectors. For example, we take into account
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Fig. 1. Evolution of the annual growth rate of IGAE
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information related with the industrial production from Mexico and US, manufactures,

exports, imports, sales, hotel occupation, number of formal workers, and so on. Note that

usually the nowcasts models focus on predicting the quarterly GDP. In this sense, there are

several monthly variables that anticipate the GDP release. Therefore, for quarterly time

series nowcasting, the availability of information is larger.

In this sense, the model differs from those in the traditional literature on large DFMs,

which use a large amount of economic and financial variables; see, for example, Corona et al.

(2017a) who use 211 time series to estimate the DFM for the Mexican case with the goal of

generating forecasts for the levels of IGAE. However, Gálvez-Soriano (2020) uses

approximately 30 selected time series to generate nowcasts of Mexican quarterly GDP. Note

that Boivin and Ng (2006), in the context of DFM, point out that we can reduce the forecast

prediction error with selected variables by estimating the common components.

Additionally, Poncela and Ruiz (2016) and Corona et al. (2020) show that with a relatively

small sample size, for example, N ¼ 12, we can accurately estimate a rotation of the common

factors. We acknowledge that recent developments on the inclusion of big data using sparse

or dense modeling to generate economic predictions, and have concluded that it is not always

possible to identify sparse predictive representations that allow the selection of adequate

predictors from a larger amount of macroeconomic variables (Giannone et al. 2021). Thus we

keep with the economic variables selected a priori based on our literature review.

Alternatively, when the timeliness of the estimation becomes relevant the set of

variables is restricted as well, for example, compared to Corona et al. (2017a) where the

key variable is also monthly, although they do not require the timely criterion, thus they

exploit the lag correlation between a large amount of time series with respect to IGAE’s

current value.

Consequently, given the timely and possibly contemporaneous correlation with respect

to the y*, the variables considered in this work are described in Appendix (Section 6). All

variables are seasonally adjusted in the following ways: (1) directly downloadable from

their source or (2) by applying the X-13ARIMA-SEATS.

Hence, we initialized with 68 time series divided into traditional and nontraditional time

series. The traditional time series is timely macroeconomic and financial information such as

the Industrial Production Index values for Mexico and the US, business confidence, and

exports, imports, Mexican stock market index, nominal exchange rate, interest rate and the

Standard & Poor’s 500. We considered the possibility of including other timely time series as

inflation, oil prices, consumer confidence, among many others, but were discarded given that

they inclusion in the DFM increased the error in the CV. Additionally, for the nontraditional

variables, we have daily variables such as the media mobility index obtained from Twitter and

the topics extracted from Google Trends. These topics are manually selected according to

several phenomena that occur in Mexican society, such as frequencies of politicians’ names,

natural disasters, economic themes and topics related to COVID-19, such as coronavirus,

quarantine, or face mask. The Google Trends variable takes a value of 0 when the topic is not

searched in the time span and 100 when the topic has the maximum search in the time span.

Although these variables are expressed as monthly variables, for the media mobility index, we

average the daily values, and for Google Trends we download the variables by month. While

searching for significant Google topics in the past, we normalize each Google topic as
Wi

maxðWiÞ

� �
£ 100 to remove the effect of the maximum search on recent data.
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The media mobility index is calculated based on Twitter information following Graff

et al. (2022). We selected around 70,000 daily tweets georeferenced to the Mexican

territory, each one is associated with a bounding box. Then, movement data analysis is

performed by identifying users and their sequence of daily tweets: a trip is considered for

each pair of consecutive geo-tagged tweets found in different bounding boxes. The total

number of trips per day is obtained and divided by the average number of users in the

month. The number obtained can be interpreted as the average number of trips that

tweeters make per day. Twitter allows to estimate the index with a larger sample size than

with respect other alternatives as Google or Facebook.

To select the relevant topics, we apply the methodology described in Subsection 2.1.1

by using Hg ¼ Ht þ 1 and a ¼ 0:10 where Ht ¼ 36; consequently, we select the topics

that are relevant in at least 90% of cases in a sample size that covers the number of months

of the CV in the nowcasting approach and also, the period of the current nowcasts.

Additionally, we select H*
i ¼ 8.

In this way, the current significant topics (as of January 15, 2021) are “health crisis”,

“quarantine”, “face mask N95” and “recession”. Other relevant topics in the past were

“coronavirus”, “dollar”, “oil”, “pandemic”,“unemployment”, among many others.

Once X * is defined, we apply the transformations suggested by Equation (2) to define

X. Appendix (Subsection 6.2. Table 1) shows each Xi ordered according to its correlation

with y*.

In order to highlight how the traditional and nontraditional variables are related with y*

in the last Hg ¼ 37 months, Figure 2 shows the ordered linear correlations for different

sample sizes T * –Hg þ h; with h ¼ 1; : : :; 37:

We can see that during the last 37 months the time series are strong or moderately

correlated with the IGAE; the exceptions being SP 500 and REM, whose correlations have

decreased starting the COVID-19 pandemic. Also, M4 is weakly correlated throughout the

period. Although Google topics have become more correlated since COVID-19 started, in

the past they were medium correlated, which implies its possible inclusion, not only in the

current period but also in the past. Figure 2 also shows the selected topics when the selection

is carried out with all sample size T *, that is, when h ¼ 37. Other interesting traditional

variables are IRGS, HOTEL and GAS, which show a similar behavior as the Google topics.

Intuitively, these variables are more relevant to explain the IGAE’s movement since the
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COVID-19 pandemic started. Additionally, variables that exhibit linear correlations with a

positive trend are MOBILITY and the those related to business confidence.

Note that the nowcasts depend on the dates of the information released. Depending on the

day of the current month, we can obtain nowcasts with a larger or smaller percentage of

updated variables. For example, the financial time series and nontraditional variables are

available in real time, but macroeconomic traditional time series, which are timely with respect

to the IGAE, are available on different moments according to their official release dates.

To obtain timely estimates, we rely on the fact that nontraditional variables, financial

time series, business confidence and fuel demand, can be obtained on the day after the

month T * closes. This indicates that on the first day of month T * þ 1; we can generate the

nowcasts for T * þ 2 with approximately 50% of the updated information and 81% for the

current month, T * þ 1: Moreover, in the 12th day, the IMSS variable is updated, and on

the 16th, the IPI USA is usually updated. Consequently, in official statistics, we

recommend conducting the nowcasts on the first day of T * þ 1 and 16 days later, updating

the nowcasts with the latter two timely traditional and important time series, taking into

account the timeliness of the most relevant variables. Note that IPI represents around the

34% of the monthly GDP, and represents more than 97% of the second grand economic

activity. Given that the IPI is updated around ten days after the end of the reference month,

this information is very valuable to carry out the T * þ 1 nowcasts.

Consequently, we carry out the nowcasts around the 15th day of each month. In the

results presented herein, the database is current up to January 15, 2021; therefore, we

generated the nowcasts ten days before the official result of November 2020 and 41 days

before the official value of December 2020 was published, having 90% and 66% of

updated variables at T * þ 1 and T * þ 2; respectively.

Appendix (Subsection 6.2, Table 2) shows the approximate day when the information is

released for T * þ 2 after the current month T *. Consequently, the temporal dimension of

the panel to carry out the nowcasts for the last two months of 2020 is from January 2004 to

December 2020. Whenever missing values exist before October 2020, they are imputed

according to the methodology proposed by Giannone et al. (2008). Similarly, missing

values for the nowcasts months are operated following the 2SM procedure described in

Subsection 2.2.1.

4. Nowcasting Results

4.1. Estimating the Common Factors and the Loading Weights

By applying the Onatski (2010) procedure to X centered, we can conclude that r̂ ¼ 1 is

adequate to define the number of common factors. Alternative criteria as the ratio of

eigenvalues of the sample covariance matrix of the observations (Ahn and Horenstein

2013) also conclude r̂ ¼ 1. Note that the sample effective dependence in the correlation

matrix X is 0.79, which can be considered as relatively large. In other words, once the

significant Google Trends topics are selected, the 28 time series observed for 204 months

that compose the DFM are summarized with one latent variable. The estimated static

common factor obtained by PC using the set of variables, X, their asymptotic confidence

intervals at 95%, in Figure 3, the asymptotic variance of the estimated common factors is
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calculated as 1
N

V̂21QtV̂
21 where V̂ is the r £ r diagonal matrix of the first r largest

eigenvalues of matrix X 0X=ðNTÞ and Qt ¼
1
N

PN
i p̂ 0ip̂

0
i1̂

2
it and the dynamic factor estimates

by applying the 2SM procedure with k ¼ 1 lags.

We observe the common factors summarizing the previous elements representing the

decline in the economy in 2009 and 2020. Note that in the last period, the dynamic

common factor shows a slight recovery of the economy because this common factor

supplies more timely information than the static common factor. Thus, the static common

factor has information up to August 2020, while the dynamic factor has information up to

October 2020. Note that the confidence intervals are closed with respect to the static

common factor, which implies that the uncertainty attributed to the estimation is well

modelled. Note that the dynamic factor can be interpreted as a coincident economic

indicator because it measures contemporaneously the global state of the economy.

The correlation between ~Ft and y* is approximately 0.86 prior to the financial crisis of 2009,

increasing from this year to 0.98, showing a slight decrease since 2011, dropping in 2016 to 0.95

and fully reaching levels of 0.96 since 2020. Consequently, we can exploit the contemporaneous

relationship between the dynamic factor and the IGAE to generate their nowcasts for the two

following months that the common factors have estimated with respect to the IGAE. Appendix

(Subsection 6.2, Table 3) shows the correlation coefficient of ~Ft with y* since 2008.

Having estimated the dynamic factor by the 2SM approach, we show the results of the

loading weight estimates that capture the specific contribution of the common factor to

each variable, in other words, given the PC restrictions, they can be seen as N times the

2
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Fig. 3. Factor estimates. The thin line is the static common factor, the gray dotted lines are their asymptotic

confidence intervals at 95% and the solid line is the smoothed or dynamic common factor.
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contribution of each variable in the common factor. We compute the asymptotic

confidence interval at 95% (Bai 2003) denoted by CIP̂;0:05. Once the dynamic factor is

estimated by using the Kalman smoother, it is necessary to reestimate the factor loadings

to have P̂ ¼ f ð ~FÞ, such that ~F ¼ gð ~PÞ. To do so, we use Monte Carlo estimation iterating

1,000 samples and select the replication that best satisfies the following condition:

~F < X ~P=N s:t ~P [ CIp̂;0:05:

The results of the estimated factor loadings are shown in Figure 4. The loadings are

ordered from the most positive contribution to the most negative.

We observe several similarities with respect to Figure 2. The more important variables

in the factor estimates are (1) the industrial production, both from Mexico and the US, (2)

imports, (3) hotel occupancy, (4) insureds by the Mexican Social Security System (IMSS),

(5) exports and (6) the Google Trends topics such as “quarantine”, “health crisis” and

“face mask N95”, which makes sense in the COVID-19 period. Obviously, when these

variables are updated, it will be more important to update the nowcasts. Other variables,

such as IMO, CONF MANUF, GAS, S&P 500, MOBILITY and E, are also relevant. The

less important variables are M4 and remittances. Interestingly all variables are significant

because their confidence intervals do not include the number zero.

We want to emphasize that the most relevant variables are also the timelier, for example

the industrial production index of Mexico and the U.S. are updated around days ten and 16
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for T * þ1 and T * þ2, respectively, once closed the current month; furthermore, the

exports and imports are updated for T * þ2 by the 25th day, while IMO and IMSS are

updated the first day and 12th day, respectively for T * þ2. Consequently, this allows to

have more accurate and correlated estimates beginning the first day of the current month

for both, T * þ1 and T * þ2.

As we have previously noted, to obtain a consistent estimation of ~F and P̂ it is necessary

that 1̂ be stationary. We check this point with the PANIC test of Bai and Ng (2004). Table 1

summarizes the results.

We conclude that we have achieved stationarity in the idiosyncratic component,

obtaining a statistic of 12.03 that generates a p-value of 0.00; hence, 1̂ does not have a unit

root. Additionally, we can verify with the augmented Dickey-Fuller test that ~F is stationary

with a p-value of 0.01; consequently, we have also achieved stationarity in X.

Note that we could have alternatively proposed to estimate the components of the DFMs

in blocks, as suggested by Barı́bura et al. (2011) by assuming that some common factors can

be composed by different groups of variables, for example: macroeconomic, financial and

non-traditional time series. However, given that the Onatski (2010) procedure detects one

common factor, we considered that the assumption that all factors are global is adequate.

4.2. Selecting the Nowcasts: Time Series Cross-Validation

We apply the procedure described in Subsection 2.3 by using a Y ¼ ð1=Ht;

1=Ht; : : :; 1=HtÞ
0; then, we assume that each AE has equal weight over time. Additionally,

we fix pmax ¼ qmax ¼ 6: In empirical exercises, when pmax and qmax . 6 the results do not

change. Consequently, we assume that pmax ¼ qmax ¼ 6 is an appropiate window for

searching models both from statistical and computational viewpoints. The obtained results

indicate that the optimums p* and q* are selected to be equal to 2 with k ¼ 1 in the factor

equation. Consequently, the best model to carry out the current nowcasts is a regression

model with ARMA(2,2) errors.

This specification generates the following nowcasts in CV one-step ahead, during

Ht ¼ 36 months that are presented in Figure 5.

We can see that the best nowcast model in CV performs well given that in 33 of 36

cases, 91.6%, the observed values are within the confidence interval at 95%. The MAE

(equal weights in Y) is 0.52, and the mean absolute annual growth of IGAE is 3.50%.

Regarding the median of the AEs, the estimated value is 0.38. Furthermore, based on

Diebold-Mariano tests, 84 of 98 models are statistically equal to the best model using a

significance of a ¼ 0:05; consequently, our nowcasting models generate consistently

accurate results in the CV.

In addition, we compare our results to Corona et al. (2017a), which selects models in a

similar way for CV period, we compare the IGAE levels’ forecasts one-step ahead. They

Table 1. PANIC test

Test Value P-value

ADF (dynamic factor) -2.70 0.01
Pooled test (idiosyncratic errors) 12.03 0.00
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obtain a median of the root squared errors of around 0.4 and 0.5 in a period of 13 months

(March 2015 to April 2016) while our model obtains a statistic of 0.43 for 36 months.

Consequently, our approach tends to have better results.

To contrast the results of our approach with those obtained by other procedures in a

certain period of CV, we consider the following two alternative models:

1. Static PC: We apply static PC to X*
t and by using the first estimated PC in a linear

regression, we obtain the nowcasts for the last Ht ¼ 36 months. In each nowcasting

step we consider their specific relevant topics of Google Trends obtained by applying

the procedure described in Subsection 2.1.1.

2. DFM without Google Trends: We estimate a traditional DFM similar to Corona et al.

(2017a) or Gálvez-Soriano (2020), but using only economic and financial time series,

that is, without considering the relevant topics extracted from Google Trends. Hence,

we carry out the last Ht ¼ 36 nowcasts.

Figure 6 shows the accumulated MAEs for the out-of-sample period by the previous two

models and the obtained by the regression model with ARMA(2,2) errors.

We can see that, in cross-validation period the static PC is the one with the weakest

performance, followed by the traditional DFM. Specifically, the MAE is 1.24 for the static

PC, 0.74 when using DFM without Google Trends and, as we have commented, 0.52 for
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Fig. 5. Nowcasts in CV. Asterisks are the observed values, the line depicts the nowcasts and the gray dotted

lines are the confidence intervals at 95%.
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the incumbent model, which indeed includes this type of information. Note that the use of

nontraditional information does not affect the behaviour of the MAEs previous to COVID-

19 pandemic and reduces the error during this period. The Diebold-Mariano tests indicate

that for all cross-validation period, we obtain p values of 0.08 and 0.16 when comparing

our approach with static PC and traditional DFM respectively, but since the pandemic

period, reflected from April 2020, the MAEs of these models have increased from 1.02 to

1.24 for the static PC, and from 0.45 to 0.74 for the traditional DFM. For this period, the

proposed DFM error is slightly increased from 0.47 to 0.52.

Note that the main reason why we cannot reject the null hypothesis can be attributed to

the importance of the traditional time series, which are very relevant to timely estimate

IGAE movements. Nonetheless, we can further reduce the error estimates during the shock

attributed to the COVID-19 pandemic by using nontraditional information and, in the past,

the error does not increase.

The conclusion is that the performance of the suggested approach is highly competitive

when compared with (1) similar models for nowcasting of GDP, (2) models that estimate

the levels of the objective variable and (3) alternative models that can be used in practice.

Although the residuals are not normally distributed, mainly due to the shocks introduced

by the pandemic, note that residual normality is not required given that the likelihood

estimation of nowcasting equations assumes asymptotic normality, consequently, the t

statistics are correctly estimated when no autocorrelation and no ARCH effect are present.
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Fig. 6. Cumulative MAEs for models for the period of CV. Solid line is the nowcasting approach suggested in

this work, pointed line is the naive model and the dotted line is the traditional DFM (without Google trends

topics).
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Instead, we do verify and validate the absence of autocorrelation and ARCH effect. Table 2

summarizes the results.

We can see that the residuals of the model with ARMA(2,2) errors does not have

autocorrelation nor ARCH effect. Furthermore, the rest of the nowcasting models

generate, on average, both non-autocorrelated and non-conditional-heteroskedastic

residuals.

4.3. Current Nowcasts and Historical Analysis in Pseudo Real Time

Having selected the highly competitive models in accordance with Diebold and Mariano

(1995) tests, the final nowcasts for IGAE’s annual percentage variation for November and

December 2020 indicate a slight recovery of the economy in November and December

2020, obtaining nowcasts of -4.6% and -4.1%, respectively, with confidence intervals of

(-6.3, -3.2) and (-5.6, -2.6) for both months. Considering the observed values for

November and December, released on February 25 2021 by INEGI, the annual percentage

change for the IGAE was -3.7% for both months; consequently, in this case the model

generates nowcasts that falls within the confidence interval with deviations of -0.9% and

-0.4% respectively.

The procedure described in the previous subsection allows the generation of nowcasts

using databases with different cut off dates. In this way, we carry out the procedure

updating the databases once a month during the last 35 periods. We assume similar

conditions as in the current nowcasts, that is, we consider the same percentage of time

series updated, 90% and 66% for T * þ1 and T * þ2 respectively. Consequently, we

assume estimations in “pseudo real time” because they do not consider previous revisions

in the databases. Additionally, the seasonal adjustment procedure tends to generate slight

changes in the values of the time series in every update. However, note that the methods

based on DFMs are sensible to distortions in the variance of the time series, consequently,

it is preferable to estimate the components of the DFM with seasonal adjusted time series.

Thus, we replicate the exercise with the current database assuming the last 35 months of its

observed values. Note that this period encompasses several stages of the Mexican

economy cycle: stability, slight drops, drastic drops and recovery. Note that

transformations described in Subsection 2.1.2 are assumed fixed during all pseudo real

time analysis. However, when generating an historical analysis about the optimal

transformations along the last 37 months, only few variables present differences: business

confidence (CONF CONS, CONF SERV and CONF COM), M4 and MOBILITY; which,

reasonably, validates our assumption.

Figure 7 summarize the nowcasts results for T *þ1 and T *þ2 respectively, comparing

them with the observed values.

Table 2. Residual tests about the residuals of nowcasting models. We report the p-values.

Test Model with ARMA(2,2)
errors

Mean: All nowcasting
models

Normality (Anderson-Darling test) 0.02 0.05
Autocorrelation (Ljung-Box test) 0.80 0.86
ARCH test (F statistic) 0.29 0.30
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Fig. 7. Nowcasts in pseudo real time for T*þ1 (top panel) and T*þ2 (bottom panel) during November 2017 to

September 2020. The rhombus represent the nowcasts with their respective 95% confidence intervals. Points are

the observed values.
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Focusing on T * þ1, we can see the approach’s functioning in the pre COVID-19 crisis

period, and how on March 2020 it anticipated a larger fall than the observed value. The

reason is that the selected Google Topics during these months overestimate the plunge,

which was around -2.6% while the nowcasts for T * þ2 was -4.1% and T * þ1 of -11.4%.

Note that in April of the same year, there was a historic fall, larger than 20%, which was

outside our confidence interval. Nonetheless in all but these two months, the model has

been precise in anticipating the falls and recoveries of the Mexican economy.

Specifically, for the March and April 2020 estimations, the dimension of the panels are

T ¼ 182, N ¼ 31, and T ¼ 183, N ¼ 30, respectively. In turn, for March 2020 the relevant

topics are: “coronavirus”, “health crisis”, “quarantine”, “face mask”, “face Mask N95”,

“dollar” and “recession”. On the other hand, for April 2020 the selected Google Topics are:

“coronavirus”, “quarantine”, “dollar”, “face Mask N95”, “pandemic” and “recession. Basic

regression models, without assuming ARMA errors, generates in the H*
g ¼ 8 periods,

MAEs of 0.96 and 1.05 for March and April 2020, respectively. Alternative procedures to

LASSO regression as partial least squares select similar Google topics along the time.

Although Google topics are selected using the procedure described in subsection 2.1.1,

they are drawn from a user-predefined list (see Appendix, Subsection 6.1). In this way, the

accuracy of our procedure also depends on which topics are decided to start with. This list

is used to carry out both, the current nowcasts (November and December 2020) and the

previous 35 months. Thus, we acknowledge that this fact represents a limitation of our

pseudo real time analysis given that the accuracy depends on which are the predefined

topics along the time, above all, when unexpected events can occur.

Considering this fact as given, note that T * þ2 shows consistent results with T * þ1,

and help us to conclude that the approach behaved well previous to the pandemic, but also

during these phenomena. Note that, the model anticipated the drastic falls of April and

May 2020, and subsequently it has showed precise performance, considering that these

nowcasts are estimated with a smaller amount of information. In absolute terms, the MAE

for T * þ1 y T * þ2 are 0.80 and 0.86 respectively, with AE’s median of 0.42 and 0.58.

Consequently, during several months the performance of the approach tends to generate

accurate nowcasts, whether, the Mexican economy is stable or volatile.

A nowcasting model to compare with our approach is INEGI’s “Early Monthly

Estimation of Mexico’s Manufacturing Production Level (INEGI. d.) whose target

variable is manufacturing activity, generating the one step ahead nowcasts by using a

timely electricity indicator. The average MAE for the annual percentage variation of

manufacturing activity in the last 36 months, from November 2017 to October 2020, is

1.43. Consequently, in a similar sample period, we have a smaller average MAE than

another nowcasting model where its monthly target variable is specified as annual

percentage variation.

To compare the nowcasts/prediction errors with other procedures in the same sample,

we estimate T * þ1 and T * þ 2 using some benchmark univariate models, based on

statistical methods such as AR. The AR models were obtained using the automatic models

generated by the auto.arima function from forecast R package. and machine

learning approaches based on neural networks (NN). Additionally, we consider DFMs

without Google Trends (DFM-2). With respect to NN, we consider a multilayer perceptron

(MLP) model and extreme learning machines (ELM), both adapted for time series
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forecasting, see, for example, Huang et al. (2006) and Ord et al. (2017). NN are efficient

non-parametric models which have been used in a wide variety of tasks, due to their ability

to obtain useful data representations by means of non-linear activation functions.

Although there are some NN architectures specialized in time series forecasting with

remarkable results, see Gamboa (2017), Sezer et al. (2020), Hewamalage et al. (2021),

among many others, they are very expensive in time and computational resources, mainly

due to the high number of parameters involved. For this reason, we decided to use an

ensemble of 20 single layer MLP and ELM, where the number of hidden nodes and other

hyperparameters were selected automatically with a CV criterion, and the output layer

weights for ELM are estimated with CV-LASSO. In both cases, we used the median as the

combination operator for forecast. See Kourentzes et al. (2014) for details. We use the

implementation of the nnfor R package. For all benchmark methods, we do not use

exogenous regressors.

Table 3 shows the relative MAEs and the Diebold-Mariano p-values of the tests, both

with respect to the DFM presented in this work.

We can see that, although the Diebold-Mariano test only rejects the null hypothesis of

equal performance for the AR model, the other approaches generate larger MAEs than the

DFM, above all, for T * þ2. Consequently, our approach performs by generating lower

estimation errors than some alternative procedures.

The inclusion of exogenous variables in NN methods generates more exact comparisons

with respect to DFM and DFM-2. Thus, it is expectable that the errors may decrease by

including these regressors.

Our approach generates monthly nowcasts of the Mexican economic activity, with

results that are very close to the monthly GDP. Consequently, we carry out the quarterly

version of GDP nowcasts by assuming that we know the IGAE for the first month of the

quarter and then estimating the next two months (T *þ1 and T *þ2) with our pseudo real

time analysis. We compare these quarterly nowcasts with the median of the Banco de

Mexico Survey of Professional Forecasters (SPF) generated for the expected GDP annual

variation of the corresponding quarter made after the first month ends. Table 4 shows the

results for 2018:Q1 to 2020:Q3.

We can see that, our approach generated better estimates than the median of the

expectations of SPF, which corroborates that our nowcasting approach is frequently much

better with respect to the opinion of policy makers and specialized analysts. Specifically,

the Diebold-Mariano test allows to conclude that our approach generates better nowcasts

by obtaining a p-value of 0.04, that is, our method is more accurate than SPF estimates.

Table 3. Relative MAEs and Diebold-Mariano p-values for T*þ1 and T*þ2 for

each alternative method with respect to the DFM.

MAE Diebold-Mariano test

Model T* þ 1 T* þ 2 T* þ 1 T* þ 2

AR 3.127 3.316 0.06 0.02
ELM 1.926 2.842 0.17 0.13
MLP 1.864 2.753 0.17 0.13
DFM-2 1.163 1.768 0.36 0.24
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5. Conclusions and Further Research

In this article, we contribute to the nowcasting literature by focusing on the one and two

step-ahead of the annual percentage variation of IGAE, the equivalently of the Mexican

monthly GDP, during the COVID-19 times. For this purpose, we use statistical and

econometric tools to obtain accurate and timely estimates, some around 40 days before the

publication of the official data. In summary, the suggested approach consists in (1) using

the LASSO regression, along with empirical computational methods, to select the relevant

topics that affect the IGAE in the short term that with traditional information allows for

building a correlated and timely database to exploit the correlation among the variables

and the IGAE, (2) estimate a dynamic factor by using the 2SM approach and (3) selecting

linear regressions with ARMA errors in a cross-validation period to select the better

models and generate the current nowcasts.

We highlight the following key results. We can see that our approach is highly

competitive when compared with models such as static PC, AR, benchmark ELM and

MLP; traditional DFM and other models published in the literature. Our procedure

frequently captures the observed value, both, in cross-validation period and in real time for

the time previous and during the period of the COVID-19 where the usage of Google

Trends benefits in the reduction of the error estimation. Another contribution of this article

lies in its statistical point of view, given that we compute the confidence interval of the

factor loadings and the factor estimates, verifying the significance of the factor on each

variable and the uncertainty attributed to the factor estimates. Additionally, we consider

some econometric issues to guarantee the consistency of estimates like stationarity in

idiosyncratic noises and uncorrelated errors in nowcasting models. Finally, it is of interest

to note out-of-sample performance, whether the nowcast error increases when using

monthly versus quarterly data.

We highlight the relevance of this method to produce official statistics. Our approach

generates preliminary and accurate estimates of the IGAE, a variable that is closely pegged

Table 4. Comparison with Banxico’s Survey of Proessional Forecasters:

Percentage annual variation Absolute errors

Date Observed GDP SPF
(median)

Nowcasting
(quarterly
version)

SPF
(median)

Nowcasting
(quarterly
version)

2018:Q1 2.50 1.80 1.82 0.70 0.68
2018:Q2 2.18 2.50 2.27 0.32 0.09
2018:Q3 2.81 2.45 2.94 0.36 0.13
2018:Q4 1.23 2.10 1.79 0.87 0.56
2019:Q1 0.26 1.50 1.25 1.24 0.99
2019:Q2 0.04 1.10 0.18 1.06 0.14
2019:Q3 -0.12 0.60 -0.13 0.72 0.01
2019:Q4 -0.86 0.18 -0.39 1.04 0.47
2020:Q1 -1.98 0.54 -2.56 2.52 0.58
2020:Q2 -18.80 -14.00 -20.00 4.80 1.20
2020:Q3 -8.65 -12.00 -8.40 3.35 0.25

Mean: 1.54 0.46
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to GDP. This allows the policy makers and market participants to make informed

decisions about the near future of the economy.

Future research topics emerged when doing this research. The most important is to

incorporate machine learning techniques to design an algorithm that automatically select

the set of possible relevant topics from Google Trends, also explore the inclusion of news

and other nontraditional and unstructured information different to predefined lists. Other,

is the implementation of an algorithm to estimate non-stationary common factors and

make the selection of the number of factors flexible, such as the one developed in Corona

et al. (2020), to minimize a measure of nowcasting errors. Also, it would be interesting to

incorporate IPI information as restrictions to the nowcasts, by exploring some techniques

that incorporate nowcasts restrictions when official countable information is available. We

must note that, we can introduce electronic payment information provided by Bank of

Mexico in a similar way as Galbraith and Tkacz (2018) and León and Ortega (2018) and

compare the results with a large scale DFM. Also, it is interesting the possibility to include

time varying intercept as Antolin-Diaz et al. (2017) and González-Astudillo and Baquero

(2019) and incorporate dynamic factors as exogenous regressors in machine learning

methods is interesting. Furthermore, for future research in this area, it is worth to study

further the effects of monthly timely estimate variables versus quarterly time series in

nowcasting models; this can be achieved by Monte Carlo analysis with different data

generating processes which can occur in practice to compare the increase in the error

estimation when distinct frequencies and transformations of time series are used. Finally,

it is of interest to generate different transformations for each h during the pseudo real time

analysis and to test LASSO or elastic net regression as variable selection method for both

traditional and nontraditional blocks of time series.

6. Appendix

6.1. Database

Traditional macroeconomic time series

Short Variable Source Time Span

ANTAD Total sales of departmental stores ANTAD 2004/01-2020/11

AUTO Automobiles production INEGI 2004/01-2020/12

CONF COM Right time to invest (Commerce) INEGI 2011/06-2020/12

CONF CONS Right time to invest (Construction) INEGI 2011/06-2020/12

CONF MANU Right time to invest (Manufacturing) INEGI 2004/01-2020/12

CONF SERV Right time to invest (Services) INEGI 2017/01-2020/12

GAS Fuel demand SENER 2004/01-2020/12

HOTEL Hotel occupancy Tourism secretariat 2004/01-2020/11

IMO Index of manufacturing orders INEGI 2004/01-2020/12

IMSS Permanent and eventual insureds to the Social Security IMSS 2004/01-2020/12

IPI Industrial Production Index INEGI 2004/01-2020/11

IPI USA Industrial Production Index (USA) BEA 2004/01-2020/12

IRGS Income of retail goods and services INEGI 2008/01-2020/10

L MANUF Trend of labor in manufacturing INEGI 2007/01-2020/10

M Total imports INEGI 2004/01-2020/11

M4 Monetary aggregate M4 Banxico 2004/01-2020/11

REM Total remittances Banxico 2004/01-2020/11
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Traditional macroeconomic time series

Short Variable Source Time Span

U Unemployment rate INEGI 2005/01-2020/11

X Total exports INEGI 2004/01-2020/11

Traditional financial time series

Short Variable Source Time Span

E Nominal exchange rate Banxico 2004/01-2020/12

IR 28 Interest rate (28 days) Banxico 2004/01-2020/12

MSM Mexican stock market index Banxico 2004/01-2020/12

SP 500 Standard & Poor’s 500 Yahoo! finance 2004/01-2020/12

Nontraditional time series

Short Variable Source Time Span

AH1N1 AH1N1 online search index Google 2004/01-2020/12

AMLO AMLO online search index Google 2004/01-2020/12

Ayotzinapa Ayotzinapa online search index Google 2004/01-2020/12

Calderon Calderon online search index Google 2004/01-2020/12

Cartel Cartel online search index Google 2004/01-2020/12

Casa Blanca Casa Blanca online search index Google 2004/01-2020/12

Chapo Chapo online search index Google 2004/01-2020/12

China China online search index Google 2004/01-2020/12

Coronavirus Coronavirus online search index Google 2004/01-2020/12

Corrupcion Corrupcion online search index Google 2004/01-2020/12

Crisis economica Crisis economica online search index Google 2004/01-2020/12

Crisis sanitaria Crisis sanitaria online search index Google 2004/01-2020/12

Cuarentena Cuarentena online search index Google 2004/01-2020/12

Cubrebocas Cubrebocas online search index Google 2004/01-2020/12

Desempleo Desempleo online search index Google 2004/01-2020/12

Dólar Dolar online search index Google 2004/01-2020/12

Elecciones Elecciones online search index Google 2004/01-2020/12

EPN EPN online search index Google 2004/01-2020/12

Gasolina Gasolina online search index Google 2004/01-2020/12

Homicidios Homicidios online search index Google 2004/01-2020/12

Huachicol Huachicol online search index Google 2004/01-2020/12

Inflacion Inflacion online search index Google 2004/01-2020/12

Inseguridad Inseguridad online search index Google 2004/01-2020/12

Mascarilla N95 Mascarilla N95 online search index Google 2004/01-2020/12

Medidas economicas Medidas econoomicas online search index Google 2004/01-2020/12

Migracion Migracioon online search index Google 2004/01-2020/12

Migrantes Migrantes online search index Google 2004/01-2020/12

MOBILITY Media mobility index Twitter 2004/01-2020/12

Morena Morena online search index Google 2004/01-2020/12

Muertos Muertos online search index Google 2004/01-2020/12

Muro Muro online search index Google 2004/01-2020/12

Pacto Pacto online search index Google 2004/01-2020/12

PAN PAN online search index Google 2004/01-2020/12

Pandemia Pandemia online search index Google 2004/01-2020/12

PEMEX PEMEX online search index Google 2004/01-2020/12

Peso Peso online search index Google 2004/01-2020/12

Petroleo Petrooleo online search index Google 2004/01-2020/12

PRI PRI online search index Google 2004/01-2020/12

Recesion Recesioon online search index Google 2004/01-2020/12

Reformas Reformas online search index Google 2004/01-2020/12

Salario Salario online search index Google 2004/01-2020/12

Sismo Sismo online search index Google 2004/01-2020/12

Tipo de cambio Tipo de cambio online search index Google 2004/01-2020/12

Trump Trump online search index Google 2004/01-2020/12

Violencia Violencia online search index Google 2004/01-2020/12
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6.2. Tables 1–3

Table 1. Dotted lines represent the specifc Xi and solid lines indicate the specified y*. Numbers in parentheses

indicate the linear correlation and those between brackets the transformation.

Table 2. Percentage of updated information to carry out the nowcasts T* þ 2 once the current month T* is

closed.
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Small Domain Estimation of Census Coverage
– A Case Study in Bayesian Analysis of Complex Survey Data

Joane S. Elleouet1, Patrick Graham1, Nikolai Kondratev1, Abby K. Morgan1, and

Rebecca M. Green1

Many countries conduct a full census survey to report official population statistics. As no
census survey ever achieves 100% response rate, a post-enumeration survey (PES) is usually
conducted and analysed to assess census coverage and produce official population estimates
by geographic area and demographic attributes. Considering the usually small size of PES,
direct estimation at the desired level of disaggregation is not feasible. Design-based
estimation with sampling weight adjustment is a commonly used method but is difficult to
implement when survey nonresponse patterns cannot be fully documented and population
benchmarks are not available. We overcome these limitations with a fully model-based
Bayesian approach applied to the New Zealand PES. Although theory for the Bayesian
treatment of complex surveys has been described, published applications of individual level
Bayesian models for complex survey data remain scarce. We provide such an application
through a case study of the 2018 census and PES surveys. We implement a multilevel model
that accounts for the complex design of PES. We then illustrate how mixed posterior
predictive checking and cross-validation can assist with model building and model selection.
Finally, we discuss potential methodological improvements to the model and potential
solutions to mitigate dependence between the two surveys.

1. Introduction

In Aotearoa New Zealand a census is conducted every five years. It is a key input to official

population estimates and supports a wide range of social and demographic analyses.

Although the census would ideally count all people and their attributes of interest in the

country at a given time, it inevitably fails to enumerate the full population. Censuses are

expensive undertakings and the performance of the census in enumerating the population

is therefore a matter of public interest. Consequently, a post-censal survey (the post-

enumeration survey, henceforth PES) is conducted to evaluate the population coverage of

the census. As well as providing an evaluation of the census, coverage estimates of the

New Zealand census are used to adjust census counts in order to produce population

estimates in the form of an estimated resident population (ERP) which is highly

disaggregated to geographic and demographic groups. The population estimation system

run by Statistics New Zealand (Stats NZ), New Zealand’s official statistics agency,

therefore requires coverage adjustments at a high level of granularity defined by, at least,
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combinations of age in single year intervals, sex, ethnicity, 88 local government areas,

Māori descent and country of birth (New Zealand or other). As these variables can

potentially form hundreds of thousands of observed domains and the PES sample is made

of approximately 30,000 individual records, direct estimation meets crucial limitations

and the problem is best viewed as a modelling problem in which the objective is to relate

the coverage probability to the covariates of interest. We therefore propose a Bayesian

multilevel modelling approach to census coverage estimation. Although the official 2018

population estimates were created using a similar method (Stats NZ 2020b), the data and

models used here differ from those used for the official published census coverage

estimates and should not be regarded as official statistics.

Many countries with traditional census collections run a post-census coverage survey.

Published applications include Brown et al. (2019), Chipperfield et al. (2017), Hogan

(1993), Mule et al. (2008), with coverage estimation methods ranging from adaptations of

dual systems estimation using a variant of the well-known Lincoln-Petersen estimator

(Brown et al. 2019) to logistic regression of census coverage (Mule et al. 2008; Chen et al.

2010) followed by inverse coverage probability weighting of the census file to obtain

population estimates. Our methods resemble the latter approach, though we use multilevel

logistic models to obtain coverage and population estimates at a high level of granularity.

Hierarchical Bayes models have also been proposed for estimation of the coverage of the

Canadian census (You and Dick 2004). However, these are area-level models, in contrast

to the individual level models discussed in this article. Elliott and Little (2000) developed

a Bayesian model for census coverage estimation that incorporates information on

population sex ratios, in addition to data from the census and a census coverage survey.

However, the data structure assumed in that work differs from the one available for the

current analysis.

Modelling complex survey data at the individual level requires attending to the impact

of the survey design and nonresponse on inclusion in the data. Whereas the design-based

approach to survey inference achieves this through the use of survey weights and variance

calculations that respect the survey design, the model-based approach accommodates the

impact of survey design and nonresponse on inclusion in the observed data within the

model structure. The latter approach is often accompanied by the application of model-

derived estimates to benchmark population data to obtain small domain estimates that

account for differences in covariate structure between the sample and the target

population, as illustrated by the so-called MRP (Multilevel Regression and Post-

stratification) method (Gelman and Little 1997; Lax and Phillips 2009; Si et al. 2020). We

cannot use population benchmarks to aid coverage estimation from PES because one of the

purposes of PES is to adjust the census data to produce new population benchmarks.

Nevertheless, the application of highly disaggregated model-derived estimates from PES

to the census to produce estimates of the usually resident population has some parallels

with the MRP approach to estimation.

Although the general Bayesian approach to analysis of complex survey data has been

well described (Rubin 1987, chap. 2; Little 2003; Gelman et al. 2014, chap. 8), published

applications of individual level Bayesian analyses of complex sample surveys remain

relatively rare. Some recent applications, unrelated to census coverage, include small area

official statistics (Nandram et al. 2018), political sciences (Ghitza and Gelman 2013;
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Shirley and Gelman 2015), and public health (Paige et al. 2020), the latter using simulations

to compare design-based to model-based approaches. Bayesian methods, and particularly

multilevel Bayesian models, have more commonly been applied to area-level modelling of

complex survey data for small domain estimation. In such applications, summary direct

estimates with an associated variance estimate are first computed for each area and/or group

of interest. Multilevel Bayesian models are then applied to smooth the summary statistics.

In the case of complex survey data the direct estimates and variance estimates computed as

the first stage of this procedure are usually design-based estimates. Examples include

Ghosh et al. (1998), You and Chapman (2006), Molina et al. (2014), and Chen et al. (2014).

Reviews of the general approach can be found in Pfeffermann (2013, 45–47) and Rao and

Molina (2014, chap. 10). In this approach, design-based estimation is used to deal with the

analytical complications of complex sample surveys, freeing the multilevel Bayesian

modelling from the requirement to explicitly deal with the survey design.

Application of the area-level approach is problematic in our context where the number

of covariate combinations (or domains) exceeds the number of records in the survey data

set, so that forming the initial set of domain-level summary statistics is not even possible.

Even applying the area-level approach to an aggregated version of the cross-classification

of co-variates for which estimates are ultimately required, such that each covariate

combination in the aggregated cross-classification occurs in PES, would be difficult unless

the degree of coarsening is substantial. In sparse data situations with a binary outcome,

conventional design-based variance estimates of proportions can often be zero and this

makes subsequent modelling difficult. Consequently, framing the problem as estimation

from a model fitted at the level of individual records and from which predictions can then

be made seems a logical way forward. However, accounting for a complex survey design

complicates the model so that the model fitted to the data is more complex than required for

prediction. We illustrate how the model of interest can be, implicitly, recovered from the

fitted model by integrating out parameters associated with the survey design but not

relevant to the predictions. This article illustrates the potential of Bayesian modelling of

complex survey data for challenging small domain estimation problems.

To describe our approach, we first describe the PES design in Section 2. We then present

our modelling strategy in Section 3, including model-checking and evaluation. In

Section 4, we show results of the model checking procedure. We also include summaries

of standardised coverage estimates, by area and by age and ethnic group. The

standardisation is achieved by applying the modelled coverage estimates for each group to

a common reference population. The reference population used for this estimation is the

population estimated by adjusting the census file for under-coverage using the

disaggregated coverage estimates obtained from the model. Uncertainty in the estimation

of the reference population is automatically incorporated in the posterior distribution for

the standardised estimates. Section 5 concludes the article with some discussion of the

modelling issues and suggestions for further development.

2. PES and Census Data

The official 2018 census data set comprises census respondents as well as records obtained

from administrative sources (Stats NZ 2019). It is subject to under-coverage (eligible
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residents missed by the census) and over-coverage (non-eligible individuals mistakenly

counted, such as births after the census date and residents temporarily overseas at the time

of census). In the 2013 census, over-coverage was approximately 0.7%, in contrast to an

under-coverage measure of approximately 3.1% (Stats NZ 2014). The official ERP is

corrected for both types of errors estimated on the full census file (Stats NZ 2020b).

Estimates presented here differ from previously published estimates of the population

coverage of the official census file and should not be regarded as official statistics. The

main differences with the methodology used for official statistics is that we focus on

under-coverage probability estimation and we perform the estimation on the respondent

subset of the census file, which excludes administrative enumerations. However, the

estimation challenge we describe is similar to the one faced in constructing the official

2018 ERP. Estimates for under-coverage probabilities hold without having to make

assumptions about levels of over-coverage. Stats NZ (2020b) addresses over-coverage

estimation in a very similar manner to under-coverage, and we refer the reader to this

publication for more details on over-coverage estimation.

The 2018 PES used an area-based, stratified two-stage design. For sampling purposes

New Zealand was divided into 23,174 small geographic areas (Primary Sampling Units,

PSUs) that were grouped into 101 strata, based on a combination of broad geographic

region, major urban status, census delivery mode (whether an access code for the online

census form was mailed out or a hard copy census form was delivered) and a measure of

deprivation. The PSUs were selected using probability proportional to size (PPS), where

the size measure was based on historical estimates and included an adjustment for ethnic

group proportions. Sampling fractions varied by strata, with urban strata sampled more

intensively than non-urban strata, for fieldwork efficiency reasons. PES operated in all

strata and a total of 1,365 PSUs were selected for the PES sample. In most PSUs, 11

dwellings were sampled within each PSU using Stats NZ’s standard approach in which

dwellings within a PSU are grouped into panels of size 11, and one panel is randomly

selected. This resulted in a sample of 15,213 households within 15,015 dwellings in the

1,365 selected PSUs. Dwellings refer to the building in which people live, whereas

people residing together and sharing facilities within a dwelling constitute a household,

and there can be multiple households per dwelling. All usual residents at selected

households were eligible for inclusion in the sample. Henceforth, we refer to households

and use the terms household effects and household variables when referring to both

household and dwelling characteristics. Within the 15,213 visited households, 37,548

people were interviewed. After filtering for refusal, incomplete responses and

ineligibility, the final sample included 12,459 households and 31,600 respondents

with responses of sufficient quality to be linked to the census and included in the

estimation.

The PES sample was linked to the census file using a conservative probabilistic linking

methodology, followed by clerical checking of all non-linked records and a sample of

linked records. Details are described in Stats NZ (2020b). Of all eligible PES person

records, 30,397 were linked to a census record (1,300 through manual linking), and the

remaining 1,203 PES respondents were not linked to any census record. PES respondents

linked to a record in the census respondent file were considered covered by census,

whereas unlinked PES records constitute instances of under-coverage.
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3. Census Coverage Estimation Under a Bayesian Modelling Framework

3.1. The Bayesian Approach

Fully model-based analysis of complex survey data usually requires multilevel models in

order to account for the survey design. Such modelling fits neatly into a Bayesian

framework. The Bayesian approach to inference permits coherent assessment of

uncertainty for all model parameters and provides a flexible framework for propagation of

parameter uncertainty to quantities derived from the model. We exploit this flexibility to

obtain posterior distributions for highly disaggregated coverage probabilities (see

Subsection 3.4) and for useful summaries of these probabilities (see Subsection 4.4). We

generally specify prior distributions to be only weakly informative, in the sense of being

open-minded as to the range of parameter values, while guaranteeing that inherent range

constraints are respected (e.g., positive variances) and discouraging, but not disallowing,

extreme values (Gelman et al. 2008).

In our application, we obtain a Monte Carlo approximation to the joint posterior

distribution for all model parameters, by generating a sample from the posterior using

Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods. Specifically, the sample is obtained using

the program Stan (Stan Development Team 2020b) through the R interface (Stan

Development Team 2020a; R Core Team 2019). Stan implements Hamiltonian Monte

Carlo, a popular type of MCMC algorithm known to reduce the correlation between

successive sampled values and, therefore, efficiently converging to the posterior

distribution.

3.2. General Assumptions

A critical assumption of Bayesian analysis of survey data is ignorability (Rubin 1987,

chap. 2; Little 2003; Gelman et al. 2014, chap. 8), which in the case of PES, requires

conditional independence of inclusion in PES and inclusion in census, given the model

covariates and a priori independence of the parameters of the models for inclusion in PES

and in census. The former assumption is similar to the often invoked “independence”

assumption of dual systems population estimation (Chandrasekar and Deming 1949;

Brown et al. 2019). When ignorability holds, inference for inclusion in census (that is,

census coverage) can proceed without specifying and fitting the model for inclusion in

PES. In order to justify the assumption of ignorability, it is usually necessary to include the

survey design features in the model, along with other covariates associated with

nonresponse. We follow this approach in developing the model for census coverage. The

nested geographical clustering of the sample design naturally lends itself to multilevel

modelling, and, fortunately, in our case, there is overlap between variables of substantive

interest and those predictive of nonresponse. We discuss the ignorability assumptions for

our analysis in more detail in Section C of Online Supplemental Material, which tailors the

general approach to Bayesian analysis of complex surveys given in Gelman et al. (2014,

chap. 8) to the specific case of PES.

As well as conditional independence of inclusion in PES and census, we make the other

standard assumptions of dual systems population estimation. We assume no errors in the
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linkage of PES to census, and we assume the target population is closed over the operating

periods of census and PES.

3.3. General Under-coverage Model

We let X denote demographic covariates and x a particular covariate combination. We use

the notation TA to denote geographic area, and let t [ {1; : : :; 88} indicate a particular

TA. To simplify notation in this section we let V ¼ ðX;TAÞ; so v ¼ ðx; tÞ refers to a

particular covariate combination x in TA t. The sample space for V is the space of all

covariate-TA combinations, denoted V.

Introducing the indicators C and Q for inclusion in the census and in the target

population respectively, we define the under-coverage probability as

punderðv; jÞ ¼ PrðC ¼ 0jQ ¼ 1;V ¼ v; jÞ;

where j is the parameter vector of the under-coverage model.

The purpose of the model presented here is to estimate punderðV; jÞ. A coverage-adjusted

population estimate based on the census can subsequently be obtained by weighting each

census record by the inverse of the under-coverage probability:

wi ¼
1

ð1 2 punderðvi; jÞÞ
; ð1Þ

where the subscript refers to the ith census respondent. Using a Bayesian approach enables

this adjustment to be applied to each census record for each draw from the posterior

distribution for punderðvi; jÞ in a Monte Carlo procedure which produces as many

simulations of the ERP as needed to obtain precise uncertainty measures (e.g.,

approximate credible intervals). More details on the Monte Carlo methodology of the ERP

production can be found in Bryant et al. (2016) and Stats NZ (2020a).

We let N ind
h , denote the number of usual residents within household h, Nhh

p , the number

of households in PSU p, Npsu
s , the number of PSUs in stratum s, Nstrat

t , the number of strata

intersecting TA t, Nstrat
tot the total number of strata and N ta, the total number of TAs. After

the linking procedure between PES and census, each record j in household h in the PES

data set receives an under-coverage indicator Yhj which states whether the record is present

in the census file (Y ¼ 0) or absent from it (Y ¼ 1). Each record is also characterised by a

set of demographic covariates Xind
hj , geographic variables related to the survey design, and

local government area, TA. We present the model for census under-coverage in two ways:

with a directed acyclic graph (DAG) (Figure 1), and with the following equations,

followed by a description.

YhjjX
ind
hj ; punderhj

h i
indep, Bernoulli punderhj

� �
; j ¼ 1; : : :;N ind

h ; h ¼ 1; : : :;N hh
psu½h�; ð2Þ

logit punderhj

� �
¼ ahh

h þ Xind 0

hj b; j ¼ 1; : : :;N ind
h ; h ¼ 1; : : :;N hh

psu½h�; ð3Þ

ahh
h jX

hh
h ;a

psu
psu½h�;b

hh;s2
hh

h i
indep, N mþ a

psu
psu½h� þ Xhh 0

h bhh;s2
hh

� �
; h : psu½h� ¼ p;

p ¼ 1; : : :;Npsu
s ;

ð4Þ
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apsu
p jX

psu
p ;astrat

strat½p�;b
psu;s2

psu

h i
indep, N astrat

strat½p� þ Xpsu 0

p bpsu;s2
psu

� �
; p : strat½p� ¼ s;

s ¼ 1; : : :;Nstrat
t ;

ð5Þ

astrat
s jW;ata;s2

strat

� � indep, N Wsa
ta;s2

strat

� �
; s ¼ 1; : : :;Nstrat

tot ; ð6Þ

ata
t jX

ta
t ;b

ta;s2
ta

� � indep, t3 Xta 0

t bta;s2
ta

� �
; t ¼ 1; : : :;N ta; ð7Þ

where the notation psu[h ], and strat[p ] refer, respectively, to the PSU of the hth household

and the stratum of the pth PSU. Note a ta ¼ ata
1 ; : : : ;a

ta
N ta

� � 0
is a N ta £ 1 vector of TA

Xta

W

αstrat

αta

β ta

σta

σstrat

σpsu

σ hh

β psu

β hh
αpsu

αhh

Xpsu

Xhh

I psu

Ihh

I ind

φ

μ

punder

Y

Xind β

pincl

Fig. 1. Directed acyclic graph (DAG) representing the structure of the model for census coverage (Y).

Rectangles represent observables and circles represent model parameters. pincl and punder are probabilities

obtained as deterministic functions of observables and parameters. Ipsu, Ihh, Iind are indicators for PSU, household

and individual inclusion in PES. The inclusion model depends on the parameter vector, w. The inclusion

indicators may depend on the model covariates but, because they are assumed conditionally independent of

census coverage and parameters of the census coverage model, given the covariates, and because the inclusion

and coverage model parameters are assumed to be a priori independent, inclusion in PES is ignorable. Under

these assumptions, modelling of census coverage using PES data can proceed without modelling inclusion in PES.
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effects. The notation t3 in Equation (7) corresponds to a Student-t distribution with three

degrees of freedom.

We model the under-coverage indicator Yhj for individual j in household h using a

Bernoulli distribution with probability punderhj
(2). A logistic regression is specified for

punderhj
with individual covariates Xind

hj and household-specific varying intercept ahh
h (3).

Equations (4)–(6) show how the varying intercept ahh
h contains an overall average m and

all levels of the hierarchy reflecting the PES sampling design: it is modelled as a normal

distribution, and the mean of this distribution is the result of a regression with a PSU-level

effect and household covariate effects in Equation (4). These household covariates are a

“hard-to-find” binary variable (HTF) which accounts for the variation in dwelling

enumeration success between areas (details in Section D of the Online Supplemental

Material), and potential individual demographic variables summarised at the household

level. The PSU-level effect apsu
p is itself a varying effect that we model with a normal

distribution, and the mean of this distribution is the result of a regression with a stratum-

level effect term and PSU covariate effects in Equation (5). These covariates are the PSU

sampling variables used in the PES sampling design (see Table 1). The stratum-level effect

astrat
s is a varying effect modelled with a normal distribution whose mean is a weighted

mean of TA-level effects from TAs present in the stratum (6). We add a TA level to the

model, as this is the geographic resolution required for the publication of the ERP.

As each of the 101 strata generally spans several TAs, the relationship of strata to TAs is

described by an occurrence matrix W where each row corresponds to a stratum and each

column corresponds to a TA. Each matrix cell W(s,t) therefore represents the proportion of

TA t included in stratum s. These cell proportions are estimated based on individual counts

within small geographical units in the augmented census file, which includes

administrative records in addition to census responses (Stats NZ 2019). We let Ws

denote the sth row of W. Finally the TA effects ata
t are modelled through covariates X ta,

which correspond to four socio-economic predictors of TA effects that are calculated from

NZ Deprivation indices (Atkinson et al. 2019). We choose a t3 distribution at the TALB

level because it has more mass in its tails than the normal distribution, which helps avoid

over-shrinkage at higher levels of the hierarchical model. A detailed description of the

individual covariates included in X ind as well as higher level covariates Xhh, Xpsu and X ta

is given in Table 1.

In practice, incorporating the group covariates Xpsu and Xhh at the individual level of

the model (3) by allocating all individuals in a group (household or PSU) the covariate

values for that group gives an equivalent formulation to Equations (2–7) and makes

subsequent predictions easier to compute. We let X ¼ (X ind0, X hh0, Xpsu 0 Þ0: A

demonstration of the equivalence of the two approaches is detailed in Section B of the

Online Supplementary Material.

The choice of individual covariates used in Equation (3) is largely guided by New-

Zealand post-enumeration surveys from previous years (Table 1). For instance, age, ethnic

group and sex are known to affect census inclusion in distinct ways, so we include these

variables and interactions in all models we examine. The four ethnic indicators are Māori,

Pacific, Asian and Other. They are mutually non-exclusive, allowing individuals to belong

to multiple ethnic groups. We added interaction terms between ethnicities representing

two common profiles of people with multiple ethnicities: Māori-Other, and Māori-Pacific.
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For individual-level variables that are available but whose effect on coverage is less

obvious, and for more subtle interactions between covariates, we compute several models

differing in their covariates and interactions. Careful examination of resulting parameter

Table 1. Covariates used in the coverage model. “n. param” shows the number of parameters estimated for

each of the covariates and covariate interactions. Covariates only used in the second model are depicted in grey.

Variable Coding Description n.
param

Individual covariates
sex binary 0 ¼ male, 1 ¼ female 1
age 10 splines quadratic age splines with knots at ages

10, 20, 30, 40, 51, 61, 71, and 81
10

Māori binary Māori ethnicity indicator 1
Pacif binary Pacific ethnicity indicator 1
Asian binary Asian ethnicity indicator 1
Other binary indicator for “other” ethnicities 1
NZ born binary 0 ¼ born abroad, 1 ¼ born in New

Zealand
1

Māori descent binary 0 ¼ non-Māori descent, 1 ¼ Māori
descent

1

Individual covariate interactions
Māori * Other binary 1
Māori * Pacif binary 1
sex * age binary sex and all 10 age splines 10
Asian * NZ born binary 1
ethnicity * age Binary 5 first age splines with each ethnicity

and with Māori* Other (3-way)
25

Household covariates Xhh (model 2 only)
Māori binary presence of Māori 1
Pacif binary presence of Pacific 1
Asian binary presence of Asian 1
Other binary presence of Other 1
Female binary presence of females 1
Māori descent binary presence of people of Māori descent 1
NZ born binary presence of people born in New Zealand 1
HTF binary hard-to-enumerate area 1

Household covariate interactions (model 2 only)
between ethnicity indicators binary 6
ethnicity * female binary 1
ethnicity * NZ born binary 1

PSU covariates Xpsu

Pacif prop continuous proportion of Pacific adults 1
PSU size categorical S( , 50 dwellings)/M(50-100)/L(>100) 2

TA covariates X ta

communication continuous Prop. of people with no access to
internet at home

1

income continuous Prop. of people living in households
with income below the poverty
threshold

1

qualification continuous Prop. of people aged 18-64 without any
qualifications

1

internet response continuous proportion of online census responses 1
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posterior distributions and predictions as well as out-of-sample deviance calculations are

the used to guide model selection.

All individual covariates except age are binary variables. The challenge with modelling

age is that it is inherently an ordered categorical variable with potentially more than 100

categories. Treating this variable as such creates the challenge of estimating a large

number of parameters, and dividing the sample into excessively small categories. One

solution is to create broader categories such as five-year age groups, but this solution does

not reflect the continuous character of age and its effect on census coverage. It also

introduces the additional issue of subjectively selecting categories, and creates breaks

among contiguous years that may share extreme values. Another solution, implemented

here, is to apply a spline transformation to the original variable. We model age using ten

quadratic splines defined by eight internal breakpoints (see Table 1). Figure S1 (Online

Supplemental Material) illustrates the transformation by showing the spline values for

each age present in the census. One can see that at any given age, a maximum of three

splines contribute to describing the underlying age. This stems from our choice of

quadratic polynomials rather than higher-degree polynomials, in order to limit the

smoothing of patterns that would result from highly overlapping spline curves.

We select Cauchy (0, 2.5) as a prior for m, which is a standard prior recommended in

Gelman et al. (2008). Covariate effect parameters b, bhh; bpsu and bta are drawn from

independent N (0,1) distributions. This is not unduly restrictive yet places low prior

probability on extreme values. As a reference point, after converting to the odds ratio

scale, a N (0,1) prior for a logistic regression parameter corresponds to the 95% prior

interval exp(^1.96), implying a expð3:92Þ < 50 – fold range of prior variation for the

effect in question. Group-level variances s2
ta, s2

strat, s2
psu, and s2

hh are drawn from

independent Cauchyþ (0, 2.5) distributions, where Cauchyþ refers to the Cauchy

distribution truncated to positive values.

We run three HMC chains for each model, with the first half used as warm-up. We set

the target average proposal acceptance probability to 0.9 and let all other algorithm

parameters be set at their default value. For each model, we determine chain length

experimentally by increasing it until convergence is reached. We ensure convergence by

using the potential scale reduction factor, R̂ (Gelman et al. 2014, 284–285) and by visually

assessing chain profiles. We also monitor the effective Monte Carlo sample size to ensure

appropriate post-convergence Monte Carlo sample size (Gelman et al. 2014, 286–287).

We explore potential models in two stages. We first focus on individual covariates and

their interactions. Group-level covariates at the household, PSU and TA level as well as

the stratum level are present in the varying intercept to account for the PES sampling

design. The basic model therefore involves all individual covariates as well as the group-

level covariates pertaining to the sample design.

However, results associated with this approach (see Section 4) suggest that individual

covariates cannot fully account for variation in census coverage. As the census interview

process is dwelling-based, households are an important component of the survey design

and this is accounted for in the model through the first level of the varying intercept, ahh: It

is likely that census response is partly driven by household-level characteristics that are

unobserved. It is also possible that an individual’s response or nonresponse is influenced

by another individual in the household. For instance, it is reasonable to suggest that
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children’s response to census is dependent on the parents or caregivers they live with. In

such cases, we expect nonresponse of the former to depend on nonresponse of the latter,

therefore bringing nonresponse at the household level. This is inconsistent with the model

structure, which implicitly assumes that the household-level intercept and individual

predictors are independent. To allow for correlation between household and individual

characteristics, we follow the solution described in Gelman and Hill (2006, 506–507): we

create versions of the individual covariates aggregated at the household level. Therefore,

in a second stage, we experiment with the creation of many household-level covariates

calculated from all individual covariates. The new covariates are included in Xhh
h in

Equation (4), and described in Table 1. The outcomes from including these additional

household covariates in the model are addressed in Sections 4 and 5.

3.4. Predicting Under-Coverage Probabilities of Census Records

To produce the ERP, coverage probabilities are required for each combination of

covariates occurring in the census file. Household- and PSU-level covariates are included

in the ERP production but not individual household or PSU effects. The geographic level

for application of coverage probabilities is the TA level. While other choices could have

been made, these settings provided a compromise between computational tractability and

granularity of estimation. Below we describe how the model can be used to generate

coverage probabilities at the desired level of demographic and geographic detail.

After fitting the multilevel logistic model, 1,000 samples are extracted from the

posterior distribution. Each of the 1,000 draws from the posterior can be used to predict the

undercoverage probability associated with each combination of covariate values that exist

in the census. Parameters related to the sampling design (household, PSU, and stratum

effects) are integrated to obtain a posterior prediction for each covariate-TA combination.

For each combination of TA and individual, household and PSU level covariates, v ¼

ðx 0; tÞ0 where x ¼ ðxind 0 ; xhh 0 ; xpsu 0 Þ0; and for each draw from the posterior of j, we require

punder v; j
� �

¼ Pr ðY ¼ 1jV ¼ v; jÞ

¼
XNstrat

t

s¼1

Pr Y ¼ 1jX ¼ x; strat ¼ s; j
� �

Pr strat ¼ sjTA ¼ t
� �

ð8Þ

¼
XNstrat

t

s¼1

Z
Pr ðY ¼ 1jahh;Xind ¼ xind; strat ¼ s; j
� �

£

�
ð9Þ

p ahhjXhh ¼ xhh;Xpsu ¼ xpsu; strat ¼ s; j
� ��

dahh £ Pr strat ¼ sjTA ¼ t
� ��

¼
XNstrat

t

s¼1

Z
expit

�
ahh þ xind 0b
� �

N ahhjmþ xhh 0bhh þ xpsu 0bpsu þ astrat
s ;s2

hh þ s2
psu

� �
dahh

£ Pr strat ¼ sjTA ¼ t
� ��

; ð10Þ

where expit() is the inverse logit function and N :jm;s2
� �

is the normal density function

with mean m and variance s2. Writing X ¼ x instead of V ¼ v in the first component of

Equation (8) follows from the assumptions of the model given by Equations (2–7). TAs

affect census under-coverage only via strata, so after conditioning on strata, conditioning
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on TAs becomes unnecessary. Similarly, we write Xind ¼ xind instead of X ¼ x in the first

element in the integral in Equation (9) because conditioning on ahh means we do not need

to condition on Xhh and Xpsu. The normal density for the household effects in the

integrand in Equation (10) follows from the model Equations (4) and (5) since, by the

mixture property of the normal distribution (Gelman et al. 2014, 577), we have

p ahhjXhh ¼ xhh;Xpsu ¼ xpsu; strat ¼ s; j
� �

¼

Z
p ahhjapsu;Xhh ¼ xhh;Xpsu ¼ xpsu; strat ¼ s; j
� �

p apsujXpsu ¼ xpsu;astrat
s

� �
dapsu

¼

Z
N ahhjmþ xhh 0bhh þ apsu;s2

hh

� �
N apsujxpsu 0bpsu þ astrat

s ;s2
psu

� �
dapsu

¼ N ahhjmþ xhhbhh þ xpsubpsu þ astrat
s ;s2

hh þ s2
hh

� �
:

Prðstrat ¼ sjTA ¼ tÞ is estimated using an occurrence matrix constructed using the same

data as W, that is the official census file, which augments the census respondent file with

administrative records.

The integral in Equation (10) produces predicted coverage probabilities that are

marginalised with respect to household and PSU effects. That is, they are not predictions

that are relevant to particular households, but are expectations over the distribution of

household effects among households with covariate values xhh in PSUs with covariates

xpsu. An alternative, conditional prediction, could be obtained by setting the household and

PSU effects to zero (or some other value) but such predictions are tied to households and

PSUs with the specified effect and would not be appropriate for application to the census

file for which the desired notion is that of an unknown household with particular household

covariate values in an unspecified PSU with particular PSU covariate values. Further

discussion on the marginal and conditional predictions can be found in Skrondal and

Rabe-Hesketh (2009) and Pavlou et al. (2015) and some more details on the derivation of

Equation (10) are given in Section B of the Online Supplemental Material. In our

application we use Monte Carlo integration to approximate the integral in Equation (10).

4. Results

4.1. Using Mixed Predictive Checks to Assist With Model Assessment

Models were run with three HMC chains of sufficient length (11,000–12,000 iterations) to

ensure convergence. Stan run times with parallel chains were 8.0 hours for the initial model

(model 1), and 17.9 hours for the model with household covariates (model 2, see Subsection

4.2). After discarding the first half of each chain as warm-up period, the R̂ convergence

diagnostic (Gelman et al. 2014, 284–285) was less than 1.01 for all monitored parameters

for both models. We assess the quality of the models using posterior predictive checking

focusing on marginal predictions for two different groupings: demographic categories

formed by all binary demographic covariates, and TAs. Results for all checks performed on

two models are presented in Figure 2 for predictions on demographic groupings, and in

Figure 3 for TA-level predictions. Note that only the first 42 TAs of the North Island are

shown in Figure 3 (See Online Supplementary Material Figure S2 for all other TAs). For the
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first predictive check, we use each sample from the joint posterior distribution of parameters

to replicate the PES data under the logistic model described in Equations (2)–(3). We

compare the 1,000 simulated data sets with the observed data. We summarise the

aggregated undercount distributions from simulated data sets using 90% posterior

predictive intervals and assess whether observed undercounts fall within these intervals

(Figures 2a and 3a, top intervals). This self-consistency check allows us to confirm that the

model fits the data: all observed aggregated undercounts fall within the 90% posterior

predictive intervals from simulated data, for both demographic and geographical groupings.

The PES model is designed to predict under-coverage for census records. Census records

can be considered as “new observations” that we need the model to output predictions for.

We therefore need to assess not only the fit but also the predictive ability of the model when

confronted with new observations. This is especially important as these observations do not

fit into the hierarchy of households, PSUs, and strata that was solely defined to account for
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Fig. 2. Posterior predictive checks (PPCs) for model 1 (without household covariates, left) and model 2 (with

household covariates and their interactions, right). Only the 14 most common demographic categories are

represented, out of 81 demographic categories, all geographic areas pooled. The vertical black bars represent the

PES observed counts for the categories displayed on the left axis. PPC results for different levels of integration

are represented by horizontal 90% credible intervals. For each category, the top interval corresponds to PPCs

performed on the raw output from the logistic regression, and lower intervals (different shades of grey)

correspond to PPC results after Monte Carlo integration of household parameters, household and PSU

parameters, and household, PSU, stratum parameters, respectively. The labels on the left are to be interpreted as

a combination of demographic variables (letters) with whether or not the category comprises individuals

corresponding to the demographic variable (0 ¼ no, 1 ¼ yes). M ¼ Māori, P ¼ Pacific, A ¼ Asian, O ¼ Other,

F ¼ Female, NZb ¼ New-Zealand born, Md ¼ Māori descent. For instance the top category corresponds to

females of Other ethnicity only, who were born in New Zealand and are not of Māori descent.
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the PES sampling design. Therefore, we need to determine how good the model is at

estimating under-coverage probabilities for census records, which are characterised by the

same TA and demographic information as PES records but are for the most part not included

in the households and PSUs selected for PES. This can be done using mixed predictive

checking, whereby predictions are performed for new individuals (outside of the PES

sampling frame) with exactly the same demographic and group-level predictors as PES

individuals (Gelman et al. 1996). In our case, it amounts to applying Equation (10) to all PES
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Fig. 3. Posterior predictive checks (PPCs) for model 1 (without household covariates, left) and model 2 (with

household covariates and their interactions, right). Undercounts by TAs are represented for the first 42 TAs of the

North Island, all demographic categories pooled. See Figure 2 caption for further details.
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records, drawing from the Bernoulli process to simulate the under-coverage indicator, and

aggregating the results to the same groupings as previous posterior predictive checks (TA

and demographic categories). The results are displayed as light grey 90% credible intervals

(bottom interval) on Figures 2a and 3a. With results aggregated to demographic groups, the

model shows a substantial misfit for five out of the 14 most common demographic groups,

which is a higher proportion than the 10% roughly expected under the assumption that the

model is adequate. The TA grouping also shows widespread misfit, with almost a third of all

TA under-coverage counts lying outside of the predicted 90% credible intervals.

When a misfit is observed after integration of the sampling design parameters, it is useful

to investigate what level of the hierarchy causes the problem, especially in models with

more than two levels. In our case, unaccounted for variation could be present at the

individual, household, PSU, or stratum level. To assess the problematic level, we compute

mixed predictive checks where some but not all of the grouping levels in the hierarchy are

integrated. We first perform predictions from the PES data considering that the stratum and

PSU of each individual are known but the household is new, therefore sampling the varying

intercept from the population distribution for households with their given covariates. For an

individual in PSU p, in a household with household covariate values xhh and with individual

covariate value xind, this means calculating the following under-coverage probability:

qpsuðxind; xhh; j;apsu
p Þ ¼

Z
expitðahh þ xind 0bÞN ðahhjmþ xhh 0bhh þ apsu

p ;s2
hhÞda

hh:

The results are displayed as dark grey 90% credible intervals (second from the top) on

Figures 2a and 3a. We repeat the procedure where both households and PSUs are new, which

in practice consists in sampling the intercept from the population distribution for

households, integrated over PSUs. In this case, the under-coverage probability in stratum s

is calculated as follows:

q stratðxind; xhh; xpsu; jÞ ¼

Z
expitðahh þ xind 0bÞN ðahhjmþ xhh 0bhh þ xpsu 0bpsu

þ astrat
s ;s2

hh þ s2
psuÞda

hh:

The results of these predictions are displayed as grey 90% credible intervals (third from

the top) on Figures 2a and 3a.

4.2. Adding Household Covariates Improves the Model for Demographic Groups

The four performed predictive checks, with integration occuring at different grouping levels,

clearly show that a major misfit arises when predicting under-coverage of individuals in new

households. This misfit is visible for both demographic groupings (Figure 2a) and TA

groupings (Figure 3a), but does not grow larger when predictions are calculated with unknown

PSUs and/or strata. This suggests that the model did not estimate an adequate population

distribution for households. Further graphical investigations (not shown) suggest some

dependence between the varying intercept and individual covariates. As noted in Subsection

3.3, the logistic model described in Equation (2)–(7) assumes independence between

intercept and individual-level predictors. Following Gelman and Hill (2006, 506), we address
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this inconsistency by aggregating the individual covariates suspected to cause the dependency

to the hierarchical level in question, and introduce the new variables as group-level covariates.

We first test different ways of aggregating demographic covariates (ethnicity, age, sex, and

New-Zealand born) at the household level. For continuous variables, it makes sense to average

values across individuals in a group. However, several ways to aggregate categorical variables

at the group level can be considered. For each individual categorical covariate, we test the

following aggregation methods: (1) binary variable indicating presence/absence of household

occupants with the demographic characteristic, (2) continuous variable of proportion of

household occupants with the demographic characteristic, and (3) binary variable indicating a

majority of household occupants with the demographic characteristic. We find that overall

model performance is best when using (1) for all group-level covariates. We therefore only

present results with these covariates (see Table 1 for the final list of household covariates and

their interactions). We apply the same four predictive checks as we applied to the original

model, and present the results in Figures 2b and 3b.

Introducing household covariates and their interactions considerably improves the fit of

predicted undercounts of demographic groups to the observed data (Figure 2), with only

one observed value sitting just outside the 90% credible intervals from the TA-level

prediction. However, the modification only partially improves the fit to TA counts

(Figure 3). While the model including household covariates fits most TAs well, seven TAs

on Figure 3 still show predictive credible intervals that contain the true value when simple

posterior predictive checks are performed but do not encompass it when performing any of

the mixed predictive checks. For these TAs, the estimated household population

distribution seems wrong, and we hypothesise that some unknown household

characteristics cause unaccounted-for heterogeneity. Consistent with this hypothesis,

between household variation is the largest component of unexplained variation and did not

shrink after the inclusion of household level covariates (Table 2).

4.3. Complementary Cross-validation Tests

Posterior predictive checks give insight into the fit of the model to the data. They are a first

“sense-check” of an analysis. The three additional mixed predictive checks, simulating

data with the same covariates as the data but different hierarchical groups, constitute a step

further in assessing not only the fitness but also the predictive power of the model, and

where its limitations lie. However, these checks still use the exact same covariate values in

the simulated data sets as in the observed data sets. One way to further determine the

Table 2. Marginal posterior quantiles of variance parameters for model 1 (without household covariates) and

model 2 (with household covariates)

Model 1 Model 2

2.5% 50% 97.5% 2.5% 50% 97.5%

s hh 4.10 4.35 4.62 4.18 4.45 4.74
s psu 0.29 0.76 1.05 0.08 0.63 0.98
s strata 0.01 0.18 0.45 0.01 0.15 0.42
s ta 0.01 0.13 0.43 0.01 0.12 0.43
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predictive power of the models is cross-validation. For all tested models, and to assist with

model selection, we calculated approximate leave-one-out-cross-validation scores using

Pareto-smoothed importance sampling (PSIS). We show the results for the two main

models presented in Subsections 4.1 and 4.2 in Table 3. Lower leave-one-out cross-

validation scores (or their importance sampling approximation, LOOIC) indicate a lower

out-of-sample deviance, and therefore more accurate predictions to new data. Model 2,

with additional household covariates, has a lower LOOIC value than model 1, although the

difference is of the order of one standard error. While LOOIC is the most appropriate

measure of predictive accuracy for complex hierarchical models, the Pareto-k diagnostic

values for both models but especially model 2 suggest the error in the LOO

approximations might be high and the LOOIC values might understate predictive accuracy

(Vehtari et al. 2017). This is typical of flexible hierarchical models where some groups

have very few observations. Both model 1 and 2 are like this: the lowest level of the

hierarchy, households, often contains only one or two observations (individuals).

4.4. Standardised Estimates

The PES model output gives estimates of punder (v, j) and gives us insight into how different

geo-demographic groups respond to census. From a demographer’s point of view and for the

sake of planning future censuses, it is also valuable to know what factors are actually driving

nonresponse patterns. For instance, in a TA with a high estimated census undercount, it can

be of interest to know if nonresponse is due to the demographic composition of the TA, or if

there are there intrinsic difficulties associated with operating a large-scale survey in this area.

If demographic effects are predominant, then we can assume nonresponse is driven by

behavioural patterns in the respondents, whereas area effects would suggest potential issues

with incomplete address registers or other operational pitfalls. Insight into the relative

impact of the different covariates on census coverage can be gained by calculating under-

coverage probabilities across the categories of the variable of interest for a standardised

distribution of all other covariates. For instance, one can obtain area-level estimates where

differences due to their demographic composition are statistically removed, leaving only

differences pertaining to intrinsic area characteristics. The same standardisation logic can be

applied to other variables, for instance one can obtain estimates by ethnicity, standardising

Table 3. Out-of-sample deviance diagnostics for the model without household covariates (w/o hh covar.) and with

household covariates (w/ hh covar.). elpdloo: expected log pointwise predictive density. ploo: effective number of

parameters. LOOIC: Pareto-smoothed importance sampling leave-one-out cross-validation approximation.

Values in brackets correspond to standard error estimates. The Pareto-k distribution section bins estimates of

importance for all data records into categories ordered by decreasing quality.

model elpdloo ploo LOOIC Pareto-k distribution

(21,0.5] (0.5,0.7] (0.7,1] (1,1)

W/o hh covar. 25,747.1
(100.6)

2,858.6
(60.3)

11,494.3
(201.2)

65.1% 24.0% 9.9% 0.9%

W/ hh covar. 25,639.8
(99.4)

2,814.0
(59.7)

11,279.7
(198.8)

62.1% 25.5% 11.3% 1.1%
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areas and all other demographic covariates. Following the example of TA-level standardised

estimates, we can define, for a given TA t:

pstd
under t; j

� �
¼

x

X
punder x; t; j

� �
Prstd X ¼ xjj

� �
; ð11Þ

where PrstdðÞ refers to the covariate probabilities from some standard distribution. Note that

the standard distribution is allowed to depend on the model parameters. This is not usual but

suits our situation because a natural choice of standard population is the corrected version of

the census file, based on the under-coverage probabilities, estimated from the model. Thus, if

the inverse under-coverage probability for the ith census record corresponding to a particular

setting of parameter values j is wiðjÞ we can define PrstdðX ¼ xjjÞ as

Prstd X ¼ xjj
� �

¼
i:X t¼x

X
wiðjÞ

i

X
wiðjÞ

; ð12Þ

where the summations are over records in the census file. With the standard probabilities

defined as in Equation (12), standardised under-coverage probabilities can be obtained for

each TA and repeating this for each draw from the posterior for j will produce a sample from

the joint posterior for the standardised under-coverage probabilities by TA. Credible

intervals and other summaries, including for contrasts between TAs, can be computed from

the posterior sample. The standardised coverage probability, given by Equation (11) can be

contrasted with the marginal TA under-coverage probability which is

PrðY ¼ 1jTA ¼ t; jÞ ¼
x

X
punderðx; t; jÞPrðX ¼ xjTA ¼ t; jÞ: ð13Þ

Comparing Equations (13) and (11) it can be seen that they differ only in the covariate

distribution, with the standardised probabilities using the covariate distribution of the chosen

standard population in place of the TA-specific covariate distribution used to obtain the

marginal coverage probability. By definition, the standardised probabilities are all based on

the same covariate distribution, so differences in standardised TA under-coverage

probabilities reflect genuine geographic differences in census under-coverage.

We focus on standardised under-coverage probability estimates for TAs and for age-sex

profiles, using the output from the model with household covariates (model 2). Figure 4

shows results across TAs. Although uncertainty bounds are wide and overlap among most

TAs, some TAs seem to have higher nonresponse probabilities than the majority, all else

being equal. As our mixed predictive checks have identified some inaccuracies in the

undercoverage predictions for some TAs (Subsection 4.2), we are cautious about drawing

conclusions on our TA-level standardised estimates. Figure 5 shows that Māori and Pacific

people generally have higher nonresponse levels than other ethnic groups. People in their

twenties have the highest nonresponse levels across all ethnic groups. A secondary under-

coverage peak around age 50 is also visible, although it is more pronounced in Pacific

people than in other ethnic groups.
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4.5. Effects of Coverage Adjustment on Census Counts

As stated in Subsection 3.3, census counts by demographic and geographic categories are

corrected using the posterior values for punder (vi, j), following Equation (1). Although

producing adjusted counts is out of scope for this article, it is useful to provide a sense of

the scale of the correction to the census counts implied by the estimated under-coverage

probabilities. Assuming model 2 is chosen, we find that overall average undercoverage of

census responses is 10.9%. For a hypothetical census data set comprising four million

responses this would mean adding about 490,000 individuals to the census respondent

population. However, some demographic groups are better represented in census than
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d. Other ethnicity

Fig. 5. Standardised estimates of under-coverage probabilities by age, for each ethnicity. Black lines

correspond to posterior medians and grey shading corresponds to 90% credible intervals.
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Fig. 4. Standardised estimates of under-coverage probabilities for each TA. Points correspond to posterior

medians and error bars correspond to 90% credible intervals.
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others. We find that census undercoverage in young male adults of Pacific and Māori

populations can reach 35%. This means that the population for such categories is about 1.5

times larger than in the census responses, though in the official census file this effect is

offset by the inclusion of adminstrative records.

5. Discussion

5.1. Posterior Predictive Checks Help Understand and Select the Multilevel Model

Through the present analysis, we have illustrated how census coverage can be quantified

using a modelling approach to the analysis of complex survey data, thereby allowing

insights at high levels of granularity in demographic and geographic attributes. To

estimate undercoverage of the New Zealand 2018 census, we have fitted a binomial model

with four nested geographic levels reflecting the complex sampling design of the post-

censal survey. Especially, we have shown that multilevel models are a promising approach

to analyse survey data with complex sampling designs. We reiterate that our results are

experimental results that reflect a different analysis to the one used to output official 2018

census coverage estimates (Stats NZ 2020b).

We have also illustrated how performing extensive posterior predictive checking can

assist in model selection in the case of a complex multilevel model structure. Combining

posterior predictive checking, mixed predictive checking and cross-validation allowed us

to assess the fit and predictive limitations of competing models as well as identifying

aspects of the models that require modifications. Especially, performing mixed predictive

checking at all levels of the hierarchy allowed us to identify the lack of fit at a specific level

(here, the household level). We could assess the improvement associated with the

subsequent addition of household-level covariates using additional mixed predictive

checks and comparing cross-validation results across models.

Even after the addition of household-level covariates, posterior predictions did not always

fit under-coverage data at the TA level. Some TA under-coverage counts were over-

estimated, with 10 (of 88) TAs having PES-observed census under-coverage counts below

the predicted 90% credible intervals. Other TA counts were under-estimated, with 12 TAs

having observed under-coverage counts over the predicted 90% credible intervals (Figures 3

and S2). Mixed posterior predictive checks at each level of geographic parameter

integration allowed us to attribute most of this misfit to the household level. The lack of fit is

unlikely to be related to the demographic attributes of household occupants, as most of these

attributes have been accounted for as household-aggregated level variables, and posterior

predictive checks for demographic groups show no apparent bias. Subsequent investigations

have failed to identify commonalities between TAs with similar misfit patterns.

The only noticeable pattern in this result is the relationship between observed

undercoverage proportion of a TA and the direction of the estimation error: TAs which

tend to be under-estimated are the ones with high observed under-coverage, whereas over-

estimated TAs tend to have a low observed under-coverage proportion. Taken at face

value this result suggests the model may be over-regularising more extreme estimates. In

multilevel modelling, one expects small hierarchical groups with extreme observations to

have predictions shrunk towards their expected value under the model. As the number of
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levels increases, we can expect shrinkage to increase too for predictions made at higher

levels. However, if overshrinkage, per se, was the main reason for the TA-level misfit, we

would expect the issue to primarily affect smaller areas, whereas several of the TAs that

the model fits poorly are large urban areas with a relatively large PES sample size. Further,

if over-shrinkage was the primary reason for the lack of model fit in some areas, we would

expect predictions to gradually show more shrinkage as we move from household-level

predictions towards TA-level predictions, instead of a single jump from adequate fit at the

household level to misfit for prediction at all other levels. We experimented with replacing

the normal distributions for household, PSU and stratum effects by the heavier tailed t

distribution with three degrees of freedom, but this had no impact on results. If the lack of

fit in some TAs was due to the normal models tending to over-shrink extreme values we

would have expected to see some improvement in fit when t3 priors were adopted. The

most plausible explanation for the lack of fit in some TAs is that one or several important

factors related to geography were not included in the model. If this explanation holds, it

follows that estimates are, in some cases, being shrunk towards expectations that do not

exhibit the appropriate amount of geographic variation because a geographically varying

covariate has been omitted from the model. In this specific sense, the estimates for some

TAs may be exhibiting the effects of over-shrinkage. As noted above, given our posterior

predictive checking results, the omitted covariate(s) seems likely to be a household-level

variable, such as an aspect of dwelling construction (e.g freestanding versus in an

apartment block) that varies by area and is related to census coverage (e.g., census

enumeration may be more difficult in apartment blocks). A natural next step for future

model improvement would involve attempting to identify the missing covariate(s). If the

missing covariates cannot be identified or sourced, a potential alternative is to specify the

problematic group distribution as a mixture of several distributions. This may allow the

model to recover unobserved categories within groups and improve model fit. However

moving to mixture distributions at one or more of the model levels introduces additional

computational complexity.

5.2. Individual Demographic Characteristics Drive Census Coverage Patterns

Standardised estimates give insight into the role played by different demographic and

geographic attributes in driving coverage differences between groups. Though common

practice in epidemiology and demography, the use of standardisation to adjust for

differences in co-variate distributions has been less common in official statistics. In our

case it provided a simple way to present comparative results from a complex model.

Comparing Figures 4 and 5 suggests high census under-coverage patterns are in general

driven more by individual demographic attributes than by geographic ones. For instance,

Māori and Pacific people as well as people in their early twenties tend to respond to census

less than other demographic groups, independently of where they live. Although most TAs

do not seem to intrinsically drive census under-coverage, clusters of TAs with higher

under-coverage propensity can be identified. In this case standardised estimates can be

used in the planning of future census operations. For instance, incentivisation and follow-

up efforts could be allocated more heavily in TAs where under-coverage propensity has

historically been high.
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5.3. Design-Based versus Model-Based Approach

The most common approach to analysing complex surveys has traditionally been through

a design-based method, where individual sampling weights are calculated from the

sampling frame and subsequently adjusted for nonresponse. This approach has limitations

when survey nonresponse is difficult to track. For instance, we do not know the number of

occupants in nonresponding households nor the number of nonrespondents in a responding

household. Sampling weights are often adjusted for nonresponse using benchmark

population data to ensure that weighted sample distributions are close to known population

distributions. However, for PES, such benchmark population data is not available, because

PES is used in conjunction with census to estimate a new benchmark population. A further

challenge to the application of design-based methods in PES is the absence of an accurate

count of dwelling numbers by PSU at the time of the PES fieldwork, which complicates

the computation of selection probabilities and hence sampling weights. Moreover, a

sample size of about 15,000 households does not allow precise design-based estimates at

the required level of geographic and demographic disaggregation. In this regard, the

modelling approach seems natural, especially when geographical attributes are treated in a

hierarchical fashion. Multilevel modelling facilitates pooling of information across areas

and is desirable for small area and small domain estimation problems.

Modelling of survey data is, of course, possible from a design-based perspective, though

there appear to be efficiency gains through explicitly modelling the survey design structure

rather than dealing with the impact of survey design through sampling weights (Lumley

and Scott 2017). Design-based multilevel modelling is challenging, because the pseudo-

likelihood methods commonly used for design-based fitting of single-level models are

more difficult to apply in the case of multilevel models. Pseudo-likelihood estimates of

multilevel models are potentially sensitive to the scaling of survey weights, even when

design and analysis clusters are identical (Rabe-Hesketh and Skrondal 2006). Methods

based on pairwise composite likelihood are a promising alternative to pseudo-likelihood

methods for fitting design-based multilevel models but require knowledge of joint

selection probabilities (Rao et al. 2013; Yi et al. 2016). In the PES analysis the geographic

clusters of analytical interest are the TAs, which were not part of the sample design and

this further complicates the application of design-based methods to multilevel modelling

(Lumley and Scott 2017).

5.4. Mitigating the Ignorable Inclusion Assumption

One of the fundamental assumptions of the PES model is the independence between

inclusion in PES and inclusion in census, conditional on design features and covariates

included in the model. This means that the list of dwelling addresses used for census and

the PES sampling frame need to be built independently, a requirement sometimes difficult

to satisfy. Another challenge to the conditional independence assumption is respondent

behaviour. For instance, a respondent’s negative experience with census might influence

whether they open the door to PES interviewers. Such behaviour would lead to non-

ignorable nonresponse and complicate the analysis by requiring that the model for

inclusion in PES be explicitly formulated and included in the model fitting. Pfeffermann

et al. (2006) develops a conditional likelihood approach to incorporating non-ignorable
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nonresponse in multilevel modelling of survey data. Extending the PES model to deal with

non-ignorable nonresponse may be a worthwhile direction for future development of the

model. In Figure 1, this would result in additional edges between one or more of the

inclusion indicators and the coverage indicator, illustrating the need to explicitly specify

the model for inclusion and to estimate the inclusion model jointly with the coverage

model. Alternatively, it may be possible to incorporate external information that allows the

assumption of conditional independence between PES and census inclusion to be

weakened (Elliott and Little 2000; Brown et al. 2019).
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Identifying Data Quality Challenges in Online Opt-In Panels
Using Cognitive Interviews in English and Spanish

Yazmı́n Garcı́a Trejo1, Mikelyn Meyers1, Mandi Martinez1, Angela O’Brien1,

Patricia Goerman1, and Betsarı́ Otero Class1

In this article, we evaluate how the analysis of open-ended probes in an online cognitive
interview can serve as a metric to identify cases that should be excluded due to disingenuous
responses by ineligible respondents. We analyze data collected in 2019 via an online opt-in
panel in English and Spanish to pretest a public opinion questionnaire (n ¼ 265 in English
and 199 in Spanish). We find that analyzing open-ended probes allowed us to flag cases
completed by respondents who demonstrated problematic behaviors (e.g., answering many
probes with repetitive textual patterns, by typing random characters, etc.), as well as to
identify cases completed by ineligible respondents posing as eligible respondents (i.e., non-
Spanish-speakers posing as Spanish-speakers). These findings indicate that data collected for
multilingual pretesting research using online opt-in panels likely require additional
evaluations of data quality. We find that open-ended probes can help determine which
cases should be replaced when conducting pretesting using opt-in panels. We argue that open-
ended probes in online cognitive interviews, while more time consuming and expensive to
analyze than close-ended questions, serve as a valuable method of verifying response quality
and respondent eligibility, particularly for researchers conducting multilingual surveys with
online opt-in panels.

Key words: Data quality; cognitive interviews, open-ended probes; online opt-in panels.

1. Introduction

Online opt-in panels are becoming increasingly prevalent in survey research as a method

for quick data collection (Chmielewski and Kucker 2019; Edgar et al. 2016; Kennedy et al.

2021). In recent years researchers have even used opt-in panels with convenience samples

to pretest early versions of survey instruments in place of or in addition to traditional

pretesting methods such as in-person cognitive interviews (Murphy et al. 2014; Lenzner

and Neuert 2017; Neuert and Lenzner 2019). Having an easily accessible group of

respondents who have signed up to fill out multiple surveys sent to them over time can be a
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quick and efficient way for researchers to collect data on a whole host of topics (Matthijsse

et al. 2015; Porter et al. 2019). However, questions remain about the quality and

comparability of data that can be obtained from online opt-in panels in general and across

languages in particular. It can be challenging to put together an online opt-in panel of

members of hard-to-count populations, such as non-English speaking immigrants in the

U.S., who have demographic characteristics that are representative of their population in

the U.S. (Barreto et al. 2018; Ortega-Santos 2019). Moreover, researchers who purchase

non-English convenience samples from online opt-in panel vendors can encounter

challenges evaluating data quality, such as ensuring respondents’ proficiency in non-

English languages. Researchers need to be able to identify problematic answers and

response patterns in order to differentiate between legitimate and non-legitimate responses

across languages, which may need to be discarded from analysis.

In this article, we examine data from cognitive interview probes administered through

online opt-in panels in English and Spanish to pretest survey questions from the 2020 U.S.

Census Attitudes Survey (Team Y&R 2020). We were particularly interested in

understanding how the inclusion of open-ended probes in online opt-in panels might help

us identify data quality issues that indicate that a panel respondent was providing low

quality responses. We refer to this problem as “response quality.” An example of an

indicator of a response quality problem is respondent behavior like copying and pasting

text from the question stem rather than providing their own answer. Notably, this type of

behavior would be highly unusual in a face-to-face cognitive interview or survey, and

seems to be unique to the online, asynchronous format of this project.

Open-ended probes, such as those used in online cognitive interviews, require

respondents to think about and write in their own response to a survey question, rather than

choosing from a pre-set list of response options (Behr et al. 2017; Meitinger and Behr

2016). Such probes are common in face-to-face survey pretesting methods like cognitive

interviewing, which typically involves the use of probing questions to gauge respondent

understanding of survey questions and concepts (Neuert and Lenzner 2019; Willis 2005).

Open-ended probes allow respondents to share what they are thinking without imposing

the restrictions of categorical questions with predetermined response options (Willis

2005). Probing questions can detect cognitive issues with comprehension, retrieval, and

the decision-making process when answering survey questions (Behr et al. 2017; Edgar

2013). For example, a typical probe may ask a participant to explain with their own words

what a concept like “confidentiality” means to them.

In recent years, researchers have increasingly experimented with online pretesting using

opt-in panels as a supplement to or a replacement for traditional in-person cognitive

interviewing (Yu et al. 2019; Lenzner and Neuert 2017; Meitinger and Behr 2016; Edgar

et al. 2016; Behr et al. 2012). Although scholars have studied the efficacy of many online

quality checks in detecting bogus respondents using methods like evaluating open-ended

responses (Buchanan and Scofield 2018; Chandler and Paolacci 2017; C. Kennedy et al.

2020; R. Kennedy et al. 2020; Kennedy et al. 2021), little is known about the role that

open-ended probes in English and Spanish can play in data quality checks for online

cognitive interviews. We argue that open-ended probes in online pretesting can help to

detect potential response quality problems when using opt-in panels to pretest survey

questions in English and Spanish. Notably, online cognitive testing has become even more
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common in recent times due to safety restrictions on face-to-face interactions during the

COVID-19 pandemic (Shepperd et al. 2021; Upadhyay and Lipkovich 2020). Thus,

scholarship needs to identify challenges associated with data quality issues using online

opt-in panels. This type of analysis could also help vendors to think of new ways to

improve non-English online opt-in panel data quality as the demand for this type of panels

increases. For this article, we focus on three research questions:

1. How can open-ended probes serve to identify response quality issues in online

cognitive interviews using online opt-in panels in English and Spanish?

2. Are response quality issues identified in open-ended probes different (or similar)

across English and Spanish responses in online cognitive interviews using a large

U.S. based online opt-in panel?

3. If poor quality cases (i.e., disingenuous respondents) are identified, are open-ended

probes helpful in determining which responses should be eliminated and/or replaced?

2. Literature Review

Online opt-in panels provide a relatively affordable and efficient way to pretest surveys in

comparison to the funding and time needed for in person cognitive interviewing

(Callegaro et al. 2014; Edgar et al. 2016). For example, researchers do not need to worry

about in person scheduling logistics when using online opt-in panels for survey pretesting

(Barreto et al. 2018; Edgar et al. 2016). Additionally, online pretesting provides for greater

geographic dispersion and increased diversity among research participants as compared

with traditional cognitive testing (Meitinger et al. 2019; Meitinger and Behr 2016), which

typically takes place in fewer geographic locations due to time and resource constraints

(Chandler et al. 2019; Edgar et al. 2016; Yarrish et al. 2019).

At the same time, there are drawbacks to pretesting surveys online via opt-in panels.

Due to the lack of an interviewer in self-administered online pretesting, it is impossible to

include spontaneous, unscripted probes that might arise based on topics introduced by

respondents (Behr et al. 2012; Behr et al. 2017). Self-response data collected via online

opt-in panels lacks interviewer notes, which can often include insights about respondent

affect or difficulty exhibited during in-person pretesting (Edgar et al. 2016). Consequently,

online pretesting results may be more difficult to interpret and may result in less detailed

findings (Behr et al. 2012; Behr et al. 2017; Edgar et al. 2016). An additional drawback is

the presence of bots and/or humans purposely misrepresenting themselves, which pose a

threat to data quality in online research (Chmielewski and Kucker 2019; Hillygus et al.

2014). Given these challenges, it is important to understand the data quality issues that

might arise when using online opt-in panels for cognitive interviews.

While research on deceptive responses to pretesting surveys is still in its infancy, research

to date indicates that disingenuous respondents and bots can have a negative impact on data

quality and results (Chmielewski and Kucker 2019; Kennedy et al. 2021; Simone 2019a;

Yarrish et al. 2019). Kennedy et al. (2021, 3) defines bots in online surveys as “computer

algorithms designed to complete online surveys automatically.” Additionally, researchers

have pointed out that people can misrepresent themselves in order to qualify for studies with

financial incentives for participants (Chandler and Paolacci 2017; Chmielewski and Kucker

2019; Kennedy et al. 2021). This type of misrepresentation can be particularly rampant in
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online surveys that seek to recruit vulnerable populations (Chandler and Paolacci 2017). For

example, Chandler and Paolacci (2017) determined that their study on the LGB community

had a fraud rate of 62% when no measures were taken to curtail cheating. In other words,

62% of respondents falsely claimed to qualify for the study based on their sexual orientation

when researchers did not try to prevent respondent misrepresentation of their sexuality.

Kennedy et al. (2021) has found that bots tend to be particularly effective with multiple-

choice, close-ended survey questions, but they can be programmed to complete other types

of questions as well (Kennedy et al. 2021; Simone 2019a).

There are several ways to spot misrepresentation (both electronic and human) within a

survey (Kennedy et al. 2021; Prince et al. 2012; Yarrish et al. 2019). First, researchers should

look to see if the prevalence of a required specific characteristic is realistic within a sample

(Chandler and Paolacci, 2017). For example, Ortega-Santos (2019) finds that although M

Turk provides a large pool of Spanish-speakers, there are limitations on the diversity of

bilingual and non-bilingual respondents. Ortega-Santos (2019) notes that in her M Turk study,

most bilingual Spanish respondents resided in the United States, while the majority of

monolingual Spanish-speaking respondents came from countries outside of the United States.

Another potential problem with online surveys is the presence of bogus responses. Kennedy

et al. (2021, 11–12) notes that when asked open-ended questions such as “When you were

growing up, what was the big city nearest where you lived?”, many participants responded

with text appropriate for reviewing a product, but not answering that question, such as “ALL

SERVICES SOUND VERY GOOD” or responding with the name of a state or other non

sequitur responses. Moreover, some of the responses were word-for-word identical, such as a

multitude of respondents who provided the identical response that their favorite thing to do in

a new city is to, “Explore by Foot. VirtualTourist members agree that the best way to see a new

destination is to experience it by foot” (C. Kennedy et al. 2020, 67).

This finding raised questions about the integrity of the participants and their subsequent

responses to other questions in the survey. Another potential indicator of poor-quality

responses is quick completion time. Although quick completion can be an indication of a

satisficer, or a respondent who chooses the easiest possible response rather than putting

much thought into their answer, it may also be an indication of a bot, since bots often

complete surveys with inhuman quickness (C. Kennedy et al. 2020; Kennedy et al. 2021).

There are several steps researchers can take to prevent poor quality in online opt-in panel data.

Simone (2019b) recommends including at least two or three open-ended questions as a quality

check. Although electronic bots are becoming increasingly adept, open-ended questions remain

a reliable way of detecting and flagging unusual data.Kennedy et al. (2021) recommends adding

homonyms, or words that have identical spellings and/or sounds, but different definitions, to

open-ended questions to make problematic answers more detectable. For example, Kennedy

et al. (2021) asked respondents, “What would you like to see elected leaders in Washington get

done during the next few years? Please give as much detail as you can.” Although some of her

respondents responded appropriately with political issues, many respondents replied by

detailing the life of George Washington or talking about Washington state. Particularly

suspicious answers featured reordered text clearly taken from somewhere else on the Internet.

Nearly all research on detecting data quality issues in online opt-in panels has focused

on English-speakers. To our knowledge, the only research focusing on detecting data

quality issues with Spanish-speakers comes from studies where researchers were trying to
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crowdsource translations. Crowdsourcing is a method by which researchers acquire services

by asking for contributions from a large number of people, often from an online community

(Chandler et al. 2019; Chmielewski and Kucker 2019; Ortega-Santos 2019). Some

crowdsourced language studies have detected professional respondents in all languages,

including Spanish (Aranberri et al. 2017; Ortega-Santos 2019). Our article contributes to a

gap in the literature relating to Spanish-language responses to online opt-in panels as

compared to English-speaking respondents. We hope that this article will start a

methodological and ethics conversation on data quality issues for English- and Spanish-

language online opt-in panels, particularly for those that aim to include vulnerable

populations. Advancing this research topic will benefit both researchers and vendors as both

need to understand the challenges in data quality that their research efforts may encounter.

3. Data

The data we discuss here were collected via an online opt-in panel in both English and

Spanish. These data were collected from a convenience sample as part of a round of online

cognitive interviews to pretest questions for the 2020 Census Attitudes Survey, a public

opinion survey about people’s attitudes and planned participation in the 2020 Census. The

survey was also pretested via two rounds of traditional in-person cognitive interviews in

English and Spanish prior to the online testing.

The online pretesting occurred in July of 2019 and focused on unresolved issues with

the question wording from the previous in-person testing. In the survey introduction we

explained that participants needed to first answer a survey questionnaire and then respond

to follow-up items about the questions previously asked. Eighteen survey questions and

thirteen probes were included in a forced-choice design (see Appendix, Subsection 8.1),

and there were 463 completed cases (265 in English and 198 in Spanish). These numbers

included unedited cases with signs of problematic behavior; for example, “speeders” (i.e.,

people who answered the survey below the 25th percentile respondent completion time,

which is less than four minutes in both languages) and respondents in the Spanish-

language sample who did not self-identify as Hispanic or Latino. While the online survey

platform we used typically delivers cleaned data (e.g., with “speeders” deleted), we had a

unique opportunity to examine the initial un-scrubbed data because our agency has

regulations that only permit individuals with U.S. Census Bureau Special Sworn Status to

review unedited responses in order to protect respondents’ confidentiality. Thus, the

typical vendor data scrub procedure was not used before we received the data. Rather, we

received unedited responses and had the opportunity to review them ourselves.

For the pretesting study, respondents first answered a series of survey questions. Next,

they answered a series of retrospective probes about a subset of the survey questions (see

Appendix, Subsection 8.2). This retrospective probing approach was consistent with the

prior in-person cognitive interview approach, with minor adaptations to the probe wording

for an online audience. Half of the sample in both languages was randomly assigned to

receive one of two alternate versions of two of the survey questions.

The survey platform we used typically includes a language toggle that allows respondents

to switch between Spanish and English at any point while completing a survey. We asked the

vendor to disable this toggle for our study to better separate our sample of English-speakers
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from Spanish-speakers. We wanted to discourage ineligible English-speakers from posing

as Spanish-speakers and filling out the survey more than once. In addition, a separate link to

access the survey in each language was created to distribute invitations to Spanish- and

English-speaking respondents directly in the appropriate language.

When designing respondent samples, researchers typically set goals or quotas for how

many participants they would like to include with specific characteristics. In face-to-face

cognitive interviews, it is common to seek a small, diverse sample of respondents with

demographic characteristics of interest for a given study. In most online opt-in panels,

researchers can also set quotas for a specific number of completed cases of any given type.

For instance, researchers can request that half the sample be comprised of men and half of

women, or that a certain percentage of respondents have an advanced educational degree.

We wanted to include Spanish-speaking respondents in this study who reflected the

variation in educational level, sex, birthplace, and region of the general population of

Hispanics in the U.S. Monolingual Spanish-speaking respondents in the U.S. are more likely

to have completed high school or less than the general population. Therefore, we requested

overrepresentation of Spanish-dominant speakers who had completed high school or less

(see Table 1). Of note, for this study, it took longer to fill the quotas for Spanish-dominant

speakers than it did for English-speakers. This may be due to the challenges that researchers

face in recruiting vulnerable or hard-to-reach populations across survey modes.

Table 2 shows the demographic characteristics of the respondents who completed the

survey, which in some cases, differed from the quotas that we had requested in Table 1.

For example, we ended up with a larger number of English-speakers (265) than we had

originally requested (250). The Spanish-speaking sample fell short of the originally

requested 250 responses, with only 198 completed cases. Educational attainment was

another variable for which quotas were not fulfilled in both languages. Spanish-speakers

with less than high school education were difficult to find among the online opt-in panel

respondents, and they only comprised about 20% of the respondents. Spanish-speaking

women were over-represented compared with men. We did not impose quotas by race and

ethnicity, so any respondent in the vendor’s contact frame who was identified as a Spanish-

speaker was eligible to answer the survey. One unexpected finding, shown in Table 2, was

that about 48% of the sample of Spanish-speaking participants did not identify as Hispanic.

Table 1. Sample quotas requested for the study.

Variable English Spanish

Sex Men (120) Men (120)
Women (130) Women (130)

Education High school education or less High school education or less
(100) (150)
More than High School (150) More than High School (100)

Birthplace U.S. Born (250) U.S. Born (150)
Foreign born (100)

Region Census regions (125 from the
West and 125 from Northeast
and South)

Census regions (150 from the
West and 100 from Northeast
and South)

Source: 2020 U.S. Census Attitudes Survey.
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We requested some information from the vendor such as the number of invitations sent,

language recruitment measurements used and fraud control mechanisms the vendor uses

for their online opt-in panel participants. Disclosure of this type of information may vary

from vendor to vendor for online opt-in panels. There were 326,272 invitations sent for

this study, and a total of 8,439 respondents accessed the survey but did not complete it.

Given our 463 completed cases, the completion rate for this study was 0.14%, with an

additional 2.6% of the sample providing incomplete responses. Since we have not sought

to compare data from other vendors, we do not know how common these extremely low

response rates are for online opt-in panels, and we are unaware of any scholarly

publications that compare this type of information or any other type of methodological

information across online opt-in panels. The design of guidelines for participation rates

and data quality in online opt-in panels is an area ripe for future research.

At our request, the vendor shared that they used the following question about language

spoken at home for the recruitment of Spanish-speaking participants:

What best describes the combination of English and Spanish that you speak within your

home?

1. Spanish only

2. Spanish more than English

3. Spanish/English equally,

4. English more than Spanish

5. English only

Table 2. Characteristics of the participants in the pretesting project.

English Spanish

Sex Male 49.8% 36.2%
Female 50.2% 63.8%

Ethnicity Hispanic 18.1% 52.3%
Non-Hispanic 81.9% 47.7%

Race White 56.3% 58.5%
Black or African American 27.1% 10.6%
American Indian or Alaska Native 3.2% 3.4%
Asian 2.8% 6.8%
Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander 1.8% 2.4%
Some other race 8.8% 18.4%

Age 18-30 54.7% 44.2%
31-45 22.3% 34.2%
46-55 9.8% 11.6%
56-65 6.0% 6.5%
Over 65 7.2% 3.5%

Education Less than High School 40% 19.6%
Completed High School 29.8% 17.6%
Some College, no degree 9.4% 15.6%
Associate’s degree (AA/AS) 6.0% 11.6%
Bachelor’s degree (BA/BS) 9.1% 27.6%
Post Bachelor’s degree 5.7% 8.0%

Total N 265 198

Source 2020 U.S. Census Attitudes Survey.
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6. None of the above

7. Prefer not to answer.

We requested that the vendor included only people who responded “Spanish only” or

“Spanish more than English” for our study. The vendor further told us that all demographic

information collected during the recruitment of respondents for the opt-in panel was self-

reported and no additional language or reading proficiency items were used. The vendor

also shared that they typically use the following mechanisms to prevent fraud:

. Diverse recruitment partnerships with blue chip companies in retail, travel,

entertainment, and business,

. Proprietary members who are known and trusted,

. Consistent source blending that is constantly monitored,

. Double opt-in “member join process” measuring thought consistency, unlikely

correlations, low-probability answers, speeding and more,

. Close panelist monitoring for behavioral anomalies (e.g., abrupt location changes or

abnormal qualification rates), and

. Phone/SMS validation for reward redemption 3rd party data validation, network of

checks for browser, system and BIOS configurations.

The Spanish translation of the survey instrument was produced by certified translators

with extensive experience translating survey materials in the U.S. Census Bureau’s

Decennial Translation Branch. The translations were also expert reviewed to verify that

the phrasing of probes was built on findings from prior multilingual pretesting research

using a process outlined in [Citation removed].

4. Methods

Through our analysis we sought to provide answers to the following hypotheses:

. Hypotheses 1(H1): Open-ended probes can serve to identify response quality issues in

multilingual online cognitive interviews using online opt-in panels in English and

Spanish,

. Hypotheses 2 (H2): Open-ended probes in Spanish online opt-in panel pretesting will

have more response quality issues compared to respondents answering in the

language predominant for online opt-in panels (i.e., English in the U.S.), and

. Hypotheses 3 (H3): Open-ended probes can help identify and remove disingenuous

responses from online cognitive interviews when used in tandem with other data

quality measures (e.g., removing “speeders”).

To test whether open-ended probes can uncover data quality issues in online cognitive

interviews, a team of researchers developed a coding scheme based on recommendations

from the 2019 Washington Statistical Society annual address (Kennedy et al. 2021) to

document seven types of problematic responses (i.e., responses provided by respondents

who were not making a good faith effort to fill out the survey). We did not include valid

survey responses in our analysis. Table 3 provides a definition for each of these types of

problematic responses. The study included three different types of open-ended probes: (1)

probes that asked about the meaning of concepts or words, (2) probes about a specific part
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of the question stem, and (3) probes about participants’ question wording preference. In

total, we analyzed data from thirteen open-ended probes, each of which respondents had to

answer in order to advance to the next screen.

The codes enable us to measure the extent of response quality problems (to address H1),

and to compare their prevalence across languages and probe types (to address H2). For our

final hypothesis (H3), we conduct an exploratory analysis on flagging cases that might

need to be removed due to data quality issues. In particular, we focus on how response

quality issues identified in open-ended probes can be used in combination with other data

quality measures, such as identifying “speeders,” to make decisions about which cases

should be removed.

As mentioned previously, when conducting in-person cognitive interviews,

researchers rarely encounter these types of data quality problems. Typical data quality

issues encountered during cognitive interviewing might include discovering a

respondent does not have the expected demographic characteristics or interviewing a

respondent who provides minimal responses to probing questions. However, response

quality issues comparable to a respondent providing “random answers” to complete the

survey more quickly and receive an incentive would not typically occur in face-to-face

cognitive interviews. Moreover, for in-person cognitive interviews, which are considered

a qualitative method, researchers do not typically need to interview a large number of

respondents in order to obtain useful findings. Thus, even if researchers need to discard

a relatively large number of the online cases when using an opt-in panel, the results

could still be useful for pretesting purposes. This consideration distinguishes online

pretesting efforts from both in person cognitive testing and regular production surveys.

Qualitative analysis of the open-ended responses was done using NVivo. Researchers first

collaborated on creation of the coding scheme. Next, two bilingual researchers independently

coded a portion of the open-ended responses in English and Spanish. After they had coded

Table 3. Coding categories for valid and problematic responses.

Coding categories Definition

Valid response. Valid answers/No issues found
Problematic responses Responses that do not answer the question adequately
1. Incomplete responses Respondent uses language related to the topic of the

question but provides an incomplete answer (e.g.,
“About United States”)

2. Non sequitur The answer has nothing to do with the topic of the
question (e.g.,“Pink, “yes” or “no” as the response
to a question asking for a definition or a preference)

3. Copied survey text Text copied from the question stem
4. Random typing Set of letters typed at random (e.g., “asdf;asdf;ljasf”)
5. Profanity Respondent uses inappropriate or offensive language

(e.g., “stop asking the same fxxxxxx questions”)
6. Volunteers that respondent

is not a Spanish-speaker
Respondent writes that they do not know or speak

Spanish (e.g., “I don’t speak Spanish)
7. Repetitive textual pattern Uses the same text across three or more responses

(e.g., “no idea,” “DK,” “Yes,” etc.)
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four of the probes, we met as a team to come to a consensus on how to code the more complex

cases. We conducted an evaluation of intercoder reliability based on a third of the probes

coded, which resulted in a 92% intercoder reliability rate for Spanish and 94% for English.

Researchers determined that the number of potential codes and the frequency that multiple

codes were assigned to the same response made the probability of agreement relatively low.

As a result, this intercoder reliability evaluation was completed using percent agreement. As

a last data quality step, the coding was reviewed by a senior researcher. Once all coding was

completed, we produced frequency tables of the seven indicators of poor-quality. Given that

multiple codes could be applied to each response, the denominator used to calculate

percentages corresponds to the number of references (or codes) for a given question, rather

than the total number of respondents who answered the question.

5. Findings (Hypotheses 1 and Hypotheses 2)

5.1. H1: Open-ended Probes Can Serve to Identify Response Quality Issues in Multilingual

Online Cognitive Interviews Using Online Opt-in Panels in English and Spanish

After coding the responses to the thirteen open-ended probes, we assessed our first hypothesis

by evaluating how responses to the open-ended probes could serve as a metric to identify

response quality issues in the pretesting. Table 4 summarizes the number of responses coded

as valid (appropriate/helpful) responses and problematic responses for both English and

Spanish. Results are presented by type of open-ended probe and by language. The rows add

up to a hundred percent in each language because the denominator is the number of

references coded for each row, showing the prevalence of the data quality issue.

Table 4. Prevalence of valid responses and problematic responses by probe and by language.
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Interestingly, although responses in both languages were coded as problematic, the

Spanish-language responses had a higher incidence of problematic responses across all

probe types. Table 4 shows that valid English-language responses range from 48 to 74%

depending on the type of probe asked, while valid responses occurred far less often in

Spanish, ranging from 19 to 43%. For example, when respondents were asked about the

meaning of the term “confidential,” about 71% of responses were coded as valid in English

compared to only 30% of the Spanish-language responses.

5.2. H2: Open-ended Probes in Spanish Online Opt-in Panel Pretesting Will Have More

Response Quality Issues Compared to Respondents Answering in the Predominant

Language for Opt-in Panels (i.e., English in the U.S.)

For our second hypothesis, we focus only on the problematic responses shown in Table 4

above. We expected more response quality issues with Spanish-language responses than

English-language responses based on past findings from in-person cognitive interview

studies. For example, research using face-to-face pretesting among Spanish-dominant

Hispanics indicates that internet access does not necessarily correlate to the type of digital

affinity necessary to complete online surveys (e.g., experience typing in URLs, familiarity

with establishing accounts with a username and password, etc.) (Brown et al. 2016; Trejo and

Schoua-Glusberg 2017). Moreover, research on survey pretesting also shows reliability

measurement challenges for the Spanish-speaking population in the U.S. For instance,

educational attainment is a well-established item used in many surveys in English. However,

when pretested in Spanish, researchers have found that Spanish-speakers can interpret

educational attainment response options differentially based on conventions for naming levels

of education in their country of origin, which implies that further improvements to the

translation of certain questions may be necessary to ensure reliability (Goerman et al. 2018).

Table 5 shows the frequency of six response quality issues for each probe type in

English and seven response quality issues for Spanish. The code for respondents who

volunteered that they were not Spanish-speakers was only applicable to Spanish-language

cases, which results in one additional type of data quality issue possible in Spanish-

language cases. One of the most salient themes that emerged was the prevalence of

repetitive textual patterns. In our initial coding, we focused on coding one probe at a time,

with each probe in its own column. As we worked, we noticed that contiguous responses

by the same respondent across columns or different questions sometimes contained

identical responses, indicating that a respondent was answering multiple open-ended

probes the same way. Once we noticed this potential copying and pasting behavior, we

began to code this as a repetitive textual pattern. This problem occurred on average in 42%

of English-language responses, but the frequency of repetitive textual patterns on average

was higher in Spanish (54%). These repetitive textual patterns have important implications

for response quality and may be the result of respondents attempting to complete the

survey as quickly as possible, or they may indicate the presence of a bot.

The second common code in both languages and across all types of probes was non

sequiturs (26% on average in both English and Spanish), which is similar to what other

researchers have discussed as a quality issue in the open-ended question literature

(Kennedy et al. 2021). For instance, researchers have hypothesized that respondents may
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be tired of answering too many open-ended probes, or they may type nonsensical

responses in order to advance to the next question more quickly and complete the survey

sooner (Neuert and Lenzner, 2019).

While many findings were common across languages, some codes were more commonly

applied to responses in one language than another. Random typing, where respondents entered

gibberish such as “adjkipsdjklfuid,” was on average more common in English (21%) than in

Spanish (7%) across all probes. One behavior only seen in the Spanish-language data was

respondents volunteering that they were not Spanish-speakers (3% on average). While data

quality issues like non sequiturs and random typing can be attributed to different causes and

may not always be indicative of a deceptive respondent (e.g., respondents may have made a

good faith effort to answer most of the survey but may demonstrate fatigue as the survey goes

on), this is not the case for respondents who volunteer that they are not Spanish-speakers when

filling out a Spanish-language survey. This behavior is much more clearly indicative of a

deceptive respondent. In both languages, there were relatively few instances of text copied

directly from the survey, with two percent on average or fewer of responses coded as “copied

text” in both languages. Use of profanity was also relatively rarely observed (2% on average

across languages). When this behavior occurred, it was a red flag in terms of respondents not

making a good faith effort to fill out the survey.

To our knowledge, there are no widely accepted standards in the survey industry for

ensuring high quality data when including Spanish-dominant Spanish-speakers in online opt-

in panels based in the U.S. However, as our experience shows, the onus is often on researchers

to request the inclusion of project-specific language screening questions in order to ensure that

the correct respondents are included in the final sample. As we found in this study, even when

Spanish proficiency is a requirement for the study, the sample of respondents may erroneously

include respondents who are not fluent in the language in question.

Table 5. Prevalence of problematic responses and probe and by language.
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5.3. Findings: Further Exploratory Analysis for Hypothesis 3 (H3): Open-Ended Probes

Can Help Identify and Remove Disingenuous Responses from Online Cognitive

Interviews when used in Tandem with other Data Quality Measures (i.e., Removing

“Speeders”)

The occurrence of repetitive textual patterns in open-ended probes, as shown in the

previous section in Table 5, allowed us to identify cases that might need to be eliminated

from or replaced in the analysis. As an exploratory analysis for this article, we decided to

compare these findings on problematic open-ended responses with a data quality metric

used to evaluate close-ended responses: respondents who showed signs of being

“speeders.” Speeding is one of the behaviors commonly examined when evaluating the

data quality of survey responses (Kennedy et al. 2021; Storozuk et al. 2020).

We defined “speeders” for the purposes of this exploratory research as participants whose

time to complete the main survey and the probing questions fell on or below the 25th

percentile (227 seconds for English and 215.5 seconds for Spanish). Respondents whose

response time was above the 75th percentile (557 seconds for English and 566 seconds for

Spanish) were considered to be respondents who took a substantial amount of time to

respond to the online cognitive interview. There are two reasons we selected the 25th

percentile to define speeders in our exploratory analysis. First, in analysis not shown in this

article, we calculated the number of data quality issues on the 10th fastest percentile based

on time of completion of the online cognitive interview. When we did this calculation, we

found that there were no differences in the average number of data quality problems when

comparing the 10th and 25th percentiles. For example, for the cases in Spanish, the 10th

percentile had an average of ten data quality issues and the 25th percentile had 9.8 problems

on average. Our second reason for defining speeders using the 25th percentile is that the 25th

percentile has more than twice the number of cases, which improves comparability with

other quartiles and the sample overall. In particular, the decile size is about 20 cases but the

quartile size is about 50 cases. Once we identified “speeders,” we calculated the average

number of problematic codes for respondents in each quartile. The results for the average

number of problems by topic and time to answer are shown in Table 6. This table shows that

“speeders” in the survey also accounted for most, but not all, data quality problems identified

in the analysis of the open-ended questions in English and Spanish. These results signal that

the analysis of open-ended items may identify additional participants displaying problematic

behaviors that are missed when only using more traditional methods for verifying data

quality like identifying “speeders.”

In an effort to better understand the data quality issues found in the Spanish-language

sample, we completed an analysis not shown in this article in which we evaluated how

different sociodemographic groups varied in their responses to open-ended questions. When

analyzing gender and age, we did not find differences by age across response quality issues.

However, the results by gender show that women had fewer response quality issues.

6. Limitations

Some limitations should be kept in mind regarding our study results. Online opt-in panel

vendors typically use data cleaning procedures to weed out poor quality responses prior to

sending data to clients. As mentioned before, due to our agency’s data security
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requirements, the vendor’s customary data cleaning procedures could not be implemented,

and as such, the raw data that we started with was likely of poorer quality than what

consumers might typically receive from online opt-in panels. However, we suspect that the

ability of many online opt-in panel vendors in the U.S. to provide in depth data cleaning in

non-English languages is probably somewhat limited. Some of the problems with the

Spanish-language online opt-in panel may have persisted even if the typical data cleaning

procedures had been followed prior to our receiving the dataset. For example, Kennedy

et al. (2021) found similar data quality concerns to those we identified when analyzing

responses from Hispanic respondents in edited datasets. They also found that bots often

select the first response option of close-ended questions, which can lead to an

overrepresentation of deceptive respondents reporting themselves as Hispanic, since this

option appears first in most ethnicity questions (Kennedy et al. 2021). In addition, some

language or cultural groups may be less likely to be “looped in” to participating in this type

of online opt-in panel than others. This type of finding can help online opt-in panel vendors

to refine their recruitment and data cleaning methods, particularly for non-English-

speaking, U.S. based respondents.

We encourage online opt-in panel vendors and researchers to revise the guidelines on

the recruitment of vulnerable populations (University of Maryland 2014), in particular for

non-English-speaking populations, to encourage greater participation by these types of

respondents. We recommend that the recruitment of participants who speak languages

other than English be a two-part process, with quality control implemented not just by

sample vendors but also by researchers who evaluate data quality to ensure that

respondents meet eligibility criteria and provide useful responses.

Another limitation of this study is the increased respondent burden when answering

open-ended probes as compared to closed-ended items. It seems likely that open-ended

probes will impose some burden since they deal with comprehension issues and require in-

depth thinking, and this burden may be compounded for participants who are responding

to these questions on their smartphones. This leads to a potential dilemma: the burden of

answering probing questions may motivate some of the respondent “shortcuts” that we aim

to identify in this manuscript. This dilemma is an important limitation to consider for

future analyses and may be more relevant in pretesting efforts that include many open-

ended probes than in production surveys that contain fewer open-ended questions.

A further limitation of our study is the lack of quotas imposed for race and Hispanic

ethnicity. We focused our analysis on participants who reported being Spanish-dominant

Spanish-speakers, but we did not screen out respondents who selected that they did not

self-identify as Hispanic. Interestingly, we found that 48% of the respondents who self-

identified as Spanish-dominant speakers did not identify as Hispanics. This discrepancy

may be an artifact of participants interpreting the recruitment question about language

spoken at home in different ways, or it may be related to the issue of participants who

posed as Spanish-speakers to receive the incentive but reported not speaking Spanish in

open-ended questions. In their article about best practices for collecting data on racially

diverse online panels, Barreto et al. (2018) stress the importance of including quotas

relevant to race and ethnic groups that help researchers better represent the groups under

study. These recommendations should be considered in future designs of quotas for online

cognitive interviews using opt-in panels.
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A final limitation we would like to acknowledge is that the survey that we administered

was programmed with a “forced choice” design, in which respondents were required to

enter a response to the open-ended questions before they could continue with the survey.

This practice is often implemented to determine participant eligibility for subsequent

questions, or to ensure that researchers have enough data to analyze for each question.

However, a drawback to forced choice question designs is that some participants may be

forced to answer a question they do not know the answer to, or to choose between

inadequate response choices in order to complete the survey and get their incentive.

Therefore, some respondents may have been forced to answer a question they would have

left blank under other circumstances.

7. Summary and Discussion

This article provides evidence that open-ended probes used in online cognitive interviews

can root out response quality issues in the emerging domain of online opt-in panels. While

respondents taking part in live cognitive interviews may provide low quality responses by

engaging in behaviors like giving vague or brief responses, in our experience, most

respondents would be reluctant to completely flout conversational norms in a live interview

(e.g., by stringing together nonsense syllables, or only repeating the question verbatim

instead of providing a response to the probe). Thus, a unique artifact of conducting online

cognitive interviews is that the lack of a live interviewer may make respondents feel more

comfortable engaging in behaviors that result in low quality responses such as typing

gibberish or copying and pasting the question text into the response field.

While this research highlights the benefits of using open-ended probes as a data quality

validation for cognitive interviews conducted with online opt-in panels in English and

Spanish, our findings also signal that analysis of open-ended items is an important data

quality check for multilingual surveys beyond pretesting efforts. We argue that research

about data quality and best practices for multilingual online opt-in panels should be carried

out in earnest as online opt-in panels in non-English languages become more common.

Online opt-in panels are an innovative medium that have great promise for survey research

in general and for the inclusion of diverse multilingual and multicultural populations as

well. Moreover, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, remote data collection methods are

becoming increasingly common as researchers around the world adapt face-to-face data

collection to other modes appropriate to the current context.

An interesting issue raised by this analysis is the quality of non-English opt-in panels in

countries such as the United States. The analysis of Spanish-language open-ended probe

responses uncovered response quality issues, including the use of repetitive textual

patterns and participants in the Spanish-language survey who explicitly said that they were

not Spanish-speakers. We also found that open-ended probes can help determine which

cases should be replaced when conducting a survey using an online opt-in panel. These

findings aligned with the exploratory analysis we conducted on respondents who were

speeding, since speeders often provided low-quality open-ended responses.

Based on our findings, there are several areas that we identify here for future research. It

would be valuable to compare responses to open-ended probes across other online opt-in

panels to evaluate the type and frequency of problematic behaviors when vendors use
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different approaches to recruitment. Further research could expand on our exploratory

analysis of respondents who provide low quality data for open-ended items, and how they

correspond (or not) to respondents identified as providing problematic responses using

traditional measures for detecting disingenuous responses (e.g., speeders, straightlining,

etc.). As researchers adapt to the COVID-19 pandemic, conducting online cognitive

interviews may become increasingly common. While cognitive interviews are traditionally

a qualitative method, the usage of online opt-in panels could result in larger sample sizes

with potentially low response rates such as those that we encountered in this study. As

researchers tailor cognitive interviews to an online format with larger samples, the study of

non-response bias in online pretesting studies may become a necessary topic of discussion.

Additionally, further research to compare data from different vendors or in other

languages beyond English and Spanish is needed. For example, experiments comparing

online opt-in panels could help to evaluate the variables needed to recruit monolingual,

bilingual and multilingual participants in Spanish and other languages, as well as the

incidence of poor data quality. Another potential area of research could investigate

whether some participants would feel more comfortable recording audio of their responses

in non-English languages rather than typing their responses, especially if they are fluent

speakers of the language but rarely use it to respond in writing to surveys.

While some of our findings regarding data quality for U.S. Spanish-language cases are

troubling, we believe that efforts to improve the representation of non-English-speakers in

survey research using emerging methods like online opt-in panels are important given both the

increasing linguistic diversity of the U.S. as well as declining survey response rates (De Heer

and De Leeuw 2002; Hanson and Espinosa 2016; Luiten et al. 2020; Rumbaut and Massey

2013). We conclude that the inclusion of open-ended probes and survey questions, while more

time-consuming and expensive to analyze, is an important method of verifying data quality,

particularly in multilingual research. Much research is still to be conducted on this timely topic.

8. Appendix

8.1. Wording of questions and probes

Survey question Retrospective probe Sample

Every ten years, the United States
Census Bureau conducts a nationwide
census, or a count of all individuals
living in the United States. The next
few questions are about the 2020
Census, which will occur on April 1st,

The first question you were asked was,
“Every ten years, the United States
Census Bureau conducts a nationwide
census, or a count of all individuals
living in the United States. The next
few questions are about the 2020

All

2020. How much have you seen or
heard recently – within the last week
or so – about the 2020 Census?

Census, which will occur on April 1st,
2020. How much have you seen or
heard recently – within the last week
or so – about the 2020 Census?” This
question mentions the “2020 Census.”
Based on your understanding, what is
the “2020 Census”?
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Continued

Survey question Retrospective probe Sample

Now we’re going to show you an
alternative version of the question.
Version 1 (question you answered):
“The next few questions are about the
2020 Census, which will occur on
April 1st, 2020. How much have you
seen or heard recently – within the
last week or so – about the 2020
Census?” Version 2 (Alternative):
“Every ten years, the United States
Census Bureau conducts a nationwide
census, or a count of all individuals
living in the United States. The next
few questions are about the 2020
Census, which will occur on April 1st,
2020. How much haveyou seen or
heard recently – within the last week
or so – about the 2020 Census?

Can you say more about why you
prefer that version?

Half

Now we’re going to show you an
alternative version of the question.
Version 1 (question you answered):
“Every ten years, the United States
Census Bureau conducts a nationwide
census, or a count of all individuals
living in the United States. The next
few questions are about the 2020
Census, which will occur on April 1st,
2020. How much have you seen or
heard recently – within the last week
or so – about the 2020 Census?”
Version 2 (Alternative): “The next
few questions are about the 2020
Census, which will occur on April 1st,
2020. How much have you seen or
heard recently – within the last week
or so – about the 2020 Census?”

Can you say more about why you
prefer that version?

All

How likely are you to participate in
the 2020 Census? By participate we
mean answer the questions on the
census form.
† Definitely will (1)
† Probably will (2)
† Might or might not (3)
† Probably will not (4)
† Definitely will not (5)
Now we’re going to show you an
alternative version of the question.
Version 1 (question you answered):

Another survey question was, “How
likely are you to participate in the
2020 Census? By participate we mean
answer the questions on the census
form.” What comes to mind when you
see the phrase “questions on the
census form” in this question?

Can you say more about why you
prefer that version?

All

All
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Continued

Survey question Retrospective probe Sample

“How likely are you to participate in
the 2020 Census? By participate we
mean answer the questions on the
census form.”
Version 2 (alternative): “How likely
do you think it is that you or someone
in your household will answer the
questions on the census form?”
Now we’re going to show you an
alternative version of the question.
Version 1 (question you answered):
“How likely are you to participate in
the 2020 Census? By participate we
mean answer the questions on the
census form.”
Version 2 (alternative): “In 2020, the
Census Bureau will mail nearly every
household in the U.S. a questionnaire
and an invitation to participate online.
How likely do you think it is that you
or someone in your household will
mail back the questionnaire or submit
it online?”

Can you say more about why you
prefer that version?

Half

How concerned are you, if at all, that
the Census Bureau will not keep
answers to the 2020 Census confi-
dential?
† Extremely concerned (1)
† Very concerned (2)
† Somewhat concerned (3)
† Not too concerned (4)
† Not at all concerned (5)

What does the word “confidential”
mean to you in this question?

Half

How concerned are you, if at all, that
the Census Bureau will not keep
answers to the 2020 Census confi-
dential?
† Extremely concerned (1)
† Very concerned (2)
† Somewhat concerned (3)
† Not too concerned (4)
† Not at all concerned (5)
How concerned are you, if at all, that
the Census Bureau will share indi-
viduals’ answers to the 2020 Census
with other government agencies?
† Extremely concerned (1)
† Very concerned (2)
† Somewhat concerned (3)

In your own words, what does the
phrase “the Census Bureau will not
keep answers to the 2020 Census
confidential” mean to you in this
question?

What government agencies were you
thinking of when you were answering
this question?

All

All
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8.2. 2020 Census Attitudes Survey (Instrument Used for Pretesting Purposes)

Thank you for agreeing to participate in this research study. On the next screen, you will be

asked to begin filling out a questionnaire. After you have filled out some of the questions,

you will be asked to answer some follow-up questions about the previous question items.

Your responses will help us make sure that everyone understand the questions the same

way. The survey will take 10 minutes or less to complete. By law, the Census Bureau is

required to keep your answers confidential. This survey is voluntary and you may refuse to

answer any question. The results of this study will be used to inform future surveys and

censuses. This collection has been approved by the Office of Management and Budget

(OMB). This eight-digit OMB approval number, 0607-0725, confirms this approval. If this

number was not displayed, we could not conduct this survey. We estimate that this survey

will take about 10 minutes. By proceeding with this study, you give your consent to

participate in this study. Your privacy is protected by the Privacy Act. There are a limited

number of uses of your data that are permitted under the Privacy Act. You can find a list of

these uses in the System of Records Notice (SORN). For this survey, the SORN is named

“COMMERCE/CENSUS-5, Decennial Census Program.” For more information, please

Continued

Survey question Retrospective probe Sample

† Not too concerned (4)
† Not at all concerned (5)
How concerned are you, if at all, that
the answers you provide to the 2020
Census will be used against you?
† Extremely concerned (1)
† Very concerned (2)
† Somewhat concerned (3)
† Not too concerned (4)
† Not at all concerned (5)

Another survey question was, “How
concerned are you, if at all, that the
answers you provide to the 2020
Census will be used against you?”
What concerns came to mind when
you answered the question that
appears above, if any

All

How concerned are you, if at all, that
the answers you provide to the 2020
Census will be used against you?
† Extremely concerned (1)
† Very concerned (2)
† Somewhat concerned (3)
† Not too concerned (4)
† Not at all concerned (5)

What does the phrase “used against
you” mean to you in this question?

All

How concerned are you, if at all, that
an unauthorized person from outside
the Census Bureau will access your
answers to the census?
† Extremely concerned (1)
† Very concerned (2)
† Somewhat concerned (3)
† Not too concerned (4)
† Not at all concerned (5)

The next survey question was, “How
concerned are you, if at all, that an
unauthorized person from outside the
Census Bureau will access your
answers to the census?”
What concerned came to mind when
you answered the question that
appears above, if any?

All
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visit our website at census.gov and click on “Data Protection and Privacy Policy” at the

bottom of the home page.

What is your age?

____________years

[PROGRAMMING NOTE: Terminate under 18 yrs]

Are you ....

1. Male

2. Female

What state do you live in?

1. Alabama

2. Alaska

3. Arizona

4. Arkansas

5. California

6. Colorado

7. Connecticut

8. Delaware

9. Florida

10. Georgia

11. Hawaii

12. Idaho

13. Illinois

14. Indiana

15. Iowa

16. Kansas

17. Kentucky

18. Louisiana

19. Maine

20. Maryland

21. Massachusetts

22. Michigan

23. Minnesota

24. Mississippi

25. Missouri

26. Montana

27. Nebraska

28. Nevada

29. New Hampshire

30. New Jersey

31. New Mexico

32. New York

33. North Carolina

34. North Dakota
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35. Ohio

36. Oklahoma

37. Oregon

38. Pennsylvania

39. Rhode Island

40. South Carolina

41. South Dakota

42. Tennessee

43. Texas

44. Utah

45. Vermont

46. Virginia

47. Washington

48. West Virginia

49. Wisconsin

50. Wyoming

51. I do not reside in the United States

Were you born in the United States?

1. Yes

2. No

Are you of Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish origin?

1. Yes, Hispanic, Latino, Spanish origin

2. No, not of Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish origin

What is your race? Please select all that apply.

1. White

2. Black or African American

3. American Indian or Alaska Native

4. Asian

5. Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander

6. Some other race

What is the highest degree or level of school you have completed?

1. No high school

2. Some high school

3. High school graduate or equivalent (for example GED)

4. Some college, but degree not received or is in progress

5. Associate degree (for example AA, AS)

6. Bachelor’s degree (for example BA, BS, AB)

7. Graduate degree (for example master’s, professional, doctorate)

Lang_Eng. Do you speak a language other than English at home?

1. Yes

2. No

ASK IF Lang_Eng ¼ 1:
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What is this language?

________________________________________________________________

ASK IF Lang_Eng ¼ 1:

How well do you speak English?

1. Very well

2. Well

3. Not well

4. Not at all

The next few questions are about the 2020 Census, which will occur on April 1st, 2020.

How much have you seen or heard recently – within the last week or so – about the 2020

Census? Would you say a great deal, some, a little, or nothing at all?

1. A great deal

2. Some

3. A little

4. Nothing at all

Every ten years, the United States Census Bureau conducts a nationwide census, or a count

of all individuals living in the United States. The next few questions are about the 2020

Census, which will occur on April 1st, 2020. How much have you seen or heard recently –

within the last week or so – about the 2020 Census?

1. A great deal

2. Some

3. A little

4. Nothing at all

How likely are you to participate in the 2020 Census? By participate we mean answer the

questions on the census form.

1. Definitely will

2. Probably will

3. Might or might not

4. Probably will not

5. Definitely will not

How concerned are you, if at all, that the Census Bureau will not keep answers to the 2020

Census confidential?

1. Extremely concerned

2. Very concerned

3. Somewhat concerned

4. Not too concerned

5. Not at all concerned

How concerned are you, if at all, that the Census Bureau will share individuals’ answers to

the 2020 Census with other government agencies?

1. Extremely concerned

2. Very concerned

3. Somewhat concerned
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4. Not too concerned

5. Not at all concerned

How concerned are you, if at all, that the answers you provide to the 2020 Census will be

used against you?

1. Extremely concerned

2. Very concerned

3. Somewhat concerned

4. Not too concerned

5. Not at all concerned

How concerned are you, if at all, that an unauthorized person from outside the Census

Bureau will access your answers to the census?

1. Extremely concerned

2. Very concerned

3. Somewhat concerned

4. Not too concerned

5. Not at all concerned

/* RANDOM ROTATE SERIES */

Which one of the following is the most important concern, if any concern, about filling out

the census form??Mark ONE box.

1. The Census Bureau will not keep answers to the 2020 Census confidential

2. The Census Bureau will share individuals’ answers to the 2020 Census with other

government agencies

3. The answers you provide to the 2020 Census will be used against you

4. An unauthorized person from outside the Census Bureau will access your answers to

the census

5. No concerns

6. Other (Please specify)

________________________________________________

Now, we would like to ask you a few questions about some of the questions you just

answered.

The first question you were asked was, “The next few questions are about the 2020 Census,

which will occur on April 1st, 2020. How much have you seen or heard recently – within

the last week or so – about the 2020 Census?”

________________________________________________________________

Now we’re going to show you an alternative version of the question. Version 1 (question

you answered): “The next few questions are about the 2020 Census, which will occur on

April 1st, 2020. How much have you seen or heard recently – within the last week or so –

about the 2020 Census?” Version 2 (Alternative): “Every ten years, the United States

Census Bureau conducts a nationwide census, or a count of all individuals living in the

United States. The next few questions are about the 2020 Census, which will occur on

April 1st, 2020. How much have you seen or heard recently – within the last week or so –

about the 2020 Census?
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Are these questions asking the same thing or something different?

1. Same thing

2. Something different

Q67. Which version of the question do you prefer?

1. Version 1 (question you answered)

2. Version 2 (alternative)

3. No preference

ASK IF Q67 ¼ 1 OR 2

Can you say more about why you prefer that version?

________________________________________________________________

The first question you were asked was, “Every ten years, the United States Census Bureau

conducts a nationwide census, or a count of all individuals living in the United States. The

next few questions are about the 2020 Census, which will occur on April 1st, 2020. How

much have you seen or heard recently – within the last week or so – about the 2020

Census?” This question mentions the “2020 Census.” Based on your understanding, what

is the “2020 Census”?

________________________________________________________________

Now we’re going to show you an alternative version of the question. Version 1 (question

you answered): “Every ten years, the United States Census Bureau conducts a nationwide

census, or a count of all individuals living in the United States. The next few questions are

about the 2020 Census, which will occur on April 1st, 2020. How much have you seen or

heard recently – within the last week or so – about the 2020 Census?” Version 2

(Alternative): “The next few questions are about the 2020 Census, which will occur on

April 1st, 2020. How much have you seen or heard recently – within the last week or so –

about the 2020 Census?”

Are these questions asking the same thing or something different?

1. Same thing

2. Something different

Q48. Which version of the question do you prefer?

1. Version 1 (question you answered)

2. Version 2 (alternative)

3. No preference

ASK IF Q48 ¼ 1 OR 2

Can you say more about why you prefer that version?

________________________________________________________________

Another survey question was, “How likely are you to participate in the 2020 Census? By

participate we mean answer the questions on the census form.” What comes to mind when

you see the phrase “questions on the census form” in this question?

Now we’re going to show you an alternative version of the question.
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Version 1 (question you answered):

“How likely are you to participate in the 2020 Census? By participate we mean answer the

questions on the census form.”

Version 2 (alternative):

“How likely do you think it is that you or someone in your household will answer the

questions on the census form?”

Are these questions asking the same thing or something different?

1. Same

2. Something different

Q60. Which version of the question do you prefer?

1. Version 1 (question you answered)

2. Version 2 (alternative)

3. No preference

ASK IF Q60 ¼ 1 OR 2

Can you say more about why you prefer that version?

________________________________________________________________

Now we’re going to show you an alternative version of the question.

Version 1 (question you answered):

“How likely are you to participate in the 2020 Census? By participate we mean answer the

questions on the census form.”

Version 2 (alternative):

“In 2020, the Census Bureau will mail nearly every household in the U.S. a questionnaire

and an invitation to participate online. How likely do you think it is that you or someone in

your household will mail back the questionnaire or submit it online?”

Are these questions asking the same thing or something different?

1. Same

2. Something different

Q86. Which version of the question do you prefer?

1. Version 1 (question you answered)

2. Version 2 (alternative)

3. No preference

ASK IF Q86 ¼ 1 OR 2

Can you say more about why you prefer that version?

________________________________________________________________

Another survey question was, “How concerned are you, if at all, that the Census Bureau

will not keep answers to the 2020 Census confidential?”

What does the word “confidential” mean to you in this question?

________________________________________________________________
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In your own words, what does the phrase “the Census Bureau will not keep answers to the

2020 Census confidential” mean to you in this question?

________________________________________________________________

Another question was, “How concerned are you, if at all, that the Census Bureau will share

individuals’ answers to the 2020 Census with other government agencies?”

In your own words, what does the phrase “share individuals’ answers with other

government agencies” mean to you in the question above?

________________________________________________________________

What government agencies were you thinking of when you were answering this question?

________________________________________________________________

Another survey question was, “How concerned are you, if at all, that the answers you

provide to the 2020 Census will be used against you?”

What concerns came to mind when you answered the question that appears above, if any

________________________________________________________________

What does the phrase “used against you” mean to you in this question?

________________________________________________________________

The next survey question was, “How concerned are you, if at all, that an unauthorized

person from outside the Census Bureau will access your answers to the census?”

What concerned came to mind when you answered the question that appears above, if any?

________________________________________________________________

Thank you for your participation! If you have any additional thoughts on this survey,

please provide them in the space below.

________________________________________________________________
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Measuring and Mapping Micro Level Earning Inequality
towards Addressing the Sustainable Development Goals

– A Multivariate Small Area Modelling Approach

Saurav Guha1 and Hukum Chandra1

The earning inequality in India has unfavorably obstructed underprivileged in accessing
elementary needs like health and education. Periodic labour force survey conducted by
National Statistical Office of India generates estimates on earning status at national and state
level for both rural and urban sectors separately. However, due to small sample size problem,
these surveys cannot generate reliable estimates at micro-level viz. district or block. Thus,
owing to unavailability of district-level estimates, analysis of earning inequality is restricted
to the national and the state level. Therefore, the existing variability in disaggregate-level
earning distribution often goes unnoticed. This article describes multivariate small area
estimation method to generate precise and representative district-wise estimate of earning
distribution in rural and urban areas of the Indian State of Bihar by linking Periodic labour
force survey data of 2018–2019 and 2011 Population Census data of India. These
disaggregate-level estimates and spatial mapping of earning distribution are essential for
measuring and monitoring the goal of reduced inequalities related to the sustainable
development of 2030 agenda. They expected to offer insightful information to decision-
makers and policy experts for identifying the areas demanding more attention.

Key words: Multivariate small area estimation; earning inequality; SDG; periodic labour
force survey; NSO; census.

1. Introduction

The economy of India has developed at verifiably notable degrees and is currently one of

the fastest developing nation in terms of economy in the world. India has progressed

substantially in reforming its economy, reducing the hardship and fulfilling opportunities

for day to day comfort of its vast population. This unceasing economic growth has also led

to significant reduction in poverty level and has big impact on the overall wellbeing of the

people in this country. However, in spite of these remarkable achievement, the earning

distribution in India remains obstinately uneven.

The movement of economy also directs the behavior of the labour market. The volatility

in the economy, both in its inter and intra sectored linkages as well as in the framework of

economic integration with rest of the world, is reflected in the domestic labour market

(MoSPI 2020a). Global economic slowdown creates extreme volatility which can

enormously influence the contemporary economic atmosphere. Thus, it is hugely
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imperative to quantify its short term impact on labour market which involves the

collection of labour force data at regular interval. In India, labour force participation in

unorganized sector is much higher as compared to the organized sector. The frequent

availability of labour force data was the need of the hour and that led to the launch of

Periodic labour force survey (PLFS) in 2017 by National Statistical Office (NSO),

Ministry of Statistics and Program Implementation (MoSPI), Government of India. In

India, NSO is the primary body to collect PLFS data for generating estimates at the state

and the national level for both rural and urban areas. The PLFS data provides estimates for

a range of employment and unemployment indicators such as unemployment rate, worker

population ratio, labour force participation rate, earning of different working groups. Even

though being exceptionally crucial, the estimates of earning distribution are unattainable

further down the state level in India for example, district, block or further level of

disaggregation.

The rising earning inequality in the world indicates that the richest 10% have up to 40%

of global earning whereas the poorest 10% earn only between 2% to 7% and the population

growth inequality in developing countries has increased by 11% (UNDP 2015).

Regardless of the achievement of Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), several

objectives including equality have not been unified. As the primary focus of MDGs was on

national and global averages, the growing disparities at the local level remained

unchecked. The Post-2015 Development Agenda reckon with the Rioþ20 promises to

“strive for a world that is just, equitable and inclusive”. The Sustainable Development

Goals (SDGs), also known as the Global Goals, were adopted by all United Nations

Member States in 2015 as a universal call to action to end poverty, protect the planet and

ensure that all people enjoy peace and prosperity by 2030 (UNDP 2015). Through the

pledge to “Leave No One Behind”, the SDGs ensure the addition of marginalized and

nonempowered groups, and reduction of inequalities together with eradication of poverty.

Extreme inequality persists in multiple extents within and between nations and it often

creeps into the decision-making processes as well. According to UNCDP (2018), segments

of the population that are typically excluded from meaningful participation in decision-

making are unlikely to see their interests safeguarded in policy and investment decisions,

as is the case for countries that are marginalized in international decision-making

structures. The SDG10 among the 17 goals that constitute the 2030 Agenda for SDG aims

to “reduce inequality within and among countries”. The comprehensive targets to reduce

inequality “within” and “among” countries emphasize the significance of inequality

reduction by all means in all countries.

Inequality creates barrier to growth and development when it denies people of

opportunities which in turn, lead to the state of extreme poverty. There is a growing

consensus that economic growth is not sufficient to reduce poverty if it is not inclusive and

if it does not involve the three dimensions of sustainable development – economic, social

and environmental, (UNDP 2015). Goal 10 aims that the income growth of the bottom

40% of country’s population is higher than the national average by the year 2030. The Gini

coefficient of income inequality for India fell from 36.8% in 2010 to 33.6% in 2015. The

Government of India prioritizes the policy of inclusion, financial empowerment and social

security via major initiatives like Jan Dhan Yojona, Aadhaar etc. These comprehensive

steps are in line with the SDG targets intended for achieving better equality and
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encouraging the socio-economic, and political inclusion of all by 2030. In this present

situation, the budding interests of the policy makers, public agencies, scientists,

government organizations are focused in attaining the local (or micro) level estimates. The

emphasis on disaggregate level SDG indicators by various national and international

agencies has further emphasized the inevitable need of such local level estimates. These

local level areas or domains, better known as small areas or small domains are formed by

cross-classification of several demographic and topographic variables that includes small

topographic areas (e.g., districts) or small demographic groups (e.g., land category, social

groups, religion, age-sex groups) or cross classifying both (Guha and Chandra 2021a).

Besides, in the existing PLFS data of NSO, the small areas or districts may have very small

or even zero sample sizes which may lead to large sampling error in case of direct

estimation. The small area estimation (SAE) methodology provides a viable and cost

effective solution to this problem of small sample sizes (Rao and Molina 2015). The SAE

techniques borrow strength from various external sources viz. time periods, areas and so

on to obtain precise and reliable estimates.

The key idea behind the SAE methodology is to link the variable under study with the

auxiliary information through different statistical models. This defines the model-based

small area estimates corresponding to these small areas. Based on the availability of the

auxiliary information, the unit level or the area level models are mostly used in SAE. The

Fay–Herriot (FH) model (Fay and Herriot 1979) is a widely accepted area level model in

SAE as it is better suited to account for complex survey design for point and variance

estimates compared to the unit-level model and when the model covariates are available

only in aggregate form. The FH model assumes the availability of area specific survey

estimates and these estimates follow an area level linear mixed model with area as random

effects. Application of the FH model are readily available in literature in multiple

dimensions. The uncertainty of the SAE estimates was deliberated by Prasad and Rao

(1990), Datta et al. (2011), Fay (1987) and Datta et al. (1991) introduced the multivariate

version of the FH model while Benavent and Morales (2016) extended it further. Often,

there is a need of estimating correlated processes viz. poverty indicators, unemployment,

and so on. Multivariate models often allow for the correlation of several variables and

usually suitable in these circumstances. Unlike the FH model, more than one variable of

interest is modelled via multivariate Fay–Herriot model (MFH) by allowing for different

covariance structure between the vector of the variable of interest and the random effects,

see Guha and Chandra (2021b). A number of small area applications for estimating socio-

economic indicators have been described in literature based on univariate FH model that

ignores the correlation between the target variables, see, for example, Chandra et al.

(2011), and references therein. Furthermore, surveys are generally planned to collect

information on more than a few variables. In SAE problem, when the target areas comprise

of insufficient sample size, taking into account of correlation between the target variables

can provide an added advantage in obtaining precise and reliable small area estimates (Rao

and Molina 2015). Franco and Bell (2021) also pointed out that precision in bivariate area-

level models is only improved if one of the outcomes has very low variance and the

correlation between the two outcomes is very strong.

According to the quarterly report of MoSPI (2020b), the unemployment rate in the age

group of 15 years and above has sharply increased from 9.1% in January–March 2020 to
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20.8% in April–June 2020 with the working population ratio decreased from 43.7% to

36.4%. These figures indicate the severity of the job losses and sufferings faced by the

majority of the working population in the country during the first phase of the COVID-19

pandemic. Given the severe economic hardships faced by a large section of the populations

during this pandemic, having precise knowledge of district-level estimates of pre-pandemic

earning distribution is critical for evaluating the true impact of the disaster. India reported

the second highest number of COVID-19 cases for any country in the world (.32 million)

by mid-2021, with Bihar contributing to almost 8 million cases (MoHFW 2021). Bihar, the

third most populous state in the country, accounts for about 8.6% of India’s population with

an area of 94163 square km that equals to 2.9% of India’s total geographical area. About

33.74% population of the state lives below the poverty line which is higher than the national

average of 21.92% (NITI Aayog 2019). According to the Global Hunger Index 2020 (GHI

2020), out of 132 countries India stands on 94th position with an overall score of 27.2. The

state of Bihar ranks 27th out of 28 states in “zero hunger” with a score of 31 which is much

lower than the national average of 47 (NITI Aayog 2019). In addition, 75.2% of the

population is in the lowest two wealth quintiles in Bihar which is highest in India and Bihar

ranks 25th out of 28 states in “reduced inequality” parameter with a score of 48 which is

much lower than the national average of 67 (NITI Aayog 2019). Therefore, it seems rational

to consider Bihar to generate the district level estimates of earning inequalities at rural and

urban sectors using SAE techniques. To the best of our knowledge, no prior study has been

done to estimate the micro level or disaggregate level earning inequalities in India.

The article is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the data from the 2018–2019

Periodic labour force survey of the NSO of India and the 2011 Population Census of India

that will be used to estimate the district level earning distribution in rural and urban sector

of the Indian State of Bihar. In this section, we also set out the theoretical background of

the area level MFH model, and then discuss the different variant of this model used in

estimating small area means under this model. The results obtained from the application of

district-level inequalities in earning distribution along with various diagnostic measures

are reported in Section 3. We also provide spatial mapping of earning distribution in this

section that serves to demonstrate the degree of district-level inequalities in the

distribution of earning between rural and urban sector in Bihar. Finally, Section 4

summarizes the article and provides concluding remarks.

2. Data and Model Specification

In this section, we introduce the major data sources utilized in multivariate SAE

application. The 2018–2019 PLFS data of the NSO for rural and urban districts of Bihar

and the data from 2011 Population Census of India are used for estimating the district level

inequality in the earning distribution between rural and urban sector of the state.

Afterward, we briefly describe the multivariate SAE methodology applied in the

estimation of district level inequality in distribution of average monthly earning.

2.1. Description of PLFS and Population Census Data

The PLFS survey data is freely downloadable from the MoSPI , Government of India

(http://mospi.nic.in/). Since 2017, NSO carries out the PLFS every year. In PLFS a
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rotational panel sampling design for first visit both in rural and urban areas and three

periodic revisit in urban areas has been used while there was no revisit in rural areas. A

stratified multistage survey design was adopted, with the final units being households. The

2018–2019 PLFS of NSO is intended to produce precise and reliable estimates at the state

and the national level for both rural and urban areas in the country. However at district

level, this PLFS data cannot directly be used to generate precise and reliable estimates,

since sample size within each district is not adequate to offer district-level estimates with

acceptable reliability and precision. Although, district is always being a very crucial part

of the planning process in the country, there are no surveys conducted to produce district

level estimates in India and this leads to limit the policy interventions at the district or even

further lower level (Guha and Chandra 2021b).

The 2018–2019 PLFS data of the NSO comprised 15,441 persons in 3,179 households

from the rural and urban areas in 38 districts of Bihar. For all the districts, the sample size

ranges from 07 to 205 with an average of 92 for rural areas while for urban areas, it is 06 to

362 with an average of 45. This survey provides information on earning estimate of every

person separately for rural and urban areas in the state of Bihar. Districts included

moderately small sample sizes with an average sampling fraction of 0.000046 for rural and

0.00027 for urban areas. Due to the problem of small sample size, it is barely possible to

obtain precise and reliable direct estimates at district level which eventually leads to

producing large standard errors from this survey, see Chandra et al. (2011) and Rao and

Molina (2015). In this paper, we made an attempt to address the problem of small sample

size in attaining district-level estimates from the 2018–2019 PLFS data. The multivariate

small area method has been implemented to tackle this problem by including related

auxiliary variables from the Population Census 2011 of India (Census 2011).

We have considered the following information on earning from employment from PLFS

2018–2019 viz. (a) self-employed persons, (b) salaried employees and regular wage

earner, and (c) person working as casual labour. For salaried employees and regular wage

earner in current weekly status (CWS), information on earnings in the previous calendar

month was collected. For self-employed persons in CWS, information on earnings in the

last 30 days from the self-employment was collected. It is important to note that average

gross earnings from the self-employment activity have been calculated by excluding those

self-employed persons who had reported earning as zero or not reported. For the person

working as casual labour (except public works), information on earnings was collected for

the casual labour work in which the person was engaged for each and every day of the

reference week that is, last seven days prior to the date of the survey. For the sake of the

analysis, we have transformed the daily data into monthly data for the casual labour work.

The estimates in this section are derived using the data collected in the first visit schedules

in the rural areas (since there was no revisit in rural areas) and for the urban areas using the

data collected in the schedules of first visit and the corresponding revisits conducted

during the four quarters of the survey period, viz., during July to September followed by

October to December in 2018 and January to March followed by April to June in 2019. For

more detailed information on the method of the data collection, readers may refer to the

annual report of the PLFS 2018–2019 (MoSPI 2020a). The target variables in the

2018–2019 PLFS data are Y1: average monthly earning (in Rs.) of a person from

employment in rural areas (hereafter denoted by Rural-Earning), Y2: average monthly
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earning (in Rs.) of a person from employment in urban areas (hereafter denoted by Urban-

Earning). This paper targets to estimate the inequality in average monthly earning of a

person in rural and urban districts of Bihar at small area level through joint modelling of

the target variables that is, Rural-Earning and Urban-Earning.

2.2. Multivariate Small Area Modelling

Let us consider that the population consists of M domains and let there are R target

variables in this study. All the way through, a subscript mðm ¼ 1; : : :;MÞ is used to denote

the quantities possess by domain m and a subscript rðr ¼ 1; : : :;RÞ is used to index the

variable r under study. Assume a finite population V of size N comprises M non-

overlapping domains Vm;m ¼ 1; : : :;M and a sample s of size n is drawn from V by any

probability sampling design. We also assume that the domain size Nm is known for each

domain and nm units are selected in the sample from Nm units of m th domain (hereafter

denoted by small area). The population total is given by N ¼
PM

m¼1Nm and the

corresponding sample size is n ¼
PM

m¼1nm. Let ymrj be the value corresponding to j th unit

of the r th target variable in m th area, r ¼ 1; : : :;R; j ¼ 1; : : :;Nm and m ¼ 1; : : :;M: The

aim is to estimate small area mean �Ymr ¼ N21
m

P
j[Vm

ymrj, r ¼ 1; : : :;R and m ¼

1; : : :;M: The traditional direct survey estimator (hereafter denoted by Direct) for �Ymr is

given by �ymr ¼
Pnm

j¼1 ~wmrjymrj with ~wmrj ¼ wmrj=
Pnm

j¼1wmrj where ~wmrj is the normalized

survey weight for j th unit of the r th variable in m th area. In addition, ~wmrj satisfies
Pnm

j¼1 ~wmrj ¼ 1 with wmr] being the survey weight for j th unit of the r th variable in m th area.

Following Särndal et al. (1992), the estimated variance of Direct estimator is

approximated by vð�ymrÞ ¼
Pnm

j¼1 ~wmrjð ~wmrj 2 1Þð ymrj 2 �ymrÞ
2. Under simple random

sampling without replacement (SRSWOR), wmrj ¼ 1=pmrj where pmrj ¼ nm=Nm is the

inclusion probability for j’th unit of the r th variable in the m th area.

Let us further assume that ymr(r ¼ 1,: : :, R) be an unbiased direct survey estimates of an

unknown population parameter (e.g., the population mean) Ymr of the target variable r for

small area m. Let xmr be a pr -vector of available auxiliary variables corresponding to area

m that are associated to the population mean Ymr for the variable r under study. Usually,

area-specific auxiliary information are acquired from some available secondary sources,

for example, administrative registers, the population census, etc. We denote ym ¼

ðym1; : : :; ymrÞ
T ; a vector of direct survey estimates of Ym where Ym is the m-vector

population mean of target variables. In line with Benavent and Morales (2016), an area-

level FH model (Fay and Herriot 1979) used for more than one target variables is given by

ym ¼ Ym þ 1m and Ym ¼ Xmbþ um: ð1Þ

In literature, the model in Equation (1) is time and again referred to the multivariate

form of the FH model. The MFH model in Equation (1) consists of two stages, the first one

takes care of the sampling variability of the direct survey estimates ym of true area means

of the target variable Ym while the second stage accounts for linking of the true area means

of the target variable Ym to Xm ¼ diag ðxm1; : : :; xmRÞR £ p; a matrix of available auxiliary

variables where p ¼
PR

r¼1pr. This model in Equation (1) can be denoted as an area level

random effect model as
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ym ¼ Xmbþ um þ 1m; m ¼ 1; : : : ;M: ð2Þ

Here b ¼ ðb 01; : : :;b
0
rÞ
0
p£1 and br is a pr - vector of unknown fixed effect parameters. The

vector of ind, random area effects um are independent and identically distributed with

um ,ind N 0; Vum

� �
while vectors of sampling errors 1m are independent and normally

distributed with 1m , Nð0;V1m
Þ: Moreover, these two vector of errors um and 1m are

independent of each other within and between areas with V1m
; the covariance matrices of

1m are known while the covariance matrices of um denoted by Vum
depend on unobservable

parameters u ¼ ðu1; : : :; uRÞ: Combining M-area-level models, the model in Equation (2)

can be denoted in matrix form as

y ¼ Xbþ Zuþ 1; ð3Þ

where y ¼ col ðym; 1 # m # MÞ is the vector of direct estimates of order MR £ 1;X ¼ col

ðXm; 1 # m # MÞ is the matrix of known covariates of dimension MR £ p; u ¼ col ðum;

1 # m # MÞ is the vector of random area effects of dimension MR £ 1 and 1 ¼ colð1m;

1 # m # MÞ is the vector of sampling errors of dimension MR £ 1 with u , Nð0;VuÞ and

1 , Nð0;V1Þ: Z ¼ col 0ðZm; 1 # m # MÞ is a matrix of order MR £ MR whose mth

column zm;m ¼ 1; : : :;M; is an indicator variable which takes the value 1 if a unit belongs

to an area m and zero otherwise. Especially, in model (3) Z is an MR £ MR identity matrix.

Furthermore, it is supposed that the random area effects u are independently distributed of

the sampling errors 1 where u , Nð0;VuÞ and 1 , Nð0;V1Þ: The random effects

covariance matrix is denoted by Vu ¼ diag ðVum; 1 # m # MÞ and V1 ¼ diag ðV1m; 1 #

m # MÞ is the matrix of design variances.

Next we consider three types of the model (3) to obtain model-based small area

estimates. First, we take Vum
¼ diag ðs2

ur; 1 # r # RÞ; V1m
¼ diag ðs2

1mr; 1 # r # RÞ;

m ¼ 1; : : :;M and s2
1mr’s are known for the estimator based on univariate FH model

(UFH). Second estimator, denoted by MFH-1, is based on MFH model with Vum
¼ diag

ðs2
ur; 1 # r # RÞ;m ¼ 1; : : :;M, and a known but not necessarily diagonal matrix V1. The

third estimator, denoted by MFH-2, is also based on MFH model where the random effects

um ¼ ðum1; : : :; umRÞ
0 is generated via a first order heteroscedastic autoregressive HAR(1)

process umr ¼ rumr�1 þ tmr with um0 –Nð0; s2
0Þ; tmr –Nð0; s2

2Þ; r ¼ 1; : : :;R and s2
2, um0;

tmr are independent. The components of Vum
are given by sumii ¼

Pi
k¼0r

2ks2
12k and

sumij ¼
Pjj2ij

k¼0 r
2kþjj2ijs2

jj2ij2k
; i – j. It is further assumed that sampling errors are not

independent with each other that is, V1 is known but not essentially a diagonal matrix. For

UFH and MFH-1 estimators, the number of unknown variance component parameters to

be estimated is equal to R with ur ¼ s2
ur, r ¼ 1; : : :;R and for MFH-2, it is Rþ 1 with

ur ¼ s2
ur; r ¼ 1,: : :,R and uRþ1 ¼ r. Under the model (3), EðyÞ ¼ Xb and

VarðyÞ ¼ Vy ¼ Vu þ V1 ¼ diagðVym;1 # m # MÞ; with vu ¼ z 0vuz and Vym ¼ Vum þ

Vsm; m ¼ 1; : : :;M: Here, the covariance matrix Vy depends on R and Rþ 1 unknown

variance component parameters given by u ¼ ðu1; : : :; uRÞ for UFH and MFH-1 and

u ¼ ðu1; : : : ; urþ1Þ for MFH-2 model respectively. The restricted maximum likelihood

(REML) method is applied to estimate u. Replacing the estimated values û of parameters u

in Vu to obtain V̂u ¼ VuðûÞ and V̂y ¼ V̂u þ V1, the multivariate version of empirical best

linear unbiased predictors (EBLUP) of Y is defined as
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ŶMFH ¼ Xb̂þ Zû: ð4Þ

Here, the empirical best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE) of b and the EBLUP of u are

obtained b̂ ¼ ðX 0; V̂
21

y XÞ21 X 0V̂
21

y y and û ¼ V̂uZ 0V̂
21

y ðy 2 Xb̂Þ respectively. In small

area applications, the mean squared error (MSE) estimates are desirable to measure the

precision of estimates and also to construct the confidence interval for the estimates (Guha

and Chandra 2021b). The analytical MSE estimate of EBLUP of MFH in Equation (4) is

obtained following Benavent and Morales (2016).

3. Results and Discussions

3.1. Variable Selection and Model Fitting

We used Population Census 2011 (Census 2011) data of India for selection of suitable

covariates for small area modelling. As these covariates are available as counts at district

level, area-level multivariate small area models were used in this analysis to obtain the

small area estimates. There are almost 30 auxiliary variables accessible from the census

data and we did some exploratory analysis prior to selection of appropriate covariates for

multivariate small area model fitting. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was also

applied to obtain combined scores for some particular sets of auxiliary variables. The PCA

variables (i.e., combined scores obtained using PCA) in place of Population Census

variables are frequently used in SAE method since maximum variation is explained with

dimension reduction of auxiliary variables, see, for example Johnson et al. (2010) and

Chandra et al. (2011). In particular, we did PCA independently on three sets of auxiliary

variables for both Rural-Earning and Urban-Earning and all measured at district level. For

Rural-Earning and Urban-Earning, these three sets of auxiliary variables are noted as PC1,

PC2 and PC3 below. The first set (PC1) included the literacy rates by gender and

proportions of worker population by gender, the second set (PC2) included the proportions

of main worker by gender, proportions of main cultivator by gender and proportions of

main agricultural labourers by gender and the third set (PC3) included the proportions of

marginal cultivator by gender and proportions of marginal agriculture labourers by gender.

Table 1 describes the proportion of explained variability by these principal components in

all the three sets of auxiliary variables for both the target variables. This followed by a

stepwise regression for choosing significant auxiliary variables based on Akaike

information criterion value.

Initially, the direct estimates of two target variables that is, Rural-Earning and Urban-

Earning are plotted to get an impression about the correlation between them. From Figure 1,

it seems that these two target variables Rural-Earning and Urban-Earning are loosely

correlated. Here it should be noted that, for Urban-Earning, there was 05 non-sample

districts and for Rural-Earning, there was one non-sample district. Consequently, we fit a

FH model separately to both the target variables with the sample areas and then a synthetic

estimation (see Chandra et al. 2011) is carried out to estimate the non-sample areas. MSE of

the synthetic estimates are obtained following Chandra et al. (2011). In most of the cases, the

estimates of error variance are extremely noisy and need to be smoothed before being used
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in the analysis. In line with Schall (1991), we applied a generalized variance function (GVF)

method for smoothing the estimated error variance of the direct estimates. The details of the

GVF method is described in the supplementary materials. Next, we proceed with the MFH-2

model described in the previous section using a combination of the direct estimates and the

synthetic estimates corresponding to the sample and the non-sample areas as the input of the

two target variables and some selected covariates from the census data as suitable auxiliary

variables. Finally, three significant covariates viz. proportions of marginal cultivator

population (MCP), proportions of marginal agriculture labour population (MALP) and R-

PC31 corresponding to the target variable Rural-Earning and for Urban-Earning, four

significant covariates viz. proportions of main worker population (MWP), proportions of

marginal cultivator population (MCP), U-PC21 and U-PC31 are included in the model. The

regression parameter estimates are reported in Table 2 for the two dependent variable Rural-

Earning and Urban-Earning. Observing the signs of the regression parameters estimates, it

can be concluded that rural districts having lesser proportion in all the three covariates have

more earning while urban districts having greater proportion U-PC21 and U-PC31 and

lesser proportion in MWP and MCP have more earning.

Table 1. Principal components and explained variations for the target variable

rural-earning and urban-earning.

Variable Set Principal
component

Proportion
of variance

Cumulative
proportion

PC1 R-PC11 0.958 0.958
R-PC12 0.041 1.000

Rural-earning PC2 R-PC21 0.953 0.953
R-PC22 0.027 0.980

PC3 R-PC31 0.963 0.963
R-PC32 0.037 1.000

PC1 U-PC11 0.915 0.915
U-PC12 0.085 1.000

Urban-earning PC2 U-PC21 0.714 0.714
U-PC22 0.217 0.931

PC3 U-PC31 0.807 0.807
U-PC32 0.193 1.000
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Fig. 1. Scatter plot of the direct estimates of rural-earning and urban-earning.
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The values of the estimates from fitting the multivariate small area model using

2018–2019 PLFS data are described as follows. The estimate of variance component

parameters for the MFH-2 model are ŝu1 ¼ 1317; ŝu2 ¼ 2448 and r̂ ¼ 0:478. We also test

the null hypothesis H0 : s2
ui ¼ s2

uj; i; j ¼ 1; 2; i – j against the alternative hypothesis

H1 : s2
ui – s2

uj. The test statistic is given by tij ¼ ŝ2
ui 2 ŝ2

uj =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
y 11 þ y 22 2 2y 12

p
; i; j ¼

1; 2; i – j; where y rs; r; s ¼ 1; 2 are the elements of the inverse of the matrix of Fisher

information corresponding to MFH-2 model calculated at û ¼ ŝ2
u1; ŝ

2
u2; r̂

� �
. The value of

the test statistic is given by t12 ¼ �2:056 (0.039) with p-value given in parenthesis. As the

value of the test statistic is significant at 5% level, this leads to the conclusion that variance

of random area effects for Rural-Earning and Urban-Earning are significantly different.

This followed by testing H0 : r ¼ 0 with the test statistic tr ¼ r̂=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
y 33
p

and the value of

tp ¼ 1:071ð0:284Þ; p-value is in parenthesis. This reveals that the correlation between the

two target variables is not significantly different from zero and we proceed with MFH-1

model with diagonal covariance matrix of random effects instead of MFH-2 model. It is

important to note that, although the variance of random area effects for Rural-Earning and

Urban-Earning are significant at 5% level, they are not significant at 1% level and also the

correlation between the two target variables is not significantly different from zero. This

leads to the almost identical results in univariate and multivariate estimates which

established the idea reported in Franco and Bell (2021) that that precision in multivariate

area-level models is only improved if one of the outcomes has very low variance and the

correlation between the two outcomes is very strong. Finally, the MFH-1 model is applied

with all the significant auxiliary variables to obtain the earnings estimates that is, Rural-

Earning and Urban-Earning for all the districts in Bihar.

3.2. Diagnostic Measures

In what follows, we described some standard diagnostic measures to examine the model

assumptions and inspect the reliability and validity of the generated estimates through

MFH method. In line with Brown et al. (2001), two forms of diagnostics viz. (a) the model

diagnostics, and (b) the multivariate SAE diagnostics are employed to endorse the model

assumptions. The reliability of the model-based estimates of Rural-Earning and Urban-

Earning attained by SAE method under MFH-1 model is validated by some additional

diagnostics. Corresponding to the target variable Rural-Earning and Urban-Earning, the

random effects in MFH-1 model are supposed to follow a normal distribution with zero

Table 2. Regression parameters, standard error and p-values for the target variables

rural-earning and urban-earing.

Variable Parameter Estimate Standard error P-value

Intercept 21,906 4,835 , 0.001
Rural-Earning MALP -14,987 5,553 , 0.01

R-PC31 -5,429 1,907 , 0.01
Intercept 45,139 12,169 , 0.001

MWP -38,588 14,644 , 0.01
Urban-Earning MCP -45,798 19,477 0.018

U-PC31 7,699 3,499 0.021
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mean and constant variance s2
ur; r ¼ 1; 2: If the underlying model assumptions hold, the

residuals are supposed to be distributed randomly around zero. We used the normal

probability (Q-Q) plots to examine the normality assumption. Q-Q plots of district level

residuals corresponding to the two target variables Rural-Earning and Urban- Earning are

given in Figure 2. In addition, we also examined the normality assumption of the random

area effects via Shapiro-Wilk test and the p-values of the test are 0.321 and 0.457 for

Rural-Earning and Urban-Earning respectively. Furthermore, it is evident from the Q-Q

plot in Figure 2 that the normality assumption holds while p-values of the Shapiro-Wilk

test are greater than 0.05 and both of these evidences taken together indicate that the

district wise random area effects are likely to be distributed normally. Next we evaluated

the validity and the reliability of the small area estimates by some frequently used

diagnostics. In line with Brown et al. (2001) and Chandra et al. (2011), model-based small

area estimates should be (1) consistent with unbiased direct survey estimates and (2) more

efficient than direct estimates in terms of MSE. The subsequent measures e.g., the bias

diagnostic, goodness of fit (GoF) diagnostic, the percentage coefficient of variation (CV)

and the 95 percentage confidence interval (CI) are selected. Later, we classified the

measurements of CV and CI as internal diagnostic measures as these indicate the

efficiency of the small area estimates. Moreover, for benchmarking, a calibration

diagnostic is also applied in which the model-based small area estimates are combined to

an upper level so that these estimates can be compared with direct estimates at that higher

level and we classified this as an external diagnostic measure. It is important to note that in

this case, the direct estimates are in survey weighted form.

3.2.1. Bias Diagnostic

The bias diagnostic measure tests the validity while the precision of the model-based

estimates is examined by the CI and CV. Following Chandra et al. (2011), the bias

diagnostic is performed. Being unbiased of the population values, the regression of the

direct estimates on the true population values likely to be linear with the identity line. If the

model-based estimates are close to these true values of the population, the regression of

direct estimates on model-based small area estimates expected to be similar.

Consequently, we plotted the direct estimates and model-based estimates in the y and x-

axis respectively and examined the departure of the small area estimates from the

regression line fitted values. The plot given in Figure 3 demonstrates that small area
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Fig. 2. Normal Q-Q plot of district-level residuals for rural (on the left) and urban (on the right).
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estimates are not as extreme as the direct estimates signifying the usual SAE result of

diminishing greater extreme values to the average values. Largely, this diagnostic specify

that the small area estimates are expected to be consistent and approximately design

unbiased when compared with direct estimates. This is expected as the MFH estimates are

realization of random variables and so the regression of the direct estimates on the MFH

estimates is unbiased for a test of common expected values. The Goodness of Fit (GoF)

diagnostic provides such test. The statistic for GoF diagnostic is obtained using the Wald

statistic for MFH estimate,

W ¼
X

m

ðdirect estimatem 2 MFH estimatemÞ
2

v̂arðdirect estimatemÞ þ M̂SEðMFH estimatemÞ

� �

The test statistic value is compared against the value from a chi-square distribution with

M degrees of freedom. The value of chi square statistic with M ¼ 37 degrees of freedom

for rural districts is 52.19 and for urban districts is 47.40 with M ¼ 33 degrees of freedom

at 5% level of significance. We obtained the value of Wald statistic for rural districts as

W ¼ 3:69 and for urban districts it is W ¼ 5:10: A smaller value than the table value

indicates no significant difference between the direct and the model-based MFH estimates.

This diagnostic results clearly indicate that the MFH estimates are consistent with the

direct survey estimates.

3.2.2. Internal Diagnostic

Afterward, the degree of improvement in precision of model-based multivariate small area

(i.e., district level) estimates of Rural-Earning and Urban-Earning are examined against

the FH and direct survey estimates. Typically small area estimates having smaller CVs are

likely to be reliable. The summary of %CVs of the Direct, FH and MFH estimates of

Rural-Earning and Urban-Earning are given in Table 3. District specific %CV is

demonstrated in Figure 4. The direct survey estimates possess greater CV compared to the

FH and MFH estimates of Rural-Earning and Urban-Earning. It is obvious from Table 3

and Figure 4 that direct survey estimates of Rural-Earning and Urban- Earning seem to be

highly unstable. It is important to note that, for the target variable Urban- Earning, there

was 05 non-sample districts and for Rural-Earning, there was one non-sample district. So

for Urban-Earning we first compare the performance with the sampled districts and

comparison of non-sample districts are given separately. For Rural-Earning, the CV of
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Fig. 3. Bias diagnostic plot with y ¼ x line (thin line) and regression line (solid black line) for rural (on the

left) and urban (on the right).
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Direct distributed form 3.22% to 21.60% with a median value of 6.86% whereas it is

3.18% to 11.77% with a median value of 6.34% for MFH which indicate that the MFH

estimates are more strongly distributed compared to the direct estimates as the distribution

of CVs from MFH estimates are much narrower than that of the direct estimates. Similarly

for Urban-Earning, when we compare the Direct with MFH for the 33 sampled districts,

the CV of Direct is distributed form 5.10% to 24.22% with a median value of 9.57%

whereas it is 5.06% to 16.46% with a median value of 8.93% for MFH. It is important to

note that, for sample districts the performance of FH and MFH are almost identical which

in turn validate the point about the usefulness of MFH model discussed earlier in the model

fitting section. Furthermore, when the performance of the FH and MFH estimates are

compared for the non-sampled areas, there is fair improvement in both the rural and urban

areas. For the single non-sample district of Rural-Earning, the CV of FH is 15.27% while it

is 11.03% for MFH estimate and for Urban-Earning with 05 non-sampled district, the CV

of FH is distributed from 19.46% to 25.41% with a median value of 23.68% whereas it is

14.70% to 18.24% with a median value of 18.09% for MFH estimates. As we have

mentioned that, the input for the target variables in the multivariate model is a combination

of the direct estimate and the synthetic estimate, the MFH model is utilized the extra

information from the synthetic estimate apart from the information used by the FH model.

It seems clear From Figure 4, with decreasing sample sizes of the districts the relative

performance of the MFH estimates for Rural-Earning and Urban-Earning has improved.

Accordingly, these precise and reliable MFH estimates generate the district level earning
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Fig. 4. District specific percentage coefficient of variation (CV) of direct (black, 8) and MFH (blue, A) estimate

for rural-earning (on the left) and urban-earning (on the right). Districts are arranged in increasing order of

sample size.

Table 3. Distribution of % CV for the direct and model-based small area estimates of rural-earning and urban-

earning.

Values Rural-earning
(37 sample districts)

Urban-earning
(33 sample districts)

Urban-earning
(05 non-sample districts)

Direct FH MFH Direct FH MFH Direct FH MFH

Minimum 3.22 3.18 3.18 5.10 5.06 5.06 - 19.46 14.70
Q1 4.74 4.61 4.61 8.64 8.23 8.18 - 23.62 16.95
Median 6.86 6.34 6.34 9.57 9.02 8.93 - 23.68 18.09
Mean 7.77 6.57 6.56 10.37 9.48 9.38 - 23.36 17.23
Q3 8.60 7.93 7.92 10.69 10.22 10.16 - 24.61 18.19
Maximum 21.60 11.81 11.77 24.22 17.08 16.46 - 25.41 18.24
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estimate much better than direct and FH estimates. The 95% confidence intervals (CIs) are

given in Figure 5. The Figure 5 indicates that the CI of MFH estimate is much tighter than

the direct survey estimates.

3.2.3. External Diagnostic

The aggregation property of the MFH based district-level SAE estimates at higher

aggregation level (viz. state and regional level) are examined. The divisional and state-

level estimates of Rural-Earning and Urban-Earning is obtained by

Ŷi ¼
XM

j¼1
NijŶij=

XM

j¼1
Nij; i ¼ 1; 2 and j ¼ 1; : : :;M;

where Ŷij denote the MFH estimate of Rural-Earning and Urban-Earning for i ¼ 1; 2 and

district j and the population size, corresponding to the variable i and district j is Nij. The

districts of Bihar are classified in nine divisions and we studied the aggregation property.

The state and the divisional-level estimates of Rural-Earning and Urban-Earning are

reported in Table 4. While comparing the small area estimates against the direct estimates,

it seems that in both the state and the regional level these small area estimates are close

enough to the direct estimates.
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Fig. 5. District-wise 95% nominal confidence interval for direct (black) and MFH (red) estimates for rural-

earning (on the left) and urban-earning (on the right). Districts are arranged in increasing order of direct

estimates.

Table 4. Aggregated estimates of rural-earning and urban-earning obtained

from Direct and MFH. Estimates are aggregated over 37 districts for rural

areas and 33 districts for urban areas at the state and divisional levels.

Division Rural-earning Urban-earning

Direct MFH Direct MFH

State 9,149 9,201 14,478 13,971
Patna 9,709 9,841 11,247 11,567
Tirhut 8,754 9,147 11,413 11,365
Saran 8,080 8,180 12,643 11,970
Darbhanga 8,283 8,803 17,342 13,784
Kosi 8,148 8,289 13,740 13,397
Purnia 8,570 8,837 12,562 12,269
Bhagalpur 12,150 10,790 17,552 14,527
Munger 10,710 9,820 17,745 17,188
Magadh 10,722 10,745 11,174 11,369
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3.3. Spatial Distribution of Earning Inequality

Table 5 and 6 report the distribution of CV and earning range across all the districts

respectively. The district specific direct survey estimates and MFH estimates together with

the 95% CI and CV for Rural-Earning and Urban-Earning are given in Table 7 and 8. The

spatial maps of earning distribution (in Rs.) by districts for both rural and urban areas are

produced for the district level estimates generated by MFH method. Figure 6 displays

spatial maps of the MFH estimates of earning for rural and urban areas of Bihar. These

spatial mapping assist in describing the magnitude of inequality in earning distribution

between the district of rural and urban areas of the state. In case of rural areas, central part

of Bihar has lower earning followed by the eastern and western part. For urban areas, the

lower earning level exists in eastern part followed by the western and central part. The

average monthly earning is ranging from Rs. 6,231 to Rs. 11,634 in rural areas whereas it

is Rs. 7,279 to Rs. 18,727 in urban areas. This clearly indicates that there is a huge

difference in average monthly earning between rural and urban areas in Bihar. From

Table 5, the distribution of CVs indicate the precision of the MFH estimates compared to

the direct estimates. In rural areas of Bihar, 08 districts have more than 10% CV of direct

estimates while it is only 04 districts for FH and MFH estimates and in case of urban

sector, 12 districts have more than 10% CV whereas it is only 09 districts for FH and MFH

estimates. Based on the results obtained in Table 5, we further described the distribution of

earning range based on precise MFH estimates in Table 6. From Table 6 and Figure 6,

MFH estimates also reveal that number of districts having average monthly earning more

than Rs. 10,000 is only 12 in rural areas while it is 30 for urban areas. In case of lower

earning level, 26 districts in rural areas have average monthly earning of Rs. 10,000 or less

whereas it is only 08 districts for urban areas. Table 6 further described that all of the rural

areas possess an average monthly earning of Rs. 12,500 or less. However, nearly 40% of

Table 5. Distribution of CV of 37 districts in rural areas and 33 districts in urban areas.

Group %CV Rural-earning Urban-earning

Direct FH MFH Direct FH MFH

1 , ¼ 5 12 12 12 0 0 0
2 5.01–10 17 21 21 21 24 24
3 10.01–15 05 04 04 09 08 08
4 15.01–20 02 0 0 02 01 01
5 . ¼ 20 01 0 0 01 0 0

Table 6. Distribution of earning range of 38 districts in rural and urban areas

based on MFH estimates.

Group Earning range (in Rs.) Rural-earning Urban-earning

1 , ¼ 7,500 04 02
2 7,501–10,000 22 06
3 10,001–12,500 12 15
4 12,501–15,000 0 12
5 . ¼ 15,000 0 03
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Table 7. Direct and MFH estimates along with 95% confidence interval (95 % CI) and percentage coefficient of

variation (CV) of the target variable rural-earning by district in Bihar.

District MFH

95% CI 95% CI

District Sample
size

Estimate Lower Upper CV Estimate Lower Upper CV

Pashchim
Champaran

156 8,912 8,188 9,636 4.15 8,899 8,192 9,606 4.05

Purba
Champaran

154 10,423 9,565 11,281 4.20 10,275 9,451 11,099 4.09

Sheohar 67 7,038 6,012 8,064 7.44 7,234 6,262 8,207 6.86
Sitamarhi 163 7,588 6,986 8,190 4.05 7,676 7,086 8,266 3.92
Madhubani 56 7,720 6,463 8,977 8.31 8,050 6,882 9,218 7.40
Supaul 34 10,198 7,843 12,553 11.78 9,777 7,932 11,623 9.63
Araria 140 8,223 7,486 8,960 4.57 8,326 7,607 9,044 4.40
Kishanganj 136 9,192 8,347 10,037 4.69 9,124 8,312 9,936 4.54
Purnia 80 8,160 7,063 9,257 6.86 8,298 7,266 9,329 6.34
Katihar 55 8,499 7,066 9,932 8.60 8,382 7,075 9,688 7.95
Madhepura 114 6,053 5,409 6,697 5.43 6,231 5,599 6,863 5.17
Saharsa 135 9,459 8,583 10,335 4.72 9,389 8,548 10,231 4.57
Darbhanga 107 6,806 6,057 7,555 5.62 6,902 6,174 7,630 5.38
Muzaffarpur 92 8,952 7,838 10,066 6.35 8,915 7,869 9,960 5.98
Gopalganj 131 9,559 8,650 10,468 4.85 9,411 8,535 10,287 4.75
Siwan 205 8,207 7,689 8,725 3.22 8,223 7,709 8,736 3.19
Saran 112 6,303 5,627 6,979 5.47 6,368 5,704 7,032 5.32
Vaishali 68 9,414 7,965 10,863 7.85 9,288 7,990 10,585 7.13
Samastipur 83 10,881 9,349 12,413 7.18 10,427 9,077 11,777 6.61
Begusarai 7 8,175 5,511 10,839 16.63 9,198 7,194 11,202 11.12
Khagaria 28 11,121 8,171 14,071 13.53 10,086 8,063 12,109 10.24
Bhagalpur 16 11,673 7,698 15,648 17.37 9,922 7,633 12,210 11.77
Banka 140 12,201 11,078 13,324 4.70 11,634 10,582 12,686 4.61
Munger 137 11,340 10,286 12,394 4.74 11,065 10,068 12,062 4.60
Lakhisarai 95 9,805 8,592 11,018 6.31 9,623 8,503 10,743 5.94
Sheikhpura 65 10,432 8,720 12,144 8.37 10,374 8,889 11,859 7.30
Nalanda 68 11,089 9,279 12,899 8.33 10,931 9,378 12,484 7.25
Patna 133 10,958 9,915 12,001 4.86 10,869 9,880 11,858 4.64
Bhojpur 46 7,715 6,333 9,097 9.14 8,072 6,819 9,326 7.92
Buxar 178 8,897 8,259 9,535 3.66 8,921 8,297 9,545 3.57
Kaimur
(Bhabua)

33 7,687 6,103 9,271 10.52 8,021 6,636 9,405 8.81

Rohtas 71 10,009 8,481 11,537 7.79 9,865 8,513 11,216 6.99
Aurangabad 32 8,212 6,456 9,968 10.91 8,636 7,139 10,134 8.85
Gaya 10 12,699 7,322 18,076 21.60 11,283 8,716 13,850 11.61
Nawada 82 11,051 9,473 12,629 7.29 10,862 9,459 12,265 6.59
Jamui 118 10,906 9,750 12,062 5.41 10,962 9,864 12,060 5.11
Jehanabad 42 11,112 8,688 13,536 11.13 10,622 8,777 12,467 8.86

Non-sample District
Arwal 0 - - - - 8,981 7,039 10,924 11.03
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Table 8. Direct and MFH estimates along with 95% confidence interval (95 % CI) and percentage coefficient of

variation (CV) of the target variable urban-earning by district in Bihar.

District MFH

95% CI 95% CI

District Sample
size

Estimate Lower Upper CV Estimate Lower Upper CV

Pashchim
Champaran

29 9,251 7,679 10,823 8.67 9,458 7,941 10,975 8.18

Purba
Champaran

89 10,384 8,971 11,797 6.94 10,404 9,031 11,777 6.73

Sitamarhi 8 10,463 8,271 12,655 10.69 10,367 8,302 12,432 10.16
Madhubani 18 8,468 6,957 9,979 9.10 8,702 7,240 10,165 8.57
Araria 24 13,744 10,708 16,780 11.27 13,598 10,888 16,308 10.17
Kishanganj 32 12,790 10,276 15,304 10.03 13,119 10,761 15,477 9.17
Purnia 102 15,108 12,654 17,562 8.29 14,518 12,249 16,787 7.97
Katihar 9 7,988 6,472 9,504 9.68 8,192 6,722 9,661 9.15
Madhepura 7 8,831 7,082 10,580 10.10 9,199 7,529 10,870 9.26
Saharsa 15 7,573 6,212 8,934 9.17 7,788 6,460 9,115 8.70
Darbhanga 52 11,591 9,676 13,506 8.43 11,392 9,555 13,229 8.23
Muzaffarpur 83 16,513 13,325 19,701 9.85 15,723 12,934 18,512 9.05
Siwan 15 21,609 11,351 31,867 24.22 14,446 9,785 19,107 16.46
Saran 39 12,670 10,300 15,040 9.55 12,605 10,398 14,812 8.93
Vaishali 41 12,167 9,978 14,356 9.18 11,627 9,549 13,705 9.12
Samastipur 22 19,518 12,485 26,551 18.38 16,926 12,366 21,486 13.74
Begusarai 28 8,904 7,396 10,412 8.64 9,272 7,807 10,737 8.06
Bhagalpur 102 13,891 11,791 15,991 7.71 13,572 11,581 15,563 7.48
Banka 6 6,995 5,641 8,349 9.88 7,279 5,952 8,605 9.30
Munger 16 16,782 11,753 21,811 15.29 14,440 10,746 18,134 13.05
Lakhisarai 50 12,407 10,250 14,564 8.87 12,107 10,082 14,132 8.53
Sheikhpura 9 14,565 10,622 18,508 13.81 14,120 10,878 17,362 11.72
Nalanda 42 17,610 13,010 22,210 13.33 14,535 10,964 18,106 12.53
Patna 362 19,354 17,418 21,290 5.10 18,727 16,868 20,586 5.07
Bhojpur 59 11,530 9,690 13,370 8.14 11,390 9,624 13,156 7.91
Buxar 17 9,859 8,009 11,709 9.58 10,389 8,612 12,166 8.73
Kaimur
(Bhabua)

20 13,101 10,241 15,961 11.14 12,540 9,960 15,120 10.50

Rohtas 51 11,070 9,275 12,865 8.27 11,195 9,480 12,910 7.82
Aurangabad 14 13,251 10,169 16,333 11.87 13,128 10,420 15,836 10.52
Gaya 54 11,317 9,488 13,146 8.25 11,159 9,412 12,906 7.99
Nawada 21 7,214 5,968 8,460 8.81 7,346 6,119 8,572 8.52
Jamui 22 10,847 8,797 12,897 9.64 11,037 9,109 12,965 8.91
Jehanabad 15 11,174 8,907 13,441 10.35 11,369 9,257 13,481 9.48

Non-sample Districts
Sheohar 0 - - - - 13,923 9,912 17,934 14.70
Supaul 0 - - - - 11,443 7,641 15,245 16.95
Gopalganj 0 - - - - 11,487 7,379 15,595 18.24
Khagaria 0 - - - - 10,665 6,862 14,468 18.19
Arwal 0 - - - - 11,011 7,107 14,915 18.09
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urban areas hold an average monthly earning of more than Rs. 12,500. Taken together, it is

evident from these results that the degree of inequality in earning distribution between

rural and urban districts is extremely severe. The difference in average monthly earning

between rural and urban areas of Bihar can be obtained from Table 7–Table 8 and we may

conclude that out of 38 districts in Bihar, 04 districts in rural areas are having earning

higher than urban areas. But this seems not be the case as the direct estimates for urban

areas in these 04 districts are truly unstable with higher CV percentage. Districts viz.

Katihar, Saharsa, Banka and Gaya indicate higher level of earning in rural areas compared

to urban. Sample sizes for rural areas in these districts also indicate that these particular

districts covered more rural parts than the urban areas. These spatial maps and results

provide useful information to policymakers in effective policy formulation and financial

planning.

3.4. Distribution of Average Monthly Earning and Earning Inequality

In what follows, we tried to get a closer look into the degree of inequality between rural

and urban areas. Figure 7 demonstrates two bivariate plots showing the spatial distribution

of average monthly earning and Theil index of inequality by district in rural and urban

areas in Bihar. We have used the Theil index to measure the degree of earning inequality

as this index is perhaps best suited to measure the economic inequality. The U.S. Census

Bureau (2016) mentioned that “the Theil index measures an entropic “distance” the

population is away from the “ideal” egalitarian state of everyone having the same

income.” We have calculated the Theil index separately for Rural-Earning and Urban-

Earning as

Ti ¼
XM

j¼1

Ŷij

Ŷi

Tij þ
XM

j¼1

Ŷij

Ŷi

ln
Ŷij=Ŷi

Nij=Ni

� �

;

where Ŷij denote the MFH estimate of Rural-Earning and Urban-Earning for i ¼ 1; 2 and

district j and the population size corresponding to the variable i and district j is Nij with

Ni ¼
PM

j¼1Nij. Here Ŷi is defined in Subsection 3.2.3 and Tij is the Theil index

Estimate (in Rs.)
6,001 to 7,000
7,001 to 8,000
8,001 to 9,000
9,001 to 10,000
10,001 to 11,000
11,001 to 12,000

N Estimate (in Rs.)
6,001 to 8,000
8,001 to 10,000
10,001 to 12,000
12,001 to 14,000
14,001 to 16,000
16,001 to 18,000
18,001 to 20,000

N

Fig. 6. Model-based MFH estimates displaying the spatial distribution of earning inequality by district between

rural (on the left) and urban (on the right) districts in Bihar.
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corresponding to the variable i and district j obtained from the original survey data. From

Figure 7, the areas in grey indicate low earning and low inequality, blue areas show high

earning and low inequality, areas in violate indicate high earning and high inequality and

lastly the red areas specify low earning and high inequality. These bivariate spatial maps in

Figure 7, also reveal that degree of inequality is increased with earning level and

Fig. 7. Bivariate plot showing the spatial distribution of average monthly earning and Theil index of earning

inequality by district in rural (at the top) and urban (at the bottom) districts in Bihar.
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consequently urban areas indicate greater degree of inequality than its counterpart. These

bivariate maps offer worthy evidence to administrators and decision makers in prioritizing

the areas more attention.

4. Conclusion

According to UNDP (2015), during 1990–2010 earning inequality has increased by 11%

in developing countries and in India, 27.5% of the population are multidimensionally poor.

World Bank (2020) mentioned that India accounts for 139 million of the total 689 million

people (20.17%) living in extreme poverty in 2017 while its population being 17.8% of the

world population (World Bank 2019) which indicates that India’s share of the world’s

extreme poor population is higher than its share of the world population. Similar to the

major developed economies around the globe, the COVID-19 pandemic has also hit the

India’s economy very hard with the loss of millions of jobs, causing in considerably

reduced household incomes and extreme poverty. Due to the socioeconomic and health

crisis in this pandemic, India’s economy has experienced the biggest annual contraction of

7.3% in its gross domestic product (MoSPI 2021) since independence.

As part of the 2030 Agenda for sustainable development, the target 1 of the 10th goal

aims that “By 2030, progressively achieve and sustain income growth of the bottom 40%

of the population at a rate higher than the national average”. From Table S2 in the online

supplementary material, we can dig deeper to see the past pattern of earning inequality in

India. The share in total earning of the top 1% declined gradually from 13% (1961) to

6.9% (1981) but after the major economic reforms in 1990s, it is continuously increasing

from 10.4% (1991) to 21.7% (2019). The share in total earning of the bottom 50%

remained fairly constant from 19.3% in 1961 to 21.4% in 1981. Afterward, it started

declining from 19.8% in 1991 to 13.1% in 2019. To implement the agenda of sustainable

development, India currently lacks the critically essential disaggregate level measures and

maps of localized earning inequality.

In this study, the MFH model and its corresponding empirical best linear unbiased

predictor for estimating small area means along with MSE estimation are summarized.

Then, we applied this method in the 2018–2019 PLFS data of NSO, Govt. of India to

produce the district level estimates and spatial mapping of earning inequalities in rural and

urban areas of the state of Bihar in India. For the selection of suitable covariates for MFH

model, data from 2011 Population Census of India are used and we applied PCA followed

by a stepwise regression technique for selecting significant covariates. Guha and Chandra

(2021b) described that multivariate modelling approach incorporating the correlation

between the target variables often leads to efficient estimation of small area parameters of

correlated measures. However, following Franco and Bell (2021) it should also be noted

that the gain in precision for multivariate models can only be realized if one of the

variables under study has low variance and the target variables are strongly correlated.

Otherwise, both FH and MFH models may produce identical results. In this analysis, both

the target variables viz. Rural-Earning and Urban-Earning are jointly modelled via MFH

model and the gain is achieved in terms of efficiency (i.e., MSE) and CV in estimating the

district level estimates of rural and urban earning inequalities. These estimates related to

earning inequalities across the state of Bihar can assist in initiating the dialogue about the
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drivers of earning inequalities in this state. Various diagnostic methods were used to assess

the model-based MFH estimates and it also reveals significant gains in efficiency in

producing district level estimates of earning which consequently measures the distribution

of inequality that persist between rural and urban areas in the state. Moreover, the spatial

maps so obtained show the evidence of unequal earning distribution and uneven

distribution of inequality across the districts of rural and urban areas in Bihar. In rural

areas, districts such as Patna, Lakhisarai exhibit higher level of earning and very high level

of inequality whereas in urban areas, districts like Patna, Nalanda, Muzaffarpur,

Samastipur, Purnia, Bhagalpur revealed higher level of earning as well as very high level

of inequality in the state. When we tried to get a closer look on the degree of inequality

between the rural and urban areas, we found that 08 districts in urban areas indicate very

high level of inequality compared to only 02 districts in rural areas which eventually

shows that though the earning level is much higher in urban areas, the degree of inequality

is also far greater than the rural areas in Bihar.

This analysis undoubtedly established the advantages of SAE approach to deal with the

problem of small sample sizes in obtaining precise and cost effective disaggregate or local

level estimates along with the confidence intervals from existing survey data, (Guha and

Chandra 2021b). In addition, this study also reveals the advantages of MFH over FH

model in case of nonsample districts. This analysis established the fact that many areas in

rural sector of Bihar possess very low level of earning compared to the urban sector while

the degree of inequality is much higher in urban areas. The NSO surveys of Government of

India are intended for obtaining state and national level estimates and these surveys do not

reveal the real situation at the micro level (for example block or district level). However,

substantial importance is given on micro level planning by the Government of India for

realizing a stable economic development together with earning generation. For definite

planning and development in a country, district is always an important unit and thus

availability of district-level data and statistics are much vital for planning and monitoring

of policy action plans. These cost effective and precise model-based estimates together

with spatial maps may be useful for various Ministries and Departments of Government of

India along with International organizations for effective policy planning and monitoring

related to sustainable development goal ten – reduced inequalities. This study can be

useful in obtaining the district level estimates and examine the inequality in earning

distribution in the remaining parts of the country. Moreover, as earning data are generally

skewed in nature, authors are working on this problem in multivariate SAE framework.
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Economic Nowcasting with Long Short-Term Memory
Artificial Neural Networks (LSTM)

Daniel Hopp1

Artificial neural networks (ANNs) have been the catalyst to numerous advances in a variety of
fields and disciplines in recent years. Their impact on economics, however, has been
comparatively muted. One type of ANN, the long short-term memory network (LSTM), is
particularly well-suited to deal with economic time-series. Here, the architecture’s
performance and characteristics are evaluated in comparison with the dynamic factor
model (DFM), currently a popular choice in the field of economic nowcasting. LSTMs are
found to produce superior results to DFMs in the nowcasting of three separate variables;
global merchandise export values and volumes, and global services exports. Further
advantages include their ability to handle large numbers of input features in a variety of time
frequencies. A disadvantage is the stochastic nature of outputs, common to all ANNs. In order
to facilitate continued applied research of the methodology by avoiding the need for any
knowledge of deep-learning libraries, an accompanying Python (Hopp 2021a) library was
developed using PyTorch. The library is also available in R, MATLAB, and Julia.

Key words: Forecasting; machine learning; python.

1. Introduction

A defining feature of the 21st century so far has been the explosion in both the volumes and

varieties of data generated and stored (Domo 2017). Almost every industry and aspect of

life has been affected by this “data revolution” (Einav and Levin 2014; MacFeely 2020).

Simultaneously, rapid advancements in machine learning methods have been made,

spurred on in part by the need for novel methods to analyze these new data quantities.

Perhaps no methodology has gained greater prominence than the artificial neural network

(ANN). ANNs are the engine behind tremendous leaps in fields as disparate as machine

translation, image recognition, recommendation engines, and even self-driving vehicles.

Yet to date, their impact in the field of economic policy has been largely muted or

exploratory in nature (Falat and Pancikova 2015).

This is not to suggest that economic data have been immune to the transformative forces

of the data revolution. Quite the opposite in fact, as classical economic data series from

national statistical offices (NSO) and other organizations can now be fortified by

alternative data sources like never before, helping to provide glimpses into the

developments of the global economy with unparalleled granularity and timeliness. The
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COVID-19 pandemic and ensuing economic crisis showcased this, with analysts and

policy-makers gaining insight to the rapidly evolving economic situation from such

alternative data sources as Google mobility data (Yilmazkuday 2021), booking

information from dining apps (OpenTable 2021), and transaction data from e-commerce

sites (Statista 2021), among many others.

The availability of a broad range of novel, timely indicators should ostensibly have led

to significant advances in the field of economic nowcasting, where real-time

macroeconomic variables that may be published with a significant lag are estimated

based on an array of more timely indicators (Banbura et al. 2010; Giannone et al. 2008). In

reality, the field has not experienced the degree of progress seen in other fields, such as

image recognition, in the past ten years. A large factor in this relative stagnation is the fact

that many of the issues facing nowcasting are not addressed by more data alone. Issues

such as multicollinearity, missing data, mixed-frequency data, and varying publication

dates are sometimes even exacerbated by the addition of variables (Porshakov et al. 2016).

As such, advancements in the field come from a combination of both new data and

methodological developments. Dynamic factor models (DFM) in particular have been

found to address many of the data issues inherent in nowcasting (Stock and Watson 2002),

and have been applied successfully in applications such as nowcasting economic growth in

32 countries (Matheson 2011), nowcasting German economic activity (Marcellino and

Schumacher 2010), and nowcasting Canadian GDP growth (Chernis and Sekkel 2017).

The basic premise of DFMs is that one or more latent factors dictates the movement of

many different variables, each with an idiosyncratic component in relation to the factor(s).

With historical data, the factor(s) can be estimated from the variables. Subsequently, even

in future periods where not all data are complete, the factor(s) can still be estimated and

used to generate forecasts for variables that are not yet published, as each variable’s

relation to the factor(s) has already been estimated.

Despite DFMs’ strengths in addressing a wide swath of nowcasting’s data issues, the

impressive performance of ANNs in other domains raises the question of their

performance in nowcasting. ANNs have been applied to economic nowcasting in the past

(Loermann and Maas 2019). However, due to the time-series nature of many economic

nowcasting applications, the long short-term memory (LSTM) architecture is better suited

to the problem than the traditional feedforward architecture explored in Loermann and

Maas (2019). LSTMs are an extension of recurrent neural network (RNN) architecture,

which introduces a temporal component to ANNs. LSTMs have been used to nowcast

meteorological events (Shi et al. 2015) as well as GDP (Kurihara and Fukushima 2019).

However, use of LSTMs in nowcasting economic variables remains in its infancy,

perhaps partly due to high barriers to their implementation. Many common deep learning

frameworks, including Keras and PyTorch, include provisions for LSTMs. However, the

implementations are general and require knowledge of the frameworks to successfully

implement. As such, a Python library focused on economic nowcasting has been published

alongside this article, available for install on PyPi (Hopp 2021a) along with wrappers

for R, MATLAB, and Julia. Hopefully, a more accessible library will help stimulate

interest and expand the applications of these models. More information on the libraries is

available at:
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– Python (Hopp 2021a)

– R (Hopp 2021b)

– MATLAB (Hopp 2021c)

– Julia (Hopp 2021d)

The remainder of this article is structured as follows: the next section will further

explain nowcasting and its challenges; Section 3 will explore ANNs and LSTMs in more

detail; Section 4 will examine the LSTM’s empirical performance compared with DFMs

in nowcasting three series: global merchandise trade exports expressed in both values and

volumes and global services exports; the final section will conclude and examine areas of

future research.

2. Exposition of Nowcasting Problem

Nowcasting, a portmanteau of “now” and “forecast”, is the estimation of the current, or

near to it either forwards or backwards in time, state of a target variable using information

that is available in a timelier manner. Keith Browning coined the term in 1981 (WMO

2017) to describe forecasting the weather in the very near future based on its current state.

The concept and term remained in the meteorological domain for years before being

adopted into the economic literature in the 2000s. The concept of real-time estimates of the

macroeconomic situation predates the adoption of the nowcasting terminology, as

evidenced by Mariano and Murasawa (2003). However, Giannone et al. (2005) explicitly

referenced the term “nowcasting” in its title and the term became commonplace in

subsequent years, being applied for example to Portuguese GDP in 2007 (Morgado et al.

2007) and to Euro area economic activity in 2009 (Giannone et al. 2009). The 2010s saw a

wealth of papers examining the topic both for a range of target variables as well as with a

range of methodologies. Targets most often included GDP (Rossiter 2010; Bok et al.

2018), and trade (Cantú 2018; Guichard and Rusticelli 2011). Common methodologies

include dynamic factor models (DFM) (Guichard and Rusticelli 2011; Antolin-Diaz et al.

2020), mixed data sampling (MIDAS) (Kuzin et al. 2009; Marcellino and Schumacher

2010) and mixed-frequency vector autoregression (VAR) (Kuzin et al. 2009), among

others. Nowcasting also has relevance in the context of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable

Development (UN 2015). Many indicators face issues in terms of data quality, availability,

timeliness, or all three. As such, nowcasting is being discussed as a possible method of

ensuring maximum coverage in terms of indicators (UNSD 2020).

Economic nowcasting is generally confronted with three main issues regarding data.

The first is mixed frequency data, or when all independent variables and the dependent

variable are not recorded with the same periodicity. This occurs frequently in economic

data, for instance when trying to nowcast a quarterly target variable, such as GDP growth,

using monthly indicators, or estimating a yearly target variable with a mixture of monthly

and quarterly variables. The second is the heterogeneous publication schedules of

independent variables, frequently referred to as “ragged edges”. Any nowcasting

methodology must provide provisions for incomplete or partially complete data, as

varying availability of latest data is the reality of most data sets of economic series.

Finally, there is the issue of the “curse of dimensionality”, which renders many classical

econometric methods less effective in the nowcasting context and hinders the application
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of “big data” to the field (Buono et al. 2017). The problem stems from the nature of many

economic variables, where they may have few observations relative to the potential pool of

explanatory variables or features. The quarterly target series for the United Nations

Conference on Trade and Development’s (UNCTAD) nowcasts for global merchandise

trade, for instance, only began in 2005 (Cantú 2018). That leaves only 60 observations for

training a model at the end of 2020. Meanwhile, many more than 60 potential independent

variables can be conceived of to estimate a model of global merchandise trade.

The nowcasting methodologies previously mentioned address these problems in varying

ways to achieve better predictions, and LSTMs are no different. The following section will

provide background information on their network architecture as well as the

characteristics that allow them to address the aforementioned nowcasting data problems.

Those interested in an even more comprehensive examination of neural networks should

see Gurney (1997).

3. Artificial Neural Networks and Long Short-Term Memory Networks

3.1. Artificial Neural Networks and Recurrent Neural Networks

3.1.1. Layers, Nodes, and Weights

ANNs are made up of various inter-connected layers composed of groups of nodes or

neurons. Figure 1 shows one of the simplest forms of neural network, a dense, single layer

input layer output layer

neuron/node weight

Fig. 1. A single layer feedforward neural network.
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feedforward network. Feedforward means that signal or information flows only one way

through the network, from input, then through any intermediate layers, finally to output.

Dense, or fully connected, means that each node of every layer is connected to each node

of the next layer. This distinction is superfluous in the single layer case, but relevant in

more complex network architectures.

This simple network can be interpreted in the following manner: four input variables,

represented by the four nodes in the input layer, are multiplied by four coefficients or

weights, represented by the solid lines connecting each input node to the output node, then

summed to obtain an output or prediction. This sounds similar to linear regression because,

in this simplified case and in the absence of an activation function, which will be discussed

below, it essentially is. The output layer can have more than one node, for instance in cases

of categorical classification, but only the single output layer node case is relevant for the

regression application in this article.

Figure 2 shows a more complex network architecture, where one hidden layer is added

with two additional nodes. Now, coefficients exist between both the initial input layer and

the hidden layer as well as between the hidden layer and the final output layer. Usually, no

good semantic interpretation of hidden layers exists as they become an abstracted

amalgamation of previous layers. They are best thought of as intermediate processing

layers which help the network approximate the target function. However, post analysis on

a trained network can sometimes lead to human-interpretable meanings, identifying

input layer output layerhidden layer

neuron/node weight

Fig. 2. A multi-layer feedforward neural network with one hidden layer
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hidden layers or neurons associated with the identification of say eyes or textures in a

photograph, or with macro-concepts like investment or developing economy performance

in an economic context. Those interested in learning more about the interpretation of how

and what neural networks learn should see Subsection 10.1 of Molnar (2019). The formula

for an individual node on the hidden layer is below.

Hj ¼
Xn

i¼1

wivi ð1Þ

where:

Hj ¼ the value of hidden node j

n ¼ the number of nodes in the previous layer connected to the hidden node

w ¼ the weight or coefficient between the previous layer’s node and the hidden node

v ¼ the value or output of the previous layer’s node

3.1.2. Activation Functions

The simple networks described above contain a rather large drawback, the fact that they

can only represent linear relationships. The ability to approximate complex, non-linear

relationships is one of the defining characteristics of ANNs and an essential component of

their predictive power. This component is introduced by means of a non-linear activation

function. While there are many different types of activation function, see Sharma et al.

(2020) for an in depth explanation of several, a commonly used one is the Rectified Linear

Unit, ReLU for short. It will be used here as the illustrative case of an activation function.

The formula for ReLU is below.

f ðxÞ ¼ max ð0; xÞ ð2Þ

In words, given an input, if the value is greater than or equal to zero, leave it unchanged,

if the value is less than zero, output zero.

To introduce the activation function to our network, we run the result of our weighted

sums at each node through the activation function before passing the result on to the next

layer.

Hj ¼ Kð
Xn

i¼1

wiviÞ ð3Þ

Equation (3) is the same as Equation (1), with the addition of K, the activation function.

A different activation function is typically used for the final output layer, depending on the

application. For instance, a sigmoid function may be used for a binary outcome problem,

or none at all for a regression problem. The intuition is the following, if we employed the

ReLU activation function in the output layer of our network, we would never be able to

predict values less than zero with our network.

3.1.3. Backpropagation and Gradient Descent

With a basic understanding of neural network architecture, the next question becomes how

this network can learn or be trained to improve the qualities of its predictions. We have
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enough information to understand the first step in this process. For the first training epoch, or

run of data through the network, all weights in the network are randomly initialized, the input

data is fed through, and a prediction is obtained. This initial randomization step is in fact a

primary source of ANNs’ stochasticity. Ten identical ANNs trained on the same data will

output ten slightly different predictions because their starting points, or initial weights, were

all different. This initial prediction will most likely be of poor quality, since weights were

chosen randomly. For the model to learn, that is, update its weights, and increase the quality of

its predictions, two more steps are necessary: backpropagation and gradient descent.

Although other methods of training a neural network exist, the combination of

backpropagation and gradient descent has been by far the most common since the

methodology’s introduction for use in neural networks in 1986 (Rumelhart et al. 1986).

Before a network can be trained to minimize error or loss, a loss function must be chosen

to determine that error. The type of loss function chosen depends on the application. For

instance, whether the network is used for classification or regression. Common loss

functions for regression problems include mean absolute error (MAE) and mean squared

error (MSE). See PyTorch (2021b) for more examples of loss functions. The formula for

the MAE loss function is below.

MAE ¼

Xn

i¼1
jyi 2 xij

n
ð4Þ

where:

MAE ¼ mean absolute error

n ¼ the number of training observations

y ¼ the actual value of an observation

x ¼ the network’s predicted value of an observation

Backpropagation is in turn an algorithm that computes the gradients, or partial derivatives,

of this loss function with respect to the weights of each layer in the network using the chain

rule. Figure 3 helps illustrate the intuition of this process.

Figure 3 shows the plot of a loss function in a network with a single weight. The goal is

to minimize loss. In this simple case, we could set our derivative equal to zero and solve

for weight. However, in more complicated networks, the loss function does not have a

closed form derivative, so gradient descent is employed instead to reduce loss. At our

initial weight, the gradient is calculated via the backpropagation algorithm, this

information is then used to determine which direction to move the weight to reduce loss,

represented by the cluster of arrows pointing towards the function minimum in Figure 3.

The process is then repeated. Backpropagation is a rich mathematical field in its own right,

interested readers should see Chapter 2 of Nielsen (2015) for a deeper examination.

Backpropagation is only the step that calculates gradients. To actually update weights

and thus train the model, gradient descent is then employed. A representation of gradient

descent is detailed below.

wi ¼ wi21 2 d7Cðwi21Þ ð5Þ

where:
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w ¼ the vector of weights in the network

i ¼ the current training epoch of the network

d ¼ the step size or learning rate

C ¼ the cost function

In words, a particular weight in the network is equal to its weight in the previous epoch

minus the gradient of the cost function at the previous weight times the learning rate.

Learning rate, or step size, is an important hyperparameter in ANNs. It dictates how much

to update weights by in each training epoch. A very large learning rate risks unstable

weights, as the cost function minimum may be continually jumped over. A small learning

rate risks moving towards the cost function minimum very slowly. Taking the example of

Figure 4, a high learning rate risks jumping to the left and right side of the parabola, never

actually reducing loss, while a low learning rate risks moving the weight only slightly

down to the left, even after many training epochs. In practice, calculating gradients for all

observations, called gradient descent or batch gradient descent, can be computationally

expensive, time consuming, and lead to overfitting (Keskar et al. 2017). Accordingly,

stochastic gradient descent or mini batch gradient descent is often employed to speed up

this process. In stochastic gradient descent, rather than calculating gradients for all

observations, they are only calculated for one observation. Mini batch splits the difference

between these two approaches, calculating gradients for a subset of observations. It should

also be mentioned that networks may not always converge, or reduce loss, during training.

This may be due to poor-quality input data, ill-suited hyperparameters, network

architecture, choice of activation function, or other factors.

With that, we now understand the basics of how feedforward ANNs are structured and

trained. A network architecture is specified with input data connected to an output via

intermediary hidden layer(s). The weights between these layers and nodes are initially

randomized. Data is passed through these weights and layers, run through a non-linear

activation function, and an output is obtained. This output is then run through a cost

function, which is then used to calculate gradients via backpropagation. Gradient descent

is then employed to update the network’s weights in the direction of reducing loss. The

initial weight
gradient of loss

function at initial

weight

weight

path to minimize loss

loss

Fig. 3. Graphical representation of backpropagation and gradient descent with a single weight.
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input data is then run through the network again, and the process is repeated until loss no

longer decreases or after a predetermined number of training epochs has been reached.

Weights are then fixed at final values and the network is considered trained. New data can

then be fed through to obtain new outputs or predictions

3.1.4. Recurrent Neural Networks

Feedforward networks are extremely powerful and have proven very effective in a variety

of applications. However, as their name suggests, the flow of information through the

network is unidirectional. This limits their usefulness in applications with a temporal

aspect. They can, however, still be used with time series by flattening the data, that is,

converting each lag of a variable into a separate column. In some cases, this approach can

produce good predictions and can be considered before turning to the more explicitly time-

based architectures detailed below (Brownlee 2018). Recurrent neural networks address

feedforward networks’ temporal deficiency by introducing feedback loops and converting

the network into a directed acyclic graph (Amidi and Amidi 2019; Stratos 2020; Dematos

et al. 1996). Figure 4 illustrates a simple RNN.

The network is similar to the feedforward network in Figure 2, but the outputs of the

hidden layer are fed back into the network rather than directly to the output layer. The

introduction of the temporal component means that the entirety of the network can no

input layer output layerhidden layer

neuron/node weight

Fig. 4. A recurrent neural network.
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longer be fully expressed in a diagram like Figure 4. Rather, each hidden node now

conceals more folded in layers. To better illustrate this concept, Figure 5 displays one of

the hidden nodes from Figure 4 unfolded.

where:

x ¼ input from the previous layer to the hidden node

s ¼ state of the hidden node

o ¼ output of the hidden node

u ¼ weight between the input layer and the hidden layer

w ¼ weight between the previous hidden state of the node and the current state

v ¼ weight between the hidden layer and the output layer

The mathematics for the cost function, backpropagation, and gradient descent remain

the same, with the additional dimension of time. This temporal component makes RNNs

well-suited for applications such as natural language processing or speech processing.

However, due to vanishing or exploding gradients, which give RNNs a short memory,

their usefulness in nowcasting is limited (Grosse 2017).

Vanishing and exploding gradients arise from the mechanics of backpropagation

through time. With the introduction of time, the cost function is now calculated at each

point in time, so weights need to be updated not only for each node, but for each node at

each point in time. Additionally, later nodes are dependent on the input from earlier nodes,

so weights w from Figure 5 are multiplied many times throughout the network and can thus

tend towards zero or extremely large numbers. Because of temporal dependencies where

later weights are based on early weights, this is an issue for the entire network. Long

short-term memory networks, discussed in the next section, are one way of addressing this

issue.

t-1 x
t-1

s
t-1

o
t-1

x
t+1

s
t+1

o
t+1

x
t

s
t

o
tt

t+1

input layer hidden layer output layer

w

u v

w

u v

w

u v

w

Fig. 5. Unfolded recurrent neural network node.
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3.2. Long Short-Term Memory Networks

3.2.1. LSTM Architecture

Long short-term memory networks (LSTM) introduce three gates, a forget gate, an input

gate, and an output gate, to RNN nodes (Chung et al. 2014). Crucially, these gates allow

gradients to flow unchanged through the network, mitigating the exploding and vanishing

gradients problem. Figure 6 displays an LSTM node with time t hidden node enlarged for

detail. The graphical representation of an LSTM node is rather complicated, if readers still

have trouble grasping the concepts, see Olah (2015).

where:

x ¼ input from the previous layer to the hidden node

s ¼ state of the hidden node

o ¼ output of the hidden node

u ¼ weight between the input layer and the hidden layer

w ¼ weight between the previous hidden state of the node and the current state

v ¼ weight between the hidden layer and the output layer

c ¼ memory state

s ¼ sigmoid layer

tanh ¼ tanh layer

In contrast with the RNN diagram of Figure 5, we see that the LSTM node now has three

inputs: data from the previous layer, x, the previous state or output of the node, st-1, and c,

the memory state of the previous node. c is what allows gradients to flow through the

network and gives LSTMs a longer memory. There are essentially three things happening

t-1

x
t+1

s
t+1

o
t+1

x
t

s
t

o
t

t

t+1

input layer hidden layer output layer

w

w

tanh

tanh

u

u

u

w

w

c

c

v

v

v

c

c

σ

σ

σ

x
t-1

s
t-1

o
t-1

Fig. 6. Detail of an LSTM node.
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in an LSTM node: first, deciding what information to keep or discard in the memory state;

second, deciding what new information to introduce into the memory state; third, deciding

what to output to the next layer.

These three steps are represented in Figure 6 by the three horizontal lines leading into

and out of c in the hidden node at time t. Moving sequentially from top to bottom, the first

horizontal line is the forget gate. The s on this line represents a layer with the sigmoid

activation function, which outputs a value between zero and one. This represents how

much information from the previous memory state to allow to pass onwards. The next step,

choosing what to introduce to the memory state, has two parts. First, simultaneously

another sigmoid layer, the input gate, determines which values to update while a tanh layer

scales those potential values to add to the memory state. The output of these two layers is

then combined to update the memory state. At this point, the memory state is finished

updating and is passed on to the next node. However, one last step is carried out to

determine the output of the node. That is, the output of the node as we understand it from

feedforward networks and RNNs, for instance to the final output layer. In a process similar

to the second step, a sigmoid layer determines which parts of the memory state to output,

while a tanh layer transforms the values of the memory state. These two are then combined

to determine the output of the node.

3.2.2. LSTM Suitability for Nowcasting

LSTMs’ ability to address the first common nowcasting data issue, mixed frequency data,

stems from ANNs’ ability to learn complex, non-linear relationships in data, a product of

multiple neuron layers coupled with non-linear activation functions. As such, mixed

frequency data can be fed to the network in the highest frequency available, with lower

frequency data having missings at time periods where data are not published. These

missing data can then be filled using a variety of approaches, including with the mean, the

median, with values sampled from a distribution (Ennett et al. 2001), or with other more

complex methods (Smieja et al. 2019). In the analysis performed in this article, mean

replacement was chosen and implemented in the accompanying Python library.

LSTMs are able to address the ragged edges problem through no special mechanism

other than standard missing-filling methods. These include using ARMA or VAR models

to fill in ragged-edges (Kozlov et al. 2018), as well as using the mean or Kalman filters

(Doz et al. 2011). The method chosen in the context of LSTM nowcasting can be

considered a hyperparameter to be tuned and tested empirically. At the time of writing, the

Python library supports ARMA filling and any n-to-1 series transformation, for example,

mean, median, etc. Both ARMA and mean filling were used in the analysis performed in

this article, depending on the results of hyperparameter tuning for each individual model.

The last major problem of nowcasting, the curse of dimensionality, is partially

addressed by LSTMs’ efficiency compared with other methods, i.e., their computation

time scales very slowly with the number of variables (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997).

In empirical testing, the DFM’s computation time scales exponentially with the number of

features, while the LSTM’s remains constant. Both methodologies’ computation time

scales linearly with the number of observations.

As a result of this efficiency, a functional model can be trained with many more features

than a DFM. Computational feasibility of models with a large number of input variables is
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however only part of how LSTMs and ANNs address the curse of dimensionality. Neural

networks are remarkable for their ability to extract relevant features from higher

dimensional spaces and project them onto lower dimensional spaces, which is already a

form of feature reduction (Hodas and Stinis 2018), and for their robustness to

multicollinearity (De Veaux and Ungar 1994). This is why incredibly complex networks

with millions or more coefficients can still generate effective predictions with many fewer

training observations. They are also compatible with standard dimensionality and over-

fitting reduction techniques, such as regularization. For instance, L2 regularization can be

introduced to the nowcast_lstm library via the PyTorch optimizer function’s weight_decay

argument. PyTorch’s dropout parameter is another effective means of regularization

implemented in the nowcast_lstm library (PyTorch 2021a). Within the LSTM architecture,

as in any ANN, there are many choices to be made regarding network architecture and

hyperparameters. Some examples include the number of hidden states, the number of

layers, the loss function and the activation function, among many others.

4. Empirical Analysis

4.1. Description of Data and Models

In order to assess the relative performance of LSTMs vs DFMs, three target variables were

used: global merchandise exports in both value (WTO 2020) and volume (UNCTAD

2020a), and global services trade (UNCTAD 2020a). These are the same series UNCTAD

currently produces nowcasts for using DFMs (UNCTAD 2020b) and which were

examined in an UNCTAD research paper (Cantú 2018). The target series are all quarterly.

A large pool of 116 mixed-frequency monthly and quarterly independent series was used

to estimate each of the target series. These series are listed in Online Supplemental

Material while more information on any individual series is available upon request. All

series were converted to seasonally adjusted growth rates using the US Census Bureau’s

X13-ARIMA-SEATS methodology (USCB 2017). Modelling on seasonally adjusted data

is standard practice in nowcasting and has been shown to produce empirically better

results with DFMs than using non-seasonally adjusted data (Camacho et al. 2015).

The DFM model used was the same examined in Cantú (2018). In this model, the DFM

is modeled in a state-space representation where it is assumed that the target and

independent variables share a common factor as well as individual idiosyncratic

components. The Kalman filter is then applied, and maximum likelihood estimates of the

parameters obtained. This is a common method of estimating DFMs and is explained in

further detail in Bańbura and Rünstler (2011). The LSTM model used was that present in

the nowcast_lstm Python library using the average of 10 networks’ output with basic

hyperparameter tuning. Table 1 lists all hyperparameters and values used for tuning. The

logic of averaging the output of more than one network to obtain predictions is discussed

further in Subsection 4.4, but see Stock and Watson (2004) for a discussion of forecast

combination. There exist different variants of LSTMs, but PyTorch’s LSTM class, which

is a classic or general LSTM architecture, served as the base for the library (PyTorch

2021c), with a general structure of a variable number of LSTM layers plus one linear

densely connected layer for generating final predictions.
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4.2. Modelling Steps

Hyperparameter tuning of the LSTM and model performance was evaluated using a

training set dating from the second quarter of 2005 to the third quarter of 2016 and a test

set dating from the fourth quarter of 2016 to the fourth quarter of 2019. Time series are

generally not suitable for cross-fold validation, a model validation technique often used to

avoid overfitting. Cross validation involves the random selection of subsamples from the

data to train and assess models on different data. For more information on the topic, see

Scikit-learn (2021). Time series, however, are often not independent and it makes little

intuitive sense to predict the past using information from the future. Though there do exist

methods of using cross validation with time series, for instance using rolling points in time

in the past as the folds, they were not used in this analysis due to the already relatively

short time span of the data.

A pool of independent variables was used to ensure the robustness of results, as either

model could perform better on a single set of features due to chance. As such, the models’

performance was evaluated by taking random samples of between five and 20 features,

then fitting both an LSTM and DFM model on this same sample. Both methods’

performance was then evaluated on the test set via mean absolute error (MAE) and root-

mean-square error (RMSE) on five different data vintages, repeating the process 100 times

for each of the three target variables. In this manner, a distribution of relative performance

over a wide breadth of independent variables could be obtained. The number of features

was restricted to a maximum of 20 due to the high computational time of estimating DFMs

with more than this number, though performance of the LSTM may have been improved

further if additional features were used.

Data vintages in this case refer to the artificial withholding of data to simulate what the

availability of data would have looked like at different points in the past. This is important

in evaluating model performance in the nowcasting context, as in real life series have

varying publication schedules which nowcasting models must be robust to. The five

vintages simulated were: two months before the target period, for example, if the target

was the second quarter of 2019, the data as it would have appeared in April 2019; one

month before; the month of; a month afterwards; and two months afterwards. The model

continues to be evaluated even after the target period has theoretically “passed” as data

continue to be published for a given month well after it has passed, depending on the

series’ individual publication schedule. For example, two months after the second quarter

of 2019 simulates being in August 2019, when much more data on the second quarter is

Table 1. Hyperparameters and values used for tuning.

Hyperparameter Values

Batch Size 15, 30, 60
Loss function L1, MSE
Number of hidden layers 10, 20, 40
Number of LSTM layers 2, 4
Number of training epochs 50, 100, 200
Ragged edge filling method mean, ARMA
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available. The variables’ publication lags were obtained based on empirical observations

from the period from April to November 2020.

4.3. Relative Performance

Figure 7 shows the distribution of the LSTM’s error as a proportion of the DFM’s for each

target variable. A value less than one for an individual model indicates better performance

on the test set for the LSTM, while a value greater than one indicates worse performance.

Consequently, a distribution centered around one, that is, the vertical line, indicates
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comparable performance between the two models, while one to the left of the vertical line

indicates better performance on average for the LSTM model.

The results clearly favor the LSTM model, obtaining better average performance for

both performance metrics across all data vintages and target variables, with the sole

exception of RMSE for the two months before services exports vintage. Tables 2, 3 and 4

display the average performance metrics for the two models over the sample of 100

different feature combinations, as well as the results using a simple autoregressive model

as a benchmark. A one-tailed t-test was performed on the LSTM and DFM errors to

ascertain the significance of these differences in performance, with the alternative

hypothesis that the LSTM errors were lower. Results are displayed in the LSTM columns.

Table 2. Average performance metrics, global merchandise trade exports, values.

Vintage ARMA
MAE

LSTM
MAE

DFM
MAE

ARMA
RMSE

LSTM
RMSE

DFM
RMSE

2 months before 0.0177 0.0149 0.0150 0.0233 0.0176** 0.0185
l month before 0.0177 0.0112* 0.0117 0.0233 0.014 0.0141
month of 0.0177 0.0115 0.0118 0.0233 0.0142 0.0142
1 month after 0.0168 0.0108*** 0.0117 0.0217 0.0138 0.0142
2 months after 0.0168 0.0094*** 0.0109 0.0217 0.0119*** 0.0135
Average 0.0173 0.0115** 0.0122 0.0227 0.0143 0.0149

Note: *p , .05 **p , .01 ***p , .001.

Table 3. Average performance metrics, global merchandise trade exports, volumes.

Vintage ARMA
MAE

LSTM
MAE

DFM
MAE

ARMA
RMSE

LSTM
RMSE

DFM
RMSE

2 months before 0.0085 0.006** 0.0064 0.0097 0.0075** 0.0078
1 month before 0.0085 0.0051*** 0.0066 0.0097 0.0066*** 0.0079
month of 0.0085 0.0049*** 0.0065 0.0097 0.0063*** 0.0079
1 month after 0.0084 0.0045*** 0.0057 0.0108 0.0059*** 0.0069
2 months after 0.0084 0.0042*** 0.0056 0.0108 0.0054*** 0.0067
Average 0.0085 0.0049*** 0.0062 0.0101 0.0063*** 0.0074

Note: *p , .05 **p , .01 ***p , .001.

Table 4. Average performance metrics, global services exports.

Vintage ARMA
MAE

LSTM
MAE

DFM
MAE

ARMA
RMSE

LSTM
RMSE

DFM
RMSE

2 months before 0.0119 0.0123*** 0.0129 0.0151 0.0154 0.0152
1 month before 0.0119 0.0103*** 0.0113 0.0151 0.0135** 0.0140
month of 0.0119 0.0103*** 0.0111 0.0151 0.0135** 0.0141
l month after 0.0119 0.0103*** 0.0115 0.0151 0.0137*** 0.0146
2 months after 0.0119 0.0101*** 0.0117 0.0151 0.0134*** 0.0147
Average 0.0119 0.0107*** 0.0117 0.0151 0.0139*** 0.0145

Note: *p , .05 **p , .01 ***p , .001.
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An additional metric for comparing the performance specifically of two forecasts is the

Diebold-Mariano test. Table 5 displays the proportion of models where a one-sided

Diebold-Mariano test was significant at the 5% level. The “DFM” column displays results

where the alternative hypothesis was that the DFM was a more accurate forecast than the

LSTM, while the “LSTM” column displays the reverse. The results closely mirror

the findings in Figure 7 and Tables 2–4. In all target-vintage combinations but three the

LSTM had a higher proportion of significance.

Tables 6 and 7 display additional information on the two methodologies’ errors on the

test set, namely average skewness, kurtosis, and various quantiles of absolute errors.

Table 5. Proportion of models with forecasts on the test set better than those of the other

methodology, according to one-sided Diebold-Mariano test at 5% significance level.

Target Vintage DFM LSTM

Values 2 months before 4% 10%
Values 1 month before 9% 6%
Values month of 2% 7%
Values 1 month after 2% 9%
Values 2 months after 1% 17%
Volumes 2 months before 0% 3%
Volumes 1 month before 0% 9%
Volumes month of 0% 15%
Volumes 1 month after 1% 15%
Volumes 2 months after 1% 26%
Services 2 months before 6% 2%
Services 1 month after 1% 0%
Services month of 0% 4%
Services 1 month after 0% 10%
Services 2 months after 0% 21%

Note: For brevity, “Values” refers to global merchandise exports in values, “Volumes” refers to

global merchandise exports in volumes, and “Services” refers to global services exports.

Table 6. DFM, average skewness, kurtosis, and quantiles of absolute errors on the test set.

Target Vintage Skewness Kurtosis 50th

quantile

75th

quantile

90th

quantile

95th

quantile

99th

quantile

Values 2 month before 20.198 2.437 0.013 0.021 0.028 0.033 0.037

Values 1 month before 0.078 2.223 0.011 0.017 0.021 0.024 0.026

Values month of 0.113 2.268 0.011 0.016 0.022 0.025 0.027

Vatues 1 month after 20.013 2.401 0.010 0.016 0.022 0.026 0.028

Values 2 months after 0.168 2.644 0.010 0.015 0.021 0.024 0.026

Volumes 2 months before 20.310 2.544 0.006 0.009 0.012 0.014 0.015

Volumes 1 month before 20.205 2.391 0.006 0.009 0.012 0.014 0.015

Volumes month of 20.123 2.318 0.006 0.009 0.012 0.014 0.015

Volumes 1 month after 0.077 2.392 0.005 0.008 0.011 0.012 0.013

Volumes 2 months after 0.118 2.114 0.005 0.008 0.010 0.011 0.012

Services 2 months before 0.634 2.476 0.012 0.017 0.022 0.025 0.029

Services 1 month before 0.594 2.992 0.010 0.015 0.022 0.025 0.029

Services month of 0.715 3.222 0.009 0.015 0.023 0.026 0.030

Services 1 month after 0.676 3.314 0.009 0.015 0.024 0.028 0.031

Services 2 months after 0.713 3.170 0.009 0.016 0.023 0.027 0.031

Note: For brevity, “Values” refers to global merchandise exports in values, “Volumes” refers to global

merchandise exports in volumes, and “Services” refers to global services exports.
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To test for autocorrelation of errors, a portmanteau test was performed on the test

predictions for all models (Johansen 1995). Average p-values are presented in Table 8,

with the null hypothesis that autocorrelation was not present in the residuals.

At the individual model level, only 11 were able to reject the null hypothesis at a 5%

significance level, all DFMs predicting global merchandise exports values at various time

vintages. To test for heteroskedasticity in the residuals, a Lagrange Multiplier test was

additionally performed, with the null hypothesis that the residuals were homoskedastic

(Engle 1982). Average p-values are presented in Table 9.

No individual models were able to reject the null hypothesis at a 5% significance level.

The results of these tests imply that neither the DFM nor the LSTM are likely to suffer

from systematic issues of autocorrelation or heteroskedasticity in their errors. Table 8

displays average bias and variance of the two models at different vintages. Bias and

variance were calculated individually for each model in the sample then averaged by target

variable-data vintage combination (Table 10).

In terms of bias, the two methods are comparable, with relative performance varying

depending on the target series. Broadly, the LSTM had a lower bias on average for

Table 7. LSTM, average skewness, kurtosis, and quantiles of absolute errors on the test set.

Target Vintage Skewness Kurtosis 50th

quantile

75th

quantile

50th

quantile

95th

quantile

99th

quantile

Values 2 months before 20.247 1.820 0.014 0.021 0.026 0.028 0.030

Values 1 month before 20.083 2.481 0.009 0.016 0.022 0.024 0.027

Values month of 20.011 2.435 0.009 0.016 0.021 0.024 0.027

Values 1 month after 20.224 2.555 0.008 0.016 0.021 0.024 0.027

Values 2 months. after 20.296 2.668 0.008 0.013 0.018 0.021 0.024

Volumes 2 months before 21.036 3.635 0.005 0.008 0.010 0.013 0.016

Volumes 1 month before 21.024 4.052 0.004 0.007 0.009 0.012 0.015

Volumes month of 20.850 3.633 0.004 0.007 0.009 0.011 0.014

Volumes 1 month after 20.763 3.638 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.011 0.013

Volumes 2 months after 20.728 3.611 0.003 0.005 0.007 0.010 0.012

Services 2 months before 0.280 2.387 0.011 0.018 0.024 0.028 0.031

Services 1 month before 0.383 2.768 0.008 0.014 0.023 0.026 0.028

Services month of 0.508 2.792 0.007 0.014 0.023 0.026 0.028

Services 1 month after 0.564 2.938 0.007 0.013 0.024 0.027 0.029

Services 2 months after 0.777 3.104 0.008 0.013 0.022 0.026 0.029

Note: For brevity, “Values” refers to global merchandise exports in values, “Volumes” refers to global

merchandise exports in volumes, and “Services” refers to global services exports.

Table 8. Average p-values of portmanteau test for autocorrelation.

Vintage DFM,
values

LSTM,
values

DFM,
volumes

LSTM,
volumes

DFM,
services

LSTM,
services

2 months before 0.72 0.69 0.70 0.92 0.82 0.71
1 month before 0.65 0.73 0.73 0.95 0.83 0.72
month of 0.49 0.68 0.72 0.92 0.87 0.74
1 month after 0.57 0.74 0.73 0.88 0.87 0.84
2 months after 0.84 0.76 0.75 0.86 0.83 0.84

Note: For brevity, “Values” refers to global merchandise exports in values, “Volumes” refers to global

merchandise exports in volumes, and “Services” refers to global services exports.
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merchandise exports in terms of values, while the DFM had a lower bias on average for

merchandise exports in terms of volumes. For services, which methodology had a lower

bias depended on the vintage. Variance in the LSTM was lower than that of the DFM in all

target-vintage combinations, though the degree to which this was the case varied. The fact

that the LSTM is able to combine higher accuracy with lower volatility suggests the DFM

may be overly reactive to signals in the data, predicting large changes in the target variable

that are either inaccurate or excessive.

4.4. Comparison With the Dynamic Factor Model

The fact that the LSTM performed better than the DFM on average for all three target

variables across almost all vintages and both performance metrics is strong evidence for

their relevance in the economic nowcasting space. The LSTM’s ability to handle long-term

temporal dependencies due to its architecture may be a source of some of this improved

Table 9. Average p-values of Lagrange Multiplier test for heteroskedasticity.

Vintage DFM,
values

LSTM,
values

DFM,
volumes

LSTM,
volumes

DFM,
services

LSTM,
services

2 months before 0.94 1.00 0.98 0.99 0.95 0.90
1 month before 0.97 0.94 0.98 0.96 0.99 0.82
month of 0.98 0.97 0.98 0.98 0.97 0.83
1 month after 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.95 0.94 0.83
2 months after 0.97 0.96 0.98 0.96 0.96 0.91

Note: For brevity, “Values” refers to global merchandise exports in values, “Volumes” refers to global

merchandise exports in volumes, and “Services” refers to global services exports.

Table 10. Average bias and variance of predictions on the test set at different vintages.

Target Vintage DFM
bias

LSTM
bias

DFM
variance

LSTM
variance

Values 2 months before 20.004833 20.001999 0.000265 0.000096
Values 1 month before 20.003976 20.002097 0.000412 0.000174
Values month of 20.004144 20.002134 0.000444 0.000238
Values 1 month after 20.004955 20.003545 0.000352 0.000260
Values 2 months after 20.003793 20.004156 0.000415 0.000330
Volumes 2 months before 0.000195 0.000854 0.000060 0.000013
Volumes 1 month before 0.000543 0.000879 0.000096 0.000024
Volumes month or 0.000511 0.000684 0.000104 0.000034
Volumes 1 month after 20.000018 0.000191 0.000085 0.000039
Volumes 2 months after 20.000043 0.000137 0.000075 0.000044
Services 2 months before 20.001474 0.001746 0.000070 0.000021
Services 1 month before 20.001184 0.001913 0.000112 0.000047
Services month of 20.001261 0.002161 0.000116 0.000064
Services 1 month after 20.001729 0.001250 0.000097 0.000073
Services 2 months after 20.001616 0.001066 0.000105 0.000105

Note: For brevity, “Values” refers to global merchandise exports in values, “Volumes” refers to global

merchandise exports in volumes, and “Services” refers to global services exports.
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predictive performance. Of course, the results do not indicate that LSTMs are superior to

this type of DFM in every instance. They rather provide some evidence that they can be a

competitive alternative to DFMs and have the potential to become a more commonly used

methodology in nowcasting. There are, however, characteristics of the methodology with

pros and cons relative to DFMs that are independent of predictive performance. One of the

pros relative to the DFM was discussed in Section 3. Namely, LSTMs’ ability to handle

many more features than the DFM before coming up against computational bottlenecks.

This could be beneficial by lessening the need for variable selection in the early stages of

an analysis, easing the obtainment of initial results. Additionally, a model is able to be

reliably trained on any given set of features and values, which is not the case for the DFM,

the training of which may fail if input matrices are non-invertible.

A third advantage is the ability to easily use mixed frequency variables with no

corresponding change in the underlying modeling and formulas. Annual, quarterly,

monthly, and even theoretically daily data can be combined in a single model just by

changing the structure or frequency of the input data, as explained in Subsection 3.2.

Computational speed is more difficult to ascribe to either method as an advantage. There

are many factors affecting the computation time of the two models. For DFMs, this

includes the number of features, the number of observations, and especially the time taken

for maximum likelihood convergence. For LSTMs, this includes the number of

observations, as well as nearly all of the hyperparameters. As such, there are cases where

either method can be faster. Even still, training a single LSTM network with any choice of

hyperparameters is usually faster than estimating a DFM on the same data. For instance, in

the 300 model runs of this analysis, this was the case 96% of the time, with the LSTM

taking on average just 25% of the time needed to estimate the DFM. However, the results

in Figure 7 were obtained by fitting ten LSTM models and averaging the result, in which

case the LSTM was faster just 42% of the time, taking on average 2.5 times as long to

estimate compared with the DFM. These numbers are slightly skewed in favor of the DFM

however, as the number of features was restricted to a maximum of 20. Models with a

number of features above this would favor the LSTM in computation time. Because the

LSTM needs to be hyperparameter tuned for every new target series, likely more LSTM

models need to be estimated than DFM models in the model selection phase of an exercise,

leading to comparatively longer run times initially. However, once variables and

hyperparameters are selected and models just need to be retrained periodically with the

latest data, this disadvantage disappears.

The fact that results were evaluated using ten networks for the LSTM has to do with one

of their disadvantages relative to DFMs, namely, the stochastic nature of ANNs. Ten

LSTM networks trained on the same data will output ten different predictions due to the

randomization of initial weights, which is not the case for DFMs. Training many networks

and taking their average predictions is a way to mitigate this characteristic. Figure 8

illustrates how the distribution of predictions develops as more networks are used.

The distributions were obtained by taking a single set of variables predicting global

merchandise exports values and training an LSTM model averaging the outputs of

between one and 20 networks on the data, then generating a prediction for a single time

period. This was repeated 100 times by retraining the same model, thus generating 100

predictions for a single target period, creating the distributions. The predictions were then
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scaled to be between 0 and 1 for clarity. Variance decreases as more networks are added.

While adding more networks can mitigate the stochastic nature of LSTMs’ predictions,

adding very many can substantially increase computation time while never achieving

perfectly consistent outputs.

A final disadvantage LSTMs have compared with DFMs is the lack of interpretability in

their parameters, and the consequent lack of inference as to what is driving changes in the

model. DFMs have the advantage of being able to offer precise insights to various

features’ impact on predictions, as illustrated by the New York Fed’s nowcasts (Federal

Reserve Bank of New York 2021). This is a well-known characteristic of ANNs in general

(Fan et al. 2020). In this regard, there is opportunity for further research into applying

existing ANN interpretability methods, such as activation maximization or sensitivity

analysis (Montavon et al. 2018), to the nowcasting LSTM framework, though one has

already been implemented in the nowcast_lstm library. The methodology employed is

similar to a simplified implementation of calculating Shapley values, whose use in adding

interpretability to machine learning methodologies is explained in further detail in
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Subsection 5.9 of Molnar (2019). For more information on usage and the methodology, see

the repository’s README and example file.

5. Conclusion

Timely, accurate estimates of macroeconomic series can be valuable in helping inform

policy decisions. This article provides evidence for stronger consideration of LSTMs for

this purpose, as well as introduces Python, R, MATLAB, and Julia libraries to facilitate

future research. LSTMs were shown to produce superior predictions compared with DFMs

on three different target series: global merchandise trade exports expressed in both values

and volumes and global services exports, and over five different data vintages.

In addition to better empirical performance for the three target series, LSTMs provide

advantages over DFMs by being able to handle large numbers of features without

computational bottlenecks, not relying on the invertibility of any matrices, thus being able

to be fit on any dataset, and the ability to use any mixture of frequencies in features or

target. Disadvantages relative to DFMs include LSTMs’ stochastic nature and opacity

regarding feature contribution to predictions.

The nowcast_lstm library can facilitate the use of LSTMs in economic nowcasting by

lowering the barrier to experimentation. LSTMs’ ability to reliably generate predictions on

a large number of input features makes it easier to quickly verify whether or not a given

series has the potential to be nowcast, a characteristic that could help expand the variety

and quantity of economic variables monitored via nowcasting.

There remains much scope for future research and development on this topic. Further

testing should be performed to verify LSTMs’ performance on a wider variety of series

and frequency mixtures. More hyperparameter tuning could be performed to see if

tweaking other aspects of model architecture could result in better results. There is also

much scope for exploring different methods of filling missing values beyond ARMA or

mean-filling. Finally, methods in addition to the one already implemented for interpreting

LSTMs and ascertaining feature contribution to predictions would increase the method’s

viability as a policy-informing instrument. The library could be extended in the future to

incorporate any improvements to performance or functionality deriving from future

research, continuing to facilitate the adoption and development of the methodology in the

nowcasting domain.
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Variable Inclusion Strategies through Directed Acyclic
Graphs to adjust Health Surveys subject to Selection Bias

for Producing National Estimates

Yan Li1, Katherine E. Irimata2, Yulei He2, and Jennifer Parker2

Along with the rapid emergence of web surveys to address time-sensitive priority topics,
various propensity score (PS)-based adjustment methods have been developed to improve
population representativeness for nonprobability- or probability-sampled web surveys subject
to selection bias. Conventional PS-based methods construct pseudo-weights for web samples
using a higher-quality reference probability sample. The bias reduction, however, depends on
the outcome and variables collected in both web and reference samples. A central issue is
identifying variables for inclusion in PS-adjustment. In this article, directed acyclic graph
(DAG), a common graphical tool for causal studies but largely under-utilized in survey
research, is used to examine and elucidate how different types of variables in the causal
pathways impact the performance of PS-adjustment. While past literature generally
recommends including all variables, our research demonstrates that only certain types of
variables are needed in PS-adjustment. Our research is illustrated by NCHS’ Research and
Development Survey, a probability-sampled web survey with potential selection bias, PS-
adjusted to the National Health Interview Survey, to estimate U.S. asthma prevalence. Find-
ings in this article can be used by National Statistics Offices to design questionnaires with
variables that improve web-samples’ population representativeness and to release more
timely and accurate estimates for priority topics.

Key words: Kernel weighting; logistic regression; propensity score model; survey inference.

1. Introduction

Producing timely data is a priority of National Statistics Offices (NSOs). However, some

of the more timely data collections, including web-based surveys, may be subject to biases

relative to large nationally representative surveys conducted by NSOs due to lower

coverage and response rates. Adjusting these timelier sources with less timely but higher

quality reference surveys may decrease their biases.

Selection bias has been acknowledged in different areas (Hernán 2004) and is becoming

more critical in the big data era with the rapid emergence of various web surveys to

address time-sensitive priority topics, referred to here as target samples. Data collected in

target samples, such as web panels, can result in attrition and response rates are often

found to be 10% or lower (Baker et al. 2013). Although low response is not necessarily
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indicative of response bias (Groves and Peytcheva 2008; Brick and Tourangeau 2017),

selection bias has been of great concern because the composition of web panels often

differs from that of the underlying population. Panel members tend to be more educated

and to have higher socioeconomic status than non-panel-members (Craig et al. 2013).

Epidemiologic target samples often recruit “healthy volunteers” with lower estimates of

disease incidence and mortality that a general population (Pinsky et al. 2007). To reduce

the selection bias of the target samples, various propensity score (PS)-based adjustment

methods have been developed which use an existing high-quality probability sample (e.g.,

national representative surveys) as a reference, where high quality refers to probability-

sampled surveys with relatively low sampling and non-sampling errors that lead to

confidence in their ability to produce representative estimates (Groves 1989). Recent PS

adjustment methods include, but are not limited to, PS weighting (Valliant 2020; Chen

et al. 2019) and PS matching (Kern et al. 2021) methods.

The amount of bias reduction, however, varies depending on the outcome and variables

that are collected in both the target and reference data sources. Wang et al. (2020a) studied

the bias reduction of different PS adjustment methods using the non-representative U.S.

National Institutes of Health – American Association of Retired Persons cohort

(NIH-AARP 2006), with the National Health Interview Survey (NHIS) as the reference

survey. Among the ten selected diseases examined, they found the amount of relative bias

reduction ranged from 8% to 30% using their proposed PS-based kernel weighting (KW)

method. There is still a large amount of bias that is not removable by PS adjustment

methods alone due to the uncollected information in the reference probability sample. The

effectiveness of PS adjustment methods depends on the identification of the proper set of

covariates, their availability, and their quality (Baker et al. 2013). Some references (e.g.,

Mercer et al. 2018) have even argued that choosing the correct variables can be more

important than choosing the correct adjustment models, including PS methods.

High-quality probability samples surveyed through well-designed questionnaires are in

great demand as reference surveys for at least two reasons: (1) Different PS adjustment

methods, including PS-based weighting and matching methods, require a high-quality

probability sample as the reference in order to create a set of pseudo-weights for the target

sample to better represent the underlying target population; (2) Different target samples

may use a common high-quality probability sample as the reference for cost efficiency by

using the same questions with exact wordings to avoid potential reporting/measurement

error. Given a high-quality population representative reference survey, we are interested in

identifying the types of variables that are critical for collection in the target sample to

improve its external validity in estimating population quantities. The findings can be used

in turn to plan for future surveys.

The target sample motivating this research is collected through the National Center for

Health Statistics’ (NCHS) Research and Development Survey (RANDS), a probability-

based panel survey that has been conducted using online and phone administration

(www.cdc.gov/nchs/rands). Although the RANDS data are more structured than

nonprobability samples, RANDS is subject to potential selection bias as RANDS has

lower response rates, as well as potential measurement and coverage errors compared to

traditional interviewer-administered national population health surveys (Parker et al.

2020). On the other hand, probability survey panels such as RANDS have the potential to
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produce more timely information than national population surveys. To reduce the potential

selection bias in RANDS estimates, NCHS’ NHIS has been used as a reference sample to

construct pseudo-weights using PS-based weighting methods (Parker et al. 2020; Irimata

et al. 2020) and raking. These adjustments have been applied to the estimation of several

population health outcomes, including diagnosed asthma, diagnosed hypertension,

diagnosed diabetes, health insurance, as well as for health outcomes related to the

coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic such as access to health care. In these

studies, adjustment to the NHIS (PS-based weighting or raking) has typically been

performed using the main effects for all common covariates between RANDS and the

NHIS, including sociodemographic, health, and internet use variables; the adjustment for

RANDS during COVID-19 used a limited subset of variables for the public release of

COVID-19-related estimates (www.cdc.gov/nchs/covid19/rands.htm). While PS weight-

ing and raking adjustments have been shown to improve RANDS estimates relative to

those without any adjustment to the NHIS (Parker et al. 2020; Irimata et al. 2020), stability

of the estimated propensity scores and how the inclusion of different variables in the

propensity model or calibration affects bias and efficiency of the estimated population

mean for various outcomes have been a major concern.

Propensity model variable inclusion has been widely studied in different areas,

including clinical trial or medical research and survey research. In clinical trial research,

participants are included for clinical and experimental purposes (mainly for treatment

effect estimation) and are not necessarily representative of the U.S. population.

Simulations (Brookhart et al. 2006; Leyrat et al. 2013) were performed to examine the

effect of the choice of variables that are included in a propensity model has on the bias,

variance, and mean squared error of estimated treatment effects. It was concluded that

omitting confounding factors increases bias and the inclusion of variables that are

independent of the exposure but related to the outcome in the propensity model gains

efficiency without increasing bias of estimated treatment effects. However, covariate

inclusion for propensity score models in clinical trial research has been limited. Ali et al.

(2015) provided a systematic review of covariate inclusion in the PS model for medical

studies and concluded that the quality of reporting variable inclusion is far from optimal in

the medical literature. Similarly, Grose et al. (2020) found 90% out of 303 systematically

reviewed studies did not provide justification for covariates included in their PS models.

In survey research, propensity analyses have been conducted to estimate response

propensity (Groves 2006; Iannacchione et al. 1991) and to adjust sampling weights in

representative surveys to reduce the estimation bias due to unit nonresponse. The best

auxiliary variables to be included for nonresponse adjustment are those simultaneously

correlated with response propensity and the key survey outcomes (Lessler and Kalsbeek

1992). Little and Vartivarian (2005) further suggested that most important feature of

variables for inclusion is that the variables are predictive of survey outcomes; prediction of

response propensity is a secondary, though useful, goal.

This article, in contrast to the interest of estimating treatment effects in clinical research,

aims to estimate population quantities such as the population mean. We are interested in

identifying key auxiliary information in a reference probability survey to improve the

external validity of inferences from a target data set. This is an important obligation for

survey designers because the choice and inclusion of these variables has a tremendous
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effect on both the bias and the precision of the estimates of population quantities. This

differs from the goal of nonresponse adjustment which uses chosen covariates for

predicting response propensities as, in nonresponse adjustment research, respondents are

nested within the sampled units, and respondents and nonrespondents share common

sampling design variables. As a result, unweighted analysis of response propensity can be

performed conditional on the design and response predictive variables (Little and

Vartivarian 2003). However, this is not true for estimating the propensity of target sample

inclusion because the reference survey and the target samples are often independent without

sharing design variables (Wang et al. 2021). Variable choice for the propensity model used

to predict the target sample inclusion propensity should be performed with additional care.

This article aims to examine how different types of variables included in a propensity

model impact the performance of population mean estimation using target samples

through the directed acyclic graph (DAG), a common graphical tool in causal studies but

largely under-utilized in survey research. The DAG is used to identify certain types of

variables in the causal pathway to be included in the PS model which results in the lowest

bias and highest precision under various scenarios. Estimated population means and their

variances are evaluated analytically and numerically under various mis-specified

propensity models, including with and without interactive effects. Different levels of

variable correlations in the finite population are considered to mimic real data scenarios.

The findings are applied to RANDS, with NHIS as the reference, to estimate the

prevalence of asthma in the U.S. The RANDS evaluation demonstrates the advantage of

this approach compared to the approach when the propensity model includes all available

variables.

The results from this research provide insight for data analysts on propensity model

construction to improve the population representativeness of target samples. It also

provides insight for questionnaire designers on the critical auxiliary information to collect

from the reference survey. NSOs, using the article results, can design the questionnaires

for both the target and reference surveys and release accurate estimates for priority topics

from more timely data sources.

2. Methods

We first introduce some notation. Suppose Y is a binary outcome of interest (e.g., for

estimating the prevalence of a disease or health condition: Y ¼ 1 if event and 0 otherwise).

In the context of survey sampling, suppose A is the binary selection indicator variable (i.e.,

A ¼ 1 if a population unit participates in the target sample and 0 otherwise). Note A

indicates the target sample participation with value of one representing population units

who are recruited and respond to the survey.

We adapt the framework of Brookhart et al. (2006) of employing a directed acyclic

graph (DAG) to study potential selection bias induced by three types of covariates (see

Figure 1a):

1. variables related to both the outcome Y and the selection indictor A of the target

sample 2 confounders (X1),

2. variables related to Y but not related to A – outcome predictors (X2), and

3. variables related to A but not related to Y – selection variables (X3).
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We now present some background about PS adjustment methods. For estimation of the

finite population (FP) mean of a binary outcome E Yð Þ ¼ p Y ¼ 1ð Þ, the naı̈ve unweighted

estimate using the selected target sample (A ¼ 1) has bias relative to the FP, given by

Bias ¼ p Y ¼ 1jA ¼ 1
� �

2 p Y ¼ 1ð Þ ¼ R 2 1ð Þp Y ¼ 1ð Þ with R ¼
p A¼1jY¼1ð Þ

p A¼1ð Þ
. In order to

remove the bias, it requires the conditional distribution of A given Y is the same as the

distribution of A, denoted by A ’ Y and adjustment methods based on PS are often

employed (Valliant 2020).

More specifically in PS-based adjustment methods, the population mean m of the

outcome Y, is estimated by

m̂ xð Þ ¼
1X

j[Sc

wj xð Þ j[Sc

X
wj xð Þyj; ð1Þ

where Sc denotes the set of sample units in the target sample of size nc; yj for j [ Sc and x

are, respectively, realized values of the outcome Y and X; the pseudo-weights wj xð Þ for

j [ Sc is constructed to balance the distribution in covariates between the target sample

and the reference survey. Note X can be a single covariate or a vector of covariates from

X1- X3, and are available in both the target sample and the reference survey, while the

outcome variable Y is available in the target sample Sc only.

Various PS-based adjustment methods, including PS weighting and PS matching

methods, have been developed under the following assumptions. First, the reference

survey sample (in our real data example, the NHIS), through weighting, properly

represents the target population of interest. Second, all finite population units have a

positive participation rate (i.e., each individual in the population has a positive propensity

to volunteer to participate in RANDS panel). Third, conditional exchangeability holds

with no unmeasured confounders, that is, the probability for each individual in the FP to

participate in the target sample is not related to his/her outcome, after adjusting for all

measured variables. It is a common practice that the variables in the target sample are

measured using same question wordings as in the reference survey to avoid potential

reporting or measurement error.

While PS weighting and PS matching methods have similar assumptions, PS weighting

methods construct the pseudo-weight by the inverse of the inclusion probability

conditional on x, that is, wj ¼
1

e xjð Þ
for j [ Sc, with e xð Þ ¼ p A ¼ 1jx

� �
, the target sample

inclusion probability conditional on x. It can be verified that A ’ xje xð Þ: In contrast, PS

(a) (b)

X
3

X
3

A AY Y

X
1

X
1

X
2

X
2

Fig. 1. DAG for three types of covariates with the selection indicator (A) and the outcome (Y).
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matching methods distribute the survey sample weights to target sample units that have

similar predicted propensity scores. For example, the KW method (Wang et al. 2021) first

assigns the sample weight of each survey unit, say unit i, to cohort members proportionally

according to kernel distances, defined by propensity scores K
e xið Þ2e xjð Þ

h

� �
for j [ Sc, where

K(.) a kernel function such as the standard normal density function, and h is the band width

selected by Silverman’s rule of thumb method (Silverman 1986). As such, most of the

sample weight for survey unit i is assigned to those cohort members with similar

propensity scores. The assigned portions from survey members to cohort member j are

then summed up to form the pseudo-weight wj.

In Subsections 2.1–2.2, we assume that X1, X2, and X3 are mutually independent in the

FP and study how the PS-based adjustment methods reduce the bias and variance through

the incorporation of different types of variables in the propensity models. We further

consider real situations in Subsection 2.3 when different types of variables are correlated

in the FP using DAG. Although DAG is a graphical tool developed for causal

interpretation, we used it to rule out possible confounding and identify a conditioning

covariate set for Y ’ A. The actual causation is not important in this context. Subsection

2.4 summarizes some practical guidelines for identifying the variable types in real data and

choosing between PS-based methods to construct pseudo-weights when covariates

interactively affect the target sample participation and the outcome.

2.1. Bias of m̂ xð Þ By Various Types of Covariates

It is readily shown in Figure 1a that the confounders X1 induce the bias when we use the

simple sample mean to estimate the population mean p Y ¼ 1ð Þ. Intuitively, the

information can be exchanged between the two nodes of A and Y through X1, but not X2 or

X3. This result is consistent with the bias calculation below. For selection variables

X ¼ X3ð Þ or predictors X ¼ X2ð Þ, we have

R ¼

X
x p Y ¼ 1jX ¼ x
� �

p A ¼ 1jX ¼ x
� �

p X ¼ xð Þ
� �

p Y ¼ 1ð Þ
X

x p A ¼ 1jX ¼ x
� �

p X ¼ xð Þ
� � ¼ 1 and hence Bias ¼ 0:

For confounders, however, Bias – 0: To correct for the bias induced by X1, PS-based

adjustment methods create pseudo-weights and reweight the target sample such that the

weighted sample distribution of the confounder X1 is same as that in the FP, that is, X1 ’ A

as shown in Figure 1b. The dotted line denotes the path X1-A is blocked (i.e., there is no

information exchange between the two nodes) by reweighting the target sample and hence

A ’ Y .

As a result, the estimator m̂ x1ð Þ withthe set of pseudo-weights w x1ð Þ, where x1 is the

realized value of the confounder X1, is approximately unbiased. Analogously, it is readily

shown that the estimator m̂ with pseudo-weights defined by the inverse of sample inclusion

probabilities that balance the x1 distribution between the target sample and the FP,

including e x1; x2

� �
, e x1; x3

� �
; or e x1; x2; x3

� �
, is also unbiased. Note that the three sets of

pseudo-weights of w x1; x2

� �
, w x1; x3

� �
; or w x1; x2; x3

� �
balance the x1 distribution and

also the distribution of x2, x3, or x2 and x3; respectively, between the target sample Sc and

the FP (Rosenbaum and Rubin 1983).
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In contrast, pseudo-weights of w x2ð Þ; w x3ð Þ or w x2; x3

� �
do not balance the X1

distribution and therefore the corresponding weighted estimators in Equation (1) are

biased.

2.2. Variance of m̂ xð Þ By Various Types of Covariates

Among the four unbiased estimators based on e x1ð Þ, e x1; x2

� �
, e x1; x3

� �
; and e x1; x2; x3

� �
,

we compare their efficiencies. We first compare the variance of m̂ xð Þ with x the realized

value of X ¼ X1 versus X ¼ X1;X3

� �
, denoted by V m̂ x1ð Þ

� �
and V m̂ x1; x3

� �� �
,

respectively. We write

V m̂ x1ð Þ
� �

¼ V
1X

j[Sc
wj x1ð Þ j[Sc

X
wj x1ð Þyj

0

@

1

A; and

V m̂ x1; x3

� �� �
¼ V

1X
j[Sc

wj x1; x3

� �
j[Sc

X
wj x1; x3

� �
yj

0

@

1

A

Note the selection variable is independent of the outcome and thus the pseudo-weights

based on x3 are non-informativeof the outcome Y. The corresponding pseudo-weighted

mean, although adding no bias, loses efficiency due to the differential non-informative

pseudo-weights. Taking the adjusted logistic propensity pseudo-weights (denoted by ALP

in Wang et al. 2021) as an example, under the logistic regression propensity model

log
pj

1 2 pj

¼ logpj ¼ bT
x xj; ð2Þ

where pj ¼ p j [ S
*

cjFP
*

� �
and FP

*
¼ S

*

c< FP denotes the pseudopopulation by

combining S
*

c (i.e., a copy of the target sample Sc) and the FP, and bx is the regression

coefficient associated with x. The ALP pseudo-weight wj xð Þ is constructed as wj xð Þ ¼

exp 21 bT
x xj

� �
for j [ Sc:

For simple illustration, assume model (2) includes main effects of covariates, so

wj x1; x3

� �
¼ wj x1ð Þwj x3ð Þ and wj x3ð Þ are noninformative weights since x3 ’ y. Under the

assumption that the variance of the observations is approximately constant (Kish 1992),

the proportional increase in variance from weighting, denoted by L, is approximated to be

L ¼
V m̂ x1; x3

� �� �

V m̂ x1ð Þ
� � 2 1 ¼ CV2 wj x3ð Þ

� �
. 0

where CV is the coefficient of variation of the wj x3ð Þ weights. Thus, V m̂ x1; x3

� �� �
.

V m̂ x1ð Þ
� �

:

Note that the model parameter bx ¼ 0 in Equation (2) if x is an outcome predictor,

which does not predict the target sample membership A, such as x2 in Figure 1a. As a

result, w x1; x2

� �
¼ exp 21 bT

x1
x1 þ 0

� �
¼ w x1ð Þ and thus
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V m̂ x1; x2

� �
¼

1X
j[Sc

wj x1; x2

� �
j[Sc

X
wj x1; x2

� �
yj

0

@

1

A

¼ V m̂ x1ð Þ ¼
1X

j[Sc
wj x1ð Þ j[Sc

X
wj x1ð Þyj

0

@

1

A:

Along the same line of justification, V m̂ x1; x3

� �� �
¼ V m̂ x1; x2; x3

� �� �
. In conclusion,

V m̂ x1ð Þ
� �

¼ V m̂ x1; x2

� �� �
, V m̂ x1; x3

� �� �
¼ V m̂ x1; x2; x3

� �� �

In summary, to achieve unbiasedness and efficiency of pseudo-weighted mean

estimators, the propensity model that considers confounders (X1) alone, or together with

outcome predictors X2ð Þ, should be used to construct the pseudo-weights in Equation (1).

The resulting mean estimates are unbiased and most efficient. The inclusion of selection

variables in the propensity model, in addition to all confounders, adds no more bias,

however, will inflate the variances of the estimates. In contrast, the inclusion of outcome

predictors does not inflate the variance while retaining the unbiasedness of the FP mean

estimates. A short version of the recommendation for PS-based pseudo-weights

construction: include all confounders but avoid selection variables in the propensity

model.

The above justification assumesthe logistic regression model (2) with main effects is

true. More rigorous justification is needed when different types of covariates are

correlated; propensity models are mis-specified (that is, the logistic regression model (2) is

not the true model); and the pseudo-weights (i.e., propensity model coefficients) are

unknown and have to be estimated.

2.3. Correlation Between Covariates

We now consider more realistic scenarios in which the confounders, the outcome predictors,

and the selection variables can be correlated to each other. Figure 2 shows cases where

correlation exists between the pairs X1 and X3, X1 and X2, and X2 and X3, respectively. In

addition, any two or all three pairs can be correlated simultaneously in the FP.

(a) (b) (c)

X
3 X

3
X

3

A A AY Y Y

X
1

X
1 X

1

X
2

X
2

X
2

Fig. 2. DAG for Y ’ A when correlation exists between X1 – X3 (a), X1 – X2 (b) and X2 – X3 (c). Blocking

dotted path(s) to have Y ’ A.
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For unbiased estimation of the FP mean of Y using the target sample (A ¼ 1), we need

to block all paths connecting A and Y such that Y ’ A. We focus on paths that point to A

since in the propensity model we construct weights for the target sample units (with

A ¼ 1) so that the weighted target sample and the FP have same distributions in certain

covariates X, that is, A ’ Xje(X).

As shown by the dotted lines in Figure 2, two paths (indicated by two different types of

dotted line) in Figure 2a and 2c, and one path in Figure 2b are identified and need to be

blocked, that is, prevent information flow between A and Y, in order to achieve Y ’ A.

The backdoor criteria (Pearl 2009) is a way to rule out confounding via conditioning, and

allows identifying the causal effect from A to Y (equal to zero in Figure 2, i.e., Y ’ A)

after conditioning a set of covariates that block the backdoor paths between A and Y. Here,

the identified dotted paths in Figure 2 are backdoor paths because the arrows point into A

(not the opposite direction if arrows point from A towards X1-X3). By the backdoor criteria,

X1 blocks the identified paths in Figure 2a-b. As follows, we construct PS-based pseudo-

weights w x1ð Þ so that the X1 distribution in the weighted target sample is same as that in

the FP in Figure 2a-b when X1 and X3 or X1 and X2 are correlated (i.e., rx1x3
– 0 or

rx1x2
– 0). Thus, the w x1ð Þ -weighted target sample mean of Y is an unbiased estimator of

the FP mean. In Figure 2c, X2 or X3, in addition to X1, block the two identified paths (Pearl

2009). Following the same logic, pseudo-weights that balance the distributions in X2 or X3,

in addition to X1, denoted by w x1; x2

� �
or w x1; x3

� �
; should be constructed for the target

sample units when the pair of X2 and X3 are correlated in Figure 2c (rx2x3
– 0). This result

also applies to cases when any two pairs or all three pairs of covariates are simultaneously

correlated in the FP, and the w(x1,x2)– or w(x1,x3)-pseudo-weighted target sample means

are approximately unbiased.

In summary, similar to the scenario shown in Figure 2, in order to block the dotted paths

when covariates interactively affect the outcome, PS-based adjustment methods can be

applied to construct pseudo-weights that balance the distributions of X1 (Figure 2a-b) and

X1; X2

� �
or X1;X3

� �
(Figure 2c) in the pseudo-weighted sample and the FP.

2.4. Practical Guidelines

In practice, the variable types (confounder, predictor, selection variable) need to be

identified for propensity model construction. Since we are not concerned about model

interpretation, parametric models with complex functional forms or nonparametric models

can be fitted. In our RANDS example (Section 4), both the outcome and propensity models

were selected by automatic backward selection methods. Starting from the full model

containing all factors and their pairwise interaction terms, we removed the interaction term

with the largest p-value and re-fit the model. We continued the iterations until all p-values

of the interaction terms were less than 0.05. For each interaction, complex survey designs

were accounted for in the logistic regression analysis using the svyglm() function in the R

survey package (Lumley 2020). The main effects with p-values greater than 0.05 were

removed only if they were not involved in any of significant interaction terms. As results,

each type of variables is identified: confounders are common terms in both the selected

propensity and the outcome models; the selection variables (or predictors) are those

selected in the propensity (or outcome) model only. Note that each type of variables may
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contain multiple variables as well as their nonlinear or nonadditive functions (e.g.,

pairwise interactions) in the final outcome and the propensity models.

Alternative model selection criteria can be employed, such as Akaike Information Criterion

(AIC) or Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) (Lumley and Scott 2015) to identify variable

types. Yang et al. (2020) and Chen et al. (2018) have also proposed variable selection

methods, including penalized estimating equations or LASSO regression, which can be used

to identify variable types for inclusion in the PS model. In the case where the outcome of

interest is not available in the reference probability sample or the outcome has not yet been

collected in the target sample, subject matter literature and knowledge may have to be used to

assign the covariate types. Variable type identification is critical in practice and comparing

different model selection methods to create the final models is of future research interest.

The true propensity model of the underlying selection mechanism of the target sample

(A ¼ 1) is often unknown but complicated, which may involve covariate terms of higher

orders of nonlinearity and/or nonadditivity. For example, X1 and X2 (or X1 and X3) can

interactively affect the outcome Y (or selection indicator A), the scenario considered in

simulation study 3 (to be shown in Section 3). In order to estimate the propensity scores

accurately to achieve the covariate balance so that the condition of Y ’ A holds, data

analysts need to be careful in choosing the PS-based adjustment methods among PS

weighting or matching methods based on parametric models such as logistic regression

and nonparametric methods such as machine learning.

For example, PS weighting methods (such as the ALP) can be sensitive to model

misspecification (Wang et al. 2020a). ALP-weighted target sample distributions match the FP

distributions when the assumed propensity model is true. For instance, ALP pseudo-weights

that are constructed based on the propensity model of A on X1, X3, and their interaction X1*X3,

produce unbiased estimators. The estimators, however, are biased if the model is misspecified,

for example, the interaction term is omitted from the propensity model.

In contrast, PS matching methods construct weights by matching target sample units

with reference sample units using the estimated propensity scores, followed by distributing

reference sample weights to target sample units with similar propensities. It has been well

recognized that PS matching, compared to PS weighting methods, is more robust to model

misspecification (Wang et al. 2020a). In our limited simulation studies, it is shown that the

balance in covariate distributions between the KW-weighted sample and the FP can be

achieved as long as the blocking variables, that is, X1 in Figure 2a-b; X1 and X3 or

X1 and X2 in Figure 2c, are included (with or without X1*X3 interaction) in the propensity

model (as shown in Figure 3). For complicated propensity models with higher orders of

interactions and/or nonlinearity, including only the main effects of the blocking variables

in the propensity model by KW methods might not be sufficient. Nonparametric modeling

such as machine learning methods maybe promising (Kern et al. 2021) in identifying

nonlinear or nonadditive relationships of covariates with the target sample selection.

3. Simulation

Simulation studies were conducted to evaluate the performance of the mean estimator

from Equation (1) with the pseudo-weights constructed by the ALP and the KW methods

based on propensity models that consider different types of covariates.
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3.1. Population Generation

We generate a finite population FP ¼ X1i;X2i;X3i; Yi for i ¼ 1; : : :Nf g with population

size N ¼ 20,000. Three covariates X1, X2, and X3 follow standard trivariate normal

distributions with pairwise correlations rx1x2
; rx1x3

; rx2x3
. A binary outcome Y is generated

following the Bernoulli distribution with a mean of

p Y ¼ 1ð Þ ¼
exp a0 þ a1X1 þ a2X2 þ a12X1X2ð Þ

1þ exp a0 þ a1X1 þ a2X2 þ a12X1X2ð Þ
:

We specify a0;a1;a2

� �
¼ 21; :5; :5
� �

so that x1 and x2 are associated with Y as in

Figure 1, but vary a12 ¼ 0.5 or 0 with and without the interaction term. As a result, the FP

mean �Y < 0:29:

3.2. Selection of the Target Sample (with A ¼ 1)

A sample of size nc ¼ 1; 000, denoted by Sc, is selected from the FP, using the design of

probability proportional to size (PPS) sampling with measure of size (mos): mos ¼

exp b0 þ b1X1 þ b3X3 þ b13X1X3

� �
so that the inclusion probability is

p j [ ScjFP
� �

¼
nc £ mosjX

i[FP mosð Þi
/ exp b1X1j þ b3X3j þ b13X1jX3j

� �
:

We specify b ¼ b0;b1;b3

� �
¼ 21; :5; :5
� �

so that x1 and x3 are associated with A as in

Figure 1. In addition, we vary b13 ¼ :5 or 0 with or without the interactive effect in the

propensity model. We have the target sample participation rate of E Að Þ ¼ :05.
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Fig. 3. Bias of Kernel Weighting (KW) vs. Adjusted Logistic Propensity (ALP) Estimated under Various

Propensity Models with w(x12), w(x13), w(x1*x2), and w(x1*x3) including, respectively, main effects of X1 and X2,

main effects of X1 and X3, main and interactive effects of X1 and X2, and main and interactive effects of X1 and X3,

with pairwise covariate correlations ðrx1x2
; rx1x3

; rx2x3
Þ ¼ ð0; 0; 0Þ (a), (0,.6,0) (b), (.6,.6,0) (c), and (.6,.6,.6) (d),

in the FP. Propensity model with w(x1*x3) is the true model.
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The inclusion probabilities (i.e., sample weights) are masked in the analysis and treated

as unknown (i.e., equal sample weights of 1 used). Note that the target sample without

weights is not representative of the population.

3.3. Selection of a Probability Sample

An independent probability sample of size ns ¼ 500, denoted by Ss; is selected using the

same sampling design as the target sample selection. The selected probability sample has

known selection probabilities. The weighted probability sample is used as the reference

survey, representing the underlying FP in the propensity analysis.

Pseudo-weighted means, that is, (1), with estimated pseudo-weights constructed under

different propensity models, including the confounders (X1), outcome predictors (X2), the

selection variables (X3), and/or their interactions, were compared. Three simulation

studies are conducted with results presented in Tables 1–2 and Figure 3. Simulation 1

considers a simple scenario of independent covariates in the FP (with rx1x2
¼ rx1x3

¼

rx2x3
¼ 0Þ without interaction effects of covariates on the outcome or the target sample

inclusion (i.e., a12 ¼ b13 ¼ 0). Simulation 2 varies the covariate correlation in the FP by

rx1x2
; rx1x3

; rx2x3

� �
¼ :6; 0; 0
� �

; 0; :6; 0
� �

; 0; 0; :6
� �

;

:6; :6; 0
� �

; :6; 0; :6
� �

; 0; :6; :6
� �

; or :6; :6; :6
� �

;

while keeping a12 ¼ b13 ¼ 0: Simulation 3 further complicates the underlying outcome

model and the propensity model by including the interaction terms with a12 ¼ b13 ¼ 0:5:

Tables 1–2 show the bias, empirical variance (EmpVar), and MSE of the KW estimate,

over B ¼ 500 iterations, from simulations 1–2; respectively, and

bias ¼
1

B

XB

b¼1
m̂ ðbÞ 2 �Y; EmpVar ¼ B 2 1ð Þ21

XB

b¼1
m̂ ðbÞ 2 B21

XB

b¼1
m̂ ðbÞ

n o2

; and

MSE ¼
1

B

XB

b¼1
m̂ bð Þ 2 �Y
� 	2

;

where m̂ bð Þ is the KW estimate of the population mean using the bth simulated target

sample under various analytical propensity models. The w(x1), w(x12Þ, and w(x13Þ denote

the propensity models including main effects of, respectively, x1, x1 and x2, x1 and x3.

Table 1. Results from population mean estimation1 under various propensity score models2 with covariate

correlations rx1x2
; rx1x3

; rx2x3

� �
¼ 0; 0; 0
� �

and interaction effects a12 ¼ b13 ¼ 0.

Sample3 w(x1) w(x2) w(x3) w(x12) w(x13) w(x23)

Bias (£ 102) 4.61 0.26 4.50 4.83 0.26 0.41 4.77
EmpVar (£ 104) 2.20 2.68 2.62 2.96 2.92 3.43 3.32
MSE (£ 104) 23.48 2.75 22.85 26.31 2.99 3.60 26.04
1Kernel weighting estimator (Wang et al. 2020b) is applied for population mean estimation.
2w(x1), w(x2), w(x3), w(x12), w(x13), and w(x23) denote pseudo-weighted means with pseudo-weights constructed

under the propensity model with main effect(s) of x1; x2, x3, x1 and x2, x1 and x3, and x2 and x3, respectively.
3Sample denotes the unweighted mean
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Models including x2 only, x3 only, and x2 and x3 are denoted as w(x2), w(x3), and w(x23),

respectively.

Three observations are made in Table 1. Firstly, consistent with our expectations, all

propensity models that include the confounder x1, that is, w(x1Þ, w(x12Þ, w(x13Þ, produce

approximately unbiased estimates of the FP mean of Y; the estimates are badly biased

under the propensity models which include x2 only, x3 only, or x2 and x3. Secondly, the

propensity model w(x3Þ yields inflated variance estimates compared to w(x1Þ or w(x2Þ, and

w(x2Þ has the smallest empirical variances. Thirdly, among the three approximately

unbiased estimators, w(x1Þ yields the most efficient estimates relative to w(x12Þ or w(x13Þ.

Table 2 presents results from simulation 2 with varying covariate correlations. Three

observations are made. Firstly, pseudo-weights that balance the distributions in x2 or x3, in

addition to x1, produced approximately unbiased estimates across various correlations; see

the shaded two columns of w(x12Þ and w(x13Þ. Secondly, among the two, w(x12Þ and w(x13Þ,

the empirical variance estimates and MSEs under w(x12Þ tend to be smaller than those

under w(x13Þ. Thirdly, the inclusion of only the confounder x1 in the propensity model, that

Table 2. Results from population mean estimation1 under various propensity score models2 by covariate

correlations with interaction effects a12 ¼ b13 ¼ 0.

Sample3 w(x1) w(x2) w(x3) w(x12) w(x13) w(x23)

rx1x2
; rx1x3

; rx2x3

� �
¼ :6; 0; 0
� �

Bias (£ 102) 7.35 0.37 2.98 7.60 0.37 0.59 3.25

EmpVar (£ 104) 2.15 2.59 2.64 2.77 2.66 2.88 2.84

MSE (£ 104) 56.14 2.72 11.52 60.57 2.79 3.23 13.42

rx1x2
; rx1x3

; rx2x3

� �
¼ 0; :6; 0
� �

Bias (£ 102) 7.27 0.32 7.16 3.21 0.30 0.41 3.12

EmpVar (£ 104) 2.17 3.60 2.39 3.68 3.53 4.05 3.66

MSE (£ 104) 54.98 3.70 53.67 13.97 3.62 4.22 13.39

rx1x2
; rx1x3

; rx2x3

� �
¼ 0; 0; :6
� �

Bias (£ 102) 7.55 2.98 4.65 4.87 0.26 0.37 4.83

EmpVar (£ 104) 2.01 2.52 2.38 2.57 2.66 2.75 2.66

MSE (£ 104) 59.00 11.38 24.00 26.30 2.73 2.89 26.03

rx1x2
; rx1x3

; rx2x3

� �
¼ :6; :6; 0
� �

Bias (£ 102) 9.81 -1.04 5.36 6.09 0.54 0.54 1.70

EmpVar (£ 104) 2.16 3.45 2.94 3.79 3.94 3.98 4.19

MSE (£ 104) 98.39 4.52 31.61 40.93 4.23 4.27 7.09

rx1x2
; rx1x3

; rx2x3

� �
¼ :6; 0; :6
� �

Bias (£ 102) 10.27 3.11 1.67 7.60 0.50 0.60 2.36

EmpVar (£ 104) 2.33 2.84 2.96 2.94 2.93 3.11 3.00

MSE (£ 104) 107.86 12.51 5.76 60.72 3.18 3.46 8.58

rx1x2
; rx1x3

; rx2x3

� �
¼ 0; :6; :6
� �

Bias (£ 102) 10.09 3.11 7.24 1.56 0.33 0.44 2.34

EmpVar (£ 104) 1.98 3.65 2.63 3.28 3.45 3.61 3.48

MSE (£ 104) 103.83 13.33 54.98 5.71 3.55 3.80 8.97

rx1x2
; rx1x3

; rx2x3

� �
¼ :6; :6; :6
� �

Bias (£ 102) 13.28 1.73 4.52 4.81 0.77 0.89 3.30

EmpVar (£ 104) 1.98 3.93 3.39 3.88 3.91 4.29 3.97

MSE (£ 104) 178.29 6.91 23.83 26.99 4.50 5.07 14.88

1Kernel weighting estimator (Wang et al. 2020b) is applied for population mean estimation.
2w(x1), w(x2), w(x3), w(x12), w(x13), and w(x23) denote pseudo-weighted means with pseudo-weights constructed

under the propensity model with main effect(s) of x1; x2, x3, x1 and x2, x1 and x3, and x2 and x3, respectively.
3Sample denotes the unweighted mean.
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is, w x1ð Þ, although efficient, may induce bias, especially when correlation exists between

x2 and x3.

Simulation 3 compares biases of estimated population means by the KW matching

method and the ALP weighting method when the underlying outcome and propensity

models include the interaction terms, i.e., a12 ¼ b13 ¼ 0:5 (see Figure 3). Four analytic

propensity models, including X2 or X3 in addition to the confounder x1, are considered and

they are (1) w(x12Þ, X1 and X2 main effects only, (2) w(x13Þ, X1 and X3 main effects only,

(3) w(x1*x2Þ, X1 and X2 main effects and their interaction, and (4) w(x1*x3Þ, including X1

and X3 main effects and their interaction. Recall KW is a type of PS matching method and

expected to be more robust to model misspecification compared to the ALP method. As

expected, the KW method consistently yields approximately unbiased estimates across

four propensity models with or without interaction terms. In the contrast, the ALP

approach directly uses the inverse of the participation rates estimated from the assumed

propensity model as pseudo-weights, and the ALP estimates are approximately unbiased

only under the true propensity model w(x1*x3Þ. Furthermore, it can be observed that biases

of the ALP estimates are consistently closer to zero than the KW under the true model.

Results with covariate correlations rx1x2
; rx1x3

; rx2x3

� �
¼ :6; 0; 0
� �

; 0; 0; :6
� �

; :6; 0; :6
� �

and 0; :6; :6
� �

showed a similar pattern and hence are not shown.

4. Real Data Analysis

RANDS, a series of web-based probability panel surveys conducted at NCHS

(https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/rands), has been used for methodological research and, more

recently, for providing early experimental estimates on the COVID-19 pandemic. RANDS

has the capability to collect data quickly and is less costly than traditional national

household surveys, but is subject to potential selection biasdue to low response rates.

Adjustment methods to construct pseudo-weights, including propensity-score based

methods, are applied to balance the covariate distributions in the target sample and the FP,

and are an important component of the RANDS program. We consider the simulation

findings from this article for selecting PS-model covariates to estimate the national

prevalence of asthma compared to NCHS’ NHIS.

Data from the third round of RANDS (RANDS 3) is evaluated. RANDS 3 was collected

in 2019 using NORC’s AmeriSpeakw Panel (https://amerispeak.norc.org) and included

responses from 2,646 panelists aged 18 years and older. RANDS 3 panelists were surveyed

via web and were asked questions related to general and mental health, medical

conditions, opioid use, and pain. The RANDS 3 cumulative response rate was 18.1%. The

RANDS 3 original panel weights were developed by the inverse of the probability of

inclusion in the AmeriSpeakw Panel, subject to nonresponse adjustment and

poststratification adjustment to external population totals of age, sex, education, race/

ethnicity, housing tenure, telephone status, and Census Division (National Center for

Health Statistics 2020). The original panel-weighted estimate of diagnosed asthma (ever

been told you had asthma) in RANDS 3 was 16.86% (standard error ¼ 0.98%). For

comparison, the unweighted estimate of diagnosed asthma in RANDS 3 was 16.40%

(standard error ¼ 0.72%). The 2019 NHIS (n ¼ 31,997) is evaluated as the gold standard.

The NHIS (https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nhis) is a cross-sectional household interview
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survey that collects information on a broad range of health topics, primarily through face-

to-face interviews. The NHIS sample adult file, which is a collection of responses from one

randomly selected adult per selected household, was used to evaluate the prevalence of

ever having asthma among adults. The percentage of adults who ever had asthma based on

the 2019 NHIS (n ¼ 31,997) was 13.46% (standard error ¼ 0.25%).

Common covariates available in RANDS 3 and the 2019 NHIS that were potentially

related to diagnosed asthma or the selection indicator were considered (see Table 3). All

percent estimates in Table 3 (when expressed as proportions) meet the NCHS data

presentation standards for proportions (Parker et al. 2017). As observed, demographic

variables of age, sex and race/ethnicity have similar weighted distributionsin the RANDS

and NHIS. This result is as expected, since these variables are poststratification variables

used to construct the sample (or original panel) weights in both NHIS and RANDS. As

observed, persons with higher levels of education, with selected health conditions (i.e.,

diagnosed high cholesterol, diagnosed chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD),

emphysema, or chronic bronchitis, diagnosed diabetes, and diagnosed hypertension), who

are current or former smokers, or who are not married (with the exception of those who are

widowed) participated in RANDS at a higher rate compared to the NHIS. Since the percent

of missing values across all considered variables was relatively low for both data sources,

ranging from 0%-0.68% for RANDS and 0%-2.64% for NHIS (unweighted), missing

values were excluded for evaluation.

To check for correlation between covariates, bivariate correlations were assessed on the

weighted NHIS data. Bivariate correlations for all selected covariates were statistically

significant. Prior to evaluating the propensity models, the survey weights for both data sets

were normalized to their respective sample sizes (n ¼ 2,646 for RANDS, n ¼ 31,997 for

NHIS) as suggested by Li et al. (2011) and Wang et al. (2021). The KW method was

implemented for demonstration to construct RANDS pseudo-weights that adjust for

potential selection bias due to differential non-response and under-coverage of some

groups on the sample frame using the NHIS data as the reference dataset.

A full propensity model (denoted by model. all) that includes all covariates and their

pairwise interactions was used to create pseudo-weights. Due to the large number of

parameters in the full model, estimated propensity scores can be unstable. As a result,

some form of stepwise propensity model selection methods have been conducted in

different studies (Weitzen et al. 2004; Austin 2008; Wang et al. 2020a), using the

combined target sample and the reference sample to identify significant terms out of the

full propensity model. In the framework of our article, the combination of the confounders

and selection predictors (i.e., model.x13 which contains X1 and X3), which can be main

effects of covariates or their nonlinear/nonadditive combinations such as pairwise

interactions, are recommended as terms for inclusion. Based on the simulation results, we

expect that the pseudo-weighted mean under model.x13 would be unbiased but with

higher variability when compared withthe estimates under model.x12 that includes the

confounders and outcome predictors.

Accordingly, we conducted the outcome model selection using backward selection on

the reference survey (e.g., the 2019 NHIS), to identify terms which were confounders or

outcome predictors. We defined the selected model as model.x12.n (contains X1 and X2)

with “n” indicating that the outcome predictors were identified using the NHIS. However,
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Table 3. Distribution of selected covariates and asthma in the Research and Development Survey (RANDS) 3

and the 2019 National Health Interview Survey (NHIS).

Variable Subgroup RANDS

(n ¼ 2,646)

NHIS

(n ¼ 31,997)

N % Wt % n Wt %

Outcome

Ever diagnosed Yes 431 16.4 16.9 4,229 13.5

with asthma No 2,197 83.6 83.1 27,718 86.5

Covariates

Age group (years) 18–34 721 27.2 29.9 7,058 29.7

35–49 652 24.6 24.1 7,250 24.3

50–64 687 26.0 25.1 8,313 24.9

65þ 586 22.1 20.9 9,376 21.1

Sex Male 1,318 49.8 48.3 14,733 48.3

Female 1,328 50.2 51.7 17,261 51.7

Race/ethnicity Non-Hispanic white 1,729 65.3 63.1 21,915 63.2

Non-Hispanic black 273 10.3 11.9 3,483 11.8

Non-Hispanic other 227 8.6 8.5 2,447 8.5

Hispanic 417 15.8 16.5 4,152 16.5

Marital status Married 1,282 48.5 47.7 14,759 52.4

Widowed 134 5.1 4.5 3,115 6.0

Divorced 350 13.2 12.4 4,317 9.0

Separated 50 1.9 1.8 456 1.2

Never married 618 23.4 24.3 6,368 22.5

Living with

partner

212 8.0 9.3 2,136 8.9

Education level High school

diploma or less

577 21.8 38.8 11,155 39.9

Some college 1,222 46.2 27.7 9,386 31.1

Bachelor’s degree or

more

847 32.0 33.5 11,277 29.0

Smoking status1 Current 409 15.5 17.2 4,296 14.0

Former 811 30.8 28.9 7,973 22.5

Never 1,411 53.6 53.9 18,931 63.5

Diagnosed with Yes 976 37.1 36.4 9,179 24.9

high cholesterol No 1,657 62.9 63.6 22,697 75.1

Diagnosed with Yes 213 8.1 8.4 1,787 4.6

COPD, emphy-

sema, or chronic

bronchitis

No 2,420 91.9 91.6 30,158 95.4

Diagnosed with Yes 279 10.6 10.5 3,355 9.3

diabetes2 No 2,352 89.4 89.5 28,594 90.7

Diagnosed with Yes 989 37.5 37.0 11,480 31.7

hypertension No 1,648 62.5 63.0 20,458 68.3

Employment Paid employee 1,630 61.6 58.6 18,810 64.6

status Looking for work 166 6.3 7.2 485 2.0

Not looking for

work

850 32.1 34.2 11,919 33.4

Notes: n ¼ unweighted sample size, % ¼ unweighted percent, Wt % ¼ weighted percent
1Smoking status: Current smoker is defined as someone who has smoked at least 100 cigarettes in their lifetime and now

smokes every day or some days. Former smoker is defined as someone who has smoked at least 100 cigarettes in their

lifetime and now does not smoke. Never smokers are defined as persons who have smoked less than 100 cigarettes in

their lifetime.
2Diagnosed diabetes excludes pre 2 diabetes and gestational diabetes.
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it is often the case that the reference probability surveys have no collected information on

the outcome variable. In this case, we have only the target sample (e.g., RANDS) available

for outcome model selection. With the assumption of the conditional noninformative

sampling of the target sample, it is expected the unweighted regression of the outcome

would produce unbiased estimates of regression coefficients (Korn and Graubard 1999).

As follows, outcome model variable selection was conducted based on the unweighted

outcome regression of the RANDS data, and the selected model included both confounders

and outcome predictors, denoted by model.x12.r (contains X1 and X2) indicating that the

outcome predictors were identified using RANDS. The common terms in model.x13 and

model.x12 (denoted by either x12.n or x12.r based on the information available) are

confounders, and the corresponding propensity model is denoted by model.x1. The

identified covariate types under each model are reported in the Appendix (Section 6). Due

to the correlation between x1, x2 and x3, we expect estimates under model.x1, albeit

efficient, may not remove as much bias as under the model.x12 or model.x13.

The outcome models utilized the observations in the NHIS or the RANDS, whereas the

propensity model utilized the observations in the combined NHIS and RANDS data, from

which the estimated propensities were obtained and used for construction of the KW

pseudo-weight for each individual in RANDS. Note that RANDS has panel weights,

which were computed as an overall sampling weight for the selection of each panel

member from the sampling frame and the selection of the panel member into RANDS. We

considered two scenarios of (1) panel weights or (2) no panel weights for the propensity

analysis.

Various propensity models that included different types of covariates were evaluated by

the coefficient of variation (CV) of the KW pseudo-weights (CV ¼ sd KWð Þ=mean KWð Þ

with sd denoting standard deviation), relative bias ðrelBias ¼ m̂RANDS2m̂NHIS

m̂NHIS
£ 100%Þ;

standard error (se), and mean squared error (MSE ¼ m̂RANDS 2 m̂NHIS

� �2
þse2 m̂RANDS

� �
).

The relative bias was calculated as the estimated asthma prevalence in RANDS relative to

the NHIS estimate where the RANDS estimate, m̂RANDS; was calculated using the KW

pseudo-weights produced from the various propensity models. The standard error

se m̂RANDS

� �
considered the variability due to estimating the propensity scores, sampling,

kernel weighting, as well as differential pseudo-weights by the Taylor linearization

method (Wang et al. 2020b). For comparison purposes, we also report the relative bias,

standard error, and MSE of the original panel-weighted and unweighted estimates of

asthma prevalence in RANDS 3. Results are presented in Table 4.

Four observations can be made from Table 4. Firstly, all 12 (panel-weighted or

unweighted) propensity-adjusted estimates perform better, with a smaller MSE (or relative

bias), compared to the original panel-weighted RANDS estimate of asthma prevalence

without PS adjustment. When the RANDS panel weights are considered in the propensity

analysis, the standard errors tend to be inflated, relative to those in the lower pane, due to

more variable KW pseudo-weights with their CVs ranging from 1.07-1.13 (see the upper

pane) versus 0.69–0.83 (see the lower pane). Accordingly, observations 2–4 focus on the

results in the lower panel when the panel weights are not used to construct KW pseudo-

weights. Secondly, consistent with our expectations, the propensity models that contain

confounders and selection variables, that is, Model.x13, produce larger estimated
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variances compared with Model.x12 irrespective of the outcome predictors being selected

from RANDS or the NHIS (e.g., se ¼ 0.97 vs. 0.81-0.84). Thirdly, comparing the

estimates under the propensity models containing the confounders and outcome predictors

that are selected using NHIS data (i.e., Model.x12.n) vs. the RANDS data (i.e.,

Model.x12.r), similar relative bias, se and MSE are observed (relBias ¼ 11.38 versus

11.37; se ¼ 0.81 versus 0.84, MSE ¼ 3.01 versus 3.04). Lastly, the relative biases under

Model.x1 are somewhat larger than that under Model.x12 (relBias ¼ 13.67 versus 11.38

or 13.44 versus 11.37). This result could be due to the existing correlation between the

confounders and the outcome predictors. Adjusting for confounders only may not be

sufficient for maximum bias reduction.

In brief, for the evaluation of diagnosed asthma using the RANDS data, we would

recommend the pseudo-weights constructed under Model.x12.n with the confounders

and predictors selected from the reference survey (e.g., NHIS). In situations where

outcome variables are not collected in the reference survey but available only in the

target sample (e.g., RANDS), Model.x12.r can be the alternative model to construct the

KW pseudo-weights, assuming conditional noninformative sampling holds for the target

sample.

Table 4. Analysis results for estimation of the prevalence of diagnosed asthmafor adults from RANDS 3 under

various propensity models and RANDS 3 weights.

Propensity model1 CV2(KW) relBias3 (%) se4 (£102) MSE5 (£104)

Original panel-weighted 0.91 25.31 0.98 12.56
Unweighted 0 21.89 0.72 9.19

panel weights
Model.all 1.13 17.55 1.21 7.04
Model.x13 1.10 13.35 1.04 4.31
Model.x12.n 1.07 11.41 0.93 3.23
Model.x1.n 1.07 12.38 0.95 3.67
Model.x12.r 1.08 12.85 0.97 3.94
Model.x1.r 1.08 12.85 0.97 3.93

no weights
Model.all 0.83 14.02 1.07 4.70
Model.x13 0.80 13.51 0.97 4.24
Model.x12.n 0.70 11.38 0.81 3.01
Model.x1.n 0.69 13.67 0.82 4.06
Model.x12.r 0.73 11.37 0.84 3.04
Model.x1.r 0.71 13.44 0.84 3.98
1Original panel-weighted denotes the RANDS 3 estimate using the original panel weights without PS adjustment;

model.all: the full propensity model with all main and pairwise interaction terms; Model.x12.n: propensity model

including terms of the confounders and outcome predictors selected using the National Health Interview Survey

(NHIS); Model.x12.r: propensity model including terms of the confounders and outcome predictors selected

using the Research and Development Survey (RANDS). Panel weights (no weights) indicates that the RANDS 3

original panel weights were used as the base weight for the PS adjustment.
2CV ¼ sd KWð Þ

mean KWð Þ
, for standard deviation sd

3relBias ð%Þ ¼ m̂RANDS2m̂NHIS

m̂NHIS
£ 100%

4se ¼ standard error of estimated mean
5MSE ¼ m̂RANDS 2 m̂NHIS

� �2
þse2 m̂RANDS

� �
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5. Discussion

Identifying and collecting the best information on more timely target sample and on higher

quality reference surveys can increase the ability of NSOs to produce timely estimates

with lower bias from target samples. This article examined how different types of

variables that are included in a propensity model impact the performance of PS-based

pseudo-weighted estimators for population mean estimation from a target sample. Means

and variances of estimated population means under various mis-specified propensity

models, including different types of variables with and without interactive effects, were

evaluated analytically and numerically. Different levels of variable correlations in the

finite population were also considered to reflect real data scenarios. We have the following

findings: (1) confounders, the variables related to both the selection indicator and the

outcome of interest, are important variables to include in the propensity model; (2)

pseudo-weights that balance the distributions in the outcome predictor x2 or the selection

variable x3, in addition to the confounder x1, denoted by w x1; x2

� �
or w x1; x3

� �
; should be

constructed for the target sample units so that the corresponding pseudo-weighted target

sample mean is approximately unbiased; (3) compared to w x1; x3

� �
, the pseudo-weights

w x1; x2

� �
gain more efficiency in estimating population means. In contrast, the inclusion

of selection variables, compared to the outcome predictors, in the propensity model tended

to inflate the estimated variances. Intuitively, the outcome predictor is related to the

outcome variable; including outcome predictors in the propensity score model

distinguishes differences between the outcome in the reference and target samples,

which results in weights related to outcome and therefore yields estimates with smaller

variance estimates. Finally, findings are applied to real target data from RANDS, a survey

that uses commercial probability panels, which has potential selection bias. Under the

model with confounders and outcome predictors (Model.x12) or model with confounders

and selection variables (Model.x13), the RANDS estimate of U.S. asthma prevalence had

the greatest bias reduction (relative bias ranging from 11.37% 2 13.51% compared to the

NHIS) when the panel weights are not used to construct KW pseudo-weights, compared to

the original panel-weighted RANDS estimates (relative bias of 25.31%).

Results from this articlehave several important applications in practice for NSOs that

collect data from both target surveys and high-quality reference surveys. First, this study

provides a principled approach to select covariates for the PS model. Rather than including

all variables or selecting certain demographic variables, covariates are assessed based on

their variable type (confounder, outcome predictor, selection variable) to be included in

the PS model for population mean estimation. Second, guidance on how to design the

questionnaire for a target survey with specific research questions (e.g., SARS-CoV2

seropositivity web survey by Kalish et al. 2021) is provided to survey practitioners. The

attributes that are most effective in reducing bias/variances of estimates can be collected

and used to reduce potential selection bias for the purpose of timely data collection and

minimum response burden. Third, the findings from this study can be used for future

development of a high-quality probability survey, including the planning of covariates to

collect through paradata or the survey questionnaire with minimized measurement/

reporting error, to be used as a high-quality reference survey by various nonprobability or

web-based probability surveys with selection bias.
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The proposed variable inclusion strategies have limitations that can be of interest for future

research. First, the strategy is developed for single-outcome studies with research questions

related to one outcome of interest, for example, SARS-CoV2 seropositivity study (Kalish et al.

2021). The target sample was collected in a web survey with questions related to COVID-19

infection only. For studies with multiple key outcome variables, it would be of interest to study

how the correlation among outcome variables, the overlap for each variable type across

outcomes, and their interplays affect population mean estimation by different variable inclusion

strategies. Second, in our simulation, we demonstrated the use of a PS matching method (KW)

and a PS weighting method numerically. It showed that KW produced approximately unbiased

estimates when the analytic propensity model is slightly mis-specified (without the interaction

term) while the PS weighting methods require the true propensity model to obtain unbiased

estimates. In practice, the underlying selection mechanism of the target sample is often

complicated, involving higher orders of nonlinearity and/or nonadditivity. For complicated

propensity models, only including main or interactive effects of blocking variables in the

logistic model by KW methods may not be sufficient. Nonparametric modeling such as

machine learning methods may be promising (Kern et al. 2021).

Third, the focus of this articlewas one valuating the bias and variance reduction of

Horvitz-Thompson estimators of FP mean by the types of covariates in the propensity

model and thus we did not study how the pseudo-weights, when combined with different

estimators, affect the FP mean estimation. Alternative analysis methods, such as doubly

robust estimators (Chen et al. 2018) or augmented estimation equations in the missing data

imputation context (Robins et al. 1994) can be employed, after identifying the appropriate

type of variables to include in the propensity score model. Fourth, selection bias in target

samples, compared to more rigorous probability samples, can be induced by low response,

different question wording/ordering, topic salience for different types of questions (for

example health and health conditions can have large selection bias as shown in Table 2). It

would be interesting to study how the proposed variable inclusion strategy can be adapted

to reduce the selection bias in target samples with different response rates, question order/

wording and salience effects. Lastly, in our data example the backward selection is

employed for identifying the type of variables. It would be interesting to employ and

compare alternative variable selection methods such as AIC or BIC (Lumley and Scott

2015) that incorporate complex sample designs for the model selection.

6. Appendix: Real Data Analysis Covariate Types

Covariate types (X1, confounder; X2, predictor; X3, selection indicator) reported for each

model covariate used in the real data analysis (Section 4). Covariate interactions are denoted

by *. Eleven predictors (age group; sex; race/ethnicity; marital status; education level;

smoking status; diagnosed with high cholesterol; diagnosed with COPD, emphysema, or

chronic bronchitis; diagnosed with diabetes; diagnosed with hypertension; and employment

status) and their pairwise interactions were included in the initial propensity score models

for all adjustments. The covariate types are reported by model set up including the inclusion

of RANDS panel weights (panel weights) and exclusion of RANDS panel weights (no

weights). Model.n indicates that the outcome predictors were identified using the NHIS;

Model.r indicates that the outcome predictors were identified using RANDS.
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Table 5. Description of Notation

Covariate type

Panel weights No weights

Variable Model.n Model.r Model.n Model.r

1 Age group (years) X1 X1 X1 X1

2 Sex X1 X1 X1 X1

3 Race/ethnicity X1 X1 X1 X1

4 Marital status X1 X1 X1 X1

5 Education level X1 X1 X1 X1

6 Smoking status X1 X1 X1 X1

7 Diagnosed with high cholesterol X1 X1 X1 X1

8 Diagnosed with COPD,
emphysema, or chronic

bronchitis

X1 X1 X1 X1

9 Diagnosed with diabetes X1 X1 X1 X1

10 Diagnosed with hypertension X1 X1 X1 X1

11 Employment status X1 X1 X1 X1

12 Age group (years) * Sex
13 Age group (years) * Race/ethnicity X1 X1 X1 X1

14 Age group (years) * Marital status X3 X1 X3 X1

15 Age group (years) * Education level X3 X3 X3 X3

16 Age group (years) * Smoking status X2 X2 X2

17 Age group (years) * Diagnosed with
high cholesterol

18 Age group (years) * Diagnosed with
COPD, emphysema, or chronic

bronchitis

X3 X3 X3

19 Age group (years) * Diagnosed with
diabetes

X3 X1 X3

20 Age group (years) * Diagnosed with
hypertension

X3 X3

21 Age group (years) * Employment
status

X3 X3

22 Sex * Race/ethnicity
23 Sex * Marital status X2 X2 X2 X2

24 Sex * Education level X1 X3 X1 X3

25 Sex * Smoking status X2 X1 X3

26 Sex * Diagnosed with high
cholesterol

X2 X2 X2 X2

27 Sex * Diagnosed with COPD,
emphysema, or chronic

bronchitis

X2

28 Sex * Diagnosed with diabetes X2

29 Sex * Diagnosed with hypertension X3 X3

30 Sex * Employment status X3 X3

31 Race/ethnicity * Marital status X2 X2 X1 X1

32 Race/ethnicity * Education level X3 X3 X3 X3

33 Race/ethnicity * Smoking status X3 X3 X3 X3

34 Race/ethnicity * Diagnosed with
high cholesterol
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Table 5. Continued

Covariate type

Panel weights No weights

Variable Model.n Model.r Model.n Model.r

35 Race/ethnicity * Diagnosed with
COPD, emphysema, or chronic

bronchitis
36 Race/ethnicity * Diagnosed with

diabetes
37 Race/ethnicity * Diagnosed with

hypertension
X2 X2

38 Race/ethnicity * Employment
status

39 Marital status * Education level X2 X2

40 Marital status * Smoking status X2 X2

41 Marital status * Diagnosed with
high cholesterol

X2 X2

42 Marital status * Diagnosed with
COPD, emphysema, or chronic

bronchitis

X2 X2

43 Marital status * Diagnosed with
diabetes

X2 X2 X2 X2

44 Marital status * Diagnosed with
hypertension

X2 X2

45 Marital status * Employment status X2 X2

46 Education level * Smoking status X2

47 Education level * Diagnosed with
high cholesterol

X3 X3 X3 X3

48 Education level * Diagnosed with
COPD, emphysema, or chronic

bronchitis
49 Education level * Diagnosed with

diabetes
50 Education level * Diagnosed with

hypertension
51 Education level * Employment

status
52 Smoking status * Diagnosed with

high cholesterol
53 Smoking status * Diagnosed with

COPD, emphysema, or chronic
bronchitis

X2 X2

54 Smoking status * Diagnosed with
diabetes

X2 X2

55 Smoking status * Diagnosed with
hypertension

56 Smoking status * Employment
status
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Pseudo Bayesian Mixed Models under Informative Sampling

Terrance D. Savitsky1 and Matthew R. Williams2

When random effects are correlated with survey sample design variables, the usual approach
of employing individual survey weights (constructed to be inversely proportional to the unit
survey inclusion probabilities) to form a pseudo-likelihood no longer produces asymptotically
unbiased inference. We construct a weight-exponentiated formulation for the random effects
distribution that achieves approximately unbiased inference for generating hyperparameters
of the random effects. We contrast our approach with frequentist methods that rely on
numerical integration to reveal that the pseudo Bayesian method achieves both unbiased
estimation with respect to the sampling design distribution and consistency with respect to the
population generating distribution. Our simulations and real data example for a survey of
business establishments demonstrate the utility of our approach across different modeling
formulations and sampling designs. This work serves as a capstone for recent developmental
efforts that combine traditional survey estimation approaches with the Bayesian modeling
paradigm and provides a bridge across the two rich but disparate sub-fields.

Key words: Labor force dynamics; Markov chain Monte Carlo; pseudo-posterior distribution;
survey sampling; weighted likelihood.

1. Introduction

Hierarchical Bayesian models provide a flexible and powerful framework for social

science and economic data, which often include nested units of analysis such as industry,

geography, and individual. Yet, social science and economic data are commonly acquired

from a survey sampling procedure. It is typically the case that the underlying survey

sampling design distribution governing the procedure induces a correlation between the

response variable(s) of interest and the survey sampling inclusion probabilities assigned to

units in the finite population from which the sample was taken. Survey sampling designs

where there is a correlation between the response variable and the sampling inclusion

probabilities are referred to as informative and will result in the distribution of the

response variable in observed samples being different from that from the underlying

population about which we seek to perform model-based inference. Sample designs may

also be informative when the inclusion probabilities for groups are correlated with the

corresponding latent random effects. The resulting distribution of random effects in the

sample is different from that of the finite population of random effects.

The current literature for Bayesian methods has partially addressed population model

estimation of survey data under informative sampling designs through the use of survey
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sampling weights to obtain consistent estimates of fixed effects or top level global

parameters. Yet the survey statistics literature (Pfeffermann et al. 1998; Rabe-Hesketh and

Skrondal 2006) has demonstrated that parameters related to random effects, or local

parameters are still potentially estimated with bias. The possibility for survey-induced bias

in estimation of random effects severely limits the applicability of the full suite of

Bayesian models to complex social and economic data.

This article proposes a Bayesian survey sample-weighted, plug-in framework for the

simultaneous estimation of fixed effects and generating hyperparameters (e.g., variance)

of random effects that is unbiased with the respect to the distribution over samples and

asymptotically consistent with respect to the population distribution which generated the

finite population.

1.1. Informative Sampling Designs

Survey sampling designs that induce a correlation between the response variable of

interest, on the one hand, and the survey sample inclusion probabilities, on the other hand,

are deemed “informative” and produce samples that express a different balance of

information than that of the underlying population, thus estimation methods that do not

incorporate sample design information lead to incorrect inferences. For example, the U.S.

Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) administers the Job Openings and Labor Turnover

Survey (JOLTS) to business establishments for the purpose of estimating labor force

dynamics, such as the total number of hires, separations and job openings for area-indexed

domains. The units are business establishments and their inclusion probabilities are set to

be proportional to their total employment (as obtained on a lagged basis from a census

instrument). Since the number of hires, separations and job openings for establishments

are expected to be correlated to the number of employees, this survey sampling design

induces informativeness, so that hiring, separations and openings would be expected to be

larger in the samples than in the underlying population.

1.2. Bayesian Models for Survey Data

There is growing and rich literature on employment of survey sampling weights

(constructed to be inversely proportional to unit inclusion probabilities) for correction of

the population model estimated on the observed survey sample to produce asymptotically

unbiased estimation. Some recent articles focus on the use of Bayesian modeling for the

specific purpose of producing mean and total statistics under either empirical or

nonparametric likelihoods, but these methods don’t allow the data analyst to specify their

own population models for the purpose of parameter estimation and prediction (Kunihama

et al. 2016; Rao and Wu 2010; Si et al. 2015). In particular, the set-up for our article is one

where the data analyst has specified a particular Bayesian hierarchical model for the

population (from which the sample was taken) under which they wish to perform inference

from data taken from a complex sampling design. So, having to specify a model that is

specific to the realized sample, but unrelated to the population model constructed by the

data analyst does not allow them to conduct the inference they seek. It may be possible to

first generate a large synthetic population and then perform the intended inference (Dong

et al. 2014). Savitsky and Toth (2016) and Williams and Savitsky (2020) complement
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these efforts by employing a pseudo-posterior to allow the data analyst to estimate a

population model of their choice on an informative sample taken from that population. The

pseudo-likelihood exponentiates each unit likelihood contribution by its sampling weight,

which re-balances information in the observed sample to approximate that in the

population. Maximizing the pseudo-likelihood can lead to consistent estimation of global

population generating parameters (Isaki and Fuller 1982). Combining with a proper prior

distribution, we achieve a pseudo-posterior. The use of the pseudo-posterior may be

situated in the more general class of approximate or composite likelihoods used for

Bayesian inference (Ribatet et al. 2012). All of the above Bayesian approaches that allow

analyst specification of the underlying population generating model to be estimated on the

observed informative sample only address models with fixed or global effects, not random

effects. Yet, it is routine in Bayesian modeling to employ one or more sets of random

effects under prior formulations designed to capture complex covariance structures.

Hierarchical specifications make such population models readily estimable. This property

may also be exploited to achieve maximum likelihood estimates with techniques such as

data cloning (Lele et al. 2010).

1.3. Extending the Pseudo-Posterior to Mixed Effects Models

There are two survey designs considered in this article: 1. Clusters or groups of units are

sampled in a first stage, followed by the sampling of nested units in a second stage. Nested

units sampled together in the first stage each share the same group level random effect

from the population. We refer to this procedure as the “direct” sampling of clusters or

groups; 2. Units are sampled in a single stage without directly sampling the clusters or

groups in which they naturally nest (e.g., geography). We refer to the case where groups

used in the population model are not included in the sampling design as “indirect”

sampling of groups, since a group is included in the sample to the extent that a nested unit

is directly sampled.

This article extends the approaches of Savitsky and Toth (2016) and Williams and

Savitsky (2020) from global-only parameters to mixed effects (global and local parameter)

models by exponentiating both the data likelihood contributions and the group-indexed

random effects prior distributions by sampling weights – an approach that we label,

“double-weighting” – that is multiplied, in turn, by the joint prior distribution for the

population model parameters to form a joint pseudo-posterior distribution with respect to

the observed data and random effects for the sampled groups.

Our augmented (by sample-weighting the prior for random effects) pseudo-posterior

method introduced in the next section is motivated by a data analyst who specifies a

population generating (super population) model that includes group-indexed random

effects for which they desire to perform inference. The observed data are generated under

an informative sampling design such that simply estimating the population model on the

observed sample will produce biased parameter estimates. Our augmented pseudo-

posterior model estimator uses survey sampling weights to perform a relatively minor

adjustment to the model augmented likelihood such that parameter draws taken on the

observed informative sample approximates inference with respect to the population

generating distribution.
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We demonstrate that our pseudo-posterior formulation achieves both unbiasedness with

respect to the two-stage survey sampling design distribution and consistency with respect

to the population generating (super population) model for the observed response variable

and the latent cluster/group random effects under both direct and indirect sampling of

groups. Our weighted pseudo-posterior is relatively simple in construction because we

jointly sample the random effects and model parameters in our hierarchical modelling

scheme and marginalize out the random effects after estimation. For simple models

analytic integration may also be possible (Savitsky and Williams 2020). However jointly

estimating the random effects also allows for subsequent inference on group level statistics

either using the posterior mean or another summary measure that better preserves the

population distribution of random effects. This is beyond the scope of this work, but see

Shen and Louis (1998) for more details.

The case of indirect sampling of groups is particularly important in Bayesian estimation

as it is common to specify multiple random effects terms that parameterize a complex

covariance structure because the random effects terms are readily estimable in a

hierarchical modelling scheme.

The remainder of the article proceeds to develop our proposed double-weighting

methods for estimation of mixed effects models under both direct and indirect sampling of

groups on data acquired under informative sampling in Section 2. Simulation studies are

conducted in Section 3 that compare our proposed method to the usual case of likelihood

weighting under direct sampling of groups. Section 4 applies our doubleweighting method

to estimation of the number of hires for business establishments under employment of

industry-indexed random effects in the population model where we reveal that our double-

weighting approach produces more heterogeneous random effects estimates to better

approximate the population from the observed sample than does the usual practice. We

offer a concluding discussion in Section 5.

2. Mixed Effects Pseudo Posterior Distribution

The focus of this article addresses sampling units naturally collected into a population of

groups; for example, defined by geography. There is typically a dependence among the

response values for units within each group such that units are more similar within than

between groups. Sampling designs are typically constructed as multi-stage where the

collection of groups in the population are first sampled, followed by the sequential taking

of a sub-sample of units from the population of units within selected or sampled groups.

By contrast, an alternative set of sampling designs may proceed to draw a sample from

the population of units in a single stage such that the groups are included in the sample,

indirectly, when one or more of their member units are selected. These two sampling

designs – sampling groups, followed by sampling units within groups in a multi-stage

sampling design, on the one hand, as compared to a single-stage sampling of units without

directly sampling their member groups, on the other hand – will lead us to design two

formulations for extending the pseudo-posterior distribution of Williams and Savitsky

(2020).

The pseudo-posterior exponentiates the likelihood contributions of the single level fixed

effects model (that does not utilize random effects) by the survey weights for the observed
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sample units i [ {1; : : : ; n}; which are inversely proportional to their probabilities of

being selected into the sample wi / 1=pi:

f pðujy; ~wÞ /
Yn

i¼1

f ð yijuÞ
~wi

" #
f ðuÞ ð1Þ

where the normalized weights ~wi ¼ wi=

P
wi

n
to the sample size n. The sum of the weights

directly affects the amount of posterior uncertainty estimated in the posterior distribution

for u, so normalizing it to sum to the sample size regulates that uncertainty. Equation (1) is

a noisy approximation to the true (but not fully known) joint distribution of the population

model Pu0
ðyÞ and the sampling process PpðdÞ, where d denotes a vector of sample design

inclusion indicators for units and groups (that are governed by Pp) and formally defined

under the 2-stage class of sampling designs considered in this article in the upcoming

section.

The noisy approximation for the population likelihood obtained by constructing the

sample-weighted pseudo-posterior estimator for the observed (informative) sample leads

to consistent estimation of population generating (super-population) parameters u (as the

sample size, n, grows) for essentially all survey sampling designs used in practice,

including multistage designs (Williams and Savitsky 2020). A symptotically correct

uncertainty quantification can be achieved through post-processing adjustments (Williams

and Savitsky 2021).

The pseudo-posterior construction requires only a minor change to the population model

specified by the data analyst on which they wish to perform inference (by weighting each

unit-indexed likelihood contribution by its associated marginal sampling weight). In

particular, the data analyst may specify population distributions for f ðyijuÞ and priors f ðuÞ;

for example, if the data are count data that we work with in the sequel, they may specify a

Poisson likelihood with mean, m, for which they define a latent regression model

formulation. The data analyst is interested to perform inference for the generating

parameters under the population generation and not the distribution of the observed sample.

Under informative sampling the two distributions are different and the pseudo-posterior

corrects the distribution of the observed sample back to the population of interest.

We demonstrate in the sequel, that the formulation in Equation (1) can be extended to

multi-level models by exponentiating both the likelihood (conditioned on the random

effects) and the prior distribution for random effects by sampling weights.

2.1. Mixed Effects Posterior Under Direct Sampling of Population Groups

Assign units, i [ ð1; : : :;NÞ; that index a population, U, to groups, h [ ð1; : : :;GUÞ;

where each population group, h, nests Uh ¼ 1; : : :;Nh units, such that

N ¼ jUj ¼
PGU

h¼1Nh, with Nh ¼ jUhj: Construct a 2-stage informative sampling design

whose first stage takes a direct sample of the GU groups, where ph [ ð0; 1� denotes the

marginal sample inclusion probability for group, h [ ð1; : : :;GUÞ: Let g [ ð1; : : :;GSÞ;

index the sampled groups, where GS denotes the number of observed groups from the

population of groups, GU . GS:

Our first result defines a pseudo-posterior estimator on the observed sample for our

population model that includes group-indexed random effects in the case where we
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directly sample groups, followed by the sampling of units nested within selected groups, in

a multistage survey sampling design. Our goal is to achieve unbiased inference for (u,f)

(where u denotes fixed effects for generating population responses, y, and f denotes the

generating parameters of random effects, u, for the population), estimated on our observed

sample taken under an informative survey sampling design. We assume that random

effects u are indexed by group and are independent conditional on the generating

parameter f. Multistage designs that sample groups or clusters, followed by the further

sampling of nested units, are commonly used for convenience to mitigate costs of

administration where in-person interviews are required and also in the case where a

sampling frame of end-stage units is constructed after sampling groups in the first stage.

The second stage of the survey sampling design takes a sample from the Ng (second stage)

units ;g [ Sg; where Sg , Ug: The second stage units are sampled with conditional

inclusion probabilities, pljg [ ð0; 1� for l ¼ 1; : : : ;Ng, conditioned on inclusion of

group, g [ ð1; : : :;GSÞ: Let j [ ð1; : : :; ngÞ index the sampled or observed second stage

units linked to or nested within sampled group, g [ ð1; : : : ;GSÞ: Denote the marginal

group survey sampling weight, wg / 1=pg for pg[ð0; 1�: Denote the marginal unit survey

sampling weight, wgj / 1=pgj; for pgj[ð0; 1�; the joint inclusion probability for unit, j,

nested in group, g, both selected into the sample. The group marginal inclusion

probabilities and conditional unit inclusion probabilities under our 2-stage survey

sampling design are governed by distribution, Pp.

Theorem 1. Under a proper prior specification, f ðuÞf ðfÞ; the following pseudoposterior

estimator achieves approximately unbiased inference for super-population (population

generating) model, f ðu;fjyÞ; with respect to the distribution governing the taking of

samples from an underlying finite population, Pp,

f pðu;fjyÞ /

u[U

Z

g[S

Y

j[Sg

Y
f ð ygjjug; uÞ

wgj

0
@

1
Af ðugjfÞ

wg

8
<

:

9
=

;du

2

64

3

75f ðuÞf ðfÞ: ð2Þ

where fp(·) denotes a sampling-weighted pseudo-distribution, j [ Sg denotes the subset of

units, j [ ð1; : : :; ng ¼ jSgjÞ; linked to group, g [ ð1; : : :;GSÞ: Parameters, ðu;fÞ; index

the super-population model posterior distribution, f ðu;fjyÞ; that is the target for

estimation. The integral for the vector u ¼ ðu1; : : :; ung
Þ is taken over its support, U, for

each component, ug [ u:

We employ a pseudo-likelihood for the first level of the model for sampled observations

ygj within sampled clusters g by exponentiating by the sample weight wgj: This provides a

noisy approximation to the first stage likelihood. For the second level model (or prior) for

the random effects ug; we exponentiate this distribution by its corresponding sampling

weights wg. This provides a noisy approximation to the population distribution of random

effects. Both approximations are needed because the distributions of both the responses

and the random effects in the sample can differ substantially from those in the

corresponding population due to the informative sampling design at both the cluster g and

the within cluster jjg stages, where the latter notation denotes the sampling of unit j

conditioned on / within sampled group g.
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Under our augmented (by weighting the prior of the group-indexed random effects)

pseudo-likelihood of Equation (15), f( ygjjug,u) and f(ugjf) are not restricted; for example,

we select a Poisson distribution for the observed data likelihood, f( ygjjug,u), for our

simulation study and application in the sequel. Similarly, the form of the distribution for

the random effects prior distribution is not restricted under our construction, though it is

most commonly defined as Gaussian under a GLM specification. Replacing the single

Gaussian with a mixture of Gaussian distributions would also fit our set-up. Our approach

also readily incorporates additional levels of random effects with no conceptual changes.

Proof. We first construct the complete joint model for the finite population, U, as if the

random effects, (uh), were directly observed,

fUðu;fjy; uÞ /
YGU

h¼1

YNh

l¼1

f ð yhljuh; uÞ

 !
f ðuhjfÞ

" #
f ðuÞf ðfÞ: ð3Þ

Under a complex sampling design, we specify random sample inclusion indicators for

groups, dh, with marginal probabilities ph ¼ Pðdh ¼ 1Þ for h [ ð1; : : :;GUÞ; governed by

Pp. We further specify random sample inclusion indicator, dljh ¼ ðdljdh ¼ 1Þ [ {0; 1}, with

probability pljh ¼ Pðdljh ¼ 1Þ, for unit l [ ð1; : : : ;NhÞ, conditioned on the inclusion of

group, h, such that the indicator for the joint sampling of unitlnested within group h is denoted

as dhl ¼ dljh £ dh, with the associated marginal inclusion probability, phl ¼ Pðdhl ¼ 1Þ.

The taking of an observed sample is governed by the survey sampling distribution, Pp

(as contrasted with Pu;f; the population generation distribution for ( y,u)). The pseudo-

likelihood with respect to the joint distribution, ðPp;Pu;fÞ; is then constructed by

exponentiating components of the likelihood in the population such that the expected value

of the survey sample pseudo log-likelihood function with respect to Pp equals that of the

log-likelihood for the entire population (and thus the score functions also match in

expectation). Let lUðy; uju;fÞ ; log f Uðu;fjy; uÞ denote the population model log-

likelihood. Applying this approach to the log-likelihood of the joint model, above, leads to

the following pseudo-likelihood formulation:

lpUðy; uju;fÞ /
XGU

h¼1

XNh

l¼1

dljh

pljh

� �
dh

ph

� �
lð yhljuh; uÞ

 !
þ

dh

ph

� �
lðuhjfÞ ð4Þ

¼
XGU

h¼1

XNh

l¼1

dhl

phl

� �
lð yhljuh; uÞ

 !
þ

dh

ph

� �
lðuhjfÞ ð5Þ

where Pp governs all possible samples, ðdh; dljhÞl[Uh;h¼1; : : : ;GU
, taken from population,

U. Let joint group-unit inclusion indicator, dhl ¼ dh £ dljh with phl ¼ Pðdhl ¼ 1Þ ¼

Pðdh ¼ 1; dljh ¼ 1Þ. For each observed sample lpUðy; uju;fÞ ¼ lpS ðy; uju;fÞ where

lpS ðy; uju;fÞ ¼
XGS

g¼1 j[Sg

X
wgjlð ygjjug; uÞ

0
@

1
Aþ wglðugjfÞ ð6Þ

and wgj / p21
g;j and wg / p21

g . The expectation of our estimator in Equation (5) is unbiased

with respect to Pp,
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Ep lpUðy; uju;fÞjPu;f

� �
; ð7Þ

Ep lpUðy; uju;fÞ
� �

¼ lUðy; uju;fÞ; ð8Þ

where the expectation, Epð�Þ, is taken with respect to the survey sampling distribution, Pp,

that governs the survey sampling inclusion indicators, {dhl; dh}, conditional on the data

{y, u} generated by Pu;f : The final equality in Equation (8) is achieved since EpðdhlÞ ¼

phl and EpðdhÞ ¼ ph.

Thus, we use the following sampling-weighted model approximation to the complete

population model of Equation (3):

f pðu;fjy; uÞ /
g[S

Y

j[Sg

Y
f ð ygjjug; uÞ

wgj

0
@

1
Af ðugjfÞ

wg

2
4

3
5f ðuÞf ðfÞ: ð9Þ

We can then construct a sampling-weighted version of the observed model:

f pðu;fjyÞ /

u[U

Z

g[S

Y

j[Sg

Y
f ð ygjjug; uÞ

wgj

0
@

1
Af ðugjfÞ

wg

8
<

:

9
=

;du

2
64

3
75f ðuÞf ðfÞ: ð10Þ

The walk from Equation (9) to Equation (10) is possible because we co-estimate the (u)

with ðu;fÞ and then perform the integration step to marginalize over the (u) after

estimation.

Theorem 1 requires the exponentiation of the prior contributions for the sampled

random effects, (ug), by a sampling weight, wg / 1=pg in order to achieve approximately

unbiased inference for f; it is not enough to exponentiate each data likelihood

contribution, f ðygjjug; uÞ; by a unit (marginal) sampling weight, wgj: This formulation is

generally specified for any population generating model, Pu;f : Our result may be readily

generalized to survey sampling designs of more than two stages where each collection of

later stage groups are nested in earlier stage groups (such as households of units nested

within geographic PSUs).

The proposed method under direct sampling of Equation (2) is categorized as a plug-in

estimator that exponentiates the likelihood contributions for nested units by the unit-level

marginal sampling weights and, in turn, exponentiates the prior distribution for cluster-

indexed random effects by the cluster (or PSU) marginal sampling weights. Samples from

the joint pseudo-posterior distribution over parameters are interpreted as samples from the

underlying (latent) population generating model since the augmented (by the weighted

random effects prior distribution) pseudo-likelihood estimated on the observed sample

provides a noisy approximation for the population generating likelihood.

Although the augmented pseudo-likelihood is unbiased with respect to the distribution

over samples, it will not, generally, produce correct uncertainty quantification. In

particular, the credibility intervals will be too optimistic relative to valid frequentist

confidence intervals because the plug-in method is not fully Bayesian in that it doesn’t

model uncertainty in the sampling weights (i.e., the dependence of the weights on the

responses {ygj, ug} from the population). Although the employment of random effects
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captures dependence among nested units, the warping and scaling induced by the sampling

weights will result in failure of Bartlett’s second identity such that the asymptotic

hyperparameter covariance matrix for our plug-in mixed effects model will not be equal to

the sandwich form of the asymptotic covariance matrix for the MLE. The result of the lack

of equality is that the model credibility intervals, without adjustment, will not contract on

valid frequentist confidence intervals.

A recent work of Leon-Novelo and Savitsky (2021) jointly models the unit level

marginal sampling weights and the response variable and includes group-indexed random

effects parameters in their joint model. They demonstrate correct uncertainty

quantification because the asymptotic covariance matrix of their fully Bayesian model

(that also co-models the sampling weights) is equal to that for the MLE. Their method

specifies an exact likelihood for the observed sample that is complicated and requires a

closed-form solution for an integral that restricts the class of models that may be

considered. This approach requires a different model formulation than that specified for

the population and of interest to the data analyst.

By contrast, our plug-in augmented pseudo-posterior distribution requires only minor

change to the underlying population model specified by the data analyst and may be easily

adapted to complicated population models.

Correct uncertainty quantification for (u, f) may be achieved by using the method of

Williams and Savitsky (2021) to perform a post-processing of the posterior parameter

draws that replaces the pseudo-posterior covariance with the sandwich form of the MLE.

This article, by contrast, focuses on providing unbiased point estimation for mixed effects

models as an extension of Savitsky and Toth (2016) because Williams and Savitsky (2021)

may be readily applied, post sampling.

Our pseudo-likelihood in Equation (5) is jointly conditioned on (y, u), such that the

random weights, dhl=phl

� �
, are specified in linear summations. This linear combination of

weights times log-likelihoods ensures (design) unbiasedness with respect to Pp because

the weight term is separable from the population likelihood term. We may jointly

condition on (y, u) in our Bayesian set-up because we jointly sample the posteior (u, u, f),

such that the integration step over u is applied after joint estimation. In other words, we

accomplish estimation by sampling u jointly with (u, f) on each posterior draw and then

ignoring u to perform marginal inferences on u and f, which is a common approach with

Bayesian hierarchical models. By contrast, Pfeffermann et al. (1998), Rabe-Hesketh and

Skrondal (2006), and others (for example see Kim et al. 2017) specify the following

integrated likelihood under frequentist estimation for an observed sample where units are

nested within groups,

lpðu;fÞ ¼
XGS

g¼1

wgl
p
i ðu;fÞ; ð11Þ

for lpi ðu;fÞ ¼ log Lp
i ðu;fÞ for,

Lp
i ðu;fÞ ¼

ug[U

Z
exp

j[Sg

X
wjjglð ygjjug; uÞ

2
4

3
5f ðugjfÞdug; ð12Þ
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which will not, generally, be unbiased with respect to the distribution governing the taking

of samples for the population likelihood because the unit level conditional weights, ðwjjgÞj;

are nested inside an exponential function (such that replacing wjjg with dljh=pljh inside the

exponential and summing over the population groups and nested units will not produce

separable sampling design terms that each integrate to 1 with respect to Pp, conditioned on

the generated population) (Yi et al. 2016). The non-linear specification in Equation (12)

results from an estimation procedure that integrates out u before pseudo-maximum

likelihood point estimation of (u, f).

This design biasedness (with respect to Pp) is remedied for pseudo-maximum

likelihood estimation by Yi et al. (2016) with their alternative formulation,

lpðu;fÞ ¼
XGS

g¼1

wg

j,k;j;k[Sg

X
wj;kjglgj;kðu;fÞ ð13Þ

lgj;kðu;fÞ ¼ log

ug[U

Z
f ð ygjjug;uÞf ð ygkjug; uÞf ðugjfÞdug

8
><

>:

9
>=

>;
; ð14Þ

where wj;kjg / 1=pj;kjg denotes the joint inclusion probability for units ð j; kÞ; both nested in

group, g, conditioned on the inclusion of group, g, in the observed sample. Equation (13)

specifies an integration over ug for each f ðygjjug; uÞf ðygkjug; uÞ pair, which allows the

design weights to enter in a linear construction outside of each integral. This set-up

establishes linearity for inclusion of design weights, resulting in unbiasedness with respect

to the distribution governing the taking of samples for computation of the pseudo-

maximum likelihood estimate, though under the requirement that pairwise unit sampling

weights be published to the data analyst or estimated by them.

Yet, the marginalization of the random effects before applying the group weight, wg,

fails to fully correct for the prior distribution for ug. We show in the sequel that f is

estimated with bias by Yi et al. (2016) due to this integration of the random effects being

performed on the unweighted prior of ug. Our method, by contrast, weights the prior for ug

and performs the integration of ug indirectly by first jointly estimating ug and u and then

using only the marginal distribution for u.

Using either Equations (12) and (10) will lead to consistent estimation (collapsing of the

estimators around the true population generating values) when both the number and size of

clusters are large. But for finite clusters neither will lead to consistent estimation for

arbitrary within cluster sampling designs. Slud (2020) proves this for the maximum

likelihood estimation of the canonical case of a one-way ANOVA model. Savitsky and

Williams (2020) demonstrate constructively that using Equation (10) and the psuedo-

posterior can achieve consistent results for the one-way ANOVA model for finite population

cluster sizes with an additional restriction on the within cluster balance of the sample.

2.2. Mixed Effects Posterior Under Indirect Sampling of Population Groups

Bayesian model specifications commonly employ group-level random effects (often for

multiple simultaneous groupings) to parameterize a complex marginal covariance
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structure. Those groups are often not directly sampled by the survey sampling design. We,

next, demonstrate that weighting the prior contributions for the group-indexed random

effects is still required, even when the groups are not directly sampled, in order to achieve

unbiased inference for the generating parameters of the random effects, f. Again, as

throughout, we assume the group-indexed random effects are conditionally independent

given generating parameter f. We focus our result on a simple, single-stage sampling

design, that may be readily generalized, where we reveal that the group-indexed survey

sampling weights are constructed from unit marginal inclusion probabilities. Constructing

sampled group weights from those of member units appeals to intuition because groups are

included in the observed sample only if any member unit is selected under our single-stage

survey sampling design.

Suppose the same population set-up as for Theorem 1, with population units, l [ Uh,

linked to groups, h [ ð1; : : : ;GUÞ, where each unit, ðh; lÞ, maps to i [ ð1; : : : ;NÞ. We

now construct a single stage sampling design that directly samples each ðh; lÞ unit with

marginal inclusion probability, phl, governed by Pp. Group, g [ GS, is indirectly sampled

based on whether there is any linked unit, (gj ), observed in the sample.

Theorem 2. The following pseudo-posterior estimator achieves approximately

unbiased inference with respect to Pn,

f pðu;fjyÞ /

u[U

Z

g[S

Y

j[Sg

Y
f ð ygjjug; uÞ

wgj

0

@

1

A

8
<

:

2

64

f ðugjfÞ

wg¼
1

Ng j[Sg

X
wgj

9
>>=

>>;
du

3

775f ðuÞf ðfÞ;

ð15Þ

where wgj / 1=pgj:

Proof. We proceed as in Theorem 1 by supposing the population U of units and

associated group-indexed random effects, (uh), were fully observed. We first construct the

likelihood for the fully observed population.

f Uðu;fjy; uÞ /
YGU

h¼1

YNh

l¼1

f ð yhljuh; uÞ

 !
f ðuhjfÞ

" #
f ðuÞf ðfÞ ð16Þ

¼
YGU

h¼1

YNh

l¼1

f ð yhljuh; uÞf ðuhjfÞ

1

Nh

8
><

>:

9
>=

>;

2

64

3

75f ðuÞf ðfÞ: ð17Þ

We proceed to formulate the pseudo-likelihood for all possible random samples taken

from U, f pUð�Þ, governed jointly by ðPp;Pu;fÞ, from which we render the pseudo-likelihood

for any sample, f pð�Þ, which is constructed to be unbiased with respect to the distribution

governing the taking of samples for the population model of Equation (17) under Pp,
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This pseudo-posterior reduces to the following expression for the observed sample,

f pðu;fjy; uÞ /
YGS

g¼1

f ðugjfÞ

1

Ng

X

j[Sg

wgj

j[Sg

Y
f ð ygjjuj; uÞ

wgj

2

664

3

775f ðuÞf ðfÞ; ð20Þ

where pgj ¼ Pðdgj ¼ 1Þ (under Pp), wgj / 1=pg;j and Ng denotes the number of units in the

population linked to observed group, g [ ð1; : : : ;GSÞ observed in the sample. We set

wg :¼ 1=Ng £
P

j[Sg
wgj and the result is achieved.

This result derives from eliciting group-indexed weights from unit inclusion

probabilities for units linked to the groups. While the resulting pseudo-posterior

estimators look very similar across the two theorems, the sampling designs are very

different from one another in that groups are not directly sampled in this latter case, which

is revealed in their differing formulations for wg.

The averaging of unit weights formulation for wg naturally arises under the derivation of

Equation (17) when sampling units, rather than groups under a model that utilizes group-

indexed random effects to capture within group dependence that naturally arises among

units in the population. Exponentiating the augmented pseudo-likelihood of Equation (16)

by survey variables anticipates the integration of the random effects to produce an

observed data pseudo-likelihood. We may intuit this result by interpreting this form for wg

proportional to the average importance of units nested in group each group, g. It bears

mention that in the indirect sampling case, there is no probability of group selection

defined for a single stage design.

In practice, it is not common for the data analyst to know the population group sizes,

(Ng), for the groups, g [ ð1; : : : ;GSÞ observed in the sample, so one estimates an N̂g to

replace Ng in Equation (15). Under a single-stage sampling design where the groups are

indirectly sampled through inclusions of nested units into the observed sample, we assume

that we only have availability of the marginal unit inclusion sampling weights, (wgj). The

group population size, Ng, needed for the sum-weights method of Equation (15), may be

estimated by N̂g ¼
Png

j¼1wjjg. To approximate wjjg, we first utilize the sum-probabilities

result to estimate, ŵg ¼ 1= ~p̂g, and proceed to extract (wjjg) from wgj < wgwjjg: If we invert

the resultant group-indexed weight, wg ¼ 1=Ng £
P

j[Sg
wgj, for the case where groups are

not directly sampled, we may view the inverse of the group g weight, ~pg ¼ 1=wg, as a

“pseudo” group inclusion probability, since we don’t directly sample groups. One may
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envision other formulations for the pseudo group inclusion probabilities, ~pg, that we may,

in turn, invert to formulate alternative group-indexed survey sampling weights, (wg).

Please see Appendix (Subsection 6.1) where we develop other methods, in addition to

sum-weights, for computing ~pg.

In application, we normalize the by-group, survey sampling weights, ðwgÞg ¼

1; : : :;GS; to sum to the number of observed groups in the sample, GS, and normalize unit

weights, ðwgjÞj¼1; : : : ; ng to sum to the overall sample size, n. These normalizations

regulate uncertainty quantification for posterior estimation of (ug) and global parameters,

(f, u) by encoding an effective number of observed groups and units. So, we normalize

them to sum to the number of groups and units observed in the sample to regulate the

estimated pseudo-posterior variance of (f, u). (In practice, these normalizations often

produce somewhat optimistic credibility intervals due to dependence induced by the

survey sampling design. Williams and Savitsky (2021) provide an algorithm that adjusts

pseudo-posterior draws to incorporate this dependence). For the pseudo-likelihood of

Equation (12), many have investigated different scaling factors for weights (Asparouhov

2006). Some of these approach may improve efficiency for the pseudo-posterior approach.

We refer to our proposed procedure for weight exponentiating both the data likelihood

contributions and the prior distributions of the (ug) as “double-weighting”, as mentioned in

the introduction, to be contrasted with the usual approach of “single-weighting” of

Williams and Savitsky (2020) developed for models with global effects parameters.

3. Simulation Study

Our simulation study in the sequel focuses on a count data response rather than the usual

continuous response, both because count data are the most common data type for the

employment data collected by BLS and because our Bayesian construction is readily

estimable under any response data type.

We generate a count data response variable, y, for a population of size, N ¼ 5; 000 units,

where the logarithm of the generating mean parameter, m is constructed to depend on a

size predictor, x2, in both fixed and random effects terms; in this way, we construct both

fixed and random effects to be informative, since our proportion-to-size survey sampling

design sets unit inclusion probabilities to be proportional to x2. We generate a population

of responses using,

yi , PðmiÞ

log mi ¼ a0 þ x1ia1 þ x2ia2 þ ½1; x2i�gh{i};
ð21Þ

where Pð�Þ denotes the Poisson distribution, x1i , N ð0; 1Þ is the inferential predictor of

interest to the data analyst and x2i , Eð1=2:5Þ (where Eð�Þ denotes the Exponential

distribution) is the size variable, which is generated from a skewed distribution to reflect

real-world survey data, particularly for employment counts. The expression, hfig; denotes

the group h [ ð1; : : : ;GUÞ linked to unit i [ ð1; : : :;NÞ: We generate
2£1
gh ,

N2ð0; diagðsÞ £
2£2
R £ diagðsÞÞ, where s ¼ (1.0,0.5)0. We set R ¼ I2, where I2 denotes

the identity matrix of size 2. Finally, we set a ¼ (a0,a1,a2)0 ¼ (0,1.0,0.5), where we
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choose the coefficient of x2 to be lower than that for x1 to be moderately informative,

which is conservative.

The allocation of units, i ¼ 1; : : :;N to groups, h ¼ 1; : : :;GU is performed by sorting the

units, i, based on size variable, x2. This allocation procedure constructs sized-based groups

that accord well with survey designs that define groups as geographic regions, for

convenience, where there is expected more homogeneity within groups than between groups.

The population size for each group, Nh; is fixed under direct sampling of groups; for

example, Nh ¼ 4 in the case of GU ¼ 1; 250; which produces N ¼ 5; 000 units, so the

number of population units per group is constructed as ð4; 10; 25; 50; 100Þ for population

group sizes, GU ¼ ð1; 250; 500; 200; 100; 50Þ; respectively.

Although the population response y is generated with m ¼ f ðx1; x2Þ; we estimate the

marginal model m ¼ f ðx1Þ for the population generating distribution (for large population

sizes there is little difference between these distribution parameters and the finite

population parameters). We will compare estimated results on samples taken from the

population to assess bias and mean-squared error (MSE). We use x2 in the generation of

the population values for y because the survey sampling inclusion probabilities are set

proportionally to x2, which instantiates the informativeness of the sampling design. In

practice, however, the analyst does not have access to x2 for the population units or, more

generally, to all the information used to construct the survey sampling distribution that sets

inclusion probabilities for all units in the population. The marginal estimation model under

exclusion of size variable, x2, is specified as

yi , PðmiÞ

log mi ¼ b0 þ x1ib1 þ uh{i} ð22Þ

uh , Nð0;s2
uÞ

where now uh is an intercept random effect, h ¼ 1; : : :;GU :

Our goal is to estimate the global parameters, (b0, b1, s2
u), from informative samples of

size, n ¼ 500; taken from the population (of size, N ¼ 5; 000Þ: We utilize the following

simulation algorithm:

1. Each Monte Carlo iteration of our simulator (that we run for B ¼ 300 iterations)

generates the population ð yi; x1i; x2iÞ
N
i¼1 from Equation (21) on which we estimate the

marginal population model of Equation (22) to determine the population true values

for (mi, s
2
u).

2. Our simulation study focuses on the direct sampling of groups, followed by a sub-

sampling of units within the selected groups. We use a proportion-to-size design to

directly sample from the GU groups in the first stage, where the group inclusion

probabilities, ph /
1

Nh

P
i[Uh

x2i.

We draw a sample of groups in the first stage and observe GS < GU groups. In

particular, fixed sample of total size n ¼ 500 is taken where the number of groups

sampled, GS ¼ n=ðNf Þ £ GU :

3. The second stage size-based sampling of units is accomplished with inclusion

probabilities, pljg / x2l for l [ ð1; : : : ;NgÞ.
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We perform a further sub-sampling of f % of population units in the selected GS

groups.

4. Estimation is performed for ðb0;b1;s
2
uÞ from the observed sample of n ¼ 500 under

three alternatives:

(a) Single-weighting, where we solely exponentiate the likelihood contributions

for ðygjÞ by sampling weights, (wgj / 1/pgj) (and don’t weight the prior for the

random effects, (ug));

(b) Double-weighting, where we exponentiate both the likelihood for the ðygjÞ by

sampling weights, ðwgjÞ, and also exponentiate the prior distribution for ug by

weight, wg / 1=pg (for each of g ¼ 1; : : : ;GSÞ:We compute the marginal unit

weights used in both single- and double-weighting as wgj / 1=pgj; where pgj is

the marginal inclusion probability, formulated as, pgj ¼ pgpj g for j ¼

1; : : : ; ng for each group, g [ 1; : : : ;GS in the case of direct sampling of

groups.

(c) SRS, where in the case of direct sampling of groups, we take a simple random

(equal probability) sample of groups in a first stage, followed by a simple

random sample of units within selected groups. We take the SRS sample from

the same population as is used to take the two-stage, probability proportional

to size (PPS) informative sample. The inclusion of model estimation under (a

non-informative) SRS is intended to serve as a gold standard against which we

may judge the bias and MSE performance of single- and double-weighting

under informative sampling.

We use Stan (Carpenter et al. 2017) to estimate the double-weighted mixed effects

model of Equation (9) for the specific case of the Poisson likelihood that we use in our

simulations and application that next follows. We fully specify our Stan probability model

for the Poisson likelihood under double-weighting in the online supplement. In particular,

we specify a multivariate Gaussian joint prior distribution for the K £ 1;b coefficients

with a vector of standard deviation parameters, sb drawn from a truncated Cauchy prior.

The associated correlation matrix for the multivariate Gaussian prior for b is drawn from a

prior distribution that is uniform over the space of K £ K correlation matrices. The prior

for the standard deviation parameter of the random effects, su; is also specified as a

truncated Cauchy distribution. These prior distributions are designed as weakly

informative by placing large probability mass over a large support region, while

expressing a mode to promote regularity and a stable posterior geometry that is readily

explored under Stan’s Hamiltonian Monte Carlo scheme. The single-weighting case is

achieved as a special / simplified case of the double-weighting model.

Please see Appendix (Subsection 6.2) for results of a second simulation study under the

indirect sampling of groups.

3.1. Informative Random Effects Under Direct Sampling of Groups

To make concrete the notion of informative random effects, we generate a single

population and subsequently take a single, informative sample of groups from that

population of groups under a proportion-to-size design, using the procedures for

population generation and the direct sampling of groups, described above. The size for
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each population is N ¼ 5; 000 and the sample size is n ¼ 500: We, next, average the item

responses, y in each group after centering by removing the fixed effects observed in the

sample (excluding x2). For illustration, the computed ð y 2 exp ðxbÞÞg
� �

will be used as a

naive indicator of the distribution of the random effects, exp(ug). Each plot panel in

Figure 1 compares the distributions of this group-indexed centered mean statistic between

the generated population and resulting informative sample for a population. A collection

of plot panels for a sequence of populations with GU ¼ ð1; 250; 500; 100Þ number of

population groups is presented, from left-to-right. Fixing a plot panel, each violin

distribution plot includes horizontal lines for the ð0:25; 0:5; 0:75Þ quantiles. We see that

under a proportion-to-size design that the distributions for the centered, group mean

statistic in the sample are different from the underlying populations and skew larger than

those for the populations. This upward skewness in each sample indicates that performing

population estimation on the observed sample will induce bias for random effects

variance, f, without correction of the group indexed random effects distribution in the

sample, which we accomplish by weighting the distribution over random effects back to

that for the population.

3.2. Varying Number of Population Groups, GU

We assess bias for a population model constructed using group-indexed random effects,

where each group links to multiple units. Our results presented in Figure 2 compare our

double-weighting method to single-weighting in the case we conduct a proportion-to-size

direct sampling of groups and, subsequently, sub-sample f ¼ 50% of member units within

groups. We include an SRS sample of groups and units within selected groups taken from

the same population. The results reveal that bias is most pronounced in the case of a

relatively larger number of groups e.g., GU ¼ ð1; 250; 500Þ for N ¼ 5; 000 where each

group links relatively few units. By contrast, as the number of groups decreases, fixing the
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Fig. 1. Each plot panel compares distributions of ð y 2 exp ðxbÞÞg for each of a synthetic population and a

single sample from that population, faceted by a sequence for the number of population groups, GU for fixed

population size N ¼ 5,000. The resulting violin plots present each distribution within 95% quantiles.
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population size, N, the number of units linking to each group increases, which will have

the effect of reducing variation in resulting sampling weights among the groups until, in

the limit, there is a single group (with pg ¼ 1Þ: The relative bias of single-weighting,
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Fig. 2. Direct sampling of groups: Each panel displays the Monte Carlo distributions and quantiles (0.5%,

25%, 50%, 75%, 99.5%) of differences between Posterior Means and truth under Single- and Double-weighting

schema as compared to SRS for varying number of random effect groups, GU, under x2 , Eð1=ð2:5ÞÞ for

N ¼ 5,000 and n ¼ 500 across B ¼ 300 generated data sets. Parameter estimates (b0,b1,s2
u) are displayed along

columns and number of population groups, GU, is varied in descending order along the rows.
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therefore, declines as the number of groups declines (and units per group increases), such

that residual bias in s2
u for GU ¼ 100 is dominated by increasing variability (because we

sample fewer groups) for all methods. We, nevertheless, detect a small decrease in bias

when we use double-weighting. We include Table 1 that presents the bias in the estimation

for the posterior mean values of (b0, b1, s2
u) that confirms the reduction in bias for s2

u

under double-weighting for GU ¼ 100: Our set-up may be viewed as more likely to induce

bias because we assign units to groups by sorting units on the values of the size variable,

x2 , Eð1=ð2:5ÞÞ for allocation to groups. Our proportion-to-size sampling design selects

groups based on the mean size variable for each group, �x2. This set-up will tend to

accentuate the variance in the resulting group-indexed size variable (and, hence, the

resulting survey sample inclusion probabilities) as compared to a random allocation of

units to groups. Our simulation set-up is, nevertheless, realistic because many surveys are

characterized by relatively homogeneous clusters; for example, the geographically-

indexed metropolitan statistical areas (MSAs) (which may be viewed as clusters) used by

the Current Employment Statistics survey (administered by the BLS) tends to express

larger (higher number of employees) establishments in more highly populated MSAs.

We next compare our double-weighting approach to the best available method in the

literature, the pairwise composite likelihood method of Yi et al. (2016), specified in

Equation (13), which we refer to as “pair-integrated”. We compare both methods in the

case of relatively few units linked to each group (e.g., G ¼ 500; 1; 250Þ because Yi et al.

(2016) demonstrate superior bias removal properties as compared to Rabe-Hesketh and

Skrondal (2006) in this setup. We exclude smaller values of G because as the number of

individuals within each group grows, the number of pairwise terms to include in the pair-

integrated method grows quadratically. Our simulation set-up conducts a first-stage

proportion to size sampling of groups in exactly the same manner as the previous

simulation study. We additionally include an SRS of groups and, in turn, units within

Table 1. Estimated bias of posterior mean from single- and double-weighting and

SRS across varying number of groups, GU x2 , Eð1=2:5Þ. Population of N ¼ 5,000

and sample of n ¼ 500 across B ¼ 300 generated data sets.

b0 b1 s2
u Statistic Method GU

0.03 0.03 0.25 bias Single-weighting 1250
-0.06 0.03 0.06 bias Double-weighting 1250
-0.05 0.01 0.02 bias SRS 1250
0.15 -0.13 0.19 bias Single-weighting 500
0.04 -0.13 0.02 bias Double-weighting 500
0.04 -0.12 0.04 bias SRS 500
0.10 -0.02 0.26 bias Single-weighting 200

-0.01 -0.02 0.09 bias Double-weighting 200
-0.02 0.00 0.05 bias SRS 200
0.09 -0.09 0.31 bias Single-weighting 100

-0.01 -0.10 0.11 bias Double-weighting 100
-0.03 -0.10 0.07 bias SRS 100
-0.06 -0.03 0.44 bias Single-weighting 50
-0.14 -0.03 0.29 bias Double-weighting 50
-0.13 -0.02 0.27 bias SRS 50
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groups, as a benchmark. The custom R code to implement the “pair-integrated” point

estimation can be found in the online supplement.

Figure 3 presents the Monte Carlo distributions for parameter estimates, where the

columns denote parameters, ðb0;b1;s
2
uÞ; and the rows denote number of population

groups, GU : The results demonstrate that double-weighting leads to unbiased estimation of

both the fixed effects parameters and the random effects variance relative to using a two-

stage SRS sample. By contrast, the pair-integrated method demonstrates both bias and

variability for the random effects variance, of s2
u, which is exactly the set-up where it is

hoped to perform relatively well. This bias for pair-integrated in the random effects

variance also induces bias for the fixed effects intercept, b0: As mentioned in Section 2.1

the pair-integrated method integrates out the random effects (from the unweighted prior

distribution) before applying the group weights, which fails to fully correct for the

informative sampling of groups. Our method, by contrast, weights the prior for the random

effects and integrates them out after estimation. It bears mention that Yi et al. (2016) only

evaluate informative sampling of units within groups, but not the informative sampling of

the groups themselves, which may be why the estimation bias for su was not discovered.

We briefly comment on the simulation study for the indirect sampling of groups detailed

in Appendix (Subsection 6.2). The results accord with the direct sampling of groups where

double-weighting outperforms single-weighting. When the number of population groups,

GU ; is small, however, noise induced by sampling error results in double-weighting under-

performing compared to SRS. Yet, as the number of units per group increases with
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Fig. 3. Direct sampling of groups: Each panel displays the Monte Carlo distributions and quantiles (0.5%,

25%, 50%, 75%, 99.5%) of differences between Posterior Means and truth under Double-weighting, Pair-

integrated estimation as compared to Simple Random Sampling (SRS) for varying number of random effect

groups, GU, under x2 , Eð1=2:5Þ for N ¼ 5,000 and n ¼ 500 across B ¼ 300 generated data sets. Parameter

estimates (b0,b1,s2
u) are displayed along columns and number of population groups, GU, is varied in descending

order along the rows.
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GU ¼ 500; the sum-weights approach outperforms SRS, which is expected because the

PPS design is generally more efficient such that the contraction rate of the estimator on the

truth will be faster for PPS (occur at a lower sample size).

Lastly, we note that while we have focused on a simple Poisson random effects

formulation, our survey-weighted pseudo Bayesian posterior method readily extends to

any number of levels and simultaneous employment of multiple sets of random effects

without any modification to the approach. Competitor methods, by contrast, are not readily

estimable. While simple models such as in Savitsky and Williams (2020) may allow for

analytic integration to obtain the observed likelihood in Equation (10), the augmented

approach applies to these broader classes of models.

4. Application

We compare single- and double-weighting under a linear mixed effects model estimated

on a dataset published by the Job Openings and Labor Turnover Survey (JOLTS), which is

administered by BLS on a monthly basis to a randomly-selected sample from a frame

composed of non-agricultural U.S. private (business) and public establishments. JOLTS

focuses on the demand side of U.S. labor force dynamics and measures job hires,

separations (e.g., quits, layoffs and discharges) and openings. We construct a univariate

count data population estimation model with our response, y, defined to be the number of

hires. We formulate the associated log mean with,

log mi ¼ x
0

ibþ ug{i}; ð23Þ

where groups, g ¼ 1; : : : ; ðG ¼ 892Þ; denote industry groupings (defined as 6- digit

North American Industry Classification (NAICS) codes) that collect the participating

business establishments. We expect a within-industry dependence among the hiring levels

for business establishments since there are common, industry-driven economic factors that

impact member establishments. We construct the fixed effects predictors, x ¼ ½1;

ownership status, region], which are categorical predictors where ownership status holds

four levels; 1. Private; 2. Federal government; 3. State government; 4. Local government.

The region predictor holds four levels, 1. Northeast; 2. South; 3. Midwest; 4 West. Private

and Northeast are designated as the reference levels.

The JOLTS sampling design assigns inclusion probabilities (under sampling without

replacement) to establishments to be proportional to the number of employees for each

establishment (as obtained from the Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages

(QCEW)). This design is informative in that the number of employees for an establishment

will generally be correlated with the number of hires, separations and openings. We

perform our modeling analysis on a May, 2012 data set of n ¼ 9; 743 responding

establishments. We a priori expect the random effects, (ug), to be informative since larger-

sized establishments would be expected to express larger variances in their hiring levels.

We choose the sum-weights method for inducing industry-level weights (from

Equation 15) to construct our double-weighted estimation model on the observed sample.

The more diffuse distribution over the G ¼ 892 posterior mean values for random effects,

(ug), under double-weighting than single-weighting shown in Figure 4 demonstrates that co-

weighting the likelihood and random effects distribution produces notably different
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inference for the group-indexed random effects; in particular, the observed sample is more

homogeneous in the number of hires by setting inclusion probabilities to concentrate or

over-sample large-sized establishments relative to the more size-diverse population of

establishments. So the weighting of the random effects distributions in the observed sample

produces a distribution over the posterior mean values for the random effects that better

reflects the size-diversity of establishments in the underlying population from which the

sample was taken. Figure 5 presents the estimated pseudo-posterior distributions for the

generating random effects variance, s2
u and also a single random effect parameter, ui; under

both single- and double-weighting. This figure reinforces the observed result for the random

effects where the observed hiring levels in the survey data are more homogenous than those

in the underlying population, which induces a larger posterior variation in the estimated

random effects parameters for double-weighting.

5. Discussion

In this work, we demonstrate the existence of biased estimation of both fixed and random

effects parameters when performing inference on data generated from a complex survey

sample. This risk is largely unrecognized in the Bayesian literature. The current remedies

come from the survey literature and are motivated from a frequentist perspective. They
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ug; g ¼ 1; : : :; ðG ¼ 892Þ; for the JOLTS application under single- and double-weighting.
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provide an incomplete and somewhat ad-hoc approach to the solution. We present a

principled development of the “double-weighting” approach based on the joint

distribution of the population generating model of inferential interest and the complex

sampling design represented by sample inclusion indicators. We exploit the latent variable

formulation of mixed models and their related posterior sampling techniques to avoid

awkward numerical integration required for frequentist solutions. We show that this

simplicity also leads to reductions in bias.

This work culminates recent developmental work in combining traditional survey

estimation approaches with the Bayesian modeling paradigm. The pseudo-posterior

framework simultaneously offers complex survey data analysis to Bayesian modelers and

the full suite of hierarchical Bayesian methods to those well-versed in traditional fixed

effect analysis of survey data.

6. Appendix

6.1. Alternative Pseudo Group Inclusion Probabilities Under Indirect Sampling

If we invert the resultant group-indexed weight, wg ¼ 1=Ng £
P

j[Sg
wgj, from

Equation (15), where groups are not directly sampled, we may view the inverse of the

group g weight, ~pg ¼ 1=wg, as a “pseudo” group inclusion probability, since we don’t

directly sample groups. The construction for one form of ~pg motivates our consideration

of other formulations for the pseudo group inclusion probabilities that we may, in turn,

invert to formulate alternative group-indexed survey sampling weights, ðwgÞ:

The resulting wg of Equation (15) requires either knowledge of Ng or a method for its

approximation. The sum of nested unit weights is further composed as a harmonic sum of

inverse inclusion probabilities of member units in each group, which may be overly
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Fig. 5. Distributions and quantiles (25%, 50%, 75%) of posterior samples for s2
u, the generating variance for

random effects, and a single random effect parameter, ui, for the JOLTS application, under single- and double-

weighting.
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dominated by units with small unit inclusion probabilities. Our first alternative more directly

constructs a pseudo group inclusion probability as the union of probabilities for inclusion of

any member unit in the observed sample (in which case the group will be represented in the

sample) and does not require estimation of population quantities, such as Ng: Under a weak

assumption of nearly independent sampling within groups, this alternative is constructed as,

~pg ¼
XNg

l¼1

pl ð24Þ

~p̂g ¼
XNg

l¼1

dl

pl
£ pl ð25Þ

¼
Xng

j¼1

wj £ pj ð26Þ

where pl denotes the marginal inclusion probability for unit, l [ ð1; : : : ;NgÞ, where we

recall that Ng denotes the number of units linked to group, g [ ð1; : : : ;GUÞ; in the

population of groups. We may estimate the pseudo group inclusion probabilities in the

observed sample by making the same walk from population-to-observed-sample as is done in

Equation (5) to Equation (6); by including unit sampling weights, ðwjÞj[Sg
ðSg ¼

{1; : : : ; ng}Þ: We normalize the ðwjÞj[Sg
to sum to 1 as our intent is to re-balance the

information (among sampled units) within a group to approximate that of the population of

units within the group. While this estimator has the undesirable property of computing

~pg . 1, we utilize this quantity to weight the random effects prior density contributions with,

wg / 1= ~pg, so we focus on the effectiveness of estimation bias removal for generating

hyperparameters of the ðugÞg[GU
. We label this method as the “sum-probabilities” method in

contrast to the “sum-weights” methods with which we label the result of Equation (15).

Our second alternative for estimation of a pseudo group inclusion probability is

designed to ensure ~pg # 1 by using a product complement approach that computes the

union of member unit probabilities for a group, indirectly, by first computing its

complement and subtracting that from 1. To construct this estimator, we assume that units,

j [ s are sampled independently with replacement, which is a tenable assumption when

drawing a small sample from a large population of units. Let pð1Þj denote the probability of

selecting unit, j, in a sample of size 1 (e.g., a single draw). Then we may construct the

marginal inclusion probability of unit, pj, for a sample of size, n ¼ jSj; as the complement

that unit j does not appear in any of the n draws,

pj ¼ 1 2 1 2 p
ð1Þ
j

� 	n

; ð27Þ

where
P

j[U p
ð1Þ
j ¼ 1. By extension, 0 , ~pð1Þg ¼

P
j[Ug

p
ð1Þ
j # 1, where ~pð1Þg denotes the

pseudo group, g [ ð1; : : : ;GUÞ inclusion probability for a sample of size 1 and is

composed as the union of size 1 probabilities for member units. The expression for the

pseudo group inclusion probability derives from the underlying sampling of members with

replacement,
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~pg ¼ 1 2 ð1 2 ~pð1Þg Þ
n ¼ 1 2 1 2

XNg

j¼1

p
ð1Þ
j

 !n

; ð28Þ

where we exponentiate the complement term, 1 2 ~pð1Þg

� 	
, by the number of draws of

units, n (rather than GS, the number of groups represented in the observed sample) because

we don’t directly sample groups. We solve for p
ð1Þ
j using Equation (27),

p
ð1Þ
j ¼ 1 2 ð1 2 pjÞ

ð1=nÞ, and plug into Equation (28) to achieve,

~pg ¼ 1 2 1 2
XNg

j¼1

1 2 ð1 2 pjÞ
ð1=nÞ

� 	 !n

ð29Þ

~p̂g ¼ 1 2 1 2
XNg

j¼1

dj

pj

1 2 ð1 2 pjÞ
ð1=nÞ

� 	 !n

ð30Þ

¼ 1 2 1 2
Xng

l¼1

wl 1 2 ð1 2 plÞ
ð1=nÞ

� 	 !n

; ð31Þ

where, as with the sum-probabilities formulation, we normalize the unit weights within

each group, ðwlÞl[Sg
, to sum to 1. We label this method as “product-complement”.

6.2. Simulation Study Results for Alternative Pseudo Group Inclusion Probabilities

We present the results for the simulation study that samples units, rather than groups, for

the expanded set of methods developed in Appendix (Subsection 6.1) for the pseudo group

inclusion probabilities. We recall that under this single stage sampling of units, groups are

not directly sampled under the survey sampling and are included to the extent that one or

more member units are sampled.

The synthetic population (for each Monte Carlo iteration) utilizes group-indexed

random effects under size-based assignment of population units to groups under each

alternative for total number of groups, GU . In this study, we randomly vary the number of

population units assigned to each group with the mean values for each GU set to be equal to

the fixed number of units per group. We allocate a relatively higher number of units to

those groups with smaller-sized units under each group size, GU , to mimic our application.

The number of population units per group, Nh, is set to randomly vary among the GU

population groups using a log-normal distribution centered on the (4,10,25,50,100) units

per group used in the case of direct sampling, with a variance of 0.5. In the case of

GU ¼ 1,250, this produces a right-skewed distribution of the number of units in each

group, ranging from approximately 1 to 40 units per group and the total number of

population units per group is restricted to sum to N ¼ 5,000.

We sort the groups such that groups with larger-sized units are assigned relatively fewer

units and groups with smaller-sized units are assigned relatively more units. This set-up of

assigning more units to smaller-sized groups mimics the estimation of employment counts

among business establishments analyzed in our application in the sequel, where there are

relatively few establishments with a large number of employees (e.g., .50) (which is the
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size variable), while there are, by contrast, many more establishments (small businesses)

that have a small number of employees (e.g., , 10).

The survey sampling design employed here is a single-stage, proportion-to-size design

that directly samples the units (not the groups) with unit inclusion probabilities

proportional to the size variable, x2 , Eð1=ðm2 ¼ 3:5ÞÞ. Each Monte Carlo iteration of our

simulator (that we run for B ¼ 300 iterations) generates the population ð yi; x1i; x2iÞ
N
i¼1,

assigns group and unit inclusion probabilities for the population in the case of direct

sampling of groups or assigns unit inclusion probabilities in the case of indirect sampling.

A sample of n ¼ 500 is then taken and estimation is performed for (b0,b1,s2
u) from the

observed sample under three alternatives:

1. Single-weighting, where we solely exponentiate the likelihood contributions for ðygjÞ

by sampling weights, ðwgj / 1=pgjÞ (and don’t weight the prior for the random

effects, (ug));

2. Double-weighting, where we exponentiate both the likelihood for the ðygjÞ by

sampling weights, ðwgjÞ, and also exponentiate the prior distribution for ug by weight,

wg / 1=pg (for each of g ¼ 1; : : : ;GSÞ: We estimate pg using each of the three

methods presented in Subsection 6.1: “sum-weights”, “sum-probabilities”, and

“product-complement”.

3. SRS, where we take a single-stage simple random sample of units.
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Fig. 6. Indirect sampling of groups: Monte Carlo distributions and quantiles (0.5%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 99.5%)

for B ¼ 300 iterations for s2
u for difference of posterior means and truth under alternative weighting schema for

varying number of groups, GU. Population of N ¼ 5,000 and sample of n ¼ 500. In each plot panel, from left-to-

right is the Single-weighting method, Product Complement double-weighting method of Equation (31), Sum-

probabilities double-weighting method of Equation (26), Sum-weights double-weighting method of Equation (15)

and Simple-random sampling (SRS).
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The inclusion of model estimation under (a non-informative) SRS is intended to serve as

a gold standard against which we may judge the bias and MSE performance of single- and

double-weighting under informative sampling.

Each plot panel in Figure 6 shows the distributions over Monte Carlo simulations for

estimates of the generating variance, s2
u, of the random effects, (ug), under each of the

following weighting methods: single-weighting, product-complement doubleweighting

(Equation 31), sum-probabilities double-weighting (Equation 26), sum-weights double-

weighting (Equation 15), and SRS (no weighting under simple random sampling of the

same population from which the PPS sample was taken). The panels are ordered from left-

to-right for a sequence of GU ¼ ð1; 250; 500; 200; 100; 50Þ: As earlier mentioned, the

number of population units per group, Nh; is set to randomly vary under a lognormal

distribution, though there will on average be more units sampled per group from synthetic

populations with a smaller number of population groups, GU, than there will be units per

group sampled under a larger number of population groups. The sum-probabilities and

sum-weights methods for accomplishing double-weighting generally perform nearly

identically to one another and better than single-weighting for all group sizes. Since sum-

Table 2. Normalized Bias and Root Mean Squared error (RMSE) for Double-weighting methods as compared to

Single-weighting; and Simple Random Sampling (SRS) for Increasing Units Per Random Effect Under Indirect

Sampling of Groups for B ¼ 300 generated data sets with population of N ¼ 5,000 and sample of n ¼ 500.

Relative Bias Normalized RMSE

Model G beta_0 beta_1 beta_0 beta_1

Product-complement 1250 -0.54 -0.01 0.58 0.11
Single-weighting 1250 -0.55 0.00 0.58 0.11
SRS 1250 -0.58 0.00 0.61 0.11
Sum-probabilities 1250 -0.52 -0.01 0.55 0.11
Sum-weights 1250 -0.52 -0.01 0.55 0.11
Product-complement 500 -0.45 0.01 0.48 0.13
Single-weighting 500 -0.45 0.01 0.48 0.14
SRS 500 -0.46 0.00 0.49 0.11
Sum-probabilities 500 -0.41 0.00 0.45 0.13
Sum-weights 500 -0.41 0.00 0.45 0.13
Product-complement 200 -0.26 0.00 0.34 0.12
Single-weighting 200 -0.26 0.00 0.34 0.12
SRS 200 -0.29 0.00 0.36 0.11
Sum-probabilities 200 -0.23 0.00 0.33 0.12
Sum-weights 200 -0.23 0.00 0.33 0.12
Product-complement 100 -0.13 -0.02 0.30 0.13
Single-weighting 100 -0.13 -0.02 0.30 0.13
SRS 100 -0.19 0.00 0.33 0.12
Sum-probabilities 100 -0.13 -0.02 0.30 0.13
Sum-weights 100 -0.13 -0.02 0.30 0.13
Product-complement 50 -0.07 0.00 0.39 0.11
Single-weighting 50 -0.07 0.00 0.39 0.11
SRS 50 -0.08 -0.01 0.39 0.11
Sum-probabilities 50 -0.07 0.00 0.39 0.11
Sum-weights 50 -0.07 0.00 0.39 0.11
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probabilities and sum-weights perform nearly identically, one may choose to prefer use of

the former because it does not require our estimation of N̂g, as does the latter.

Table 2 presents the relative bias, defined as the bias divided by the true value, and the

normalized root MSE, defined as the square root of MSE divided by the true value, for the

regression coefficients, ðb0;b1Þ; to accompany Figure 6. We show the relative bias and

normalized RMSE quantities in this study because the true values of the marginal model,

s2
u ¼ ð0:578; 0:349; 0:216; 0:169; 0:136Þ; varies over the sequence of sizes for GU. As in

the case of direct sampling of groups, there is an association between the amount of bias in

estimation of s2
u and in the intercept coefficient, b0.
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